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I. INTRODUCTION 

In May 1992, the American Bar Association Central and East European Law Initiative 
(CEELI) obtained a grant in the amount of $2.1 million for the period May 1, 1992 through 
April, 1994 from the U.S. Agency for International Development (AID) under its 
"Commercial/Business Practices Law Component of the Competition, Policy, Laws and 
Regulations Project." CEELI implemented its Commercial Law Reform Project in four "priority 
countries:" Albania; Bulgaria; Lithuania; and Poland. 

Pursuant to the grant, this report covers activities during the period July 1993 through 
December 1993. CEELI provides technical legal assistance under this grant through the use of 
the following components: (1) Liaisons and Legal Specialists; (2) Assessments of Draft 
Legislation and Concept Papers; (3) Legal Training Workshops; (4) Technical Legal Assistance 
Workshops; and (5) Support to Indigenous NGOs for the Development of Commercial Law 
Centers. 

Within the four "priority countries" during the period July 1993 through December 1993, 
CEELI placed 7 Liaisons, 5 Legal Specialists, provided 4 assessments of draft commercial law 
legislation, 1 concept papers, conducted 1 legal training workshop, 1 technical assistance 
workshop, and 1 lawyers internship program. Furthermore, during the period, CEELI provided 
financial support and assistance for 3 "Commercial Law Centers" and reached a final negotiation 
stage for support of a Commercial Law Center in Warsaw, Poland. 

A specific country-by-country breakdown, including a description of major efforts, 
accomplishments and problems is provided below. 



II. COUNTRY-BY-COUNTRY REPORT
 

ALBANIA 

1. Resident Liaison and Legal Specialist Activities 

In July 1993, Roland Bassett, an experienced attorney with a commercial practice in 
Galveston, Texas, arrived in Tirana to serve as CEELI's first liaison to Albania dedicated 
exclusively to commercial law issues. During his tenure in Tirana, Mr. Bassett worked on a 
variety of matters. For example, Mr. Bassett 

Advised officials of the Ministry of Trade on issues related to the Ministry's 
participation in the European Community/PHARE Small and Medium Enterprises 
("SME") program. 

Advised officials of the Ministry of Trade on issues arising in the course of their 
preparation of a new foreign investment law. 

Provided comments to the director of the National Agency for Privatization on 
a draft of privatization legislation. 

Worked closely with the Committee on Science and Technology in connection 
with the Committee's preparation of intellectual property legislation (and provided
various materials on this subject to the Committee), and coordinated a formal 
CEELI assessment of such legislation. 

Counseled staff at the Ministry of Industry, Mines and Energy on a joint venture 
project between a British oil company and Albpetrol (the Albanian state-owned 
oil and gas company). 

Provided advice to officials responsible for negotiating a U.S.-Albanian bilateral 
investment treaty agreement. 

Organized and catalogued a small reference library of American law books, on 
topics from constitutional law to secured transactions. 

Began publication of the "CEELI News," an English-Albanian newsletter that is 
circulated throughout various governmental ministries and describes CEELI's 
activities and capabilities in Albania. 

Mr. Bassett also was requested to assist with preparation of a new commercial code for 
Albania, a wide-ranging and ambitious -- and much-needed -- project. In response, CEELI 
compiled, and Mr. Bassett provided to CEELI's Albanian hosts, materials related to the 
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regulation of commercial matters in various West European countries.' 

In addition to Mr. Bassett, two legal specialists that also were funded by commercial law 
grant funds concluded their work in Tirana during the reporting period. Duane Craske, a state 
court judge from Alaska, worked in Tirana from January to July 1993. Judge Craske worked 
with Albanian judges, providing them with information on judicial structures, functioning, and 
training in Western states, and analyzing for CEELI the issues confronting the Albanian judiciary 
and the types of assistance (particularly training) that are needed. 

Daniel Gutterman served as a legal specialist in the Ministry of Trade, from April to July
1993. Mr. Gutterman, an experienced corporate attorney from New York City, advised the 
Ministry on investment proposals submitted by foreign interests, and provided informal 
on-the-job instruction to Ministry officials regarding how to analyze and conduct "due diligence" 
of incoming proposals, and how to interface with potential foreign investors. Mr. Gutterman 
also worked closely with Ministry officials to analyze and recommend improvements to the 
EC/PHARE SME program. Due to Mr. Bassett's arrival in July, Mr. Gutterman was not 
replaced.
 

2. Draft Law Assessments and Concept Papers 

In November, CEELI completed and transmitted to the Committee on Science and 
Technology written comments on a draft law on intellectual property. The Committee was very
pleased with the comments, and it is anticipated that they will result in an improved piece of 
legislation.2 

3. Training Workshops 

An important element in CEELI's assistance in Albania during the reporting period was 
a four-day training workshop in Tirana, on "How to Negotiate, Structure and Document 
International Joint Ventures." The workshop, which was held in July, was co-sponsored by 
CEELI and the Commercial Law Development Program (CLDP) of the U.S. Department of 
Commerce.3 

'CEELI has not opened a commercial law center in Tirana, as it has not identified a suitable 
local NGO "partner." However, CEELI has provided its commercial law liaison with a 
computer and printer, which can be used at a commercial law center in the future. 

2A copy of CEELI's assessment is attached as Appendix 1. 

3InOctober, CEELI and CLDP submitted to USAID a report describing and analyzing the 
training workshop. A copy of the report is attached as Appendix 2. 
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The program was developed in response to requests from Albanian officials and private
practitioners with whom CEELI and CLDP have worked in the past. These requests indicated 
that what was desired and needed was a course that would provide an Albanian official or lawyer
with the ability and confidence to negotiate and structure an international joint venture. 
Accordingly, CEELI and CLDP designed the course to include both (1) a basic overview of the 
types of legal and business issues that should be considered when confronting an international 
joint venture; and (2) "hands-on," participatory, sessions designed to train the Albanians in how 
to negotiate and document an international joint venture. In keeping with this design, invitations 
to the program aimed to attract a group of no more than 20 to 30 participants. 

All faculty members had substantive knowledge of international joint ventures, and 
experience negotiating, structuring, and documenting such ventures.4 Additionally, A. David 
Meyer, the program chair, and LindL Wells and Nancy Eller, faculty members, had previously
had experience working with Albanians, in Albania, and thus were sensitive to their needs and 
desires. Claudio Cocuzza, the Italian solicitor who filled out the roster, had previously taught 
at legal seminiars and conferences, and his expertise in Italian corporate law was extremely
useful in view of the reliance, in Albania, on Italian law and procedure. Additionally, Mr. 
Cocuzza's fluency in English was an invaluable asset. 

The 20 to 30 participants who attended the workshop included mid- to senior level 
officials of various government ministries, including Trade; Commerce; Construction; 
Agriculture; Industry & Mining; and Transportation. Additionally, several foreign consultants 
attended e a representative of the World Bank, attorneys with "Volunteers in Overseas 
Assistance," and an outside consultant to the Ministry of Agriculture), and Minister of Trade 
Artan Hoxha attended the last portion of the program.5 The average age of attendees appeared 
to be early to mid-30's. 

As noted above, the workshop was intended both to alert the students to the legal and 
business issues that arise in international joint ventures, and to provide them with as much 
"hands-on," participatory training and experience in negotiating and documenting such 
transactions as possible. Accordingly, time was divided between more traditional "teaching" and
"role play," inter-active training exercises. 

4The program was chaired by A. David Meyer, a former CEELI legal specialist to the 
Ministry of Trade and counsel to an American chemical manufacturing company who also serves 
as outside corporate counsel for a group of firms engaged in international and domestic business 
ventures. Faculty members included Claudio Cocuzza, an Italian attorney specializing in 
commercial matters; Nancy Eller, an attorney who specializes in international corporate
transactions at the London office of New York-based White & Case; and Linda Wells, Director 
of the CLDP. Mr. Bassett moderated the program. 

5Additionally, Aleksandra Braginski of USAID/Washington and Dede Blane of 
USAID/Tirana attended portions of the workshop. 
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The structure of the workshop ultimately achieved the goal of ongoing student 
participation, interaction and, apparently, understanding. While the written materials were fairly
voluminous, and addressed a wide variety of sophisticated legal and business issues, to avoid 
overwhelming the participants some of these issues were not covered in class. Also, during the 
workshop sessions, faculty members distilled the written information into simple,
straightforward, and clear presentations, emphasizing key points on a "flip chart" displayed on 
an easel. Not only was class size conducive to active involvement, but lecturing was kept to a 
minimum, in favor of more inter-active teaching methods. This format encouraged questions 
and answers by, and discussion with, class members. 

Class involvement was highest during the last several days of the workshop, when the 
students "acted out" the joint venture case study that had been developed by program chair 
David Meyer. The study, which was distributed on the first day of the workshop, was 
comprised of a factual scenario and various related documents (including a sample joint venture 
agreement). After reviewing the study, workshop participants were divided into two groups,
each representing one of the negotiating parties described in the case study, and in animated 
sessions, they "negotiated" a sample joint venture agreement. 

Discussions with the participants during and after the workshop indicated that they were 
pleased with both the content and structure of the program. In this regard, the level of 
enthlrsiasm and degree of interest in the workshop was evidenced by the high ratio of 
participants who made the effort -- during the work day -- to attend virtually the entire program.
The evaluation forms that sought participants' views also reflected the participants' unanimous 
view that the subject of the workshop was very well-chosen, and their sense of having learned 
a substantial amount about how to negotiate and structure international joint ventures. The 
evaluations also reflected participants' general satisfaction with the level of difficulty and detail 
at which the workshop was conducted; its structure and organization; the written materials; and 
the faculty members, as well as their interest in and enthusiasm for additional technical legal 
assistance. 

The workshop impacted the participants in a variety of significant, identifiable ways.
First, in terms of substance, the program and accompanying materials fulfilled the organizers'
goals of providing the participants with practical, usable information and skills.6 Perhaps most 
importantly, however, by engaging the participants in role-playing negotiating sessions, the 
workshop allowed them to apply both the substantive knowledge and negotiating skills that the 
workshop sought to teach, and to gain confidence in their own abilities. The program
participants' newly-gained substantive knowledge and confidence will serve them well as they 

6Specifically: (1) the basic knowledge and written material necessary to enable paiticipants 
to approach an international joint venture in an informed, methodical, and analytical manner,
and to identify key legal and business issues raised by such a transaction; (2) a familiarity with 
basic negotiating concepts, which are key to enabling the Albanians to bargain on a more equal 
footing with their foreign counterparts. 
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deal increasingly with the outside world. 

4. Analysis of Albanian Commercial Law Reform Efforts 

As noted in CEELI's last report, CEELI's work in Albania has been challenging. While 
not as severe as during the early days of CEELI's on-ground work, the under-developed state 
of the country's infrastructure (including unreliable telephone/fax service) continues to pose
logistical, problems. Additionally, the difficulty of obtaining accurate, complete and/or timely
information is a major obstacle for Western assistance providers. The idea fostered under the 
communist regime, that knowledge is power, and is not to be freely shared with others,
continues to hold sway. The lack of coordination (or even communication) between government
ministries also makes it difficult to know who is actually responsible for a particular project. 

In any event, despite the fact that Albanian President Sali Berisha declared 1993 "The 
Year of Privatization," in recognition of the country's need to develop a functioning economy
and reduce the currently high unemployment rate, a tremendous amount remains to be done in 
terms of commercial law reform. Unfortunately, however, changes last fall in. the heads of some 
of the ministries responsible for commercial law reforms (ministries with which CEELI has 
worked) seem to have virtually halted, during the last several months of the year, measurable 
progress on such reforms.7 Accordingly, Albania continues to need assistance on a broad 
spectrum of issues, including 

background education about the basics of a market economy system and the legal 
infrastructure for such a system 

drafting legislation (in this regard, one of the country's most pressing needs is for 
a new commercial code, that will help establish the legal infrastructure referenced 
above, needed to enable the market economy system to function) 

-- implementing legislation that has been enacted 

publishing and disseminating (to government officials, courts, and private 
practitioners) new laws 

training government and private attorneys, as well as law students, in commercial 
law matters 

7In a New Year's Message to his fellow Albanians, President Berisha noted that despite "our 
great and incontestable achievements during 1993 we are aware of the great problems and 
difficulties lying in store for 1994. Priority will be given to the reduction of unemployment, the 
construction of infrastructure, the attraction of investors, privatization of mid and large-sized
enterprises and establishment of a voucher market." Illvria, January 6 - 8, 1994, at 6. 
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CEELI's commercial law mission in Albania is still young. Nonetheless, CEELI has 
been able to provide needed, substantive assistance on a variety of matters over the past six 
months. The impacts of the training workshop are described above. Additionally, Mr. Bassett's 
in-country work has had the following impacts: 

Comments on draft privatization and intellectual property legislation should result 
in improvements to that legislation 

Assistance and counseling to Trade Ministry officials should result in 
improvements to the administration of the EC/PHARE SME program 

Assistance to Trade Ministry officials in connection with incoming foreign
investment proposals has transmitted skills that will help to ensure that Albanian 
officials are better-equipped to perform "due diligence" on such proposals, and 
to more effectively inter-face with potential foreign investors 

Provision of written materials regarding the commercial law infrastructures in 
Western states will help to ensure that the drafters of the contemplated
commercial code are better equipped for that important task 

Assistance in connection with Albpetrol's negotiations with an outside investor 
helps to ensure that any contracts entered into by Albpetrol provide the Albanian 
company equitable terms and treatment, and has provided training to Albanian 
officials regarding the negotiation of a contract with a Western investor 

Guidance to the Albanian team negotiating the proposed Bilateral Investment 
Treaty with the U.S. should ensure that the Albanians enter into negotiations with 
a better understanding of the issues raised in the Treaty 

Nonetheless, clearly much more assistance is needed. Most particularly, as noted above,
interest has been expressed in CEELI assistance with the commercial code drafting project.
CEELI regards this as an urgent priority, and hopes to become more deeply involved with this 
project in 1994.8 

8CEELI understands that a German government assistance program (GTZ) also plans to 
assist the Albanians with the commercial code. CEELI will seek to coordinate its efforts with 
those of the German group. 
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BULGARIA 

1. Resident Liaison and Legal Specialist Activity 

In June 1993, Linda Foreman, CEELI's first Commercial Law liaison, was sent to Sofia,
Bulgaria. Prior to Ms. Foreman's arrival, Harlan Pomeroy was serving as CEELI's rule of law 
and commercial law liaison. Mr. Pomeroy returned to the United States at the beginning of 
September 1994. In January 1994, Ms. Foreman returned to private practice in the United 
States and was replaced by Mark Beesley, a litigator from New York. 

During her tenure, Ms. Foreman provided the Legislative Committee of the National 
Assembly with technical information relating to the draft Bankruptcy Act and Protective 
Concordat (reorganization) provisions of the Bankruptcy Act, as well as certain tax issues. Ms. 
Foreman provided technical advice on the pending draft Concordat provisions of the bankruptcy
act. On November 30, 1993, Ms. Foreman addressed a meeting of the Legislative Committee 
of the National Assembly to discuss bankruptcy issues and submitted additional questions to a 
group of American experts for written comments that were submitted later. 

Ms. Foreman also provided the Council of Ministers with informal commeniz un the
Council's draft law on the regulation of civil servants. She reviewed, at the Council's request,
its proposal for a National Legal Information System, and has arranged for CEELI to assist the 
Council on substantive content-related issues for this system. The Council of Ministers hopes
to begin implementing this system during this year. It is envisioned that the system will be
computerized and made available to all branches of government, law schools and, eventually,
individuals. The primary funding for this project is from the World Bank. 

Ms. Foreman been working with Bulgarian bankers and the Bankers' Association on
banking law reform and education, and provided information on banking and credit/debit card
regulation to BORICA, the Bulgarian National Bank's credit card subsidiary. The president of 
BORICA was favorably impressed with CEELI's response to his request and has agreed to
involve CEELI in reviewing the first draft of the ensuing regulations. Ms. Foreman also met 
with Ivan Pantchev, Head Secretary of the Bulgarian Association of Commercial Banks and other 
members of the Association. This Association has recently formed a Legal Committee which 
will identify the laws and regulations necessary for banks to operate in Bulgaria. This Legal
Committee will also work with members of parliament to attempt to get these necessary laws 
enacted. Mr. Pantchev has asked for CEELI to work with this Legal Committee on future 
projects. 

Ms. Foreman also responded to a request from Dr. Emilia Drumeva, Head of the Legal
Department of the National Assembly, for laws or regulations from other countries concerning
tourism, to assist her in preparing a report to the National Assembly on this issue, which has 
become very controversial. 
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On November 20, 1993, Ms. Foreman spoke at an Energy Legislator and Policy
Symposium, pursuant to a request from Kiril Velev, Deputy Minister of Trade. The symposium 
was focused upon Bulgaria's energy policy and legislation within the world market. Ms. 
Foreman spoke about the role of competition in the United States energy market. 

Pursuant to a request from Nicholas Afonsky, director of trade and services with 
International Executive Services Corps, Ms. Foreman also reviewed a draft report prepared by 
a U.S. franchising expert on franchising possibilities in Bulgaria, which is intended to bring U.S. 
companies to Bulgaria. 

In addition, CEELI and the Ministry of Foreign Affairs have entered into an arrangement 
whereby CEELI will facilitate translation of international treaties ratified by Bulgaria and make 
those translations available to the public. The Ministry of Foreign Affairs would like to create 
an independent library of multilateral and bilateral treaties ratified by Bulgaria. The translated 
treaties will be published in the State Gazette (the Bulgarian official reporting service). 

Due to meetings with the Secretary General of the National Assembly, Mr. Kotchev, his 
Deputy and the Head of the Library, CEELI has entered into a cooperative arrangement whereby 
Mr. Kotchev agreed to provide monthly the updated agenda of items presented to the National 
Assembly and the committees, as well as the position statements of the various parties on those 
issues. CEELI has agreed to furnish the library with a complete set of its assessments and 
concept papers. 

Ms. Foreman provided assistance to the Peace Corps representative in Vidin by reviewing 
a draft contract that was being negotiated between the city and a cable television provider. The 
city had no lawyer representing it in the negotiations. On November 5, 1993, Ms. Foreman also 
assisted the Business Peace Corps by participating in its course for bankers in Plovdiv. Ms. 
Foreman discussed the differences between American and Bulgarian law with respect to loan 
documentation, third party guarantees and subordinated collateral. 

Ms. Foreman attended the Plovdiv International Business Fair (September 27-28, 1993),
which has become one of the most highly attended business fairs in all of Central and Eastern 
Europe. 

In addition, Ms. Foreman worked with James Wooster, U. S. Treasury Department, in 
exchanging ideas for Mr. Wooster's program to bring Bulgarian tax administrators and 
enforcers, as well as judges, to Washington, D.C. for training. 

2. Draft Law Assessments and Concept Papers 

At the request of Andrei Delchev, Head of the Legal Department of the Council of 
Ministers, CEELI prepared an assessment of the draft regulation of state-owned enterprises. 

In October 1992, CEELI prepared a concept paper on Securities Regulation for the 
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Government of Bulgaria. As a result, the Bulgarian Ambassador to the United States, Mr. 
Pishev, requested CEELI's assistance in reviewing certain draft securities laws--one prepared
under the auspices for the Council of Ministers by a World Bank Consultant and one prepared
by the Securities and Exchange Commission for a non-profit Bulgarian entity, the Institute for 
Market Economics. CEELI's Securities Law Working Group undertook to review these drafts 
to determine whether they can be consolidated. 

At the request of the Ministry of Trade, CEELI prepared an assessment of draft laws on 
commodities exchanges, chambers of commerce, and domestic trade regulation. The draft law 
on the chambers of trade and industry establishes a state-run Chamber of Trade and Industry to
"protect the interests of entrepreneurs." The Chamber is intended to foster new industries, 
educate persons wishing to become entrepreneurs, and keep the executive branch informed of 
developments in the economy. Membership in the Chamber is compulsory for all persons
defined as "merchants." The Draft Law on the Commodity Exchange permits the establishment 
and organization of commodity exchanges in Bulgaria. Municipal authorities are empowered 
to open exchanges in their region, but their decisions are subject to a veto from the national 
government. The law also allows the national government to appoint an officer to regulate
conduct in each local commodity exchange and to fine exchange members who do not "abide 
by the commonly accepted rules of order." The draft Law on Domestic Trade Regulation
regulates the conduct of retail and wholesale traders in the Bulgarian market. Portions of the 
law function in a fashion similar to the American Uniform Commercial Code, defining a sale 
of goods. Consumers are protected by the law's labelling requirements for certain commodities. 
Mr. Todor Nedev of the Ministry Trade expressed his pleasure at receiving this assessment,
especially the article comparing various countries' commodities exchange acts. Mr. Nedev has 
promised to keep CEELI involved with the progress of these laws. Mr. Nedev will circulate 
the comments prepared by CEELI and will provide CEELI with the revised laws and provide 
an opportunity to comment on the new drafts. In early November 1993, Mr. Nedev informed 
CEELI that work on these draft laws had stopped due to other more pressing issues that have 
arisen. CEELI will continue to monitor this project. 

Due to CEELI's assessment of the draft Waste Management Act, the Council of Ministers 
revised the draft law. CEELI is currently monitoring the new draft law and will provide 
assistance as requested. 

CEELI has received a request from Dr. Ilko Eskenazi, Member of Parliament, to prepare 
a concept paper on the use of trade barriers and tariffs as effective international trade policy.
CEELI had been asked to prepare an assessment of a draft law on international trade regulation;
however, CEELI has been info-med by the Foreign Minister of Trade that the drafting of this 
law has been delayed. 

3. Training Workshops 

CEELI held no training workshops in Bulgaria during the current reporting period. 
CEELI's liaison, however, cooperated with the International Development Law Institute (IDLI) 
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in hosting a workshop held in Varna (September 13-17, 1993) on issues titled "How to Buy a 

Business." 

4. Technical Legal Assistance Workshops 

On October 29, 1993, CEELI held an informal workshop at the Center for the Study of 
Democracy on "Intellectual Property and Computer Software." The panelists included Petya 
Thocarova, a Bulgarian copyright specialist, and Roy Freed, an American lawyer. 

Ms. Foreman has been working with Kiril Velev, Deputy Minister of Trade to fulfill the 
Ministry's request for a technical assistance workshop on COCOM issues. The Department of 
Commerce is awaiting a formal request from the Bulgarian Ministry of Trade to proceed with 
the workshop. 

5. Commercial Law Center 

The Commercial Law Center's legal library continues to grow. The Commercial Law 
Center has received legal textbooks through the efforts of William Meyer, former liaison to 
Bulgaria, and the Commercial Law Development Program of the Department of Commerce. 

The Center for the Study of Democracy is undertaking a study to reorganize its 
operations Lnd to utilize more effectively its Bulgarian lawyers and the CEELI liaisons. CEELI 
is working closely with the Center on this assessment and transformation. The new 
organizational structure will be implemented in the spring of 1994. 

6. Analysis of Bulgarian Commercial Law Reform Efforts 

--The political stalemate in Bulgaria has slowed down tremendously the pace of legal
reform in Bulgaria. CEELI has proceeded with its legislative reform efforts despite this 
stalemate. CEELI's new commercial law liaison will focus upon long-term development projects 
for CEELI's activities. For example, as a result of CEELI's on-ground experience, CEELI has 
identified judicial reform as a priority area. In this vein, CEELI recognizes the dire need for 
commercial training of judges. CEELI hopes to coordinate its efforts in this area with the 
Ministry of Justice. In addition to the training of judges, CEELI has also identified the need to 
train lawyers in commercial law subjects. Accordingly, CEELI has planned a technical legal 
assistance workshop on leasing issues to be held in the spring of 1994. 

--Ms. Foreman's work over the past six months demonstrates the tremendous need for 
banking reform. On December 20, 1993, the National Assembly passed the Settlement of Non-
Performing Loans Act which provide that the Bulgarian Treasury will assume the obligations of 
approximately 90,000 lev for overdue loans contracted by Bulgarian banks before 1990. In 
return, the government will issue long-term, freely negotiable bonds to the commercial banks 
in exchange for the outstanding loans. The intended goal is to avoid bank insolvencies so as to 
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avoid a major financial crises--assuming the Bankruptcy Act is finally passed. CEELI, through
its new commercial liaison, will continue to monitor banking issues in Bulgaria and provide 
assistance as requested. Specifically, CEELI will continue to work with Mr. Pantchev, Head 
Secretary of the Bulgarian Association of Commercial Banks and the new Legal Committee 
established within the Association. 

--As a result of the collaborative efforts between CEELI and the Mr. Kotchev, Secretary 
General of the National Assembly, CEELI was informed by Mr. Kotchev that the following are 
commercial law areas in need of technical assistance: 

(1) Commercial law training for members of parliament and staff; 

(2) legislative drafting workshops for both members of parliament and staff; 

(3) assistance on personnel issues and staff organization; and 

(4) assistance on tracking legislation. 

--Pursuant to requests received by USAID in country, Ms. Foreman identified (based
primarily upon her trips to Varna) local government issues as being an important area for 
assistance. In her opinion, many of the serious problems facing Varna were economic. The 
national government has not assisted the cities in the major projects confronting them, such as, 
building a waste recycling system. Ms. Foreman identified the following areas in which CEELI 
could be of assistance: 

(1) Legal issues concerning the election and organization of the City Council, currently
consisting of 65 members elected on a block slate basis resulting in incompetent members 
being elected. 

(2) Issues concerning privatization of municipal enterprises which the Varna City 
Council has been slow to implement because the Privatization Act is unclear and also half 
of the proceeds must return to the national rather than city budget. 

(3) Issues concerning clarifying the Local Government Act. For example the law is 
unclear with respect to even the term "municipality" which has created confusion 
regarding the proper allocation of functions. 
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LITHUANIA 

1. Resident Liaison and Legal Specialist Activities 

By July 1993, CEELI Liaison, John Zerr had established a very active program 
promoting commercial law reform in Lithuania. The programs and projects that he established 
and coordinated, along with those coordinated by his successor John Corrigan, continue to be 
well received in Lithuania, and have had an undeniably positive impact. 

The CEELI Liaison is based at the Commercial Law Center/Komercines Teises Centras 
("CLC"), a Lithuanian Non-governmental Organization formed by CEELI, and with whom 
CEELI has a strong affiliation. The CEELI liaisons, John Zerr and John Corrigan, work closely 
with the CLC staff to implement CEELI projects, and provide "institution building" assistance 
to the CLC to help create a sustainable Non-governmental Organization. The CLC, in addition 
to providing technical support for CEELI, works with various legal assistance providers and 
other members of the Lithuanian legal community to coordinate and implement workshops 
throughout Lithuania. These organizations include the Lithuanian Lawyers Association, the 
International Development Law Institute ("IDLI"), and the U.S. Department of Commerce. 

The following represents some of CEELI's major commercial law programs and projects 
during the reporting period. 

Following John Zerr's example, John Corrigan continues to work closely with the 
Lithuanian Lawyer's Association ("LLA"). In addition to regularly attending meetings, and 
providing materials and information, as requested, in mid-October, Mr. Corrigan participated 
in the LLA's Conference on the Protection of Private Property Rights, also supported by the 
U.S. Department of Commerce. Mr. Corrigan delivered a presentation on intellectual property. 
Also, as a result of CEELI's continued support, the LLA has progressed with in-house lectures 
on various topics of interest to the legal community. Finally, Mr. Corrigan provided assistance 
to the LLA in its attempt to develop a foundation structure in concert with the Open Society 
Fund for Lithuania ("OSFL"), a SOROS organization. 

Presently, CEELI Commercial Law Liaison, John Corrigan is assisting the Ministry of 
Finance. Mr. Corrigan has spent a significant portion of his time assisting the State Debt 
Management Division of the Ministry with guarantee agreements involving the EBRD and in 
aspects of the preparation of various G24 (IMF) loan negotiations. In a particular example of 
his work, the EBRD asked the Republic to guarantee the loan agreement with Lietuvos 
Telekomas in the amount of ECU 31,000,000. Mr. Corrigan reviewed the guarantee and 
provided modifications. Mr. Corrigan also advised the borrower, Lietuvos Telekomas' attorney 
in the matter. Mr. Corrigan has been asked by the Deputy Minister to accompany him to 
London for the negotiations. Moreover, John Corrigan is providing on-the-job training to an 
inexperienced lawyer recently hired by the Ministry. 
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CEELI has also previously provided assistance to the Ministry of Finance from May to 
August 1993, through CEELI Legal Specialist, Ms. Emily Altman. Ms. Altman assisted the 
State Debt Management Division of the Ministry in the preparation of various G24 (IMF) loan 
negotiations, compliance with the World Bank loan, and assistance with other international 
lending organizations. 

During her tenure at the Ministry, Ms. Altman worked closely with the head of the Debt 
Management Division, Ms. Ruta Skyriene. Ms. Altman worked on the Ministry's review of 
four G-24 loan agreements (Sweden, Finland, Norway and Austria) as well as a review of a 
proposed Canadian Export Development Corporation loan agreement. In addition, she helped
the Ministry to prepare and negotiate an amendment to the Japan Eximbank loan agreement,
and reviewed with the European Bank for Reconstruction and Development ("EBRD") the co
financing offers from five Western European export credit agencies-- Denmark, Germany,
Switzerland, Finland, and Norway. 

Aside from working on particular loan transactions, Ms. Altman spent a significant
amount of time in trying to establish a legal regime in Lithuania governing the incurrence of 
sovereign debt. At Ms. Altman's insistence, the Ministry drafted a parliamentary authorization 
for all of the prospective G-24 loans in order to avoid the need for an individual preliminary
presentation to the Parliament for each agreement. The resolution was passed by the Parliament. 

Ms. Altman worked through all of the foreign loan agreements which had been received 
by the Ministry to date, and in the process was able to teach the members of the Debt 
Management Division a great deal about the structure of loan agreements and the issues that 
should be focused upon when negotiating them. In addition, the Minister and his staff were 
made extremely sensitive to the value of legal advice to their work.9 

At the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, CEELI placed a legal specialist, Professor Kenneth 
Vandevelde, to assist in the area of bilateral investment treaties ("BIT"). From June to August 
1993, Professor Vandevelde worked with the Ministry, despite having to overcome political
turmoil within the Ministry. He used his time there extremely productively in analyzing nine 
BITs concluded by Lithuania prior to his arrival, and thirteen BITs proposed for negotiation,
revising a model investment treaty prepared by the Ministry, preparing the Lithuanians for 
negotiation of a BIT with the United States and assisting during the negotiations, and in 
developing a negotiating manual for bilateral investment treaties.I° John Corrigan maintains 
an on-going assessment of the political stability of the Ministry in order to determine whether 
CEELI will place another specialist. 

9A copy of Emily Altman's final report is attached as Appendix 3. 

'0A copy of the manual, which is similar in content and scope to the manual used by the 
United States, was presented to Prime Minister Slezevicius as Appendix 4. 
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From October to December 1993, CEELI placed Ms. Arlene Elgart-Mirsky as Legal
Specialist on Bankruptcy Issues at the Ministry of Economics. Sent in cooperation and 
coordination with the World Bank, Ms. Elgart-Mirsky worked closely with the head of the 
Ministry's bankruptcy division, Juozas Joksas, on matters relating to bankruptcy, reorganization,
and liquidation of public and private enterprises. In the three months of her tenure, Ms. Elgart-
Mirsky helped to prepare and propose a number of amendments to the existing bankruptcy lien 
laws, which were submitted to the Seimas (the Lithuanian Parliament)." 

In order to accomplish the goal of reforming the bankruptcy and lien laws Ms. Elgart-
Mirsky held extensive discussions with representatives from the banking industry, the Seimas,
EC PHARE, OSFL, IMF, and World Bank missions. These discussions included changes that 
should be implemented with respect to the other commercial laws in Lithuania. In addition, Ms. 
Elgart-Mirsky held many in-depth discussions with Mr. Joksas and provided him with copies of 
current Lithuanian laws on criminal law and procedure, civil procedure, and administrative law, 
for his review in conjunction with possible amendments to the Lithuanian bankruptcy laws. She 
also provided copies of U.S. bankruptcy forms to aid the Division in developing Lithuanian 
forms. In addition she prepared a summary of American bankruptcy laws as a quick reference 
work. 

In an effort to demonstrate the necessity of taking an inter-agency approach to the task 
of reforming the bankruptcy and lien laws, Ms. Elgart-Mirsky established an Advisory
Committee on Bankruptcy and Lien Laws. This Advisory Committee, composed of lawyers
from the various relevant ministries and banks, and judges from the Supreme Court, is tasked 
with the review and clarification of other Lithuanian laws to make them compatible with the 
bankruptcy and lien laws, preparation of a bankruptcy procedural code, and preparation of 
amendments to and implementation of the Lithuanian Lien Law. 

Examples of amendments include: 

* 	 Shortening or eliminating the language requiring a three month waiting period for 
initiating bankruptcies using the cash flow test. (Forcing creditors to wait three 
months to commence a bankruptcy significantly diminishes the chance for a 
successful reorganization). 

• 	 In the case of an extra-judicial bankruptcy procedure, the language is changed to 
reflect that either cash flow insolvency or balance sheet insolvency is sufficient 
to commence the procedure. 

" 	 In the case of the Lien Law that prohibited the mortgaging of state property, the 
language is changed to reflect that "property, including, without limitation, state 
property, may be mortgaged." 
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In addition to her hectic schedule in Lithuania, Ms. Elgart-Mirsky was asked to 
participate in the IRIS Judicial Conference in Poland. Ms. Elgart-Mirsky arranged for Mr. 
Joksas to attend. During the conference, she delivered a series of lectures and participated in 
workshops on bankruptcy and commercial law issues for more than sixty civil judges. This 
program resnlted in the creation of the first Polish judges organization, despite opposition from 
the Ministry of Justice. 

Ms. Elgart-Mirsky accomplished a great deal during her tenure, but the reform and 
implementation of all the bankruptcy laws is an on-going project. At least two state owned 
companies are undergoing bankruptcy. CEELI plans to appoint a successor by the end of 
February 1994. Meanwhile, the Ministry has requested that the World Bank send Ms. Elgart-
Mirsky back to Lithuania for consultations. 

From January through September 1993, CEELI maintained a legal specialist in judicial
reform, Bill Walters. Mr. Walters mei regularly with the Head of Courts of the Ministry of 
Justice and organized a judicial ethics workshop for Lithuanian Judges in the five judicial
districts in the country. This workshop, which combined Danish, German and American 
speakers, presented in the cities of Vilnius, Panevezys, Kaunas, and Klaipeda, with a high level 
of participation by the attending Lithuanian judges in the last two weeks of May. Also, a 
working group to address the subject of judicial education was convened at the Ministry, 
consisting of representatives of the Constitutional Court, the Supreme Court, and the Law 
Faculty, as well as members of the Ministry of Justice. 

The end of September saw an historical event in Vilnius-- the first Baltic Judicial 
Conference. This conference, held on September 23-24, 1993, sponsored by the Supreme Court, 
coordinated by CEELI Specialist Bill Walters, and underwritten by the United Nations 
Development Program, brought together representatives of the judiciaries of the three Baltic 
countries to discuss common issues and possible solutions. The topics discussed included 
judiciai independence, court administration, judgement enforcement, and commercial law 
education issues for the judiciary. The conference was successful, and the judges agreed to meet 
again next year. 

In addition to the remarkable work done by the legal specialists, CEELI maintains 
collaborative efforts with other assistance providers in Lithuania. Through John Corrigan and 
some of the legal specialists, CEELI continues a close collaborative relationship with the OSFL 
which began under the former liaison John Zerr. In addition to the foundation project involving 
the LLA, John Corrigan is collaborating with the OSFL on a "Lien Law Project." The OSFL 
recently commissioned a credit union feasibility study in Lithuania. The study concluded that 
the establishment of a credit union system in Lithuania will be severely hindered by the land 
law's excessive restrictions on mortgaging property and by the lack of funding for the Central 
Mortgage Registry. CEELI intends to work with OSFL in preparing a "streamlined" land 
recordation system. CEELI hopes to identify a legal specialist for this purpose. 
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Another important project is the "Seimas Printing Project," in which Mr. Corrigan and 
Ms. Arlene Elgart-Mirsky, CEELI Legal Specialist in Bankruptcy, approached the OSFL to fund 
the acquisition of printing equipment for the Seimas, which in turn would enable the Seimas to 
print all of Lithuania's laws, regulations, and even judicial opinions. These laws and opinions
would then be distributed to the more than 300 courthouses and 100 public libraries in Lithuania 
free of charge. Presently, the judges receive little or no information on new or existing laws 
and are forced to either rely upon reports of new laws contained in the press (many judges have 
extensive "clippings" files) or to purchase copies of those laws that are available to the public 
out of their own money. 

In another example of linkage, the U.S. Department of Commerce Commercial Law 
Development Program ("CLDP") sponsored a three day workshop on Project Finance in Vilnius 
in October. John Corrigan and the staff of the Commercial Law Center played a crucial 
supporting role in managing the logistics and translating the workshop material. Former CEELI 
Legal Specialist to the Ministry of Finance, Emily Altman returned to Vilnius to participate in 
the workshop. 

The Commercial Law Center also utilized its growing expertise and experience gained
from CEELI projects to coordinate the presentation of a workshop on Contracts in the 
International Sale of Goods, sponsored by the International Development Law Institute. 

2. 	 Draft Law Assessments 

CEELI continues to collaborate with the Legal Department of the Seimas by providing
assessments of various draft legislation as requested. In the reporting period, CEELI completed
the following assessments of draft commercial law legislation: 

• 	 Draft Charter for the Vilnius International Commercial Arbitral Tribunal 

" 	 Draft Law on Foreign Investments 
(Actually two different versions of the same law: one from the UNDP and 
the other from the Lithuanian Ministry of Economics.) 

3. 	 Training Workshops 

Aside 	from the workshops presented by CLDP and IDLI in which CEEL personnel
participated, CEELI did not present a workshop during the reporting period. However, CEELI 
is currently preparing a training workshop on "Letters of Credit and Shipping Documents" to 
be held in the first week of March 1994, for two days each in Vilnius and Klaipeda. 
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4. Analysis of Lithuanian Commercial Law Reform Efforts 

Despite the initial fears that the government of President Brazauskas would have a 
significant negative impact on the pace of legal reform in Lithuania, the impact on the CEELI 
program has not been as anticipated. In fact, the demand for assistance and the utilization of 
that assistance remains great. CEELI is bounded then, not by the dictates of certain government 
officials who may want to slow the pace of legal reform, but by the constraints of its own 
funding. 

The success of CEELI programs in Lithuania depends to a great extent on what may be 
termed vertical and horizontal integration. CEELI provides assistance in a vertically integrated 
manner in which the various components of CEELI are focused on an area. An example is 
CEELI's work with the Ministry of Finance where the initial contact was made by CEELI 
liaison John Zerr, who provided discrete advice and determined that the need existed for a legal 
specialist. That position was then filled by Emily Altman. Follow-up assistance and on-the-job 
training is currently being provided by liaison John ColTigan. Horizontal integration, on the 
other hand, involves the establishment of networks and linkages between sources of assistance 
and between Lithuanian institutions such as ministries, the legislature, and the courts. CEELI 
is a natural catalyst for such information-sharing. 

In its programs, CEELI has sought to utilize both vertical and horizontal integration to 
achieve the goal of creating an enabling environment in which the Lithuanians will continue the 
pursuit of legal reform. This is accomplished by empowering indigenous organizations to 
provide assistance in the area of legal reform, and training individuals who in turn will be able 
to train others. 

CEELI's relationship with the Commercial Law Center ("CLC") provides an example 
of empowering indigenous organizations to provide assistance in the area of legal reform. As 
a result of CEELI's continued support, and the presence of the CEELI Liaison, the CLC has 
established a network of affiliates and a wealth of experience. The CLC has become a center 
for legal reform activity in Vilnius, assisting lawyers from the LLA, Association of In-House 
Counsel, judges from the Supreme Court and Constitutional Court, EC PHARE, OSFL, U.S. 
Department of Treasury, and U.S. Department of Commerce to name a few. As noted above, 
the CLC has coordinated workshops for both the U.S. Department of Commerce and IDLI. In 
addition, CEELI has helped the CLC obtain funding from other aid organizations including the 
OSFL, IDLI, and the U.S. Department of Commerce (which also provided funding for a 
research collection of commercial law material), and worked to improve the organizational 
structure of the CLC. 

CEELI has also impacted the Ministry of Finance positively. As a result of John and 
Emily's presence and close working relationship with the State Debt Management Division of 
the Ministry of Finance, the Chief of the division alerted John Corrigan when confronted with 
a complex transaction which appeared to be officially sanctioned, yet presented some 
irregularities. The "deal" was not closed because it was apparently fraudulent. This episode 
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is an example of the training which provided the ability to detect the fraud, and evidence that 
the cardinal rule of transactions, that the lawyer should be involved early, had been learned. 

CEELI continues to create linkages with other assistance providers in Lithuania, as 
evidenced by the collaboration with the OSFL and the Commerce Department. These linkages 
are beneficial to the Lithuanians as the Seimas Printing Project illustrates. CEELI negotiated 
a deal whereby the Seimas would receive funding for the printing equipment from OSFL and/or
EC PHARE on the condition that the laws printed by that equipment be available for judges and 
lawyers without charge. As a result, Judges will have the foundation for the creation of law 
libraries in their court houses and lawyers and interested citizens will have free access to their 
laws in the Lithuanian public libraries. 

CEELI has also emphasized the necessity and efficiency of communication and 
collaboration among the various Lithuanian entities that are impacted by particular legislation 
or a lack thereof. The inter-agency approach instituted by Ms. Elgart-Mirsky in the 
establishment of the Advisory Committee on Bankruptcy and Lien Laws, highlights the 
interdependent nature of the bankruptcy laws, and indeed all laws in Lithuania. The Ministry
of Economics is now more cognizant of the fact that there are many other laws that impact upon
the laws that they draft. Much of the success that Ms. Elgart-Mirsky had is a result of creating
networks of interested groups and individuals. With the Advisory Committee, she also created 
a structure that remains behind her and by which the Ministry may address future problems. 

In addition, her participation in the IRIS Judicial Conference with Mr. Joksas resulted 
in exposure for Mr. Joksas to bankruptcy problems faced by the Poles and how they are 
attempting to solve them. It is instructive, therefore, that through her close working relationship
with Mr. Joksas, Ms. Elgart-Mirsky was training an individual who could in turn train other 
Lithuanians to navigate the rocky shoals of bankruptcy. 

Finally, CEELI's presence at the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, proved to be quite
beneficial. The impact of a negotiating manual of the kind that was developed by Professor 
Vandevelde is self-evident. The manual is being used by those in the Ministry who worked 
directly with Professor Vandevelde, and also to teach particular techniques to those who came 
after his departure. It represents a lasting improvement upon which the Lithuanians can build. 
In fact, the new First Secretary at the Lithuanian Embassy in Washington, Sigute Jakstonyte,
worked closely with Professor Vandevelde and reports that the Ministry benefitted greatly from 
Professor Vandevelde's tenure. 

Thus, it may be safe to conclude that CEELI continues to have a very active presence
in Lithuania, despite the presence in government of officials who are some what adverse to 
reform. However, for each of the projects with which we are involved there are many more 
with which we cannot assist. By creating networks and linkages of other assistance providers,
and empowering indigenous assistance providers, CEELI has positively impacted the area of 
legal reform to a greater degree than that allowed by the constraints of funding. 
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POLAND 

1. Resident Liaison and Legal Specialist Activities 

In Warsaw, Vera Hartford, CEELI's Rule of Law Liaison in Poland during the period 
May through August, assumed the duties of Robert Stark, who finished a one year tour as 
CEELI's Commercial Law Liaison in October. Both Stark and Hartford have been instrumental 
in securing the unprecedented cooperation of three major legal organizations (the Polish 
Lawyer's Association, the Polish Bar Association, and the Chamber of Legal Advisors) to 
organize and operate a CEELI-sponsored "Commercial Law Center" in Warsaw. 

In Krakow, Al Kwitnieski replaced Roy Gordet in September as CEELI's Commercial 
Law Liaison there. Kwitnieski, who recently retired from over 30 years service as a 
government patent attorney, will benefit from the groundwork of Roy Gordet, CEELI's first 
liaison to Krakow who in February opened CEELI's Krakow office. Kwitnieski is currently
developing a series of legal lecture luncheons with the participation of the local Chamber of 
Legal Advisors and the Institute of Inventiveness, a group of intellectual property experts whose 
work is known throughout Eastern Europe. During his short time in Poland, Kwitnieski has 
already given lectures on negotiations and patent law, and has been invited to attend several 
seminars regarding intellectual property law in Poland. 

In Poznan, CEELI Legal Specialist Daniel Singer finished a four month tour in 
September with the Agency for State-Owned Agricultural Lands, the entity responsible for the 
inventory of public agricultural lands in the Poznan region. The highlight of the tour included 
a well-attended workshop, conceived and produced by Singer and the Agency, which publicized
and discussed the availability of $500 million in World Bank housing funds and the potential
options for developing over 835 acres of local land. Participants included the Governor of the 
Poznan region, the President of Poznan, representatives from Polish banks, and representatives 
from various international organizations which provide expertise and funding for the Polish 
housing sector. The workshop (a) brought together private and governmental organizations 
involved in all aspects of housing development, (b) generated networking and ideas for future 
housing development, and (c) publicized details of funding options not widely promoted in 
Poznan. As a result of Singer's workshop, an Executive Committee was elected to continue 
development efforts, and the Committee held its first meeting on December 15. CEELI will 
assist and monitor the Committee's progress. 

The Ministry of Finance requested during the current reporting period that CEELI 
provide a specialist to assist Ministry lawyers in dealing with international loan agreements.
Until a person with the proper expertise can be found, CEELI's Commercial Law Liaison has 
been providing as-needed assistance to the Ministry on related topics. In November, at the 
request of the Ministry, CEELI Liaison Hartford accompanied officials to the negotiations for 
a $100 million EBRD loan and provided comments on negotiating techniques. In addition, 
through the aid of Hartford and written materials secured by CEELI from a U.S. expert in 
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sovereign loan agreements, Ministry lawyers have increased their understanding and awareness 
of certain clauses commonly found within agreements. Ministry officials are now better able 
to negotiate and assess then terms of future agreements. 

2. Draft Law Assessments and Concept Papers 

CEELI provided no formal written comments on draft commercial legislation during the 
current reporting period, due primarily to the collapse of Poland's ruling government coalition 
in May and the absence of a succeeding coalition until November. 

3. Training Workshops 

CEELI held no training workshops in Poland during the current reporting period. 
However, CEELI sent bankruptcy expert Arlene Mirsky to Warsaw in November to teach at a 
bankruptcy training seminar for judges sponsored by IRIS. Ms. Mirsky delivered a series of 
lectures for more than 60 Polish judges, and her presentation received complimentary coverage 
by the Polish press. Subsequent to the workshop, Ms. Mirsky has maintained contact with 
several of judges, providing materials as requested. For example, one judge from Lodz has 
been given copies of an insolvency plan filed in a major U.S. bankruptcy case to assist him in 
a large Polish insolvency case over which he is currently presiding. CEELI's liaison in Warsaw 
has planned a follow-up meeting with the Polish judges to ascertain what additional assistance 
CEELI can provide. 

4. Technical Legal Assistance Workshops 

On September 21-23, CEELI conducted a workshop on Environmental Issues in 
Privatization Transactions. Participants included Ruth Greenspan Bell from the Environmental 
Protection Agency, Alan Birnbaum, Esq., Matthias Heber from the Max Planck Institute's 
International Environmental Law Working Group, and Catherine Werner from the Resolution 
Trust Corporation. The audience consisted of lawyers and staff from the Ministry of 
Privatization's Legal Department and the Ministry of Environment and the active discussions 
involved issues such as transferring enviromnental liability to a purchaser, tying environmental 
obligations to investments, and determining how environmental liabilities affect valuations. 
Given the successful interaction between the audience and the participants and the subsequent 
compliments regarding the usefulness and quality of discussion, the workshop participants are 
considering suggestions to distribute the materials generated at the workshop to other countries, 
possibly in conjunction with additional interactive sessions. 

5. Commercial Law Centers 

In Warsaw, CEELI has been preparing for the January opening of the Commercial Law 
Center, to be located at the centrally-located offices of the Foundation for the Polish Bar. Vera 
Hartford, CEELI's Commercial Law Liaison in Warsaw, will maintain an office at the Center, 
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which will serve as a resource center for commercial law materials and be a focal point from 
which CEELI and the three Polish organizations will provide continuing legal education for 
Polish lawyers and judges. 

After months of negotiations and efforts by CEELI's in-country Commercial Law Liaison 
to bring the local organizations together, the three groups -- the Foundation for the Polish Bar, 
the Association of Polish Lawyers and the Regional Chamber of Legal Advisors -- decided to 
join forces for the first time by creating a new Foundation under Polish law. The Foundation 
was created specifically to work with CEELI and to open and operate the Warsaw Center. Each 
of the Polish organizations is represented on the Foundation's governing board. 

CEELI has already purchased computer, fax and copying equipment for the new Center,
and the Department of Commerce has pledged the purchase of $10,000 worth of legal texts for 
the project. In addition, the Warsaw Center has been selected as one of two sites in Eastern 
Europe where books gathered from an upcoming Virginia Bar Association book drive, co
sponsored by CEELI and expected to result in the collection of thousands of volumes of legal
books, will be placed. The Polish partners are donating the office space for the Center and will 
provide access to Polish Commercial Law materials, membership lists, and other useful legal 
and marketing contacts. 

In Krakow, effort was expended during the current reporting period to establish a second 
Commercial Law Center with the cooperation of the Jagiellonian Law Faculty, the Institute of 
Inventiveness, the Advocate's Society and the regional Chamber of Legal Advisors. Despite
enthusiastic support for the project by these groups, CEELI terminated its efforts in this area 
after learning in late October that US AID would not be providing funds to continue the 
operations of this "second" commercial law center. 

6. Internship Pilot Project 

Five Polish lawyers returned from the United States in late August after spending eight
weeks as interns to American law firms. In early August, the interns attended the annual 
meeting of the American Bar Association in New York. This pilot internship program was 
developed as a partnership between CEELI and the International Legal Exchange Committee of 
the ABA's International Law Section. Financial Services Volunteer Corps assisted in funding 
one of the Polish lawyers, an employee of the Ministry of Privatization. 

7. Analysis of Polish Commercial Law Reform Efforts 

-- CEELI's primary challenge during the past reporting period was to bring together the 
three major legal associations located in Warsaw and generate interest among these groups for 
devising and executing continuing legal education programs and other commercial law reform 
projects. CEELI viewed this challenge as necessary to providing long-term and effective 
commercial law assistance in Poland. Our experience in that country has taught us that the 
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Polish bar is not eager to embrace direct foreign assistance and that legal reform efforts have 
more inpact when they are developed and implemented by Polish lawyers. Furthermore, we 
feel that long-term prospects for commercial law development are directly proportional to the 
institutional capacity of local bar groups to train lawyers and conduct commercial law projects. 

-- CEELI had also learned from its experience in Poland that the divisiveness of the 
Polish legal profession sometimes obstructs the acceptance, and thus impact, of commercial law 
projects. While interest relating to commercia! law is generally high among Poland's bar, the 
legal profession in Poland is a segmented one consisting of advocates, legal advisors, judges,
and notaries. Because CEELI knew that these different segments have historically been resistant 
to cooperating among each other, we began in early 1993 a long-term process of building our 
relationships with each segment and evaluating the numerous organizations which represent the 
various interests within the Polish legal profession. 

-- CEELi's efforts were rewarded in December when three major legal organizations
(representing advocates, legal advisors and judges) joined together to form a Foundation under 
Polish law for the purpose of participating in CEELI's new Commercial Law Center, as well 
as other CEELI projects. Thus, during the current reporting period, CEELI overcame a major
hurdle to providing wide-reaching and long-term commercial law assistance in Poland: there now 
exists a vehicle from which CEELI and a large cross-section of the legal profession in Poland 
can jointly participate in and contribute to future training, legislative, research and information
sharing efforts. 

-- The fruits of this collaboration are already evident. Representatives from each Polish 
organization and from CEELI now meet at least once a week to discuss the Commercial Law 
Center and prospective projects. These meetings have become an incubator for developing and 
implementing future work. For example, the participating local organizations, through the 
Foundation meetings, have already been discussing plans for organizing a legal clinic where 
organizations and individuals can seek preliminary guidance about Polish or American law. 
Also, members of the three participating groups will now be available for polling on questions
useful to developing CEELI's commercial law plans in Poland (such as determining what legal
topics are considered training priorities for 1994). 

-- The next reporting period will be a critical time for CEELI's commercial law program
in Poland. As of December, enthusiasm about the Center is high among the Polish participants.
CEELI must sustain this enthusiasm by initiating one or two substantive and successful projects
(e.g. full-scale training workshops) on which the three Polish partners can work together and 
feel a sense of accomplishment. 

-- An important observation: although Poland's economy and commercial laws are quite
advanced compared to other Central and Eastern European countries and Polish lawyers have 
relatively good access to legal materials, CEELI's experience reveals that Polish lawyers, 
government officials and judges still lack very basic expertise in (and sometimes a very basic 
understanding of) numerous commercial law topics. As an example, the Ministry of Finance 
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requested assistance from CEELI in the area of international loan agreements. While working 
with the Ministry to gain a better understanding of their needs, CEELI's liaison in Warsaw 
found that the small group of lawyers responsible for negotiating and developing such 
agreements on behalf of Poland lacked a basic understanding of clauses commonly found in such 
agreements and could benefit from tutoring on basic principles of negotiating." 

-- Given the need for Polish lawyers to absorb even a minimal level of expertise,
particularly among government attorneys, CEELI's commercial law efforts must necessarily 
continue to include direct contact and assistance to government organizations such as the 
Ministry of Finance, Ministry of Privatization, and the Ministry of Industry and Trade. During 
the next year, we intend to retain and build upon our direct relationships to government agencies
interested in assistance. Although these relationships will continue to be cultivated outside the 
Commercial Law Center, we anticipate that the Polish participants in the Center will supplement 
and enhance CEELI's existing government contacts. 

12 In such cases, CEELI's liaison, through CEELI/Washington's access to American experts, 
can answer pressing questions and quickly address pressing needs while at the same time 
evaluating whether a specialist should be sent. 
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Our analysis represents a compilation of individual comments solicited from a 
group of intellectual property attorneys with expertise in patent law. Their critiques and 
this report are a candid review of the draft laws but do not represent an endorsement bycnioflw do ep sntbCEELI or the ABA of this draft, or any draft, of these laws. The views expressed herein 
have not been approved by the House of Delegates or the Board of Governors of theABA and, accordingly, should not be construed as representing the policy of the ABA. 

The list of experts is in Appendix A. A complete set of their comments is 
included as Appendix B. A copy of the proposed law is included as Appendix C. 
Appendix D includes the U.S.-Albania Trade Agreement. 

We hope this information will be useful to your efforts. If we may provide you 
with any additional assistance, please do not hesitate to contact us. We appreciate the
opportunity you have given us to work with you on this important matter. We hope therewill be future opportunities to work together on this and other matters. 
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SUMMARY OF COMMENTS ON THE
 
ALBANIAN DRAFT LAW ON INDUSTRIAL PROPERTY
 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The commentators consider the Albanian Draft Law on Industrial Property ("Law") 
intelligently crafted. They noted a number of areas where the law could be improved and 
suggested changes both of a general nature and specific to individual articles. 

The commentators agreed on three general areas. They felt that the requirements for patent 
attorneys were too restrictive. They also believed that the Law should address semiconductor 
chips and trade secrets pursuant to the bilateral United States-Albania trade agreement. Finally, 
they thought it ill-advised that the Law make reference to morality as a factor in denying patents 
because this would involve a subjective analysis. 

The articles mentioned most frequently in the comments were article 4 (exclusion of 
certain items from patentability), article 7 (requisites for patentability), article 10 (obligations of 
employer to employee), article 28 (home use exception to infringement liability), article 43 
(statute of limitations), and article 84 (conditions of protection). Many other articles were also 
commented on, often for their lack of clarity. 

II. GENERAL COMMENTS 

A. Requirements for Patent Attorneys 

Some commentators think that article 106 on patent attorneys should be clarified, and is 
probably too restrictive. In section 3, it is not clear whether a "patent attorney" must also be a 
licenszd Albanian attorney. If so, the law should so state. More important, section 3(a)(iii) struck 
the commentators as unduly restrictive. Simply practicing patent law would not appear to require 
as a matter of law an age of thirty and knowledge of both French and English. This is 
particularly important in light of the newness of patent law in Albania today. 

B. United States-Albania Trade Agreement 

The bilateral trade agreement raises a number of issues that might properly be addressed 
in the Law. Of particular importance are semiconductor chips and trade secrets. Some 
commentators thought that copyright could also be addressed by the Law, but according to the 
CEELI liaison in Albania a separate copyright law already exists. That copyright law might 
protect semiconductors, but this is not clear. It may be easier to include specific protection for 
semiconductors in this Law. Protection of trade secrets, pursuant to the trade agreement, might 
also benefit from clearer delineation in the Law. 



C. Morality 

Article 4 on conditions of patentability states that patents will not be issued for inventions 
contrary to public morality. Morality is a difficult term to define, and it questionable whether 
the Patent Office should be involved in determining questions of morality. This topic might
better be left to the legislature. As a practical matter as well, enforcement and determination 
of morality would be administratively difficult. 

III. SPECIFIC COMMENTS 

Article 4, section 2(c) 

This article excludes "programs for computers" from patentability. The consensus of the 
commentators was that a distinction should be made between programs and processes or devices 
employing computer programs. The latter should be patentable. 

Article 5, section 2 

This article might prevent patentability of a new use for a known material because the 
wording in section 1 describes novelty as existing only if an invention does not form a part of 
a prior art. It should be made clear that a genuinely new use for a known material can be 
patented. 

Article 7 

This article states that an invention is industrially applicable if "... the object of the 
invention may be manufactured or used in any field of the national economy." The 
commentators expressed some concern that this sentence, particularly the phrase "national 
economy," was too narrow a premise for patentability, and might give rise to confusion about 
what is included within its scope. One commentator suggested substituting "when it provides a 
consistent commercial benefit." 

Article 10 

This article provides for equitable remuneration by an employer to an employee for a 
patent. While at first glance this seems to be a just provisior, it disturbed the commentators. 
Some thought that regular employment compensation would be sufficient. In addition, it should 
be made clear that an employer receives rights only to patents resulting from work for the 
employer. Another point raised was that problems may arise if the employer does not file a 
patent application. 
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Article 12 

One commentator suggested that the application papers include a formal declaration by 
the applicant that he or she is in fact the originator or creator of the invention. 

Article 13 

To promote fairness, this article should be modified to allow some leeway and permit the 
benefit of the original filing date even in cases of minor problcms with an application. Two 
commentators also thought that section 4 should be clarified to indicate unambiguously that it 
refers to a filing receipt. One commentator suggested that there be some way to appeal a decision 
made by the Board of Appeal of the Patent Office. 

Article 19, section 2 

This article should establish a specific time limit instead of merely stating that required 
documents be provided within a "time limit" of uncertain length. 

Article 21 

Section 3 states that an application creates provisional patent rights. Section 6, however, 
allows a court to override these rights until the application process ends. No standards are 
provided to guide the court in making such a determination. 

Article 25, section 3 

This article makes reference to "extrajudicial" proceedings. The meaning and perhaps 
application of this phrase are unclear. If this is more than a translating error, it could prove to 
be a source of trouble once the Law is enacted. 

Article 28 

This article was cited by the commentators for its exception to the infringement liability 
for noncommercial "home use." Opinion was divided about this provision. Some commentators 
felt that it could present a "home loophole" problem, that is, an unintended method to avoid the 
underlying intent of the law. Others saw less of a problem but thought it would be a good idea 
to make it clearer that the noncommercial private use could not be conducted in a manner that 
would prejudice the economic interests of the patent owner. 

Article 30 

This article does not make sufficiently clear what date patent rights come into existence. 
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Article 35 

This article appears to permit a joint owner of a patent application to assign an interest 
but not license without the permission of the co-owner. This appears anomalous because one 
joint owner can convey the greater right by assignment but grant the lesser license rights. That 
is, it is counterintuitive that the more important right can be given to another without the co
owner's assent but the less important right requires permission. 

Article 42 

Adding a reference to the prior use exceptions to infringement noted in Article 31 would 
improve this article. 

Article 43 

This article is perhaps too harsh in its strict five year statute of limitations. Under this 
article the clock begins to run when the infringement begins, even if there was no knowledge 
on the part of the patent holder. It might be modified to start the clock running either five years
after knowledge of infringement, or allow damages up to five years before the date of suit in the 
case of ongoing infringement. 

Article 62 

This article raises the broad concern that the proposed registration system allows the 
registration of marks without requiring the use of such marks. Although many countries allow 
this, it often leads to "speculative registration" by unscrupulous individuals. Albania may want 
to consider a use provision to combat this. 

Article 63 

This article should refer to the appellation of origin of article 82 as an exception to the 
nonregistration of names of geographical origin. 

Articles 70 and 71 

Neither article addresses the possibility of opposition to registration by third parties who 
might have an interest in the matter. 

Article 72, section 2(b) 

This article does not clearly answer the crucial question of whether a holder can transfer 
rights. 
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Article 78
 

For clarity, this article should include a better definition of "damages."
 

Article 82, section 2 

The commentators expressed concern that this article stifles new products and transactions. 
It allows someone who has been making ordinary goods in a particular region to harass 
competitors. Many of the problems created by this article could be solved by putting an emphasis 
on motivating people to create rather than trying to engineer equitable results. 

Article 84 

This article should be clarified to indicate that the product containing the design must be 
a functional or utilitarian one. 

Article 92 

This article is very broad in its application. Perhaps the limitation should be for similar 
products. 

Article 93 

This article does not adequately address renewal opportunities for patent holders. 

Article 98 

This article deals with the relationship between the Patent Office and the Committee of 
Science and Technology. One commentator suggested that too much control may be exercised 
by the latter organization. To promote open and proper proceedings, some sort of separate review 
committee may be a good idea. 

IV. CONCLUSION 

The commentators made additional suggestions regarding the clarity of certain articles and 
the sometimes inconsistent nature of the drafting or wording. All of these suggestions may be 
found in the full text of the comments. The commentators, however, agreed unanimously that the 
Law is fundamentally sound and needs only a modest number of revisions. 
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Mr. 0okol Harito and 
MS. DinR I Liga 
Committee of Science and Iecnnology
Tirana. Albania 

Re: Comments on (Draft) Law on Industrial Property 

Dear Sokol and Diana. 

I".. 

h 

,,,, 

I.,.. . 

Iam very plased Lo ,ave worked with you in your drafting of the Law 
on Indutrial Property. The Law is excellent, well drafted and well thought 
out. I also very pleased that you have asked the Central and Cast European
Law Initiative to provide Its assessment of the Lral Law 

" , 

The Draft Law has been submitted by me to the American Bar 
Association in Washington, D.C. It will be reviewed by American experts In 
Patent and Trademark Law, includinq experts who can provide an 
irte.rnatiorial poisrfmc:tivi. Wywuu wuik. The cunmlPnLs uf these experts wiill 
be provided in an Assessment which will be forwarded to you as soon as it is 
available. 

I havo also rovicwod the Draft Law and my comments are attached. I 

,.rr 
T. -i,,,
1-, 

have also attached a copy of the Draft Law with several notations in the 
margin concerning my comments and to provide a few drafting or language 
auqqestion, for the English version of this Law. Please feel free to uso any
f I1tom tllat you believe might be helpful 

Again, I am pleased to be working with you on this project which, as 
you are so aware, is vital to the emergence of the market economy In 
Albania. Please call whenever you would like to discums any of this. 

aiu~Cwvnimaw 

a N, .A '.. 1. 
Sincerely, 

. k, . I. 

ra 0 
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COMMENTS ON ALBANIA (DRAFT) LAW ON INDUSTRIAL PROPERTY 

29 Octobor 1003 

Article 4, Section (2) (c)
The United StRtts/Alhb.nia Trade Agreement requires that "Patents shall beavailable for aJl irvenitionts. whetner they concern products or prnruesses, in all fieids oftechnology.' Inthis section of the draft law you exclude "prugrars for computers" fromthese inventions entitled to roceive a pater.t. "queation whether th;s is consistent witn

the Trade Agreement
It 'programs for computers" are to bp excluded from obtaining patents, I wouldsuggest that you consider changing ilI exclusion to "programs for rompLJtArs assuch." Tho reason for this suggestion is that Albania may want to granL patents for newinventions which utilize or are based on computor programs. If so, the exclusion

srould be limited to permit patents for any invention which uses computer programs,
while curriputer prcgrams as such would not ae entitled to receive patents 

Article 4, Section (3)
In this section you exclude inventions which are, among othor things, "contrary

to. morality.' The term "morality' is not defnenp Fnd it would be very difficult to define.I question whether Ihe Patent Office wants to be Involved in deciding qtieannns ofmorality and you may want to delete this language. 

Article 5, Section (2)
This defiiitiun uf "prior art- is broad enough to exclude from patentanility thoseinventions which discover a new use for known materi&, In other words, definingprior art as consisting of everything which has been made available to the public priorto thP tiling date, means that if a material, such as a chemical compound, isdoscribed

ira tri earlier patent application, a new use for that chemical compound by asubsequent discovery or iinventiur probably would not be entlted to receive a patentThis could discourage further researcn ;nto the uses of knuwn materials. You mlgltwant to consider revising this language to permit patents to bo issued for the discovery
of new uses for known matrin!., 
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Article 7 
The definition of "industrial applicability" is limited to any invention which "may

be manufactured or used in any field of the national economy." I have two questions 
atout inis language:

(1) The definition may be too narrow by requiring that the invention becapable of "being manufactured" or "used." I would suggest that you ccnsider
substituting the language "when it provides a consistent commercial benefir for that 
;anguege.
 

(2) The phrase "ut the national economy' is not clear to me. I question
whether this would be interpreted to be limited to Albania. Is it your concept that an
inventor would not be granted a patent if he does not plan to use the invention here? 

Article 10 
This Article makes it clear that the rights to a patented invention belong to the

emp:oyer, absent an agreement to the contrary, but the employee has a right toreceive equitable remuneration for his invention. The Article assumes that theemployer will apply for the patent. I quesion what would happen ifthe employer doesnot recognize the economic value of the discovery and never applies for a patent. Onesolution might be to allow the employer a set period of time, such as six months, toapply for he patent, and if the employer does not, the employer's rights would lapse
and the invention would belong to the employee. 

Article 12, Section (6)
This soction roquirc, that the patent application be in "the prescribed

language." Compare this section wilh Article 67 uf this Law, relating to marks. I 
suggest that the two sections snould 0e the same. 

Article 13, Section (4)
I do not understand this section, and it may simply be a problem intranslation

into English. If it is intended to provide that whenever an application is deemed to be
complete and is entitled to receive a tiling date, then perhaps it could oe reworded asfollows: U (4)When an application is deemed to comply with the requirements setforth in Article 12 of this Law and inthe Regulation of the Patent Office, the Patent
Office will issue to the applicant a certificate setting forth the filing date." 

Article 19, Section (2)
This section imposes a very important time limit on the inventor claiming priorityunder the Paris Convention. Rather than state "within the prescribed time limit" Ibelieve that you should state inthis Law the time period allowed, such as a period of

three months. 
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Artllc- 24, Section (5)
This section permits several Albanian public officials to prevent inventionsrelated to the defense and securiLy uf Lhe country from being patentea abroad. 

question how this would be done. Would these officials file an action in an AlbanianCourt seeking an injunction (similar to Article 43 "imminent infringement" actions)?this section limited tn "cret patents"? If so, then section (5) should be limited to
Is 

secret patents. If not, what standards govern "inventions related to the defense ana
security"? I believe that this section should be clarified and perhaps the entire 
procedure should be set forth. 

Article 25. Section (3)
I do not understand the reference to "eaiudicial" Droceedings. Perhaps this is a translation problem or perhaps the reference should be to "jLdicial" proceedings. 

Article 27, Section (1)
I do not understand the phrase "substantiated opposition." Again. this may be atranslation problem, out you may intend that an "opposition under oath" or something

similar be filed. 

Article 28, Section (3)
1. In Section (3) (a) I do not understand the reference to "Albania or in anyterritory specified in the Regulation.' What territories are or will be covered? Is any

distinction to be made among the various territories of the world?
2. Section (3) (a), (b) and (c) should perhaps be combined. For example,subsection (3) (c) might permit a competl!or to use the patented product to attempt toinvent a better one. without compensation to the inventor. I believe that it should bemade clear that the uses of the invention specified in (c) and (d) of that section mustalso be done privately and on a non-commercial scale in such a manner that those 

uses do not prejudice the economic interests of the patent owner. 

Article 40, Section (1)
The United States/Albania Trade Agreement requires that "non-voluntary"licenses be non-assignable unless the person who has received the non-voluntary

license sells his entire business. I suggest that the following phrase be added at the
end of Section (1): "and shall not be assignable except with that part of the enterprise 
or goodwill of the business which has been granted the non-voluntary license." 

Article 40, Section (4)
I believe that this section is not necessary and the discussion of the rights to 

3 
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apeOal Snould b includcd in Article 60, which governs court proceedings generally. 

Artlicle 40, Sections (5) and (6)
The word "compulsory" should be changod to Anon volunta.r" to make thesesectinns rvri.sent with the wurding of the other sections in Article 40. 

Article 42, Section 11)
Article 31 grants certain rights to prio usfS of tlhe irverlticonr, arxi thc se fighltsshould be inciudoa as another exception to Section (1). I suggest that the phraseaexcept as limited by the rights of the prior user set forth in Article 31 of this Law" be

added at the ena of Section (1). 

Article 60 
Ityou have deleted section (4) from Article 40, you should add a reference to'non-voluntary licenses" in the li3ting of Section (3', perhaps as a new subsection (k). 

Article 62, Sectione (1) and (2)
thave made several drafting suggestions and those suggesions are containedIn vie margins of the attacnMj copy of the Law. Specifically, I believe that the Lawwould bo clearor if the following changes were made:
1. The word "sign" should be epanded by adding "or any combination of

signs."
2. The word 'enterprise" rnty be too restrictive and it ahould be expanded byadding "person or eriterpjise" and then treating "enterprise" as a defined term.3. Throughout the next few sections of the Law the word "mark" Isusedinterchangeably with "trademark" and therefore I suggest that it be included as a

defined term in section (I) 

Article 02, Section (3)
Because the Law also provides protection for Inclusial Doesigns. you may wantto narrow section (3) (b)to provide that designs will be con idorod under Chapter XXI
of the Law. In any event. I believe that the phrase "grapnic symools and designs"


should be suosututed for the word "devices."
 

Article 63, Section (1)
In the list of marks which may not be registered, you include tnose whiohdesignate "geographic origin." Because an appellation of origin is entitled toprotection It It Is qualified under the Law and registered under section 82, 1suggestthat you add, after the words 'goographical origin' on additionai phrase, such as"unless established as an appellation of origin under Article 82 of this Law." 

4 
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Article 65, Section 2
 
I do not understand the need for or the meaning of section 2(c). 
 it seems to methat the content of this section is already included in section 2(a). 

Article 67, Section (2)
1 suggest that the time limit for submitting the Albanian transiation of theapplication srould be S6t Torth in the law. Section (2) row requires that the translationbe submittea within a "set term" and for clarity I believe that this should be defined,

such as two or three, months 

Article 67, Section (3)

Ibelieve that the referen-e shouid be to Chapter XXVIII, rather than XXIX.
 

Article 70
 
1 The reference in section (2) that if the repiy is 
not received in "due time"should probably be made specific, such as referring to a time limit of two or three 

IrTIUiLhs. 
2. Notriication tnat the application tor a mark has been tilea should probably bepublished, much in the same fashion as the application for a patert. This would permitthe public or interested persons to oppose the application I suggest that a new sectionbe added, perhaps as section 70 (5), stating that notification will be published and thatthe public has a limited period to file an opposition. You might want to consider aprocedure similar or identical to that cutlined for patents in Article 27 of the Law. 

Article 71, Section (5)
My view is that appeals beyond the Board of Appeal of the Patent Office shouldbe limited to the merits of the opposition. such as whether the mark is deceptively

similar tu others, etc. Those who oppus ie r.istratiuri uf the mfrark might dlsu wdlrilthe Courts to review not only the merits of the opposition but also procedural matterssuch as whether the original application complied with the requirements of the PatentOffice. In order to limit the scope of the appeal to the Courts, you might want toconsider adding, at the end of section (5) the following: "provided that a decision ofthe Board of Appeal as to the conformity of the application with the requirements of
Article 67 shall be final. 

Article 72, Section 2 (b)
I question the use of the words 'hiahly reputed" in section 2(b). Does thisphrase have the same meaning as "well.known as it is ,.sed in section 65(b)? if so, Iwould suggest that you substitute tre phrase "well known, as that term Is defined In

Article 65. section 2(b) of this Law." 
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Phone 24041 (0f11() ut 25780 (hunwu) 

Article 72
i do not believe that Artiule 72 is clear as to whether the holcer of a mark maytransfer the right to use the mer independently of a transfer of the entire buminess. Adecision should be made whether this will ca permitted or not and a clarifying section

should De acecl as spr.tion (6) 

Article 75, Section (3)
i beheve that tho word "indefinitely" should be added to make it clear that solong as the requirements are met the holder of the mark has the right to renew it

Indetinitely. 

Article 78
 
Under this Article the holder of a mark 
 is entitled to receive 'damages" forInfringement but that term is not clefinRr1 by this Law i do not know ifit has been or willbe defined by some otler Albanian law, but you mignt want to cons rd~r making it clearat this point what elements of damages miqnt be recovered. Fur example, you shouldconsider whether the following should be incluaed: (1) the profits of the infringer; (2)damages suffered by the trademark holder which are not also included in theinifringer's prolts: (3) costs. including attornays tees, and (4) punitive damages to beallowed by the Court equai Lo surrie mulriple of the actual damages, such as one, two or three times actual damages. 

Article 80 
In additiun to ti invalidation of a mark because !t aoes not comply with therequirements of Article 02 or because it is prohibited Dy Article 64. the Court could also
invalidate the mark because it conflicted wimn 
a prior right under Article 65. Therefore IbelivA that you should acd a refe,u;nce to Article 65 in this Article and you may want
tu consider adding the phrase "or Tha 
 the ragstrat:on conflicts with earlier rignts under


Article 65 of this Law."
 

Article 90, Section (2)

You should consiaer adding a phrase clearly establishing that the Patent Office
ha the exclusive r:ght to deal with all matters under the Law nn industrial Iroperty,


within the limits set forth by that law. 

Article 106
It is not clear wnether a 'patent attorney* must also be a icensed Albanianattorney. This should be clarified. Also, I quesLui whether the age limit and thprequirement of English ana French language skills are perhaps too restrictive su thatthere would be very few registered "patent attorneys," offoctvely limiting most of the 
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Roland Bassett Central and East European Law Initiative (CEELI)
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Tlranr, Phone 24041 (oioe)or 25780 (ho e)AWhanS 

competition for these positions. 

Protection of Semiconductor Chip Products 
The Unilted States/Albanla Trade Agreement requires that each country provide

protection for seiconductor chip products. There is nothing in the Draft PatenL and 
Trademark Laws covering this matter. I understand that Albania has adopted a 
Copyright Law. which might provide Drotection, out as of this date I have not received a 
copy ot tMe Copyrignt Law. 

For iiifrnnation, I thve dilautled copies of tlhUnited States Law piotecting 
Semiconductor Chip Proaucts. These provisions are cited as 17 U.G.C.S. sections 
901 through 914. -hese eections might prove useful to you in ensuring that Albanian 
law rnntains similar protection 

Respectfully submitted, 

Roland Bassett, 
Commercial Law Liaison 
CEELI 



Van Elmore 
ATTORNEY AT LAW 

November 8, 1993
 

Mr. John C. Knechtle
 
Director, Legal Assessments
 
CEELI
 
American Bar Association
 
1800 M Street, N.W.
 
Suite 200 South
 
Washington, DC 20036-5886
 

Dear Mr. Knechtle:
 

Thank you for the opportunity to review the Albanian draft patent
and trademark law. 
 I read through that as well 
as the U.S. -Albania bilateral trade agreement 
and analysis and thf, two
comientaries of Mr. Bassett.
 

I hope that these comments will be helpful to you and ultimately to
the Republic of Albania. 
 Please don't hesitate to contact me 
you would like to discuss any of this. 
if
 

PATENTS
 

I suggest an alternative or 
additional description relative
utility to
models other than "[S]hapes...". 
 Also the usage of
"[Ultility Models
...." as opposed to "[IJndustrial Designs
...."
 
should be clarified throughout.
 
The descriptions of what is not patentable seem to be problematic
relative to the 
bilateral trade agreement's requiremant that
processes in all fields of technology be patentable. Speci±ically,
computer programs and 
 medical methods are excepted from

patentability.
 

Morality is a criteria which is probably best avoided in statutes
if possible. 
Perhaps illegal could be substituted.
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Van Ebuore 
ATTORNEYAT LAW
 

Regarding Article i0, and regarding similar provisions in the other
sections, 
I believe 
that clarification 
is needed.
particularly true in regard to the treatment of employees without
contracts.
 
The meaning of "[P]riority.... 


This is
 

and "[P]riority date...." should be
clarified.
 

Article 21 
(2) needs to be clarified.
 
Article 25 (2) needs to be clarified. 
In part (3) of this article
I do not understand what "[Eixtrajudicial proceedings
...." refers
to.
 
The exclusions 
from the rights 
of a patent owner 
set forth in
Article 28 (3) need to be reviewed. I am concerned that the scope
of these exclusions is too broad. 
In this same article under (4),
I suggest a definition for "[S]taple commercial products 
....,,

I question the administrative burden of annual payments in order to
perpetuate 
the existence 
of the patent. Perhaps an of
advance
several years worth of payments could be accepted. 
 (See Article
29)
 
Article 31 regarding prior users is uncomfortably broad.
that the language relative I believe
to "intent to
therefore dangerous. Likewise, 

use" is too loose and
the transfer
"[Tjogether with his enterprise or 
of this right


business..., 
 seems 
to be too
vague.
 
Article 43 regarding infringement, provides for an absolute statute
of limitation after five years. 
 I suggest some 
consideration of
language relative to.the discovery of the infringement, as opposed
to just the act of infringement.
 
In Article 49, 
I suggest some
invalidation clarification of
on the protection granted during 

the effect of
 
the application


period.
 

TRADEMARKS
 

I suggest specifically clarifying under Article 62 
(3) (b), that
these aspects should be non-functional in order to be trademarks.
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ATTORNEY AT LAw 

INDUSTRIAL DESIGNS
 

I speculate that a more appropriate name should be found for this
section. Design Trademark comes to mind.
 

In Article 84, I believe that it should be made clear 
that the
protectable design is non-functional. (3) should be rewritten. It
is confusing. 
 Once again I think that morality is a problematic

criteria in statutes.
 

Article 86 should be clarified regarding non-contract employees.
 
As a policy, I again suggest consideration of some showing of use,
at some time before 5 years, as a requirement.
 

Article 88 should be clarified relative to the need to supplement
English documents with Albanian in every case. 
Once again I do not
think it is necessary to limit this practice to Patent Attorneys.
 
Article 
92 is very broad in its application. Perhaps

limitation should be for similar products. 

the
 

Article 93 limits the life of the registration to 25 years. 
I find
this somewhat surprising and suggest a renewal be considered. Does
the bilateral trade agreement require renewal opportunities?
 

Articles 94 and 95 appear to have incorrect references.
 

MISCELLANEOUS
 

Article 98 (2) (b) should list 
the other registrations besides
patents. In (3) (c) I am not 
sure what is intended. I do not
believe that the patent office wants to be statutorily bound

"[A]dvise ....". 

to
 

Article 100 regarding limitations on employees 
of the patent
office, should be expanded. 
 Can they have trademarks and other
registrations? 
Can they ever have a patent?
 

In closing I point 
out that copyright, semiconductor chips and
trade secrets 
need to be addressed somewhere, pursuant to
bilateral trade agreement. 
the
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ATTORNEY AT LAW 

It appears that Albania is considering allowing the registration of

marks without requiring use. Although this is the trend, I suggest

consideration of the potential piracy of marks from other countries
and of the potential to "tie up" unused marks 
for years. This
 
seems to 
 be further exacerbated by the fact that these

registrations do not require a showing of 
use until ,:he 5th year.
Perhaps a shorter period might be appropriate if no use is shown at
 
the time of application.
 

Article 64 and other similar provisions should be clarified in

order to eliminate the confusion about whether any English

documents 
 can be submitted by themselves, without Albanian
 
translation.
 

I think it is unnecessary to limit trademark practice patent
to 

attorneys.
 

Article 
65 (2) (a) appears to be problematic regarding

reference to subsequent acts. This should 

the
 
be clarified or
 

eliminated.
 

In this same article, the reference to a "[Tirade name.... " should
 
be defined.
 

In article 72, the reference to likelihood of confusion should be

expanded to make clear that this is relative to the origin of the

goods. Throughout this article, care should be taken that not just
goods are referred to. I question the need (2) in
for this
 
article.
 

Article 74 should be changed so that the seller needs to sign all
 
transfers. 
 (2) (g) should be changed to signature not sign.
 

Article 76 
(3) should be changed to licensee not license.
 

In Article 77, 
I question the need for the licensor to "[Einsure

effective control of the quality.... " (Emphasis added.) To require

the licensor to ensure may be too restrictive.
 

APPELLATIONS OF ORIGIN
 

In article 82, the distinction between (2) and (3) needs to be
 
improved.
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Finally, I believe that the requirements for patent attorneys, as
set forth in Article 106 are too stringent. Indeed there are many
highly technical areas of law, such as oil and gas, environmental
and medical to name a few, 
which are handled every day by
combinations of attorneys and other specialists. 
 I believe that
Albania should depart from the 
requirements in existence in the
U.S. relative to patent attorneys. It is unnecessary to require
one person to embody two areas of expertise, as is required in the
U.S. 
 If an oil and gas attorney needs to precisely describe
recurring structures in the disturbed belt of Wyoming, she will
consult a geologist with knowledge of overthrusted plates.
not necessary for her to acquire a degree in geology. 
It is
 

Similarly,
if
an Albanian attorney needs to have claims for a chemical patent,
a chemist can work with the attorney on them.
 

Thank you for the opportunity to comment.
 

Yours very truly,
 

Van Elmore
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DICKINSON, WRIGHT, MOON, VAN DUSEN a FREEMAN 

COUNSELLORS AT LAW 

SUITE 400 

225 WEST WASHINGTON STREET 

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 60606-3418 

TELEPHONE (312) 220-0300 DETROIT, MICHIGAN 
BLOOMFIELD HILLS, MICHIGAI, 

DAWN L. HAGH IG HI FACSIMILE (312) 220.0021 LANSING, MICHIGAN 
(312) 683-7266 GRAND RAPIDS, MICHIGANWASHINGTON, D.C. 

November 4, 1993 

VIA FACSIMILE - 202/862-8533 

Mr. Brian Mezger 
CEELI 
American Bar Association 
1800 M Street, N.W., Suite 200S 
Washington, DC 20036-5886 

Dear Mr. Mezger: 

Enclosed for your consideration are brief comments regarding the Albania Draft Law 
on Patents and Trademarks. Many of my comments follow Mr. Bassetts' comments. I look 
forward to working with CEELI in reviewing other proposed laws and/or projects. As you 
are aware, I am working with the Chinese Government in its process of modifying and 
restructuring its legal system. I would be interested in working on any Asian Projects. You 
can contact me at (312) 751-7771. Again, thank you for considering me for this project. 

Very truly yours, 

Th I4aw-~
 
Dawn L. Haghighi 

DLH:db 
Enclosure 



COMMENTS FOR CONSIDERATION
 

ALBANIA (DRAFT) LAW ON INDUSTRIAL PROPERTY
 

Article 4. Section (2c) 

In order to be consistent with the United States/Albania Trade Agreement 

("USATA") the exclusion regarding computers should be for computer programs and not 

for invention which use computer programs. 

Article 4. Section (3) 

This provision which excludes "patent for invention which would be contrary to 

public order and morality", isvague. Further, this language could be used to justify actions 

that infringe upon individual rights. The term "public order or morality" is not defined. 

Procedures are not set in this provision which would enable the Patent Office to determine 

what would fall in the category. Further, it should be considered whether the Patent Office 

wants to be involved in the determining questions of public order and morality. 

Article 5. Section (2) 

The definition of "prior art" is broad and may exclude from patent ability inventions 

which utilize known materials in a new or different way. Therefore, the definition of "prior 

art" would exclude an invention from receiving a patent if it incorporated a material in its 

invention that was part of an earlier patent application. Consideration should be given to 



revising the language in this section to allow patents to be issued for the discovery of new 

uses for known materials. 

Article 10 

This Article makes it clear that the right to a patented invention belongs to the 

employer unless the employer and employee have agreed otherwise. This Article however, 

does not require the employer to apply for a patent. The Article could be revised by setting 

forth that the employer has the first right to apply for the patent of an invention made by 

an employee. If revised, the Article should specify a time period to which the employer has 

to apply for the patent. If the employer does not apply for the paten wvithin the time period 

than the employee should be given the right to apply. 

Article 13, Section (4) 

As written this language as drafted is confusing and not clear. If the language 

intended to set forth that whenever an application is complete it is entitled to receive a 

filing date than this Article could be more clearly written. For example, "when the 

applicant submits an application that complies with the requirements of Article 12 of this 

Law and Regulation of the Patent Office, the Patent Office will issue to the applicant a 

Certificate of Filing setting forth a filing date." 

-2



Article 19, Section (2) 

This Section sets forth the time limit in which the inventor can claim priority under 

the Paris Convention. This Section however, does not clearly state the time limit but rather 

states "within the prescribe time limit." For clarity, the section should specify the 

appropriate time period. 

Article 22. Section (1) 

Section (1) gives the Patent Office authority to examine whether the filed application 

complies with the requirements of the Patent Act. This Article should provide a timeframe 

for which the Patent Office should examine the time period for the which Patent Office will 

make the examination. 

Article 24 

Article 24 provides for secret patents related to the security of the country. The 

Article should provide a definition of what qualifies as a secret patent. Further, provisions 

regarding what recourse can be taken for reconsideration in the event of a denial of a 

request for secrecy. In regards to Section (5), which provides for public officials to prevent 

inventions related to the defense or security of the country from being patented abroad, this 

section needs to be further defined. The Section should clearly set forth the procedure by 

which such action may be implemented by the officials. In addition, it should be clear under 

-3



what circumstances an official may take such action. Consideration should be given to 

limiting such action by an official to secret patents. 

Article 27 

The term in section 1 "substantiated opposition" should be defined. In regards to 

Article 4, the procedure for opposition and the opposition proceedings could be clearly 

defined. Section (6) specifies that "a decision to revoke the patent may be appealed within 

six months subject to the procedures set by Article 60 of this Law." This provision could 

be drafted more clearly to set forth when the six month time frame commences. 

Article 28, Section (3) 

Section (3) makes reference to "Albania or any territory specified in the regulation," 

this phrase should be defined. 

Article 33, Section (1) 

This section references signing a patent application. However, the terms are vague 

as to what constitutes a proper assignment. Whether (1) what constitutes a valid assignment 

(2) what standards to be used to evaluate whether an assignment is valid i.e., an assignment 

may be valid in one country but not in another country. 

-4



Article 62, Sections (1) and (2) 

Section (1) defines what constitutes an element of a mark. The phrase sign is 

undefined. Consideration should be given to define this more clearly and including possibly 

the language "or any combination of the sign." The word "mark" is usrj interchangeably 

with the word "trademark". To prevent future confusion the provision should use one term 

or the other to be consistent. 

Article 67, Section (2) 

This section provides for the submitting the Albania translation of the application. 

The timeframe is not clear. Consideration should be given to clearly setting out a specific 

timeframe. 

Article 70 

Section (2) specifies that a reply should be received "due time." For clarity a 

specific timeframe should be set forth in this provision. 

Article 70 

A provision should be added that notification of application for a mark has been 

filed. Consideration should be given to specifying that notification will be done by 

publication. Further, a time period should be specified for opposition. 

-5



Article 71, Section (5) 

The language provides for an appeal beyond the Board of Appeals the Patent Office. 

The procedure and limitations for such appeal should be set forth and specified. Further 

the time period in which the appeal needs to be filed should be specified. 

Article 72, Section (2)(b) 

The following terms should be defined "highly reputed." 

Article 78 

The term "damages" is used and provided for in this Article. It should be made 

clear what elements of damages may be recovered and what type of damages, i.e. damages 

suffered by the trademark holder, costs, including attorneys' fees, compensatory and 

punitive damages and if punitive damages are allowed how such damages will be calculated. 

Article 106 

"Patent Attorney" should be clearly defined. Consideration should be given to 

specifying what are the limits for such an attorney. The limitation may be too restrictive. 

f:\home\dlh\secy\abania.doc 
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11355 West Olympic Boulevard
 

Los AnSeles, California 90064-1698
 
Telephone: (310) 312-4000 	 112 '; 

Telefax: (310) 3124224
 
Telex: 215653
 

f TIM IN I 

TELEFACSIMILE ROUTING SLIP 

DATE: 	 12 November 1993 

TO: 	 Central and East European Law Initiative 
American Bar Association 
Washint, D.C. 

PAX 0: 	 (202) 862-8533 

CONFIMATION 0: (202) 331-2619 

PROM: 	 Justin Hughes 

Pago (which includes ithisPleue deliver the follnwlt 06 	 routki slq) as dired above. 

IF YOU DO NOT RPCEMV ALL OF ThJE PALjhrS. PLEAS CALL (310) 312-4203 AS SOON AS POSE WL. 

THA'K YOU. 

COMMENTS: 

DearF~.ndi: 

Afow weeki age Iw s mad to re ew the Albmffa f ft pment a~d ViiWk low. The qpuclflc cow Iant 
mAnri yeu today wabd on my desk becawus Icould not.ad akUrrof mor gmWi commmb which I hap"dorp d 

(and whch yourinibwdot &diyouprfefeje That*aft lettrapponto be ndiplacedalong with thir cown laf 
fmo the ABACEWPL, hen I hav e added e nanutmentof not InMOWNg whom your Off @djW 8u0 me 
the Nmwais. 

CVNfiNTl rLNOT=E 

15INTIMDbu ONLY FOR T. U! OF TIM INDrIDUAL OR WN7TY TO WiICH 17 tq ADDRRSSED, A'D MAY CONTAINTHIS MSSAGE 
INIOUMATION THAT 19 P1IVULEM, CONIDDT, A..!D]EXEPT IROM DISCLDSUI UND RAFPFLCA]LE LAW. I ThB READIR OPM 

M AGE 1 NOT WE WTNDED RDWIEN4T, OR "EnEPOYU 0 AONT XIWONSIUM MR DEUVUINO MUMESSADB Th 

LN-DTMRBE INT. YOU ARE H8WY W0':7 THAT ANY DISlMATIOn, DISTIIIUTlL.h uk CO.yui OF THI COtMUNICATN 
US Ima TI.mAYY Wy IILWRO#BISS71RCTLY PROMMT. IFYOU HAVE RUIiVED IHIS COMUNVATION INERR=, PLEASE VoIIF 


A14D XWUVI T7E OXIWIAL MSSAC TO US AT TIM AROM, ADDRUS VIA 9411US. FXTAL SERVICE. T7ANX YOU,
 

.0FOR OPERATOR USE ONV.Y 
MANATT, W ELP A PYIILIPS 

CLET MWE . 88005 (D) 

OPRATOR NAME: 	 TIM TRANSMISSION COMPLETED: a.M./p.m. 

OPERATUR CONM : 
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COMMENTS ON ALBAMNiAN DRAn_ 

LAW PATENTS & TgADEMARg? 

Article 2 

(2) If the covcrae of the phrase "nvtiiUUMn and disdmIve signs" is intmnded to be the 
same as the rane covered by Article 2(1), then a morc complete wording could be ued. 
i.e.. "inventions, indu-trial models, trade and service sig ... ." Otherwise, why docs 
Article 2(2) use "distinctive signs" when Article 2(1) has used "trade and servi signs"? 

Artide 4 

(2)(c) It is interesting that the patent law explicit!y excludes "programs for computers." 
The wording "as such" coud be added to ensure that Article 4(2)(C) is not interpreted 
as aprohibition on patented inventions that rely on programming. I would suggest that 
more explicit language be considered, i.e., "programs for computers, except that the use 
of a computer program in a prudu;t or process shall not prevent Is eligibility for patent 
protection." 

Article 10 

Hopefuly, thib pruvision adequately protects an employee who invents in his/her spare 
time with the phrae "in execution of... an employment wntract." But I suggest that 
this article might provide a mechanism for a commissioned or employed inventor to 
apply for a patent if the employer chooses not to apply, 

Article 14 

(1)(b) If I understand it correctly, I do not agrec, on principle, with providing patent 
protection to biologically reproducible material on these terms. I also do not know if this 

SWJhtIl.l-j J llJA4t- 30 ' I 
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provision is reactical in the short-term unless ft Albanian PaECUL Office could designre 
a depositry institution outside Albania. 

Article 21 

(4) This section is a little confusing becaue ipublkation of the application" is actually 
publication of an abstract of the application, This could be remedied by rchanging the
wording or making (5) into (4)(f) such that "publication" meant publication of the 
abbt act a making the entire applications available for inspectinn at the Patent Office. 

(4)(a) What does "infOrmatioa on tho invemor" mean? This souna ominous and I 
would suggest that the inforation be set out, i.e., wname, nationality, ,earch institute 
or business address." 

Article 24 

The topic of secret patents is especially unfaifliar. How does one Undle i 
of a secret patent? How does one handle a normal patemt applicaticn whose ulaims are 
found to overlap with claims recognized in a secret patent? Denying the claims on the 
grounds that they are already covered by a secret patent would effectively publicize the 
secret patent? 

Article 25 

(2) Should "claimant to a secret invention protected by a patent" read "claimant to an 
invenion protected by a secret paten"? 

,lir ,;., 'i+h~aestOt~~,2 
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Artide 29 

Should this article hgve any provision for possible reauscitation or the patent by paying 
back fees within a certain time? 

Article 33 

(2) If this provision is intended to be similar to 35 U.S.C. 651, Istie intended meaning 
of this provision that "Only the patent owner au registered with the Patent Off'= 
institute any legal proceedings concerning the patent." 

may 
As it is presently written, it does 

ot prohibit an unregisterd owner from bringing suit, This provision also provides that 
the Patent Office will publish registered changes of ownership. Wouldn't it be less costly 
to make the registers publicly available the way the applIcations are publicly available 
in Article 21? 

Artcle 43 

(1) The statute of limitations providing that proceedings "may not be imituted after five 
years from the act of infrigmcnt" could lead to ambiguities with continng 
ifringment. An alternative would &I: "Damages bemay recovered only for 

izftringement occurring within five years before proceedings are instiuted,' 

(What about cases where the Infringer intentionally hid the infringement? Does Albanian 
Law gonsrally provide for a tolling of statutes of limitations in such cases?) 

(3)(b) Should this have the qame limiting language as (3)(a), i.e. "Unles the license 
contract provides otherwise.... 7 

3l14.1.14 Ili-12#3
314m 
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Article 45 

(3) Would it be reterable if both "disclosurew read "claims"?
 

Article 61
 

Should the statute of limitations idea inArticle 43 bc moved to dLhi 
 Article Instead so that 
an the statute of limitations ideas are together? 

Trademark Law
 
Article 63
 

(2)(b) IS this sentence intended to capture "secondary meaning" by providing thatdistinctive meaning may be acquired by use? If s it might be better to exend "it isdevoid of distinctive character" in (1)(a) to say "it is devoid of distinctive character,either difintjvc character inherent inthe mark or distinctive character acquired throughMe." This raises the issue whether a mark could fit both the (1)(b) description and havea distinctiveness acquired by use (perhaps because it is, for a Ume, the only product in 
thm market segment?). 

Article 76 

(3) Inthe second sentence, 'licensc should be Tllcaee? Does "any legal proceedingconerng the license contract" include infringement actions? Perhaps I have read thistoo quicy but Articles 76-78 do not set out the licensee's right to sme. 

Article 78 

Isthere aatute of limitations for trdemak finfringment proceedings? Perhaps I have 
missed it. 
11tqlllq/:." |,MM 
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Article 81
 

or disjunctivc, i.e. (a) r (b)?
 

Artile 89
 

Are (1)(a) aLd (1)(b) Cumulave, i.e. (a)ad (b), 


(1) The last words #on that day' would be clearer if relace with, "of the tm day tbe 
design was exhibited at said exhibition." 

Article 95
 

Parallel to 76-78, there is no 
cxplij;it provision for whether the lice,1iee can sue for 
infringement? 

Article 98
 

Should (2)(b) say 
 'gram patents, trademarks, and.., or "grant legal protection as 
described in (2)(a)"? 



ATTORNEY AT LAW 

261 DANBURY ROAD 

P. 0. BOX 494 

WILTON. CONNECTICUT 06897 

ALSO ADMITTED IN N.Y. AND D.C. 

(203) 762-5444 

TELECOPIER 

(203) 762.3519 

MEMORANDUM 

TO: John C. Knechtle 

CEELI 

FROM: Edward R. Hyde 

DATE: November 5, 1993 

SUBJECT: Albanian Draft I.P. Law 

I reviewed the draft legislation and my comments on
 
specific sections follow.
 

My overall reaction to the draft is that it is very
 
professionally done. I particularly note that the draft
 
Patent Harmonization Treaty was taken into consideration in
 
that some of its language was tracked in the Albanian
 
draft. In my review 
I did not include a determination of
 
compliance with the Albanian/US Trade Relations Treaty
 
because that has already been thoroughly done apparently by
 
Roland Bassett and a table of comparison exists.
 

Article 4 Section (2) (c)
 

"Programs for computers" are excluded from patentable
 
subject matter. 
 It should be made clear that this exclusion
 
refers to programs per se whereas processes or apparatus 
employing computer programs would be patentable subject 
matter. 

Article 7
 

Limiting inventions to the "field of the national
 
economy" may be too restrictive. Developments could result
 
that have non-economic benefits and it might be well to
 
permit patenting of these.
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Article 10
 

This article provides that the employer receives rights
 
to employee inventions. This properly pertains whether the
 
employer elects to file a patent application or not as by
 
retaining it as a trade secret.
 

I guestion the obligation of the employer to remunerate
 
the employee. I should think his employment compensation
 
would be sufficient. Further, it should be made clear that
 
the inventions to which the employer receives rights are
 
only those made by the employee either within the scope of
 
his employment duties or related to the employer's
 
activities.
 

Article 12
 

It would be well if the application papers included a
 
statement (a declaration or oath) that the applicant is in
 
fact the originator or creator of the invention.
 

Article 13 Section (2) (b)
 

It would be well to provide that in the event of minor
 
informalities in the application papers, when the
 
informality is remedied the applicant receives the benefit
 
of the original filing date.
 

Article 13 Section (4)
 

This apparently refers to a filing receipt and perhaps
 
this should be clarified.
 

Article 21 Section (3)
 

This section seems to state that an applicant receives
 
rights upon publication of his application that are the same
 
as he would receive from the issuance of a patent. It is
 
not clear to me what is intended. Perhaps it means that
 
upon subsequent issuance of the patent, his rights revert
 
back to the publication date. This should be clarified.
 

Article 25 Section (3)
 

The reference to "extrajudicial proceedings" probably
 
means secret proceeding inasmuch as the subject is secret
 
patents. This should be clarified.
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Article 28 Section (3) (b)
 

This exception to infringement liability could be a
 
problem. It would permit individuals to make and use
 
patented items in their homes. The invention might
 
specifically be for a home product. The patentee would then
 
have to sustain the burden of significant economic loss.
 

Article 30
 

It is not entirely clear to me on what date patent
 
rights come into existance. The implication is that rights
 
accrue upon publication inasmuch as (3) refers to Art. 21.
 
If infringement liability commences upon publication it
 
should be so stated.
 

Article 35
 

This provision appears to permit a joint owner of a
 
patent application to assign his interest but not license
 
without the permission of the co-owner. This appears
 
anomalous because one joint owner can convey the greater
 
right by assignment but not grant the lesser license rights.
 

Article 39
 

Sec. (4) provides that a person shall be entitled to
 
use an invention as a license subject to appropriate
 
compensation per Sec. (1). It is not clear who determines
 
what is appropriate compensation. Is it the patent owner or
 
the patent office.
 

Article 42
 

This article should refer to the prior use Sec. (3) as
 
an exception to infringement.
 

Article 43
 

The five year statute of limitations seems harsh.
 
Sometimes infringement occurs within an infringers facility
 
unknown to the patent owner. The provision could be
 
modified as (1) five years after knowledge by the patent
 
owner, or (2) no damages for more than five years prior to
 
suit.
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Article 62
 

Sec. (2) limits collective mark to a registered one.
 
If it's intended that collective marks may exist
 
unregistered the limitation "registered" should be deleted.
 

Article 63
 

This should refer to the appellation of origin of Art.
 
82 as an exception to the non-registration of names of
 
geographical origin.
 

Article 70 and 71
 

There does not appear to be a procedure for publishing
 
a mark to permit third parties who believe they may be
 
harmed by the registration to appear and be heard. This is
 
a serious deficiency. Thus an additional section should be
 
added providing for publication and opposition procedure
 
along with right to appeal to the Board of Appeals and the
 
Court.
 

Article 75
 

A requirement for renewal is that the mark has been
 
used on the goods Sec. (2) (f). This use requirement should
 
be more specific, as for example current use at the time of
 
renewal. An anomaly in the law appears to be that
 
registration may be effected by mere intention to use, Sec.
 
47 (1) (e) whereas some actual use is required for renewal.
 
I wonder if this is intended.
 

Article 84
 

Although the industrial design must be non-functional
 
it is not stated that the product containing the design must
 
be a functional or utilitarian one. This should be
 
clearified.
 

Article 86
 

As in Art. 10 I question the desirability of
 
renumeration to the exployee or independent contractor over
 
and above his contracted compensation for his employment for
 
industrial designs.
 

Edward R. Hyd
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My primary critique of the Albanian Draft Law on Industrial
 

Property is that it does not clearly and fully define th- roles of
 

the participants. Most importantly, it seems to create a patent
 

office with weak substantive powers but with sufficient procedural
 

power to control the outcome of the patent process. On the other
 

hand, it seems to me that technical patent and trademark concepts
 

have generally been well handled, although the European concepts
 

used are not what we are accustomed to in the United States. 


have divided concerns in four parts: (A) An Analysis of How The
 

Act Defines The Roles of the Participants; (B) The Disincentives
 

to Entrepreneurship; (C) Unnecessary Fine-Tuning; and (D) Specific
 

Comments On The Role of the Patent Office.
 

A. 
 THE ACT DOES NOT CLEARLY DEFINE THE ROLE OF THE PARTICIPANTS.
 

Throughout the Act, substantive concepts are established
 

without a simultaneous creation of standards and procedures for
 

the various entities who will apply or assert those standards.
 

Article 13, for example, raises severe difficulties. The Act
 

gives the absolute final say as to the adequacy of a patent
 

application to the Board of Appeal of the Patent Office. 
Without
 

any other recourse, the Board of Appeal has unreviewable
 

discretion to stifle an application. This power is particularly
 

troublesome in light of the potential applicability of Article
 

15(5), which would allow the Board of Appeal to reject an
 

application if the claims are not presented consistent with as yet
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unwritten the Patent Office regulations. Further, this grant
 

seems inconsistent with the grant of power to the Courts under
 

Articles 22 and 60; 
both of which apparently incorporate the same
 

requirements. The solution would be to develop a coherent
 

understanding of the responsibility of the Patent Office.
 

Article 10 raises similar issues. Article 10(2) provides
 

that an employee/inventor shall have the right to a compensatory
 

sum fixed by the court. This provision fails to consider the
 

roles of the parties. For example, will the employer try to force
 

an early decision and simultaneously downplay the importance of
 

the invention? Will the award be fully modifiable even if it is a
 

lump sum, and, in any event, how can the employee enforce or
 

modify the award? These issues must be addressed through better
 

defined procedure.
 

The procedural ambiguity muddles otherwise clear substantive
 

standards. 
Article 21(3) provides that an application creates
 

provisional patent rights, which seems clear enough, but Article
 

21(6) allows a Court to override those rights until the
 

application process ends. No standards guide the Court in making
 

such a determination and, if a Court examined the patent and
 

stayed proceedings on the grounds that the patent is likely
 

invalid, it makes no sense to let the Patent Office review the
 

patent application. The Court will eventually invalidate the
 

patent under Article 48 as the patent office is not performing a
 

similar review. See Article 22. Considering the way an Article
 

21 proceeding would play out, the likely scenario based upon a
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valuable patent is an immediate battle over the merits of the
 

patent under Article 21(6) that will moot further proceedings.
 

Perhaps clearer standards, or a bonding requirement, under Article
 

21 would help. The ultimate solution, however, is to define the
 

relationship between the Patent Office and the Courts.
 

Similar issues are raised by the secret patent Articles. An
 

inventor who seeks secrecy review can only be penalized for
 

requesting such a review (loss of the patent). 
 To encourage
 

secrecy review, the inventor should receive a reward for
 

requesting such a review or the standards for granting secrecy
 

should be made uniform.
 

The solution to all these issues, I suggest, is a greater
 

effort to think about what all the actors are going to do as
 

opposed to only thinking about the substantive standards.
 

B. DISINCENTIVES TO ENTREPRENEURSHIP
 

Throughout the drE:ft law are disincentives, perhaps
 

inadvertent, to creative research. 
The drafters should think more
 

about the purpose of the patent law to resolve these issues.
 

Article 7, for example, imposes a restricted definition of
 

industrial applicability. Basic research or an invention
 

grounding a whole new industry might not be within "any field of
 

the national economy." 
 This seems to exclude inventions new to
 

the Albanian market, which are exactly what the law should
 

encourage.
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Inventions classified as secret are only eligible for a
 

"lump-sum" payment determined in extra-judicial, presumably
 

(secret), proceedings. The potential of a stingy one-time award
 

will discourage research in critical areas. Similarly, limiting
 

the right to enforce the patent against prior users cuts the heart
 

out of the patent rights. See Article 31. Cf. Article 92. (Why
 

should the holder of an industrial design have greater rights than
 

the holder of a patent?)
 

Forcing non-voluntary licenses severely inhibits creativity
 

(although it is part of other countries' schemes). Imagine a
 

situation in which the Albanian market is not ready for a product,
 

hard-working entrepreneurial owner/inventor might be forced to
 

divert his energies from presenting the product to the market to a
 

court battle on who can market the invention.
 

Finally, I believe Article 82(b) is stifling on new products
 

and transactions. It allows somebody who has been making ordinary
 

goods in a particular region to harass competitors. This is a
 

European approach, but I would not think that multiple Albanian
 

products should be subject to the same controls as, say, French
 

champagne. 
Many of these issues can be spotted and resolved by
 

thinking about motivating people to create rather than trying to
 

engineer equitable results.
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C. UNNECESSARY FINE-TUNING
 

Throughout the Act I observed what I call unnecessary fine

tuning. For example, Article 40 on non-voluntary licenses
 

provides that "both the owner of the patent and the person
 

requesting the non-voluntary license [must have] an adequate
 

opportunity to present arguments." This opportunity should go
 

without saying and be part of all procedures growing out of the
 

Act.
 

Breaking off utility models as separately patentable, Article
 

55-57, seems to invite dangerous distinctions, even though the
 

underlying standards appear the same.
 

Finally, Article 4 provides a caveat to the prohibition on
 

patents contrary to public morals -- "the exploitation shall not
 

be deemed to be so contrary [to public morals] merely because it
 

is prohibited by the legislation" -- which has the perverse result
 

of allowing the rejection of an invention devoted to a legal
 

objective, and the acceptance of an invention devoted to an
 

illegal objective. Each nf these examples shows that the drafters
 

are trying to do too much. See also Articles 82(2) and 82(3)
 

(difficult to harmonize).
 

To address these problems, the Act should select a acceptable
 

standard and not try to make sure the standard is always applied
 

fairly by adding additional language. This is again a matter of
 

understanding the role of the tribunal applying the standard.
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D. THE ROLE OF THE PATENT OFFICE.
 

My concern regarding the definition of roles also applies to
 

the definition of a patent office and patent attorneys. Some
 

typical issues are:
 

Article 98, What type of independence do we want between the
 

Patent Office, which appears subservient to the Committee of
 

Science and Technology of the Republic of Albania. Perhaps a
 

separate review committee could keep proceedings open and proper.
 

See also Article 99.
 

Article 100, May a patent attorney also work in the courts?
 

What separate role should patent attorneys have? Do you need
 

patent attorneys if the patent office function is so limited?
 

CONCLUSION
 

Not much is missing from the Act. Although not intended to
 

be covered by this Act, Albania should also provide for trade
 

secret protection as well as a law protecting franchise rights.
 

Given the solid technical base of the Act, however, I believe this
 

is a useful draft that can be put into good form in short order.
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(1) An npplicaton slu-ll relate to owe trientia 3nly jj to a 
ivezd=s Sc likcd as to foaM a Sioje gaxaal inVaut1iv onaepL
(2) Fa~lue tc comply vvidi t 

_Wcup of 

-cqairc, af u ally of iwvertico shall not ke a 
Sircund for invaljdation o7 at= 

Uj 

ArtiJe IS
 
DiWu or application
 

(1) Thc applicant nzo chvide the applicsion ino -. o or more apcahm
(n~i'aisoAl app1tiak01, Provie dUt ea dvisional applsAbix siallnot go bcyimd die cIosAn in t ikial applictm.
(2) Each dzvuwon.& plicaim dan] be eabicid b the ffirig daze or. whe 
pritmiy is c-med, the PwUorgv Cate of thC iia appliacat

()Pnrioity doctzmcits aud xwu raquid baaslntiois theracof tim wamstinktad to tdo Palax Officeto =ep= of tte init:al zppfrafion dunl tocoidereJ as hxvin-.)=e suited in mqxdc cfA dhVsiosaJ Wqpinmions. 

Article 19
 
Riht of prbioiy
 

(Il Te appicicitt a) coskiin a doclanific c~mng the prioriy. PUSxt 
.o the Paris Convention for the Proiection ofldsrial Property, of on-armore tcarixer natiosal, rxgiona or Ulc'iawin applicaftiac Nied by -heapplicatt or his fpcdccsoi In Wite in ax ibr uiy State ponty to the- saidI 

121 Whorec the appiaziirn ctaicts a dcc ano tnd-3e psea~gmph (1). thePatent Ofriacnay icquire tbm the appticant finnish. wlnfla the psescd
time mugn,acertifiedc4v *2*boc eufw application 
13) The effrct (ifthe dlecaiaacu rcfincd to in paratgrapli (1) -lUl Le zaipo idain t Corrvauflo rekrrcd tomIItat pwagrapk
141 If ticaeu , Fiadt Ih&e titiea~ tha Artcl lind 
Rapplcabntbi rcthenairin dOmmo izu-not~ beeint MM. it ocap in vite 
&Cesad iniuilt, e: dedaraici rclired to in pmgrarph (t) SWi be
cnutidered wait to Lave been uuds. 

http:I~cgalatimm.co


Article 2.3
rticle 2,3Whrau tppiainAmenrucit orotw-ectm.Whdranelof aplictim(4)

(1) hafSW-hW& ~MJVU M i~ie md-
a. cx 1 the iippluiu L to ie Inai when tie applimaio is in ordear fir 

grant. OKE arths fthPixe d fee.PaYUWetAn 
(2) N a aeto w tmoth p(C)

been disdoned in the aplication s Ified. waamyg !,u hth

(3) Amendments or ;:-cjow may b-- also iiad apan (he requas: of die 
P-aRtenit Office. 
(4) The app~Icant may wiIIhIav the zppli=raioni at a-Iy ime dmaig ispRniy Y'~' 

Pubication of appicatioiu Aar patrots 

(IX&) Subjec to subparagraphs (b),(cjandd) of flis Fnrxgpla the PatrajOfte 4s aLbtin dec tUie hri pooidctl ro- in paa~grapb (2), publish QJ 
4pplicatios filed with is. 

(b) No applicaticn shalilibe pul:ished if ic is w.nhdzawn or reqoite Ineftart expiration of -7 mwciths flora the filing iato or, whej priority,is caimeij 
the priority Jate of dia iplication.(c)Na arpkcason shall e pulishd i is regardxc sect.() 

(d) 1lb2. a~ [het as b~lea grxcn r Itzu&aep-ALlia ratxq'cnt
Ch~rp4J aeKha nn~3td'%(,ie not rublish the appladinn buii JmtU

t~ 
gublsb

Itho p1=vc die pate-it is :heCPrne.-ubodj mnlar. and allowshall any i~teresd per"-a to ii~cpcca the'-a applicaton. 
42 Tbc Patol~ Offoc shall Ftiblih each aPplication tiecd wti it mci ilyafle th xiao fI uai rn h ia it r ~c.iwt srclairieti, Boni the priority date ofohepkjto- locvl w.b=r, before tue 
e. 1 iIo h adprdo oihteapiat rsnsawteUrequ&*t to the Patent Office that Liis applization te publilhed, the Paicwr~n

6 ~~Officeshall pblish the apphcatinn proiipsli afxr t:Ie receipt of the requeStr(.3) A patew. appiciin shalL v.!c-. pUiUished *Mder this Antide, 
Pr~v~onlk-cordrH~bcm WDlfrm te dae o suh pbficrbuIfiprov~ on~lv cosfer upos~lic n~ fom he aleth of uch pstlca~,n (he' 

In 

((U 

saur ish' inLrespect of tke sUI3bvtnamM of the app~cadgon as ara coafa-JMin~iciTe of lie ssbj~e-im G(iS patentIle publicatoa oftb a~licatkn shall wcelade(a) Jiinftinoion on tba invntor (if he ha-s Dot renoue lie ri*j to be 
"atod and an the appilicant; 

(b)the tifle of the invenial
 
thc EF4n (rinrity) dute ofihe aicectim
 

(d) lie We'rzaaioial Patwnt Claiilcli (Wq)iaee

(e thez 'tn oft irnemn
 

(5) Asso s h ca~ h&-enplihyero. ", th nti~~ 
--

h 40ctloa niatals; iii 'Ib P.-unt Office and tc obtam, xcfC*Pa M cothcrCOC a copy of !he description weo dmIcg~ :of &he 

(6)TheC COWn mzy decitle 13 iay ny piocecags tzught bef,-c it in respecCIFunawborizod acts pcrfmied in e]atioe to antwandaoo that is ti 
cfapbihdappicaio XMaa fnl decuwn Mas been ita& by the pvcmOffieogradcm r~w &Fam on theqa3.iCaba
(7) A gaki arplicatioa ghan We leand never to have bhe eftht sri Ott in
j38 jralpb (3) ifit is %%fth&hwaor fisally rejectai 

Axtke 22 
Examnaation of the applicatiom nd zgrnt of the pateut
h a Oflesalxam w rteEk plijc 
 ople 

Yli 'he roqeCUM scf Ile Article 4(?).(3) and Artkfr 14,15.17 ad 11an 
including the lariguage In wich then applicaic sioadA be &katW(Subject bArticle 12(6) )The pwmet Of~ce shaal sx efn teiai~inc~ic a i n c Ise)aterniua the- W22siort of thinvax s to l nLamipnitShIlo Ar Cpaantgllj ofo i3 of,ffs
 
neo -t h aP~rn o.PtotayO h eo.a
lrd to Articles 4(I), 5, 6 ard 7. A patenI: shall be g'are withaut a(2)Iftheptc ni.Lcwn:~1 ofits valiity 

the inity if be iietrm td if tbc apphLcaat ,ir response to tke --A=e 
no h v-iomciilto fteickeetfienofcaonfthabvLEoxNi,30ofh a

r.ueetsL0
-wt in3fcxuexd the Pateni Oicc of a div~iam of the appficaton or bas u-,m:etted to exasmc only dose ChiMS Of Vthe INneiOn or PXrU Of'e t:OAs w tuch :X ufofMI to the --q inrenner for inventon smily then il 

http:14,15.17
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01. 

R 

fianherptocesag offte appicatcn shall be cmduetod onlt ni meaion to the 
first chin ofth iUrvix. 
(3) If the iesuits of the appl =ao caunatou ar pomibI a thdt 
mqrmcns rcfcrrd to paragraWh II) ac fuSfcd), ftit,widin Fomamtks
flora the date of the pi mlicia of tbe applic3Em or irf am oppoitim on the 
filed alplicaioa is filed, then witun k mlbwna fran 6,e date The opposition 
is Teen rejeter, -he Pateint Of w 3ll gmat the paIet to the appLicam on 
pa))mrct of the prcscriled fee 
(4) If d e aplicatk does not conibim or only r stialy cofoms I the 
requinanats of paragraph (1h,te P-tat Office shall notify dil applicat,
s:cfying lIt discrepaicini d setting z tree month perod for providing a 
rcp~y:bc ap.ication shal bc rejected f thv applicuAt fails to crrcct tcd fiemcics isd atd ty the Pate CE . 
(5) The dec iou, in accordance with paragraph (4). may be. on prym=t offee, e-ppeald aaistthe Board of App:EI oftie Patun Office wthin a three 
saonh periodlf the a.icat Lsot sa eti'.dck thd d'ieisioa o the Board of
Apucal, he mayd pca this dx z withwir sa aNW thc tjlithe 
pnicedre kid dc-w by Artile 60 of his Lawin thecase oldL ajplication
regaded ac sacr (under the Article 24), to the Board ofAppeal, Lc ci-opted 
a puM ofexpecs fut th mmnistry whic has eWcgorizd the nmaention asscrer axdi die ecison of the Bored ofApped sfvu Le Ina. 
(6) As scon xs the Paet Offi has adop)cd a dezision on the g rw of the 
patent, it shall prahlish a notificzb that :he patnt ha. bee ran'pmo d
pnbliih !t- patert in the id mromer, exceo fcw tic sezret
pleuts.whkh we pcajcede uzler the Artide 24. 

i 

14) The pmHut regisler shall be open .opu-blic iuspecton, stub ect to such xes 
a rm be pzsciber.
45) Certified copies of 2sy ena ia de p0at reger sh&H be .*teaby tn 
Paten OfficeCto my pecsoa reqrmg the se on pymal of tho pncih d
fee and a , so cltifed hall at ssiae in edaoe iwai wts end 
proceedms wihout fatber proofor KoducIOE Cf 69 oigA 

Article U 
Secret patmb; 

(1) ecret pa ean are gra 
(r'ntions relage to the defeace and the security ofthe countr.(2) Thl secrecy f the appficon is judge by the Mii of Defence,
W'tistry o Publio Order o aticW wIcutrM kcujy"

(a,'a)beflre fidrg of tc applicaton - br the nwitimss made with cie 
ictD&of the M)dio ctDcficc Mi~trv of Pabli;Ouer or the 
Naiona Infimative Seirty, or made inanv othum mgnizatiua upom a 
contract *ereithn 

,b) within a the -iworh time limit flrm the date f ting or'the pplcaion 
- whco the ap;lcav hasrueized the grant ofa sO=-rtpatax;

(c.iwithm a dee-mont time 1mit from the refcrenzs to tie MiiszY of 
Defaee, Mmi.trt ofPulk Ord, or Naioaala formn ©veSemuity.
when in the exunation prows tie zpplat or The Pateat Ofite i hs 

9 

Uthe 

EArticle 23 
Pareot rester 

(1)1"h Falicl Otic shaU irantio a pactt register in which patens gmtd 
suHl be rcoidcd, ruNberAol mthe ai.r-i of th-i- &iaa
(2) TIe PH;L't rMgisi shJall ifdude suca mlats 'xti5ruuvor feli.g :o

iaem a am preicriln ad etries o aD caar ons, amenaents,
chne fir ownership or ott~er muer that the Palett O-.ize is tmro cred or 
re(Ld by tiss Law, to rw j. 
(3) "'he :ateat register skaJ be prima facm evccnce of all mautton dircted 
Lv Whorzed b-y or undet this Law to be -enteed Lkaci 

fIdgci3rat for scecy by their cwn iitiavc. 
(3) If. withi-i the fim limits qiiul in "x precedig iaagraph, tOe
Ministry of lefeace, Iaistry of Pel&it , tcar orNagond affiuatfive 
Scuzrity do amt uotify tha thc aplicatzicn sould be nnsidered secret, it is
r:citd that there is Lo decision for seccy.(4) The Pax* Office publidis, free oftharge, orly the nrbn Athe soct 
pararts mad. 
(5) The Midsty of Deinico, .m-vy of Public Oda aWd Najixid

Jat'.'mihve Sc--ity od prodvl fpng abwnd o- invetiDas related totic dcL-ncc and s¢etwityofthe zcmmtr. 

Cu 
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Article 25 (2) Aa qppositiou aainsit the gram ofpaw: ray be ed withde Board of 
SExpitation of sceret inmvutioes Apeal, ifthe r qk n of Article 4(3)43) wd Artices 12,14,15,17.11 

af tm Law hav not bow. obsuvt 
I1)Tim musjsible Minisx' (Minsty of Dcftmn- Miisty of?-bc Orde (3) Oppesiicis as1sl tie gr of patent on -legoums of ota 
or NzatioaW h ,na& , shal be ievimed by zonn; a=mdag :heScatiil) shal havc the er Id ve right to work and requirmem3 set in ris La 

dispose of sect invrtiol. Article 60.
 
(2)7be riglffui claimnt to a sma-t ir.venlion protected by a patent sA be (4) Pamm!to paragraph (1)of ibis Article, a copy of The cppositik shal 
entitled to a ump mm 2s xroparsaion rqwidles:s of ihiscope .ofthe ue of be Liwmded to the applicat -Aos2al prepare cbseovatoS vwilt thiee 

c-the 	 iventie for the neeis of atioal def-eace. morldts.D the rquea f the a.plicam, t= arn may be tended itr one 
.31The ameuw of corpensati rfczred to in the secind paragraph of dtis max: mantb.c Bcmd of AWpeal &HI axamine the oppostion v;jibi tk-ee 

Fa Article 3hall be agrcd upon ty tbz apptam:and by the respoasible Mblintry mx.tds frm the date ofrocei- of the alimans obs. tiom.Tbe appicant
Ph (aoc-nlk to paragrapb (1) ).If am aptemem zwo: be readed, :he aid Ae qpunm shal1 be ruitiicd of U oppostia exmiumon 3) days

applicant shall be enfiled to rcqmt fora a =*tcti ar to dgc ine,,i belbre the fixed dat of the predigir.Both patics sall h,v dt not to 
exzajudcial procedigs,the anrumt of msaucn. paicipate in :he oppossioa pr==mcm, to sdb-mit esenda matcicls aKd to 

. 1 o'ide Oval expauiticu. 
(5) According to the re-suk~s of kw apgms~tim cxwlnmaj ion. tic Roard af 
Apieal Ad adart a deciz-n eicttto fully or partialy revuke the pIaem or 
to rmj tthe opposnti-.

Article 26 (6) jcctia of the Oppositon lce not deprive the cppan ai cf the ri tso 
Ipectiun of files coes the pmrczd pirmt m aorance with geael provoiwsA docrski to 

revolm the paent may be appcaod widia sir rc.nfs subject to dhe.pr-cedur 
(1) The file rdaling tc a pat ia appl.oasio may xc ins-j d befme the grant set b) Article 6D af ttis Law
 
ofthe pstent only with t Mvrit Ipc'issIoa of he apphcaxt. I
 
(2) Where an appliaion is withdr vn in a ccrdanc: with Article 10(4). the
 
fil relating to ;t may be kspected onl; wth the wnturm peumssim cf the CHAPTER IV
 
peson who %itkhkewthe applicaio.
 
(3) Only the Minis of Defeace, Mirir T of Public OxQer amd Watiaral Effects of S Patent 
",fol atrie Scmity havre acces Iothi- matei4a of ecrez ptem apphiatimm
and patents it Patcut Oce, under.Artide24. Article 78 

Right; couferred by apatent 

ra , the owac 

lu thegrant ol patent 	 tictheOppitiuriJt to prevent third pardes -oTM Fe.,i&aiing whmri his authmizih 
the fc.lownig aCtS 

Atide 27 	 (1) Whrre :he patent canzms )x oftke pate: dd have 

(1)Wit3ia nine troEs fr*aM rhe c2te be SMnOUcenMa of the gaut ofpaa 	 (a) the rrakl.g of a proiucl icoTpararg the ;ratectel "ni oa 
is published, ary pero. on rwn of i'ce tc fie with (b) the offcri3g 4r the pittugon Ie miret o- a prcd c.inorporai* tier shall have the r~gh 
the Board of Appel of the Paent Office a sustantiated oppovricn against artced mveatioa. do: asug of web a prodct,or the 
die grant .paenf.h: ajpos.on shail be tied :n written 'orm in two,:opies. iwiprtingor ftcxirgof such a product for mxh offaung o pu-Ji3g on 

ru 
m' 
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th rreir fi- suhue 
(c) the Wiucing of itird mdes; -:operform any of the aaove wt.Teti 

pang 3ccm(2) W-we me~: It a~~5~prooas owIIsthe ofdxpO Shizvea. 9e ight tD prevat thir pextes frcm pedisum nihcu Lis adwhrimfimu 
[he following ac::apcto

(a) the eang ofajumcms which is the subject mazfr-a: die pmudnl;
(lb) in rqpet of any m~dazc di~ynCIJJff3 10 th usecrbeofitepv-% 

azwr f die afSrcfrnud Vnia paragraph (11(b), vmn wher a patem
canrai&- ,iImtinnd for the 4ad Produer 

(c) 0winenicing of tidpastie topewmaay of the abovc w~s 
(3) NoTwiiIStanirg paragraphs (11)aid (2, &heowser cf apatent sA[l have 

Ri righ pezii ning, uticri-Wa di~tea= sazfared to is parzgras (I) aid (2) in the fiiloviig drctmstance57 
(8) wh"r the act cncans a itoduct wtich has leen put on the nmkct by

6iC ona OpfItoepataft orwithi fis cip = consent jitis as schaMnrk3 

Albania oi in any terrikay spmciel in the. RtgulauiOmL
(14 - theeat is lone jxivateynad oa anon-cwjnajW scale, provi-deti dat it dioes not s-giicindv wpr4 the eeomcm ntc~s of ani owcer of the patent 

ic.I vhcre th aL*t c2SsisI ~fnxuirg or usigforpudcycqriiinenAIpt-
poee tiorc~2 LA wvnapc -p (. nf.iia ilc fd c j z b 

td w ce in a cp l a t o ftry e nerr&rd o r,p-ea a io f"r ir Li, iduC~ 
at casws i na hm a cy or by ai cic ordCmdi, fa e i&Cn 30cr-
d a eu t ar j dc l i e c ti u r a s c c i m th n c e soC 

(4) pa" saH th mfe pmnt I~rccitsO-.,,nc ~w EiW t pwL-scOdtaird(4) A a atshllalo s Lt~c -i sxeercc iverte rihttoprvetfrom SUPPyIAn8 Or offering to suply a Persm cthzr tha a prt/ ,fled toerqPIoit the Palmaed inv-ion, with m-.s, rnAmio* to aa element of that9 ~invartion, euichiily fcr canynig oir Ic mzcnioa, ii&hc the tid paty()

'MMS k O risit isONviUS in the C=Xnsa3Axcs, tha.t those meas =xsa!Ae and 


jffrd& for carlyng owa tha inventioefL% PwOvissw 
 shall tnt aPiy htie-oteflowacmtoHItile MEnS Arc AWL commnccil prudscs aid le cktvamksnces of tkSUPWlY Ofsuch products do not censtituce indw=Armet to infinge the patch:. 

In 
Iii 
MU 

Ankl 29 
Of Pstefta SWd Maawemaae fens 

(I) Ile team of a penat slid be 20 yems as from the MliS Ia of th1w 

tm uumo. xca aatuuctfaheabesbetk 
M MCf These few shal be due echd yew ta fie date crqMM

o Idilg date. 
(3) Ary rMinztnge fe may Secjuid within a perind cfn scat EegiUmu
 
an the dame %,dicnit became dae, pa*g in this co a suqpLenafy fee fir
:hdlf 
(4) If a Brirltance fee is amr pad wacerrng, z pexagrap (2t and (3), theent,skall iapse on tie d ae vi iaiA8 fee Wee ne d ue 

rtcas;itrpetigo i
 
(IJ 7.~L- -= a tof the Protection c~wr c by lIe pat" 
 shall be deimniadby the claims, uib ane t) be interpreted in tie Ight of fle dmcuiptioisadfawings !o a5 to ormnue Esfr protection fbr ibe ovimer of the jrt= wl a 
zeaonbl dxe noint Lrtldpe 
(2) MAifitblandm parsgrah (1), 2 CLim Stall be conilucreri to crez not 
UUaY 2n t he d e naen sas exp.e= in -hc Wam , hut also c u v c s
(3) -For l e, p erro UP? C) 9W of the pa rz t, the ex cat of -h--p roe cio 
omferzed by a pat t qpp i c gig shl ldbe d eft t e d b) t h e lale st fled Chl a~
 

Intha-Publientoo roder ArtiL 2LHo,.vcv. ta. pat as graosed
cr as LMU dd n Mialidaiowiprce iaisp aall detrokt aeackrely StePmc-k~ cm'rwo4 by the pait~a*pkin,~ in so rar =s %,dprca is
not thc eb) exteadal 

d salgnzyhecriajasbi enucttot()A = W9 9P ozdrda ~ ji oa 

s fufile in~rege d inifiineas 
athe &difdellown ocroo nrguCflild rrua(a) the equivalent cL-mcaet Fcrfttm substmaly obe same .incfin il 

it is oibvious to a~(k; perses skUind tbe at tha be same result as tha 
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adie'cd by zcans&orhe emni aS eCyessed in 6ic clain cai be 
achi -ov bymeas 3 thec-qivaenzeemnt.CHAPTERIne c in'i g tk =ekz* c wte i d WChiO uI sha llb, Mkm cf anyO" I 'lagn I'. wone of 6eclaims Malc y the apjlica orteo1u-orProf &he Pats~rt chtuilj pCDevreS O(CCi thC g~p or &C VpalcuA 

(6) If the plnt coutais xapo Of the clmbOdimen: of thke inveawxi or,"ies Of dIfe fIiOo Or Mut af~l int t. 

iRr ~ s i i c t ha z mj e 

Pit rtice 31atd 
Pror u er1) 

(IIAPtw- a m c n f m a ;i ajor oser? m 
(1vOSA f ih~csli haei fettaitay:~nw- ng c ait. F: Ilp~~z~ lll mri ne g s bisiness. bc mat!,c Ekig date, or, ,,vb rc'5nticlim cci the Pi ory da teof tkc ap -c ta isrwhi3?c.bithecx tee 

aid elouxepaazo Ib se-Axy sud peron "hali'c the ight,f rthe P nrp se otrhis ct crP r cr b is'xss, to cO iinue such us ccr to ii e 
(IThe ri&Wbof the plnr uzs" irnl r.Jb an~circ or devotv :gth,

wh 1s ciaise of thninc, Or with dint part of-his enter~wis, or busijesint%icijlb--tuw tr Pellam aor tr wesve bm m kWhertcaossral 

the 

V 
ni p o al n ppi 

hnei rve&PadJit wle~i fPtn 
AttiCIC 33tvorP rn 

rie3 
Change in ownership of Patent aromd.ie or pateat 

( ) "'my C':) r d WUIi *in aP* VL 3P hjcfim CT a p a nt n wsrbe im w riting 

trust be signed by the paihs to &, coldrac.01herwqe it skill no bevK1id.Any caaage inthe oiaeni of . p ati plcaMnoW azz h Hb.-O c d in cheP a regi er cm p ym eet of the pmec abe d f e.- h ~ r o 
P tn:shall be ndtled to fi Eltte aq k tSi Woediwo; c ace= n, :bepale t ir Sdi' C haas ic de owierikii 2 2$ bamn reco d ii ft e p tMt

shsl p ish the CLazzg of Ibc o wnershi of die 

it ci 3 

Judicial 11Stumeat ot patent applicradan or pitent 

IJ.] ug cf teiv n onclairwilin4 pnoa pL catioz 

a: 

(1 

-j 

Articie 32
imitiGn of gs wth respect 10 mesas Of transporl and tiritg OO&I 

Th9 viii Mce thec -3I 5 laji rit actmdc to thre "o c-f the patwaeda to many foinvseajiLft Or L-rid wthcle wich tenporarly Or
ficderualV Cnkter :1 'W afrspae Of Ad Of Albanil !p"%ijc therhpoPeieftucdi uxve- t3r :s 'use e tUs iv lv -:Or die ceds af tII, %4 sei of hi the 

Oc si j r . w~ t 2ofthe a uca ft szc oc rzf 0o .,,KJ e icL. 

tclongs amJ~r Arfcfr 9 or Ift* peCsou othr[rIWSIC vpimw or owner Or1th' Jnae-Lt that peISCo nWy 'Mues!the Co'jct to order te assigzmiet to himaf le paetq2pcat MOnrp1Cnt 

Artici 35 
os waii fj~tapiah rptnJoint p~a plcaino se(1) Wh er thecre ame jo it a plicans ofa palan - u h C h o 

a: ap r,hca tir, e h cf : 3apr~iicaar -may seperaly asign,cc tUWfW by slICCe33o-1 his sAMc Of theairicaci, but the joint 2WbCmtS May 01only citllM &ChidippliCZ6itor conchde licerise conc-S witt third parics uudcr the applfcazioL
(2) Mblerthereif- ame -oMI Z-Vmcz-- cf a patesit, =ah or &heJoint o~wriz amysepaaely assgn or tIawsfir byvts4i fhis sharm of the paten: or jinm-te
court prccecdings for at in&:qgrcwen of the, patena: against my persi 
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expiciting 	d= ciatcld inatja msLAl4ca vikao h= V-==W~of aL ju 
0^11mb, and dII- ctplOAMMk of the palcrtd ibvend~n iti Ahiia ty Owiof tilc j"oint o)wua Shbdl amt rMWX the afuuo a. of dhe otha- joint ovacaa

the jo it own=~ may crL - jaty swdrra- tic priem orr conclude jimmn 
M~a= With tawd tmties muk die paemi.Rgt 
(3) rThe prmioqs ofthi Arid shail be appllci only thmn atenc elan 
2swunmi 	 to die COcl-dv:s doe job1 zpizcmbt orom 

m 
v 

0.u(2) 
Coutrocuaj Licu~anditensesof RBJ 

AArticl 

(1) For 	 he FarpceSz Of hiUS liccat meats any cannot byL-a%-, cunract' 

Which a Party (tb. I1CaOmr-) egw tW & odmx party (*Ihe ilcemee") kIUNs 


to i rid 2crth n cthp ejrt o u o n io a~ i a s ~ c
8tc n rtde rsp~z f n inmrtin claini~d in a rewf or a pzae 
(Z.1 	 ACaom. ccitmc mutb nU -sod*F ~ ~rist)lqc 


-u wasru ,- o a i b e s d , v ( e p r i s t
(21 %m A c e c t s &b Az wAi g d i 

tia~c n c ~t ji vs~sid.(2
(3) The fa i~t a license couuwat Las been caichidd unay be reauobd ir tb.e

jxlrWt register 4cn pymiot of the pxemcr~bed fee.Tkceae qhall be cittied 
t. n in~i leitc din ne m c c i n t c l f i aamur c a ro cn s c b a 


b-ee n~ erlbm-t d in ttc atrn 

(4)~trctsforlicense swd fcr sale of secret P&Lu c&E be sajucd if d=,x is
 

(,teMnsy f Def--mc, kbusvy cf PuMiiz Ordex ur

Naon lhiTumivt, oCM-ily.Arca3

If t.- cmei of the patent his top~" i jxsiwbc Ihe ith the 3Ct 
=4mi aczonmg with Article ;9. and a limse ummirrt hm; ber. -nStvcd in 

re-PiseT inm ur of a third pa~or, tic '-atiut(Ytfwc shall intn that
i m 

mnOth frwn thcy da-c .Z& 

rietou tbzt tie fee has not been pma ce &a0he Ala, the fee "jdiin Sjk 
tde PR)alatza ii 4mder to pervne tic %alidityof tu 

ee~~~~cgiatimwimhur~ case of~a eh- on casuing the regissemed lilbia Of a *ad'tlltk 
rcto, le cowr mtay. if demed escrtia -cr aisaxuW tvjo e %ihs&.a.±Reiiama

die paeni be- tmcsf&--d tD the pemoi-, i-i wbvcse rme the 6cew is 

Arihts 37Urs 
o iLe 

(). i beico U rvtnt h i~~ nteies rat ia- fta umc ofeinthe henr tothe cme din extriu tomdme 

pa-imnacc in rsxxt of -hmiaeow of al the acts referred to u: Aride 23 
WitIVII lirition as to tLve.iM &hc Cntir. Euitoey of Albii a 9Lrovh 
uiyappictn Or in immennon. 

It d113aII~ Of aziyPfovis6ASb~tMeCo.Uiy in the icenec omrW Cic 
MiEYsnanyotve to 2 third pe~oi Wsrq.amm to pajm n . taI~ia in 

me-' of the invnti r oftcwsTfr ni rie2 

36 

Arid 39auoo 
f inii 

(1) 1 the 	 a cwe of 3 y Plovison to the 0&i2m y imtke Lc erzo "- = t ie 
kceuc 	 may give to a durd jewna. Mis aeeuor to paiforio i Alba in 

nm,-g3- tte invmbon tIm acts xt-rru to inArticle 29 and shm1 "u be 
ob wL -p 	 nI) a= e' to abbtumEum PC I I ng dem limse ErinAl 


) I h !a e n amz z k a c r mc!- idc . that t eic mera~ , and san
is exc L i -mv ess it 
is opxesdy psm-Aded otk--;e fi to ia-s conzact. the hcen,m May
nnrqu ob eirm.c lcmi opc ftenebob 
"~tc pm a w, no r rn~irlf p cf w in A ui n, the a rt rdier to in kr t k e 

w.i-i awe cc-ned by the sind c otrac 

icle .Ez9 

ti wimm 	 t-m mncr or a pdtat fics a wrine tker~i woh the maenwOlo ht c s pe sr d o al, a y ciOn o ms i i v nio a 
fictmase 	 in raIum fc-w asraprise oixl~estzoa. 11ev uflime kes which 

at=i r=n of tht S~emeni shal :m rcdawd awcodlig io .be 
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L(41 
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FL 

111":r" Taknnay bC Wilb&sEWR af1an fitieqCI ~IAit n iotificaimois cfF=z to the 1Paaei Ofoc, pumided thm x- cme beg mxi.-umd The :)wr 
11) 

tIf th e t= 3fi~S in w k0 Use te 31=Cu 
rmt o3a a chr~ kz~zgeo~~aKte Pa" rewush 

(4) On &Webau-s £f te S3Xaeeb~ m pmwa iJN be erhjto wse th-9ni a Ifrais own. the maedmn IzilRqpdadgmAt~y bocuw go ctteu c~wa m &aeshaf be VuaWe 43 a W-t Mtn li=e. 
(5) rNc ftqze for reoorrkn8 A~-- the gL O Z icns prt e e thazcbe aftmibe aft-3r the iakmal * Ins been ed. uzhe ban sij~swcermis 

0au~xb. 

CHAVURVII 
Nall -Vohtry Lk-emsm 

Azt~e 4)emurAk,
NA~ r ztcle Jicas 

1jecam 
(I N the iaqu,::i i ay 3emme iAtc p-omo his- i.,ily Ic weak Ate pemzeiD0 ii Affknia. made Afcr Whccpirat of a pe~ied o:'ru yea- fomtim Elimg die a2the QPlimuatie &Yrdo pakifl r 6=r y.=3 icin tua jxw ofkI~tO kzUIiA-ve: is laier, the Cotut am t a am-aewnmy. nonvu'oitr? liuun ift atu'WPi a I-ice is ct wxrkcd orwc4rkad in Alberiajim gri of the nnvohugar is iusuical

Iicaaje dWI -,- subjc. to

the Ps.,,t of eqaitable ueumvam~cm~n jw t
h. of the Mal~i.(2) NOhiilisiinlijg Paso-ah (1k, a rmi-vokmztar%. iccia sagt wt b,,

paited if drc CC40 is comimoj tiw' ci-euutnocdoex waich jmsiry the
 --- igor iuffiaie ticpg
43)In d ecding wbetrc to ~ a R~ inAhkr-IiaI:? 14 O the C oun sh j give

She om of tie Pamn and tba pmuj mvqesting die nzm-vahia~ryi4Wanadapuwe opctiiv to jresetj mgmotau

The oew of dthex NOaga
the petsm requesti4 tbipni wkmj~tILac= MaY aFPjCi Cu :he Coult of I ifbw histai Emnia decision of the 

(3) A-y oampis"g Iiansc sbU be rcv*M wh tc &UQizi~- ,kh~iled la its guing cease bo exia. L~nj: irtD accctt the-L-gitiiiuc njejexsm of 

Ibc Patem o~m am:] cf the keeagebe ccomad iemb af ths.ccruimmbec ha iWvmmupmy reqtimto** in owin.6) 1the, ooumLsy hiame fix sae pc sm 3y~dw Cb~lo
Wkimmsai the r.-qa (tie btaisy oi Dec, MNkisayofPb11;Gbhor azirnal * mte ea* 

Article 411
 
E p a t t mb - v r m t a y d id p t s sd b
 

Maethe bma mar y or poW taey so mqmuus. tbas 1mmm uzy 
cv ~o taezto h w f* mwo ftheepp~ c KLby motto. p ubi e din fteOEpimum esg a Jounmi, a p mero m sp y a ra inft J nuice to m~c. me 1 sa w meatin towhtb a pazmt or an a~kad forr a pat= rlauc, mAzbjt~ to iwmmf 
rmrn xmm to th w of ti pdmt a to qmpkaC~31decisk of the tipzc ift reqnd to vmmuafim may be dk subjeani4eal to aw cout 

14TE'I
ILM VR 

LNFTMlGmIIT 

AcU 9 ifim~ ine r 

(I Sobject to this Law, ii, porfaue of any a" retemd IDin Arile2S(k) ad (,k) in Alban by a matuc~ t1Jgbe ov.=m c4 &aemut.Ex ithocatthe cauof Iniah. io to 3psexct or pcuna fa.&qz
vittiz. cie sope of prt4mmnn of the pouet sboll consfize an mhunpena ofthe putent. 
(2) Subj= tO IiS .aW, AC ibenaRce Of alljf aud Ouia Artecs 

2(11 ad (4) in Abaaa by a ,erscw athu that te apphel md 'sLimit 
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CL 

PthCCLrwCni Czo'chto-131-UI )ItCrU~cSP eil (4) N~here th-tit =)N ofnpPrjovisi;)nai 3utectiop !j el Itafr OT 1kz patet is a proce3z forccuaercd ou ab~enpuablish3ii PaICEuP-n-ac4 :IuC prduict, -I b)Uder. of csta ihJ- that .11 poduc- wa otmde by :bcni fi~fikd. 
Ar i le 4tenia 43 (a) tic 3rodl ct is cw,rrA (b) Lsub~nmi z likek1- d e "t htia tIe ro eutII)fl-uz of a-

xi! the cioICI of *,,, Vatesit 1-a d Lee r xTh , pac nj :re-4ing~s bz I a v t e~ 
has beem arabic tbr,-uh rtasoable

-; 
efins tioi 

~-itutic prcza 1 g 
da-erm iz the procesn accaiI' usu4Init%Coir zeairs. ary PMLRW 1 KUoifin"Cj CriL7 in-II-~~~jl dt: pJdvrr,:ng(1 or the- niirta Aitiada a-11(u pict mion conferred onpaext apjlicuaDjov~fi z 31111l5 1CLsium ri~j±15 aj,.-nst anycv-r-a- ct the patm and the 3ppl cant shalxrsor -MioW Performied sict; or rariis pewxnmingU-ve act othe 

wk--; stak i (1) &Iarc- top2ki Ia)c -aphflnanrt% (41 aftis Anizzle ary afesdLniatrinecutent") c4L("m inn scshfvc
The pruactr- u ic b-- aaisdtaud ;te i :he etir to inques., bviinsitut. pcoclings a,4aua tht ower cf thc patente es FithePact o irfii-ngen..... ht the(2j(a) if the onlr 4)f the ra-te.,i Pow. uat 

L.ow I dedzrey dat the p~rforawe~of aspecific act does-;aniiafyi crirt has Consatute a iuti~r unorti ii ftt,- ln 
cc-rurtto -I I being c ozar i~ 12) If die permin niking (h: rccast pmw.L~ax a injunc:i- to rrven: tujifi

te 
c 

C w sll Ewud da-tra-s aed FlatatIIl: d&g the act in questm3 4.-"tcrOuini geinn- and zaw odier :emcdv ".siiea nh g:pt)~oit ite to igwner law.t'tpr~sinirnuau oC*i e a.- sfr rna nr. t a t- A gan fcd ca o~ctd os f Li a o.,t e C ar u IgAn ? c akh) ~pD-SittrIf~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ii (3) The -imeT&-vi- au innnctino ito V~etN~nf inririn ~eoeLEeCwsaIzcprccju~sTht~ ~ ~ ~ deC-eTx deAC.ur ~ ~ ~~~~~~~~~h cfthL- pucut shdl Lave -be ob,'itjici to -iosi4i any ]izer-sc--scfine auiy othet ir-nel:, pT-t.'dcx ie cuute-e0 aec-icra. iaV it shl hive *--e .1ight to jciai in The jr-c2-:diigs in(3)-a) 
die 3bse,.icc of any pmo-isiors to the co:aizajy int die liurz c11aractJICSS (he ticzn-jc 

-equcst IN: ownler 
crx-nta.t ujw s thervise~ any lcesc?-am'i 

(41 If deat in qL,. soai is almidy td.: subjj, cf itini*gent proccdi-,Da the Pxen: to iaxtice Cacti PaoceedWWn .) 
Cie (Ifrndzl ir :he inineyoez: jzceA&-tgs may not titttut=puneedir;r1atniu~ulxruc; ML.'CUIAc an~v 
(iiIn the liccute. w.ho) mrivt spec if3 9-

a dteCI~tioii otf ron-L-h*imgjncp,.rcdicfdijaedCu;~ Such Iizzers: e may. fbt; pr)'-es diEt thedir rcl.11en bitl rehtses Ut tivrer ol the patntm -ec--v-A"-u~to itwsirtuc the pnxeecdtsvvii jjeg: m.-iniifront the rccipt ofafcr nvififywy dt 
&-.zr.;qui, iwstithee tie piuccoiings in fi rtILAPIER IXown-u ofEi 3w-i rawz.etn t" neto h we :jcp z -- vil hjit di ni.fi: toO TIn t1 the plucj. Chrngcs in PteuztSurren-.er(c) Etqn belh~c nid Zinlidaiceticenda or the drc-mott Derol aehus-ed to irub li r a gr p a(3 )(b), th,:Co wnI .AZppcria:e KLIE;.jon I- PrC'er 

FI on de req :s i f die Aflrkd 4SLit ice s e . Yi mt na.aft-ipu u 

u is iecc;an 


ir:hc i:ce.,scet: pC &wichatidie scum iii to praxubit iT,cc nkiiaw .).~ C.a - 3 pa C 
uiurae it ,iyctd subaaiiial 

(1) lic vr cil'i patent .%Fail hare Ixrrk to Iejacst tiic ]uteit.t Olhc~e L-ia-vc-inges in i -e 
'ticnt a :xcle: to Writj -it: W~er~ tof he-PIpa:TiOE 

C

013 

0 

http:PteuztSurren-.er


-- 

(Z:1The Owne of a 3aL-aL "~i bn've the rigi to reqismt the Pakil Cifie so~j
obtaksnu a raakc cLaxgCs ini die paten in order to ookct ummmici 4o- clicc on,Aril47 

t- C4Mitions is C7.M. nI& y tehee Lb il W f teOfPWJoAUl~COfCrrcgIn :; godw ldidresk ina b m~cine 3rreder(M :tifatc oftjas~c b3, tepaws. 20 rrqie maybec m aale toei ra f2t aer m h hze~)CLttu vyesfm Tie OWBCLuf way sumider :be patno the or paltof vie p~caVighls m, the~1c~ sia by wrimen decluagon,nott suhutted *.a Am Pwtcnafi ~h w/Wcha.ried inaic pg aal (1) ~ie 
CUcime 5zxtmdcr jmay be izmtc Co one Or Kurefydr p
dw prue (3 otgmci clIM. ofe.peEWL
h pe a e M=sosiW. Lier prigmpepa1) orm 

be-yord th 
(22)7be PaDWi Offie sfiali rvoord :lbe anuiader aid "i~Um moaxiomccbeon cot i cW~cfo sIld of i 
as sw WPoisible. The Musurcxe s4al take ce-cI luivi the dga of xeceoi of44) K1ard to the etlw to %Iuii the Preut Offiae ctan es -hr patm t w icszatvau by itie ? Mcnz Otfice--Zaxudiing aracraph, 11) ar Q2). i: sin] publi~h tic ckanj~ts. 

CD 
ru 

U)n shaJ h&VC r rk 4 
Mf Lh ULM Artide 46

Patents of addidox Iit~
(1) Tha, Ccinl in.ty, con the appkcajon ois:ieior. in~nidate a patcMtMtdocs -iot in()A lia rezehospe rsrmpoc nivec 
 wholt:o--n
%hn SMP--wetsX D~ate wt, oa any of the rclgoi Ugihu~ an~doe t (1) wpiva r imrove anLnv-=c-aJim(a)Ute e timMbkh an a~pikafio hss beiz lwcvioru.y tiEd or a~ pa&.git: svtjecri nm± of te pateiw is n, p~mnbCIbbbtUSdm-fan(haeeiafter-~ basc purmappication. -wb~asic p~tet) IJuU bav 1 Article 441) aad krdklus SA and 7:
~caofam~iei t f ih Niitit the pa:
to ujesta u te acu aft motic does cc dszJ40, hc mvenum u: a amnths Folkwiag m CiEzLI'iceiisees of tica- mid ociualte for it to be z-arredt~c eate of flhig c-fthe bas c appicativa. am by L.poo Siled j, the l 

t Cgrzi ei dnhi ~ (2) U vles s otbeiwis cp iuv tie ri 
(aooji~ %ithtice reqwrizcutvs ofAnice 14).3plcao LA-cd tIe pplicatiaby tLids Law, the witlgh -z wal f the b mcprocedmre- t~rhe pascirt of akicx ( ~ w h a j c m ia (C) tha ~the s r o t . p m ~ d h e p o ~ e i e t oi.ronirocev~4t 1 pent ar QtJit.s miinaed wdr (Arteofihi-v1zand(30) At the jweisee' M qst tn Offtkctsfal ismiea c cis o by whib th?an tof addit o hsdec tri ct abasic pa a5 ofdis sLdrw e)e. ~ t mi is o i a i wi icet if the grant oitbc b~asic paeu h m g ( mfre 1 mt3fatu voked cr the bwse pmcrt us 13pet (dof th pa etLr4rn M t~ o a P U -- h w n l d w s(b) The tics; is -eferred1 rihs(Atil 4oili alIo in the su(,rxguap (3.a of hus Aenltcrmts(ail34cflhtio ib, fl e e ~ mon s njo n~tic date Olt -Ajxj th e de i i o r Lwreoato oftebscpwf (2) T h C c i M a.- rec iiiac the own= of ie j srt t toom rWo i-&co %c th~rpose su di mxta t for the 

-D a ofecuaimbon aad offiebapsed sulzt documaut own tei~i an wiaci bac be=e retired -:c~beem chec~tcta tat p-acT Paicto m~ccamecejgm wit au aqpplicatic i a(n4) Irapatent ofadditio SCA forthe sa ormhas b-bi 
oha "t c i d 

is dedarec a 3asic pztcxn, ot= pat~eans of adonuesti may inaon. kytf t a it ass-ru ofr othe *wdof theecpatefnc for thiueq i a. Oder nsallyot, rqom-j ~~~~~~~addition. li e o wne the intent i anym ricca 
)I i C m nubU~.- pmn fia ri 3XCG idt ;torAay kigt h eetc 
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Artkie 49 
Effects Ja'if 

LL it) MrY imvahtdakd patcnl,wor i -uput awf a claim !;hall te cmd- tobe =aL and vcoid fnan)-- dthcdsufd eg=~ o-'Eh&*: 1".Dspt12)W hra decis fta o~ .;;fice an 
tiia6L, the Cost sA1llU ~i-- Pakei Ofcs cf the ddoa. wfia.Owl reccrd the eCnSIcM SKI PLI:jilasso as po&ICL 

(ItC-U,
VIM w M xraasIktjo 

*4 lternalienaJ Appicatioss under the Fatet Cooprtion Treaty 

Article 5)
Appfcaties of the arAw Cogperatign Treaty 

Idate 

(1) F3T tac rtrpose of tbiz- (haptr aed Chaptx X1 or Ws Lim"icteruatitad appscawjvs" zaast4 An appficaloxr filedl w~je- the pa"en'CortionTII (Ecrina rc'fe to a "PT.)(2) Wbariv e c-.Ac is mid m tbs Law tL [be PCT. stch recreuc~,imlwje dhe Regulations Nader the PCr
(3) In be Republic of Albmska d4 _3aiatxyui palexv a~phcai.,u Sisat 5Ceqtivalrt V.ian 2ppbcat an filAi %iga tic paten Of1c "~iacscumj wAricle "3 of hs LawStzh 2n iw~ uu L.Ppb4400 sAA be cnasi&reaj1o have the cffml u!' regukr suion applt:2huu &jL4 tsintemratiorAI filingaud this dui a b--c nqideret 10 I die fbg d areCf the 3PPLCaroz 

U 

CUt 

'I: 

-- &te2M Office, prvcdthe U bc rAei i U h 
th hke p~Ct lmai ai~irecrial offlicibicu as a "dingt" stale wtjai the znea&Rg fArticle 4(f'iiu) oft i P4CT' or "elecril" stage ;wjbilin t-we ma g-fgamVedArtide 3114)(a) E>;-f PCIT.. 

(4 n L case of coxfiet bt*= !-' po%-: oa of the K-1- and tit 
~pdr~iib&So3i tjjj Law nn~t ofwan aicltbueg legistino, tb:- prUoiSi-.im of 

LD 

Cu 

U 
0 

Atde5 
OfcasI WOfc 

Ijogagi Elected OffieorinFw(1) Whes the Ravtbih,of.Albeia is ilcaej ir, .be_~inaint Ipicas a "deipaatd" sitwbE r 'dfted- abt =te Vnmpphcar, in acm~f 

%id,C haiter IlI IX of ti Law. % am -m otgaAlaia b a t of the 1(4i wdiw ac HIJ1th aft acd W'00f=Of 4.51U3=e.ppwhI under Aicl 22 ir 9 of the PCr, an~t -c~t iXk=Oamb the pr*~kd LwgUac (u-idcr the pCI) cf (k ara
 
abstrict of (iecuiaa md textLalmaln" 
 b m~asa r~ 

42 Time int cferona W.nU~0 .11rtd Cthejtaisj Wx,^ Ihah 
hubamw Of the c-iawat, kstamca. the iw-vrb~ and texuai ntr oidrawinet z!act sxbridw4 tt: The Nxtit office(31 luther wcaigjom ofate 
 *D9 
gAl icaionusAWlb--Camed Ct in aco-da we-Itue Po~iiawS Of Artidcs IS, 22in the ?azw24 of this Law. 
(4) Any itlIC-Mbana1 NP~tat dL-ZW tn Alwns %lach basFhaDpt ild tder Article 11 of te PCT 9hd grense o the sm r*ttSRvplkaioi pwbki-hed under Artick 21,ofibi Law as fic.0 lime or,a frsnsMLAI isla the AluziIiae of Ut tic t f ffic kuyumabmbeL-n 3uhIim by :be P~trz~c ~ba~.. shall~" be p~bUhcd wduieC 1-a bsfrcsn h ceCf ts SahnztivLi to the 1 aofe.(5) Whee zisinunigIMMa~pbC3110 clais bod a 3&L-vt rfthe RpLtIAlb ra ax itEtxxlt=M )amtL tdie a a s3W IV,V' . Dat~i stan 
sale-mnfu 

in 
ft " ~ teOWpocflily et=icItC &hie retk to folowthe pz--3v pNUwagn ordnN. e . laa .=.nP=a Pnt.,t 40 Me %id, M~ P*i4 OJ1-c. in woudamcdtC lciL -:)f 42)a.3tir wxu requea5rsotiam 
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eal ~ A dl 52I OfirSRc~mlatrnaoul 1P~lcsi'l- aci th e5ra P3M eciigoA 
Office* 

pci; ~~~~~~ ~~~ 
M~fllf&P P~ - :)f twM M.-ben. U2 aco:Jw wV t ib A nfide Of6~ 

()U =toRUlC 14 (A 'I- Relmlaijcogs ander thie P4-r' the intemtiacjo
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Ofies le 9W~n :be hagialm s~cufjoJ in tieape miene wi*thtie 

CHAPTEFR KCI 
FOIG1SIRATION OF FIrTNOPL PATENTS 

Aricle 53 
Request for the, rmZtz6s~ ofa ampa a 

(ti Foe IN pwp-bii: (f diz Law. "Eawnpea3 patent appicatinn" niis a31zipcai-t foa a tincpani 39au filed ice the Conveta am theAGrmdf Farepecam rac~ (European Pa"eo Couaentieti) as weD z-, anintelns ,onaa Lcali.j des nsati" w a ot Ahim. ir %hich thz wishk tocktaa -t buewa pue Undi~x4ertk liu~j aa Caavan-inn is adicated.( T)he apnI c of a F Ar~ eLC pC= PI -u app~ic b Mrr t i u c 3 wi LtideArnniy, withmif line ti-ntw k* uriaMvj to Artxice SI(S) o0~1xL w,,shall c
movth, from, zi filig dae CE, wil icrini ivs Cae -ntha Earcapcas 5Aplac-n, tie pfioity da-c of Ze Lzro j.m pauin ap ~"- in,Lwith tbe Ps4kntOffica a r~qucuik fr c tbaaw ofde Fanpeart raleat L' 
joYnxmj of the Pnescbedl fm to the Pascia )fXyme-

3) If the Exevpen li cn rtis difciu. sei of &hw itsfld rcuit tate! p3511 to tic Eut pean ile it C iuv'ezn in reqest for 

I 

MVMU Shall PeUfY the se :)f clirjrs -.Ac sinal be app[GabL- in rms,eca 

(4) The reuam~ fot Trzetmw shail be pai~ish is tk rnc a~rb, 
the~diPa mr-office prim iw a atee -zx 1 ma h fr u A fltgr. N3=-cof rd iseclame aatd i = E~c za peawbc w Al frfa S1w 

(SopaA13Y OfficePMawAc aien*kik as := uu bed byWrdw 
n tel sc wsaj hlrPC n ) fr t a a ntion awl .0 rc s c - o f h c a r ccpx~st i rregistr-ton has b=ed Inc ftr ac w ffcfec b=~pid 421 rve 

rs2 10 thc~e 11Knts as an application pbisW tinder Aru*de 21 ma isU as fr ~ aev h A an uai ned- rs bq u ea 
tiec mis of te publisbad Etropean patert qaptba*K han beeam&d 
(6)The Mquesc for retiet Miy be witi&lra,~ my *tme by the -,a~riwho bal 61c ft oi rsw1i £1&3c title(1) Where h~c Eaa-apeaa pzuue arpzhiatiaa has bnxn rejacted, refused%%ifiinri~rw cmutered witxkwym or ttic Euopean - , tsi" fiv lieqajJ e6a'plcai bas bmru muraui-aued becre resisbaon or has liven rukedimida- Az-t* 54(4X the roqusi for rrpitramo "L~ be zoamiemdwrbuda~ and tte pea who had filed the rvqnxst ix rl@68d- or his 
noria inlde fro mpflyuiisedL de Pmau -Ok coxnIvhprSuab 

mfmn; Ic skrI pnity ix1e dw Pinm the-OfceauCysmk3Ma if the rquasi for -emwaiuE ha-, cama been ptiblsbed mkum23Prapi4l)of tin knid,. 

r i l -1RetionTties fd u ae*pd i 

(1) V /dindune ircinhs ftc Lte dAe ja wich thc.nuc mo of Iti "zat ofThe Frc can patet the ;u~sxaic of w.ich n .s -ccpested andemr -AaLicir53 

I95kawI~ jr Wi successor ni tide saash IhIUUsl a tZKW00io i~l h;"cmubedi !u~apWat clacns of the Euop acw-t to the Picas Officcnod shah] pay the [renenbed fe l L xe?az t Offe. 
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(2) While the IwcamCT~kjIdt PSI 11-2p 10M'avc beem C(Vwic1 wik. biePamOH",ci sina regis-ta the EWopun Paicnt~udi rcgst~in sbaill hvu 

~he sano etFWA zs 
the gurM of a jmil imdcr Chbap&ers I to IX of L*nioste-hl 
-.04- rgista~ica shall ham. fie be~efi or the -Hliny~ d3te td arivArpfca~c: prt) daic ic wlica the Frc1 caji trtet is entitledAs WONspontible afkar dic decision in efratitrstli , the Paum cnt 0 

thc £ctitratio in le P erscr bed CT.marW 
£31 Wfa a rcsuh ofm tipposiin fied with the EL~npean Pate~t DffibcEtzrc pea apacu thcis intiwaned with a'aendk dlairs. the owior af the pUMtrtclgrntcd urder paragraph (2) siiJ, withn thuce months fon tic 'A*i;e xwtich (he &kcisionM maintai the European pw~mg &samealad is b1~,Moc 
Iangnaw EurOi. an =d tdamsxxofithe Eoan ta n ian di pn-rih 

arenc the MPSarat accoidirgh- mid shad jminpily effect apulbcaboi: ui thc Precribed imumea 
(4) 1" as a resUiA of anuoppeCsilie fn d Wftb the European Patent OfIUce, theEuiropcai patemi is revaked under the Euroae=n P-acti Ccorrmutoi. theJC~Stra6i., 'hall be ull a=d void 
(5) Iluc uininfegintion sul bL 20 3vsr from the tiling date refeged toie parrgrapb 12)
(6) Sutjesuo paragraph (2). &"irsentenme aid paragjaphs (3)to (5), there@Ntrfintc shMl be gomcrrcd by the sicr -n.-nistow. uf this " and of mnyimPlcwenting 'CSinbiin &5 th~ Nq)cjbe to a pateva Umated unidenChapters IIt,3 IX of tFisU 
(7) To the cet that the Fetrismition awd a patent gran-cdA nider Chapters I
to IX of tais f-iw 
 hivL IEmn effeciM o, er'auod for the Sazc myvcunnal to theanm Peomsa .r his sucomisr ia ttil wit Ik~e bm"fz cf -he samo priwfit., daleteo.Wiere the mcgistraton or Ike Piai or both do rot benefi rta puitcrity

dute- the dling :lae, The Pascal gwc inurder Cbsacrv I to IX of thisLLaw hal"ro lange. have allT CEfc as froma the LHIk oWwfiid lh di= finitfor opposing the European rlt ulaier1 Europeam Patcol Couveouiolmpose..
Ccprc-d WithoUt an appmnitiu h~ ,iig been Mold or as firam tha Ihte an 

wic ther~ic pt"u Pfozatrhrc Idci tme Convention has resulted in a f"rndecmsia rnairidiniii dhe Eurqieaa pawlr~ n force.
(8) At iEnD tizrm adkr die ml-irhing ofdue nwalmson refcrrcd to inparagraph
( ), the Pat COtOffice Or te C CantMaY ask the persm al'itfed to inU 

I-u 

aa-p ()a hssceor3ttlt.fiu
preciibcdblanz~asO h sLCCCk tIlnSbN atoin lEt~ 

rulc okms t 
V, fiiat rsh m -e e 

CfAFMR X11 

U I U I D L 

f 
llatcota eduility *% 

(1) Ptcaits 3r-- grzioul for miqt viocks whiich we new and iuraml 
(2) PmOOtrj by U(hhtY -ckbs maeis availabe to models capable ofiITindi. ciff--~ scii-soexe of iaicaio or use to meaci or W.rj o:zrzwhiim , K, nsmen~s, b utensils am ev-ry dat obijects. wbarz t)con= inzoSPOcia fern, amgmmtsea coafku~w or cOmgjaoz ozelemegs. sallsy rng hie roememn as5 Pa the Precadiig paragrwph.A Paet ganted fx a machine as a %*hok !hall tix imply protcaalcm n1 tihe
Pit of th4 m=acw. 
The eflect ct a niitY maccl patent shal exter nto lems hji ecruvaeituittlity, on witdabox UsM They amc bkcdo Ilise iurmww cmecept.(3) PAL-its for ailit uoles aucnot Scooted fr he miettods and 6e obcacts 
aspr rirr4.2 (3) aad (4)of "hi Law. 
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Novcftl 3am inra appficabily
 

The movdt a d the inuiii aK.Iicaibiity of dm2utilay ades mle 
 fiG31Ias ~ ce5au~ft~Lwprh iiiu frii ad7o sLu 

Article S7
 
Legal protoction
 

a iceto o tl y m &6iso-" t - ae sd k a 3 

'Jyears.rAmnif from tf= iling daer 
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Article 58 
Transformation 

Upon applicants request, a patent application for invention can betransformed into a patent application for utility mode! until a decision is made 
with reg-ad thereto. 

Article 59
 
Treatment or the utility modds
 

The tadtment of inv'entions is equally applicable for the utlit) models, unless
something else has been provided in the present Chapter. 

CHAPTER XII! 

TliE REVIEW OF DIlSPUTFS IN COURT 

Article 60
Jurisdiction of courts in reviewing patent dispues 

(1) Disputes concerning rights related to patents or other disputes based on
this Law, shall be reviewed by court
(2) The civil acions instituted by each interested party related to all thequestions of this Artide shadl be subject to the couri in the judsdKm ofwhich the defendant rcsides unless other procedms are set by this Law or 
other legislative acts in force. 
(3) The courts of the Republic of Albania must adjudicate dis s related to 
the following issues: 

(a) rejectio ofthe accepted patent application (Articles 22(5) and
 
51(3) );


(b) non-regisuation of the European patent application (Article 54(2));
(c) patent invalidation (Article 48);
(d) authorship (co-authorship) of the invention (Articles 9,34 and 35); 



cc 

CS)
Ca Article 5S 

Traforu~n(Ii) 
UDO VOA MIS reuest a Kja aplicM f~ 1- 1 b 
tras&"ruied into a jeen apj~ixatioa for Ujlity O& a ts rudereodel diaia 
vvlh rc~aue flireto 

rul 

Traiatm of ttr wfifly moddb 

th 

(In U. treatmeont of Lniftfioris
SOINielimein ISeually apFlic3bic for the jif'ltj mcdris Gilesb~s.b'rhea pTOVccd i2 I 1p we Chapter. 

CIEPTR X11(a)CIIAP1R xlii(b) 

ME~ SRr!IFWPL ~ OirN t~jsp~rrS~ljRT(21T~ l ERfl J W o~CO U 	Ts I 

A ric 6)1 
.hmsdctioa ofcozj inrevimiiag patei ditputes 

(1 XS?,nte cowzcr"ag rkight rafaacj t") ILC,1S Cr cthes CUiPL tased DU 
tis _aw. sJm] bt: miewed by couri 
(P) Thu c.vd act]ons iLW.zIwrId by eai iked wv Irfid :c a.1 the

*1 tilletizasof Iim Artire staU be suicc. 1C.he Court i3 dhejLnsjicjco az 
a~~ 	 bichte d-fedant reidcs5 unL-,s obey pv,>nes nu, wt by e"s Law ~ 

ad CWOSIaive acts inJ~e
(I(3 he Cowts 31T1 ih= Republic if~cvi TA]Iu Iw~djidi~ae dbP L~ reIate tcM 

lie folowi issues 
U (x' reject'0DiOf de aczelted Patcmt a3Pbviui l.Arick 2() andl 

51(31); 

() Pa~cteit azsafiii(Artce 48);
q1 (d' aWshiP (co bvth~.-10 "ftthe UictnLu (Ar-tkfr 91.34 amd 3S): 

ru 

Lis 

(0) rioht tI- al cuipoye, mvmjcU (nJ1)
 
EI 1160:60113 axiccrung tk.Or.relaijoi 
 b.-mes tie bewaor and the 

IiCCEISc (CkAPArs VI and V71); 
(9) "hs0to s Ade3)

dcisi-ma of th Bowd of Apfvel (yr the.paien, OtCe (Arde 2716)) 
a pbaiu 

3).i- ihsI mWapa rapm(%gea 
0) d&nm righots tor~ s rapaes(fkXs9m 

3)
14) L'orimoo of couarts or Fim~ irsiancm on air t)Pe rfdL~pit refereu>m- his r t flb apae D eC33f iM W lsae 

Aride 61
 
lerms P~ic amsfbiwig actjimu in Cerb
 

(1)Wtia uthe periu ufpwmu~ dwraum zaj, 	
iC

m ,Vi r~~c 
"Witict 3a) liae lztniudoiof ile dispute has 0rn . e r-I~cax cu 

Oii iio- alueu Or riidri~naor ats rArtide 48);
or d1-- W=i .'udflcnsrs 

In othesI COC of diSPUteS. v&"I~iire iCt rtr~tcd 10u ir (I) cfPaphra( in A rh e. &,-te z n Ecr uwsu ii g .in actm ilk Co~x is I m e IDdT CZeYC2M 

icss halsLaw. 0: she IepjjatvC =is in fcrge pm*I orether rer-ui 
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PARTj 19 

TRAI)FNAR]KS ,kNID ,TRVIC:E &,RK 

ILI 

Condfios at Prtecion2ndPigtPrtecion(d)it 
Ccmdilons2n f t Prto tecil~nRig rotecion 

C-
M 	 ~olftdcry 

The tam
eL(I) Any sign capatle of di$63gisiq~ dw goixis x services ofone enterprise

frcm those cf Othw aterpisca znd being Te~reserfte grqhicalY may seriezs a mrk -07 &cods CT a inak for sezvicc (herchinar referrd to .~Is 
marV).Arde(2) A collentim traderk is g Tadera& regimcnx b3. an indutria or. com O sjU Mw a a . 07C an associa or theo lie crgwzi2aiicx of sev s 1(ri and wkich is used in order to dcs~paw the gods and services ofthis as$062tba. Ea3Ch Out~rpris of the associatin mD 73 5 sm ltn ou iiltneay

have iMo-n tadeamsrss. Patimajar provisioas 0.' collective nadeumJ3 we
prescribed in specilic u~tic~cs rf th's [A%, * 	 in O&Merases. 1hc lrovisians
Prcribed 1trtxD4ev32 also aPiIY Ic 
(3) Tbe followiags gS.S "Mr.inPazticizlar, CaMStMIrC a nMgc

(a) wnrd, amlcui l3mual name;, [clam. numcras abbmeiaiwns;
Nb	fguraive ws*93. LIndingdevjocn ssofgoodis or of thei

gpadr-g of containeas 
CE c) cornbinaives of coo and ha, c~r;TW(d) 2NI cOMbintn of the sis -efeurd to in imeis (a) to (c) oetis 

Al d .(c) 

Article 63 
_jt 

(1) Ile fc*loWirng marks suall act be regiscied as nraeriurkv~~(2) oieclrceit iS CeVOid 0: d-cis 
'jItcorstts cxclusivelY Ofsigs Or mdicarkns wb'ch inayse iii 

3D 

tra. to desigua:c de ciid, qulnly (uIRMIz, intended purpose, 
avfitidcgir.'gtmh- eryv-ccs. Crolthest dairactipr~aujcofgoftxaLVbo 

se:Ccs; 
(C)itcrxiss =IUu vetY ofsigm or indications wlih hawe bemumn 

Cosists Of shmacs orforms inqosd by irhertn: naue ofthze 
d) ls or wavces or Ileccssaiy to obtlin E!tzsdC caj Iresulz 

(C) mnai not c'isiTg in v-S.'tk sis. un Paticizar. sound aiuks andra,*s. 

90pttceaods and srices wdi tie sign is ittende to djstigus
Mh Dinintivie claacter Yry to acxpdrnd by :s-. 

64 
Absence of Violation of Puzhtk lutetr 

) A a s sh l ntw r t k a i k o l m nt o a k f u(1) A signwrjrd viote aiubclc InErsamz reeeto ai 
r fiuflnwu(2)Te inlate pabrku rsh l oc ae p e c or eeme t

a2 l nielk~ nprodrs c Mprtce uaa&o leto 
amr

jolcwbdais (a) stit" names (Corniee or are~rviate).
o;tielinflms,~ d~e yx
Oas'wel Isamans (comple o ab evined
amelIt nd anbho s ultcro rnw oranzjscusa
arcIigionssymols ects wite pni~o n &mtlicmptnt 

u si~jios.etp i E ersjoo:thG ptntb iiest iletepbc re rzaalr 
sign li she to iislen tac P jtlic. wrti~ y a s r SE &gL ie 

qualitY Cr o9Mphic.-J origin of tic gudsmsm~rizaes whi~he aktnd 
iin uh 

i 
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the stwe. we-iolaw or which the mA legzl eatt has beat 
inccirond; 

(d) the name and the allreis of the rcprc~ertatimc if any. of the applicant;a. (e) a decharatca rfutextim to use die mark, 
(f) the gepi~stitatic-D of the umaak 
(g) the natnes of the gtuoci ami aer-okc for -wh.id the cc-istie is(vTekbigiPii~i 

saijit gped aonlig to te clase cfk nws 
(Imikarsem or Coods and Servicem nd asmg. whercv possibin.
tent of .ijhdibeticj List of Goods amil Servicez -easabtidicdin 

EDsepct cflie sad Oamsfican 
a. II) wtiee priority is clairned io gt applieditoii. 4ords.1-3LL-t ciTect,

11togethe 'mi tic, iwiicatiou of die Paitnt Office %ithwtich the 
Mapobcatija wiDIC 3mfir is claimed ("the picurhy applicsfima) wasU) filed, the filing cWe of the piiaiv mpphicaliort aix ifai'ailahle. die 

mruiber of betic ft aplimcaiftn 
(1)the Sigmatue a-the appli=n.

( I he rtqsest of the applion hhall be i2 Alluinnza wile othes 
apptcasicn niamera may As be submitoci m EuIlsh. Thc Pavmt Offize m~ 
cautel to requas a Uwrlation of the sabifted werials and dcczza=zAlbanin ttese tnlins3]Jbe -ahmnid to thzs Parar Office 's~thia 

uia
a 

sr.t term. All Ifier romccasi-ig of die application (oiirLspnnalre) sAl be in 
Albanjmt 
(3) A fbrs-ig applicant i~fcfe -I&-apcaat Uas xeithcr a domle no a real 
and efIL1ivas Lqdts"-tria cmmmxerial esalblishaetj± on the tetritray ur ume
Reoabbic cf Alb"mi). =ay o*l fHe an applcation mid maintain
crtre.-pdence Aith the Vam Office,Ikouigh a potent aflozue rxtd~k 
apdi) wfidn haks ltzn rcgiflezd anthe P.'deat O)ffie, aicod-ing to lie Cbmptcr
XXIX of tias Law. 
(4) 'Mint applyaut a colletiuve c&, var. "u suibitd Reguations on 

-j ~the of a trr.&muk vhhich lim~e been zoufnanl by theuse .llvctve 
'Iexaamve au tt of the cflfiti tademaik or a pemac euthcriscd by the 

c-xcomtve auraoity. The Regubilm AbA iiliate thm tadenak user, the 
11.1pvisomr for lbsz ix- of Ite bzid~nmwk aml inrnatien on thz cearrol cifahcuist ottm ni. The r Ilective uadcaat oyner shall notE,' the Patet Cicci 

(Z cfalar amadiea~ epizbmswA" male azzin ic
(5) The qphlcatim shall be amoaipanied by the piesaitlc Ex. 

U) (6) The Fiorit) Right stall he Imowa br cauatries- patty to tr.Paris
Coinvention for the Prothcton ffndstrilPopety. 

ru 

-Aztid 65
 
Conflictvrit Earfier~igts
 

(F A sign shal ", be x41.ottd as a anik cc tiIcUit iuiask if its use as a 
wculc be ini cmzics wak m aaxdiawzii 

hl eoci&:rd 2s an emlierrilf: 
(a) an iical or simxlar mat of a third pmW,~ in respm of itamixal or 

simkr pocids or servies-s or Lm the cadmoins of Arfide 72 11) (b), in 
Impect ofjpAds or services whicb am ne~er:tiA" 3or sizmar wich fin 
an earie, flitg dole oi p~i.xutY dai anJ' which h12bewtl 1Cg&Tseo Cy 
sub~uezid wi] be rej~isen:AL

(b) a Wallbnm-i nvk %Whin the mam of Arilde ibis ofdte Paris 
Conveatia for the Prteutie of adusnml Propem.y of a thuld ptjr(c) a :rade name already ased in the Repuikc ofAlbania bya ttffd pwW. 

Articlet66 
RIgbi 1b praite 

(1) The cxclaeive rEih to z mat .ader this Law stall be aoquicx hv 
regitration effectecl by the Pazai: Ooe 
(-?)'be exzaasive righrt bo amtarkumay be ai wnijojust owmatski. 

CHAiVJ1 XV 

Precedzre for Registratiia 

Artile 47 

Filing Dara 

(I) As tie.dzte of filig ol'the application slimil be caisidered tI.c date wbea 
th 	 ftten Ofie iem emocau whichi incluee. 

(4l th, recuet to rcVLara ta~frask 
(k,the Il and adcrss of die epic"n;
(c) whems tke appicat is a 1--p.] entity, the -vitine ofttat Irfa extatv sac 

ta
 

0 



Artik 68Prtsew~jeAt r i ft 21in e n t(a e i i i i n 

a 1 ha a i ca- i Cirauijo cf 2mark who h s ezlxb ed goo Jis Ie ni
000 iac rcyc t berrerduxethrogizax interatiorml cxhibiau aid, who eplie

aka i fcnlo ofcayf~~r rehsbwwr, of thatMark wiffin six -nunhs ar the day on w ath the g oods or Serices; &ercdimider 1t ina1 %weefirst exlhfitee ia the cxhfbitioj. shmtJ, on hi :.qa st bepc
ckezegted~ tor ~ nPq v e appnt ieda dfoy.(4)(1) Evikkux of th* mshibition 0& goo:ds beaing temark or16renderd Lndw the mark ervices Ic ieskiall Ix- given ty a cesfiwlac i==,c by tiacomnpetca ai~horitics of the exhiion. ltgig the dtt anetac


LL was first ihown i caraicic with gxtds 
 r eer',dcs indued in thepictiw 

Division of apiplication 

Amy applcatog rrferrngqplcaiwo two or mome to seve"2l gods o rl Vioe, may kediiled byappicatiom~ by dis-tuting aami he laner th
rue 

soxds or xrc j neferred ai the initial. ap-licatijr The divisionalappEcatioms shall Preserve :he Wling date of :he ktitiall appl.iearzo amibeeft of tic right of priorit, theif my. Eacb divisiro1al applicadom Shal beacnan id by the pr~eibsjro fee 

1-4 

Articie ' 0aA rici 70(4) 

A(1) <E ~file[W 
Within, two inuntlks aflr the recczji of the 3~piic~eton, tie PN.ga; Officeshal cadj a w.elixuinaq- awunujjoU of (he applicatja. c-aic6coznity of the a-3piica~ice witt te equurmui of Artic 67 :)f tiis Lawaand in accordjance vril: (lxi ser pmncedre, establish tie hung date ofthT: applicaion and if the applicant ha se ric of puicri-y. thepxiaity. 

do iling -e cf 

(2) If the epplicaion toeS nr)Cinmfxs Or C114, piail' zafut tot 
tcr M 0I!U Fmrt~-Dicc shAll noify,the apicaM sPOC4he noa- o rfor ity a nd e i & aer rae f n.m ITl- h rc l y s mot 

s asljaw. fi ed ar huiogc n s an be
 
3 )Within a Period ofthree 
 mats fiui the dabeOf receipt of the rejeCt on,th~e Wppinz2 has the rngh. upon die p33~1t?of fcc to submilajba otb o n apf Appeal o'the pal- EMi

fic ~ ~ ~thordeof r ~ oiApfcepeal). farr
 
If tIC 2~PP iCaIIt-n C0033nTs :oG
t e 1041ieme nts cofArticl e67 of thisthc Patenrt office sh* Lr1w.

opaesof thedai 
e d a w i~ cie b te apcz~ oa eaatao hvntm (the aectc on (be

ofi &eeaplisknz forexjbuli(teaiio~c ith 

Article 7z 

(I) Thc PF'aen. Offce sbat cxman fu cotoimity cf the 30ut--dappicaticti to the re jsrr-:enu (:fArtidle 62, Artice 63 (1) (e) (d), Article
64 (2) (a) (b) ofts; 14w.
2)]a the course of :xaminaion, the Parent Ofcet is Catile 
 to qius fcmithe aphcat adormcal miizrials aW docunmts access. ibr exmmkajjon,thereby indicazhw the t=m fer disabrcmq .(3) Withn a pea-d of three months atir die aplicaion,Ias becii accepWafmr exmiaicn, the Patent Cffce, Miaccoince wih the rcuts of if CCxain nadion, sj&Al adopt a decision to register the klraemazk or to reject *ec 
mgistjatiar Ibereot The ngpfcant shall be xorffed of the decjsxm at vorird p aili eati n oifl e markWidth a oeriod of two !nontts after lie date of rcccrt of Ehe r"gstaioa 

a svb miacJ -i with th ctdoA 31edt.(5 1 ?Ic I'n)wl kmntfa theagainst othcr dec la ooardciim ppaion o : a re~,of AppeA 13 the Coun. 



toCLAFl.xiArdck 
MEffet~s 

I 

P 
Cu 
cu 
a-

r9t 


ft 

9icahaa 
.1 

Li 

M(5) 

-4 

-0 

of Rcgistratiaa of Mark 

Asilet '72 

Rigbts conferred by regimirngion 


(1(2dTe-- Of the registration .af a M3&-sha as~c the riSMi to prtvat a 
Iird partyiv tasu Ai~wua Wu qjzjin 13 ftadB33a-k Wr crs a Mrade uarre, aa keolical or iam1a, sigr for Voods, or s-rvices %%Ibiclbr i ei i aji.ii i t e nr I resect of vw hc htkie mark as vvj*5tex d.Act zusi a se would rmalt in a lieho fcoauj %,er t4 Use
eLtes to ar d~aficd Siva far idcunaicl guods or sm-ices, ibe k7(*Atvof~conftsion AIm b-- assurred 

(b) ThSe holier of the 1q~sr46Lm of auk sUal hn--the ngtt to jsevent aird rariv from usmAiwithout m adionirao -n Cce courst of trade as a
Maxk cc a tradie zane. an identic[: oa cimlxr i 
 for Socds or scrmces Much 
ae ieifer idtWfO noT sbnfiar to those i3resrcjt of %66jd 6v mak isleistcrvd, where die mark has bmane lug*l repiied and tiC t_., Iseos~ddeuimcutal ta the dlistiucti-e chancteror rexne 411ce mark.(2) Nowillistndig parazzraph. (1) of this Ariche* the holder of Theregbisticu c-lall aot have Lie right rvieried to in &aepwagnp., in respect of 

LCDIS Which ~Uae been pLE c- the market in di-- territory of XeuUbi r.f
ARlI nia, or ii aa'. tervily specified in :be Rtasfos by tie bold=r of dc
rMgisraLci, or with As exps 
 :orsaat. -Yoded that mvihe the gocs ncir
the usmae inMunch the mark is applied to the 9:o& me Akzrd.
~~(3)Tho holdr cf Ic cg s-w of a nwL.sha ouha-ve the rigit pre wrt a tbad pivt fio-n sg boom fide is nar addr=s. psaniltwyol, or Ere e~xat o rning te =cz qualy, qm ky 6cron r , p~w of(r~n or tnrx of p ditian ar e~giq*i f iusgoods or sewyyp iswi s~ 
sicd. use is ccr~iod to the purpose of atmee indicatica cxoruiajom adeanutm nuslead &apublic fs to itc sajzce of,,.oe.ck r iervces.(4) EAxh P-1 < -c tipevp mwe ouwn aie or more trademarks 


Eclasisve rights 
on a umzt sUaII be celiffled 'wftb a rc~ro
cartficatt issact 17 the pamen office 

73 
aagqa ~ o d i 

nw.-or mkdcEs, 13e tquesfix die rccdrs the zhawin Is Rage of be.ktmuK&in acomIuncati sig
hIs riat~v szmd idicatirg lbe repmaumk~ 'uan
 
oac=ejd Wtc chaageI o be rcrn~d.
 

Article 74 
Ciig 

di nPW t 11 ac ha~ of the hla tire i
of Ibm chmges by &c e OW i its Regisse of 2v
comiczj-if usned by die b de or bis repremtti
w-Io &<wnedu1 ownersbip cc his resjetuntrec 
I ualoi utmobr of the resistradaa owtccrned a-id 

Ahde 75 
T'enn of reiSiktion 211d renwal 

(II e --e5azniOE 01 b1rdiurk is ale tbr fez years oraf tli reguinoor. 
(ii A reqee for the, raew-ali 3 Mtraftou Shall 0.1 
rn a= cusor elani.mts 

(a) a req=* fiff renewal ofregistmior 
te name ad ddmsofte Icdw. 

(c)j the date, im the rezs~aica mw f the rcgkstat 
41 :be Mme and tC addrcss --f the mrcsesutiai, if a(0) du niaic, of gnwh or sea-ic fix whizb the remew.chiton.is sought, g-cqued acuxin k the dlu

hWemnati Clailcubj or Gods ad Serie 
wlk-eru posatle, (eMS cfAlpliabetical List ofG 
esz*!"sj illrspea e*- said Clazzifiratia;

ff) avidwee that tke rnk iwtirb is t m ujezo of fiec 
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by th Paca Offic 

sod by dxLank 


u-CHAPTER 

03 

theuM. 

ws fcr theti adn 

uiis be rrarle 6 a 

/c orby the peimn 

MA intlicat th 

113CC132Qg to b 

'untc4 fMi. dte 

,j: ataia tir fullowieg 

uI. ucoJee, 

Li 	A~o' die 
-1 

:c ad S vice 

~swU3or has been-

lu 
0 

uscd -ithin thc paind fxed by te Law, ti respw~ of the goocs ci 
-ices cowerd by the iupsc for rcaewi 

() asign wytke bodcyf trgimzation at by his rcp s , if UW. 
(3) Itm- m a o amn ftkepruie i.frtec~~a
 
teUs of tM yCM. 


XVII 

UJ5eCnrzf 

CL.t 
Lkiee tnud 

0 1For tbhz pr~wse of taik loiw, li-mmse wontuac" inems any c,.;ztr.ct bw 

vrbkh dhe holder fdthe restrationo f a maoi "IbL fieassor~ gives lo me 

other yoty ("dw lcemae) las zWxcui for ihai oftz party ta puami 

the terry of tlu Rpuqblic ofAMuia any of tte acts referred to in 4Atide 

72 of tfr~s Law in respc off-gstezd Izati.
 
(2) A icuise contract mus~t b. i wriing atd rutb--silped by dx jtrt to 
die coati act. CIihewi~c isshall ret *e w'aid 
(3 The lixt dial the hcnse cooka ha! been onucd may be teowded i 
l1ta RstcroftuldU on paymew ofthe piusaibed c TheC kiense atM be 
cubitded to inwifc xy kPI iwocowin@5 c~acwuing the luie~ xnact 0iy 
ifit IkAq bee= mocied in the Register if &-smwUs 

Arile 77
 
Nallity of line, contrairt 


or 001vrw-tics 


hy the licciw.- to ausure ea.1iiv ci~ui of ike tijiLty cf the poods cr 
sei-riccs of ie lizersq.c mqumeaiian with witich the mooeiad oat us aseL. 

'r ad isng 

CHAPTER x~vII 

Ifnement 

Arti& 78
 
hilirateimat proctediags
 

f1) Tbo bolder of tbe rwgiutioa or a mark shaM have the njft to jagiltie 
imcedigs in &=iCowurtgazMw any ptn-Cn %vlhas iained off is izfibag 
i ngbri unde~r 4krde 72 of tkis Law,. Tie hokla le swne rijdter slu-na 

au wo h&-. PCrfcrMA~ 2ct3 Wis puaingam uhich umkkwus IMY P3OU 
Ikely that Such MinfxizgAd Willi Ocw (imminent idringesm). 

13(a Ir tic kJdc- cf inc rrgisnacof asark-- pr!s *u w imffiagatt 
-us boai cmttAd or E bWing coarut4 tic caut saL awd damaps 

aic 

reimedy provided in tic &w-mI lAw.
 
12 ralIW~ an injentia to prevent fia-dwe hifingaux n d iny Lle: 

(b) If the- io1ker of ft- regrnu*M of a nMr Pir.rcs iuunm 
itfilamar, the Count s&Ui gt in kmcsi~or in pmeemi iztiogema iMd 
ay oxa2 tceed pnmded in the gmueral Law 

CUL&VFER XIX 

Reniinciauioa, furalidaahan1 Rerocad. 

Arilde 7R
 
RentriciAtion
 

(1) 1w bol&r cftbe segisnabcna of aan&k ny reneoi tic -eAWs~ibi 
dcjatrgion subtuiled to the Phicit Offica. Tic rea niuoa,S'uL tak, 

.lI^c by the PIRM offie. Thet' fmaiu1k daft cf rmcaipt Cf ti. doclmaini 

rre-natiaon i1.tysiv Mc falo-snco h ;mso aves~ 
which de matk s r.-gismole. 
() The -'Lmftt O:ira sha wm~d xreamcxiaius in :bc Reiter at uids 
an publ.sh ii 
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Arddce 86 
Inv lidAtio m 

(1) The Court ma. ox the rcquast of125y Perso3, invaldae a rt sron 00
1he groid jt the rcgisbton Aces rof oin ly with Article 62 =mdAilicleA
64 of tis La.A 
(2) My inlalidae iegistrition slull be considwed -o be aull. and ,oid fjAjDCl1fI 
the date of the z41snban. 
(3) Whev the deisicn of lI! Cowr to imvaidaIz 1thC FriSlmafim becamnc 
iisil. t Court &Wal notzfj the Patent Office of die tkciomi The Pai IOffc shall reor te disi00 in tke Regiswe ofmaks m lis 1 

Revoalin 
Artide 81 

(1) The Cowlntay, on di Iqu-si of anyi pmison. reivk aregsrain 
fa) if the holder of -be zegiqtratibc kas notUS0used ie giste el Mark i 

comectio3 wili the god>s or seewices i7e-laraI to in Ilie reeiirmaoui 
du*in z pedodiX A five jer. wi-botr good rea..oo; 

(b)if , in corn~eiice,atItde act or inlactity of tke holcer ef &be 
rcgistzirA tbc rcgussrd mak has become the z-cnn)aunt in 
the trada- for a god or scivize. 

(.')A regisrtirn rua:, wt be revoked wider- paregraph (1) (a] cf th-sAricle 
in the case of;aj- of tie followirg u=e oftbs,rcgisncrd mark in o3nneeacu 
with the goaCsx.uXnices meun.mol D usthe reguimhii: 

(a)usc made ux=e a Uu'-e cconhract recorded -n the Reg--stcr oU9 ,Makr 
ab Oil e oif the naok in a ndifidf~rm which does mu. alici it, 

distinzovc c~Aunmr 
(c)affocuig uf tie mark o gc*&q or ter pzckmging cu.;ively fo 

ellibmt. 

ED 	 ~4k) 

CHAFIFR xx 

pnh o s o~ 

dee 8 
iiod of82gi

funi 

(1) Ap~elatiocs cf origin miy be inse ir in3Iking iiral pinxtucts. 
uhsralpout Whai~tpda
(3) 71c appclatisos of or&i sbaLl protect : 

(a) geoprapkicd 3ms of irodtbas. i*hase distiociie p.o-emmtes are 

gmiliy di- bt d locaaio or region where tkey are pc*4ed if 
o sbde rcliuig1oem rpoes 

prodict orighmft firom a certain location or regin.
(3) Tne apjc1W=i cf arigm may not pnia: 

(a) pgsa~pix-cal amrs wc 41 toOingum3i e00002 fmsatiowi 
hav. bcrcnie gencrall known to designate cestarn kinds o' 
Mmt 

(4) Tie Palex Ollicesiudi ricgitirz the righin ta is: lic appiix cf orijn
noplied for upoin securing tic expett qiiin of compc~cat Eulhox-tici 
CIZictgo 

(ai) 	 roduc~ts which may be marketed ucder a giwea 3Igiellation oF 
0I 

(b)IocalImoa or regions front %'.ichproducts marked with Sivam 
appcllabw efonioriginipae; 

(c) productm fnreUtimaiat a prtict rust MEi -norder to be
nuaketu1 witi die ailiatm oi'cui* 

(d) tie way ofnzrking the pruL-s and itrtiddailt~od mrercns 

for recognition aXf & rght :WdapptLisive isof oVLin 

An ajlpellaim of origi cf a pudum nay also We eia.LisWs in t 
interest cif.abrei~n pe-soM~ on tte basik of a3 insematsxml aneno b 
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rcdP[;A P-iaezon Of VPeIaau or w1ii oond-ided btv the RCPtbli- Of PR I 

INDUSTRIAL. DESJGNS 

C11
a' 
a ru 

111 ~Dtfumiteu and Frottdabi,-izy 

a-u 
Ln 

Ankle 83 
PrOlectics of industxiai datigjjq 

(I) tJndCr thi.u 13-Al. wn.Livjai d-ip~S Shad b- prol:Cted Upor resim-bon byt
the M.et offix. 
(2) Ibe putciua1 zelawn ku in 33rAPL (1) uo this Arid. shal nc
ci-dud avy otxr rjgEm pFa~idtd brT -nthe 13w, ii padca~w. rigus tesmi on 
the law ercapyrigi 

Detfinirion elan 
Article 84 

idstrial drug. :onaiti.. or prvtmfitan 

LM 

Li 

z(2)
(X(b) 

St 

( 4W 

a' 

cndMlILctuion 

ru 

mI) cc the pupuucs or us Lw. mwsaw desipa mmm tw two or dmo
dtmoxouaI tfmixs of the 1amucc of a produc %b~id% mrnot diaz tedsoIhly b~y the tcchnkaj Ifciinn of the pwnrxba 

(R) 'InOni 1 be 0cmiaiic, an dutb des oni shall be new. 
An edttstia demsz~ha am te cuosiJc"~ le be new if uL s k~mHiuicOf cbscki sinawam ED ixks-rA~desisu wbick 5v pmbl~iat atby p&U;-use

has b een ma-e avalabL-b the p mIc. myw b ee im gme wo e4d beft ra t h 
Ciffil daxmor. wbm~ priurty is dzimW. the pr 01 rv dote cf A,: iu-iatic fziIte rugric~n ofhe kwmuir izecu-wi d,.,4 fi 

( ) S uhPA i rZ mn 1b) Sh a D o t mw l ! wn rr b p c c t m y -mk ' h a z i w i i 
P bI* sc -Mtc d was m ade b -r Ihi cre tur c f the iadma-Ld ckA ip .tv his 
;zCC:Sa, IL tid k ia pczkiD of 2 ~tS piot to &e Mg deCf the 

air. %berkwkmy is cimda doe priric d~te.(3) ?1rctection hd ic be gnmtei in -mput of wmuirial Ilesirs. the 
lubl caim or- cKrIO tatCm of -hich wc.tid b: cccimy to puAmi aide, 3 
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mnoaliuv. pcvidod tha tWmerloj~ii shall rc be dacmed kin be,so conry
FU ~mce~y baum if is pxdbThWW by law er rcgzkion.

4~ 


CILAVER XXJA 


Righi k. Pa'jtcvw 

C-~pu 
rn 

a] Article 8SruJ
 

in 
( L Ri ht t p ~ e tio nC 


in the~ isxitial desaya c- his SLCZCSS49 ia ific ki creztam 
ear wzicss jwy,Is 	 acm hcrw ave eawuAalgrs(2) 	 Vi-t V w momavr3pplic~ons have been Mod bhyai-erc-n person in respec of ic =me indzr desiga ad the cmwas 0ormzrweiadutr-AI desxiu msdapmdemk 	 cated giccfI cach ether. -he right to ptrecrion theIindwtxxa d-ign &-Aiblcng to ihe apphiczni wlcse 2Wicagij bm, &ic 
carticit filirg date or wbcie pcirt., is clurnc& :be earlie piony dzas
lOVS qs his applicabon is not wrtbdzaw-L zoisdntc :c be %vddmka orrej~t-d. 

4rtd e86(d)a ~ eti ~rc vm4rd bRIUT86ti 0iS (RD-bV31 Mpelatustialdcrjn rtijedpunzun b Cuiiuissiii or1w ix uxpu~m(C) 

z (I)gzh~isw Vvhblcae at &siahair.fjfri iii 
aiicietcnx0 c 	 ih upoezoatb at3hsi w~&.-IO~Ui 2bSCaUC Of CCxDbnl PMA/iDIon10tede co&y. to rne p--M-m'adx
Euviag zonxnxizionod the worc or x the 2rn3ly=.id(2) T heaan pbyee "ht hav--the -i~kh b upataiic rem twmatla, LAhigg intotLI icccumv his calary. C eConcrnic vabir of the ma'h±.Uiaj dc..; abc 

rc&nved from the mhmstor ck~ Ly ILe re~is.In In2"~c or 

Ca 

tdeAbe5 

Mnl69 of te create, of the industdal denkn
 
y puticiw &Lthe Pa=m Offike. 
 tCOH12iK1m jCC ,jp&iciM 3T the 

indaari d=xaS SUMsuiPivkd the MY acieaX MuY q LSiLdwchiim 3gu by himu wd tfLd with Im pu-,cl~e. lis ma&DIUtaC26C Sjhd 20 Merti creatvirhim as -n wxch ams the PaseLJi(c sWa prmtceed accorrkr~j). 

II AI T UR X XIII 
Appi..io Ce qsrto 

ArtideS 
EI-imn date 

(I i igh fieqitctx b eiaxmc acjxaxkial.Jw]s ihelf,.caig;W.-dhe patewhen :be abJ(cfa ueeiedocu.x
SW fiucudee i jvwt b ~wOfc aisdqe 

(a) the necmest to rcr-.-c n indwsriti desigi.
(ii)&xC rune 32C aciesso - be appkMI.az 
(c) 	tic rcpeseulic-a ofthe iad.ij dzsiza, 

auxindicatiic, cftic pr.duL%tn oducts iri whI.A Jet iudustrAdceigx is iwnded t-3b.-ircD.-crated;
 
w hee Prior i L, iuxd ir i12-03p ccitim W rds to tha Ic' a, 


iindusimlh -Ahzieof3~~PPkIs3owbcspnityu CIaed("mepiorityspPVC26=71,rcitwnIRed Mix Ja Ex , wiwnitzpficajia ad. ir'aiailb 
(fvsiuzxr ofSbcaptiorka3pbaf. 

.2) icv ipa it ouidl anit~ Fcy e a i o li C Lu nr t ii iih-r
(2) ippicain AMintesiegnmro rmos ) i idml 

J)r or mcmc mdxtnal dcsxgns w~ay b betI -J the -- vppiicAtaoa. 

14) The a~piea-iow staff be xrmaied by the peucsbed fe 

0 
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(5) The reqCit of tIie aPPlicatloo shil be io -Albaniian %tle other 
Cafpplicaion miteras ma also be ailwUfLe in E ligsh 'Mo P'ititOffice is 
I Ertidcd to ir-ques1 a translaicfl of the st-biirtcd nmdrias and doazmaras nloAlIbanimi these L:. taious "hlhe-sidimirtal to the Pascal Office wilim a

set seam. Al finher processirg uf the app ilicm (corte.Tporvdcce) sihall bc in
ARjaian 
(6)A.~ fcirign applicant (wbaee tdie apilcn has reither a doricile our a i"a
and cfric-"c iiixuarii or ommetcial estsbiisrmcait on the teritcr% of ie 
Republic of Abania), may :xlv lic an afpiczoa aid Laian 
CA11rtSPOixkU; With (he NUirni (flicz llougl a potint aittorny (tadernik

Rrni ariawh ls Ixtci iegistetrd in die Pabait Melie. according tc. the Cluptcr 
v XXfi of dsLaw. 

(7) The Ptiority Righ: 4ha1 be known ~sto: thefmxcounto-r,itt ParisCorivection for The Prolcdom of IndiustriI Property. 

Artide 89

Temporary prelciin of iuxustrial desimn eshibited ac intemstional 


cubibitinni 


(1) T7he njlilicai? for registration ofaim irdustrial &sign who has c'dubited aproduct 	 or pidit v-1cospiratug :he in-Iisizi dc34pi at an officti or 
offcLy ivanlimatxhitbitimaiwho applies fOr rcgstirationrmgize 

ofd ndidl wlukiz sxioiclfer t ay oni whichs tte product
or producs LIrcorpxuir-IR the bdc;wtJ 6mesm %ci firms exhiriied in (be
cati bitiar !hall. on Ks rcst he deerne to ha~.e aTphe:I for tegishtr at] ilnn
that day 

<1(2) E-Acacc of thc exhibiition Df producs ''iiwap liTe indutriil designbAwl be given by a citilicate -ssued ty tkic compewten auihontes -3f the
eiidbition, stating die date oxi wich dhe intaftsal desagc %a first sic-wi incannetiwi iwith ptodwt- iscluded .n the-exiubiim 

-I 

Article 	 90 
(r 	 Exaiiatio, as tD formalities 

(i) Widiin two motill aftzrrecaj4 of the 3pplicaton, Cbs iatcut (jllicza shat 
ni 

coc~jit i. atlirnsiry ex3miincr of tfe appication, extranme Ibe caribrruty 

of dia applkaAcim ivh :he :eqoirexxeats of Arlicle 88oz ft Law Md in 
=C,111Mwt t Vra~lresals tu-3 f doe of die qriton and 
if tE a~llicat has the right of prrtev, the 51ln? tie of pIrirty.

(2)11f the apicmicu does Do: GD1fom li0 FrtsariW rcurad of Article
88 of this Law. :he Patent Off=c shall wE&ifdhe a tanspeci6vth~e wx.

coribriniy and defrinine a AMM for reply. i the reply is rnot rqp-ivW, in cdM
time, cr ciscif. deficienis are no efirninatei, the ag1p&caioa slfl be
czwsiderod as uui iled wA shc 40imcn: shall be aulficdl ofhis in wiiag. 

Ar"I 91
 
Regisrraition of die iniustrial design 
 N-StPuuuewent ofPolilicalien 

(1) 7 lit: aPPliatiOn IMSroil bezo aejctd, the Patcat 013cc S.afl. an
pyrami A the p-escribed fee, register the imdeutr design or, in the case -3f
Artice OW)~ Of this Law, the isdaisa cesigns, said issue a cerificate .-i 
regStration to tie holder of tbe regisrztoa.
(2) As som as p~ible afizr the decision ko regisler dtc idusirWa desgi or 
irBtrilfIiOSIM Il Mte~icat (Rfim Shall pihish Ifiridasi d&igioK the
irtsti-W dasig rc Ibcd 1M. 
(3) Togelicr %ibthe fi~ui, of tic aphaambon. a requzst nay Ic rraide for 

of the piblicatit- of tfie iegereol ird 's~mi desa~ip or 
ilustrial 1-sigisrfo a perixl o~f up to 12 mouaft fln the day folbwung th~e 
ariicac date. In die case of such rcuest, the PatitOieto hl,registabhon pu~hsh m~foarlation Or hii oler of the segistrajii . Aftx tie
expiration of the pesi-A of dhe psioa=1g tic WAgsrze ildt design
or udustial dasignis shall be pMzh.d unkiss i 3ppic ior has teen 

vitthrawa 3nnre the crpmtian of the said period 
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CUAPIFIR xiUV CILIAI'TFR XXV 
UL EffbNch id Retradoon tica Contracts 

Right 
Ardcle '92 

comterred by revseraton Anle % 
L COI 

pr 
C'(11 

7that 

The .irldet o.-there~mvaci- :il'nn inidht aial deriia SihOJvt.11- ri.01%'Isevent third pajt~as ficau maknmg inrmig 4ffering m~supply of 
dsrrti ajr tw bain indizir p se o s. fr them~ pirpo s zf3 prxkadwp,-

bmPorate 1b: mre kaixwi dmi crcieysmlvid-j&d 
dei hn dI r-dbmI Couer~ PPMN21xx~tadb 5UnratA (IX, the Mider of thmregiim shal norWctctChrjt
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CHAPTER XXVI 

Rcuvidation and la-vati~da 

Aulide 96 
Renuncition 

nGM~x 
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mRepublic 
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Z 
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th legal Protectiao iyeritiuas. ility models, mndemrs. b&d=Wis 
'es"p an aptpeihiozs of-mig 

(h) wwi gntat aid -epeclive ccricaxs
 
Woizae the ponihig~f S~e Reqistam.


(d)collca and &r~a 	 icang zc die,Dthe maxziatc wW dxmwct3~ 
re ish m if~ t~ ac 	 y mdlst~*m ijc. i~hatid esins ar 

wipclhriors orf oigw
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(a) adlapt wructions. official 9x=i agd expkbatow; 
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(e)cooperatc with orgmn~zics of te Repb1.. of Albida. =4 lbmrwg
and iiitcruajii tr~uuih-for mvvilved t- the legA proftctio 
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Appendix D
 

Bilateral Agreement on Trade Relation
 



AGREEMENT ON TRADE RELATIONS 
STATES OF AMERICABETWEEN THE UNITED 

AND THE REPUBLIC OF ALBANIA 

The United States of America and the Republic of
 

(hereinafter referred to collectively as "Parties"
Albania 


and individually as "Party"),
 

Affirming that the evolution of market-based economic
 

institutions and the strengthening of the private 
sector
 

will aid the development of mutually beneficial 
trade
 

relations,
 

Acknowledging that the development of trade 
relations
 

and direct contact between nationals and 
companies of both
 

Parties will promote openness and mutual 
understanding,
 

Considering that expanded trade relations 
between the
 

Parties will contLibute to the general 
well-being of the
 

peoples of each Party,
 

V 
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Recognizing that development of bilateral tradel .y 

contribute to better mutual understanding and cooperation 

and promote respect for internationally 
recognized worker 

rights, 

Taking into account Albania'5 membership 
in the
 

International Monetary Fund and the 
International Bank for
 

Reconstruction and Development and 
the prospects for
 

economic reform and restructuring 
of the economy,
 

Having agreed that economic ties 
are an important and
 

necessary element in the strengthening 
of their bilateral
 

relations.
 

Being convinced that an agreement 
on trade relations
 

between the two Parties will best 
serve their mutual
 

interests, and
 

Desiring to create a framework which 
will foster the
 

development and expansion of commercial 
ties between their
 

respective nationals and companies,
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Have agreed as follovs:
 

ARTICLE I 

MOST FAVORED NATION AND FONDISCRIHINATORY TREATMENT 

1. Each Party shall accord unconditionally to 

products originating in or exported to the territory of the 

other Party treatment no less favorable than that accorded 

to like products originating in or exported to the territory 

of any 'third country in all matters relating to: 

(a) customs duties and charges of any kind imposed on
 

or in connection vith importation or exportation, including
 

the method of levying such duties and charges; 

(b) methods of payment for imports and exports, and 

the international transfer of such payments;
 

(c) rules and formalities in connection vith 

importation and exportation, including those relating to
 

customs clearance, transit, varehouses and transshipment;
 

(d) taxes and other internal charges of any kind
 

applied directly or indirectly to imported products; and
 

(e) laws, regulations and requirements affecting the
 

sale, offering for sale, purchase, transportation,
 

distribution, storage and use of products in the domestic
 

market.
 

Each Party shall accord to products originating 
in


2. 


or exported to the territory of the other Party
 

\VI
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nondiscriminatory treatment with respect to the application 

licenses. 
of quantitative restrictions and the granting of 

accord imports of products and 
3. 	 Each Party shall to 

of the other Partythe territoryservices originating in 

respect to the allocationtreatment withnondiscriminatory 

of and access to the currency needed 
to pay for such
 

imports. 

The provisions of paragraphs 1 and 
2 shall not
 

4. 


alpply to:
 

(a) advantages accorded by either Party 
by virtue of
 

such Partyls full membership in 
a customs union or free
 

tr-ade area;
 

(b) advantages accorded to adjacent 
countries for the
 

facilitation of frontier traffic;
 

actions by either Party which 
are required or
 

(c) 

(th
 

permitted by the General Agreement 
on Tariffs and Trade 


"GATT") (or by any joint action or decision 
of the
 

Contracting Parties to the GATT) 
during such tile as such
 

Party is a Contracting Party 
to the GATT and special
 

advantages accorded by virtue 
of the GATT; and
 

actions taken under Article 
XI (Harket Disruption)
 

(d) 


of this Agreement.
 

5. The provisions of paragraph 
2 of this Article shall
 

not apply to Albanian exports 
of textiles and textile
 

products.
 



ARTICL 11I
 

MKRKET ACCZSS FOR PRODUCTS AND SKVICZS
 

Each Party shall administer all tariff and 

nontariff measures affecting trade in a manner which 

affords, vith respect to both third country and domestic 

competitors, meaningful competitive opportunities for
 

10 


products and services of the other Party.
 

2. Accordingly, neither Party shall impose, directly
 

or indirectly, an the products of the other Party imported
 

into its territory, internal taxes or charges of any kind in
 

excess of those applied, directly or indirectly, to like
 

domestic products.
 

Each Party shall accord to products originating in
3. 


the territory of the other Party treatment no less favorable
 

than that accorded to like domestic products in respect of
 

all laws, regulations and requirements affecting their
 

internal sale, offering for sale, purchase, transportation,
 

distribution, storage or use.
 

The charges and measures described in paragraphs 2
4. 


and 3 of this Article should not be applied to imported or
 

domestic products so as to afford protection to domestic
 

production.
 

The Parties shall ensure that technical
5. 


regulations and standards are not prepared, adopted or
 

applied with a view to creating obstacles to international
 

trade or to protect domestic production. Furthermore, each
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Party shall accord products imported from 
the territor.y of 

the other Party treatment no less favorable than that 

accorded to like domestic products 
and to like products 

originating in any third country in relation to 

such technical regulations or standards. 
including 

conformitY testing and certification. 

6. The Government of the Republic 
of Albania shall
 

accede to the Convention Establishing 
the Customs
 

Cooperation council and the 
international Convention on 

the
 

and Coding System, and
DescriptionHarmonized Commodity 

shall take all necessary measures 
to implement entry into
 

force of such Conventions vith 
respect to the Republic of
 

The United States of America 
shall endeavor to
 

Albania. 


provide technical assistance, 
as appropriate, for the
 

implementation of such measures.
 

ARTICLE III
 

GENERAL OBLIGATIONS WITH RESPECT 
TO TRADE
 

The Parties agree to maintain 
a satisfactory


1. 


balance of market access opportunitiest 
including through
 

concessions in trade in 
products and services and 

through
 

the satisfactory reciprocation 
of reductions in tariffs 

and
 

nontariff barriers to trade 
resulting from multilateral
 

negotiations. 

Trade in products and 
services shall be effected 

I 
2. 


contracts between nationals 
and companies of both Parties
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concluded on the basis of nondiscrimination and in the 

exercise of their independent commercial judgment and bn the 

basis of customary commercial considerations such as price, 

quality, availability, delivery, and terms of payment.
 

3. Neither Party shall require or encourage its 

nationals or companies to engage in barter or countertrade
 

transactions. Nevertheless, where nationals or companies
 

decide to resort to barter or countertrade operations, the
 

Parties viil encourage them to furnish to each other all 

necessary information to facilitate the transaction.
 

ARTICLE IV
 

EXPANSION AND PROMOTION OF TRADE 

1. The Parties affirm their desire to expand trade in 

products and services consistent with the terms of this 

Agreement. They shall take appropriate measures to 

encourage and facilitate trade in goods and services and to
 

secure favorable conditions for long-term development of
 

trade relations between their respective nationals and
 

companies.
 

2. Tbe Parties shall take appropriate measures to
 

encourage the expansion of commercial contacts with a view
 

to increasing trade. In this regard, the Government of the
 

Republic of Albania expects that, during the term of this
 

Agreement, nationals and companies of the Republic of
 

Albania shall increase their orders in the United States for
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products and services, while the United 
States expects that 

of this Agreement shall be to encourage 
increased 

the effect 

purchases by nationals and companies 
of the United States of
 

products and services from the Republic 
of Albania. Toward
 

this end, the Parties shall publicize 
this Agreement and
 

ensure that it is made available 
to all interested parties.
 

Each Party shall encourage and 
facilitate the
 

3. 


holding of trade promotional 
events such as fairs,
 

exhibitions, missions and seminars 
in its territory and in
 

Similarly, each Party
 
the territory of the other Party. 


shall encourage and facilitate 
the participation of its
 

Subject
 
respective nationals and companies 

in such evebts. 


to the laws in force within 
their respective territories,
 

the Parties agree to allow the 
import and re-export on a
 

duty free basis of all articles 
for use in such events,
 

provided that such articles 
are not sold or otherwise
 

transferred.
 

ARTICLE V
 

GOVERNMENT COMMERCIAL OFFICES
 

Subject to its laws and regulations 
governing


1. 


foreign missions, each Party 
shall allow government
 

commercial offices to hire 
directly host-country nationals
 

and, subject to immigration 
laws and procedures, third

country nationals.
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2. Each Party shall ensure unhindered access of host

country nationals to government commercial offices of thi 

other Party. 

3. Each Party shall encourage the participation of 

its nationals and companies in the activities of the other 

Party's government commercial offices, especially with
 

respect to events held on the premise of such commercial
 

offices.
 

Each Party shall encourage and facilitate access
4. 


by government commercial office personnel of the other Party
 

to host-country officials at both the national and
 

subnational level, and representatives of nationals and
 

companies of the host Party.
 

ARTICLE VI
 

BUSINESS FACILITATION
 

Each Party shall afford commercial representations
1. 


of the other Party fair and-equitable treatment with respect
 

to the conduct of their operations.
 

2. Subject to its laws and procedures governing
 

immigration and foreign missions, each Party shall permit
 

the establishment within its territory of commercial
 

representations of nationals and companies of the other
 

Party and shall accord such representations 
treatment at
 

least as favorable as that accorded to commercial
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representations of nationals and companies of third
 

countries. 

Subject to its laws and procedures governing
3. 


immigration and foreign missions, each Party 
shall permit
 

its territory

such commercial representations established in 

to hire directly employees vho are nationals of either Party 

or of third countries and to compensate 
such employees on 

between the 
terms and in a currency that is mutually agreed 

wage laws.
parties, consistent vith such Party's minimum 

Each Party shall permit commercial representations
4. 


to import and use in accordance with
of the other Party 


other equipment,

normal commercial practices, office and 


and telefax

such as typewriters, photocopiers, computers 

machines in connection with the conduct 
of their activities
 

in the territory of such Party. 

Each Party shall permit, on a nondiscriminatory
5. 


basis and at nondiscriminatory prices 
(where such prices are
 

by the government), commercial
set or controlled 

representations of the other Party access 
to and use of
 

office space and living accommodations, 
whether or not
 

The terms and conditions
 
designated for use by foreigners. 


of such access and use shall in no 
event be on a basis less
 

favorable than that accorded to commercial 
representations
 

of nationals and companies of third 
countries.
 

Subject to its laws and procedures 
governing


6. 


shall permit nationals and companiel
each Partyimmigration, 
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of the other Party to engage agents, consultants and 

distributors of either Party and of third Countries on 

prices and terms mutually agreed between the parties. 

7. 	 subject to its immigration lays and procedures. 

of the other
each Party shall permit nationals and companies 

Party to serve as agents, consultants and distributors 
of
 

nationals and companies of either Party and of third
 

countries on prices and terms mutually agreed between 
the
 

parties.
 

Each Party shall permit nationals and companies 
of
 

a. 


the other Party to advertise their products and 
services (a)
 

through direct agreement with the advertising 
media,
 

including television, radio, print and billboard, 
and (b) by
 

direct mail, including the use of enclosed envelopes 
and
 

cards preaddressed to that national or company.
 

Each Party shall encourage direct contact, 	
and


9. 


permit direct sales, between nationals and 	
companies of the
 

other Party and end-users and other customers 
of their goods
 

and services, and with agencies and organizations 
whose
 

decisions will affect potential sales.
 

Each Party shall permit nationals and companies 
of
 

10. 


the other Party to conduct market studies, 	
either directly
 

or by contract, within its territory. 
To facilitate the
 

conduct of market researche each Party 
shall upon request
 

make available non-confidential, non-proprietary 
information
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Vithin its possession to nationals and companies of the 

other Party engaged in such efforts. 

Each Party shall provide nondiscrininatory 
access 

1z. 


to governmentally-provided products 
and services, including
 

public utilities, to nationals and companies 
of the other
 

their commercial 
Party in connection with the 

operation of 

" representations. 


shall*permit commercial representations
12. 	Each Party 

an adequate supply of samples 
and replacement parts 

to stopk 

for aftersales service on a 
non-commercial basis. 

Neither Party shall impose 
measures which 

13. 

or otheror property rights

impair contractualunreasonably 

interests acquired within 
its territory by nationals 

and
 

of the other Party.companies 

ARTICLE VIU
 

TRANSPARENCY 

sake 	available publicly on a 
1. 	 Each Party shall 

to commercialrelatedlaws and regulations
timely basis all 

taxation, banking,investment,
activity, including trade, 

laborservices, transport and 
and 	other financialinsurance 

Each Party shall also make 
such information available 

in 

in the capital of the 
in its own capital and 

reading rooms 

other Party. 

Each Party shall provide 
nationals and companies 

c 

2. 


the other Party with access 
to available non-confidential,
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non-proprietary data on the national economy and individual
 

sectors, including information on foreign trade.
 

3. Each-Party shall allow the other Party thm
 

opportunity to comment on the formulation of rules and
 

regulations which affect the conduct of business activities.
 

ARTICLE VIII
 

FINANCIAL PROVISIONS RELhTING TO TRADE
 

IN PRODUCTS AND ZERVICES
 

1. Unless otherwise agreed between the parties to 

individual transactions, all commercial transactions between
 

nationals and companies of the Parties shall be made in
 

United States dollars or any other currency that may be
 

designated from time to time by the International Monetary
 

Fund as being a freely usable currency.
 

2. Neither Party shall restrict the transfer from its
 

territory of convertible currencies or deposits, or
 

instruments representative thereof, obtained in connection
 

with trade in products and tervices by nationals and
 

companies of the othor Party.
 

3. Nationals and companies of a Party holding currency
 

of the other Paty received in an authorized manner may
 

deposit such currency in financial institutions located in
 

the territory of the other Party and may maintain and use
 

such currency for local expenses.
 

4. Without derogation from paragraphs 2 or 3 of this
 

Article, in connection with trade in products and services,
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nationals and companies of theeach Party shall grant to 

other Party the better of most-favored-nation or national 

treatment with respect to: 

(a) opening and maintaining accounts, in both local
 

and foreign currency, and having access to funds deposited,
 

in financial institutions located in the territory of the
 

Party; 

(b) 	 payments, remittahces and transfers of convertible 

instruments representative thereof,currencies, or financial 

between the territories of the two Parties, as well as
 

between the territory of that Party and that of any third 

country; 

(c) rates of exchange and related matters, including
 

access to freely usable currencies, such as through currenc3
 

auctions; and
 

(d) the receipt and use of local currency and its use 

for local expense.
 

ARTICLE IX
 

PROTECTION OF INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS
 

Each Party shall provide adequate and effective
1. 


protection and enforcement for patents, trademarks,
 

copyrights, trade secrets, industrial designs and layout
 

Each Party agrees to
designs for integrated circuits. 


adhere to the Paris Convention for the Protection of
 

Industrial Property 	as revised at Stockholm 
in 1967, the
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Berne Convention for the Protection of Literary and Art;stic
 

Works as revised at Paris in 1971, the Universal Copyright 

Convention of September 6, 1952 as revised at Paris on Iuly 

24, 1971, and the Geneva Convention for the Protection of 

Producers of Phonograus Against Unauthorized Duplication of 

their Phonograms (1971). 

To provide adequate and effective protection and
2. 


enforcement of intellectual property rights, each Party
 

shall, inteJ.ia, observe the following commitments:
 

(a) copyright and related rights
 

(i) Each Party shall protect the works listed in 

Article 2 of the Berne Convention (Paris 1971) and any other 

works now known or later developed, that embody original 

expressions within the meaning of the Berne Convention, 
not
 

limited to the following:
 

(1) all types of computer programs
 

(including application programs and operating systems)
 

expressed in any language, whether in source or object 
code
 

which shall be protected as literary works and works created
 

by or with the use of computers; and
 

(2) collections or compilations of protected
 

or unprotected material or data whether in print, 
machine
 

readable or any other medium, including data bases, 
which 

shall be protected if they constitute intellectual 
creation 

by reason of the selection, coordination, or arrangement 
of 

their contents. / 

http:inteJ.ia
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(ii) Rights in works protected pursuant to
 

of this Article shall include, Jtnrkz.ia, paragraph 2(a)(i) 

the following: 

the right to import or authorize the(1) 


importation into the territory of the Party of lawfully 
made 

as the right to prevent the
copies of the work as wall 

of the Party of copies of the 
importation into the territory 

work made without the authorization of the right-holder; 

right to make the first public(2) the 

distribution of the original or each authorized 
copy of a
 

work by sale, rental, or otherwise; and
 

the right to make a public communication
(3) 


to perform, display, project, exhibit,
of a work .
 

broadcast, transmit, or retransmit a work); 
the term
 

"public" shall include:
 

a work in a place(A) comunicating 

open to the public or at any place where 
a substantial
 

number of persons outside of a normal 	circle 
of a family and
 

its social acquaintances is gathered; 	or
 

(B) 	communicating or transmitting a
 

or
 
work, a performance, or a display of 

a work, in any forms 


by means of any device or process 
to a place specified in
 

clause 2(a) (ii) (3)(A) or to the public, 
regardless of
 

whether the members of the public 
capable of receiving such
 

communications can receive them in 
the same place or
 

separate places and at the same time 
or at different times.
 

http:Jtnrkz.ia
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Each Party shall extend the protection(iii) 

afforded under paragraph 2(a)(Ui) of this Article to authors 

of the other Party, whether they are natural persons or, 

the other Party's domestic law so provides, companieswhere 


and to their successors in title.
 

(iv) Each Party shall permit protected rights
 

under paragraph 2(a)(ii) of this Article to be freely and 

separately exploitable and transferable. Each Party shall
 

to enjoy allalso permit assignees and exclusive licensees 

rights of their assignors and licensors acquired through
 

voluntary agreements, and be entitled to enjoy and exercise
 

their acquired exclusive rights.
 

(v) In cases where a Party measures the term of
 

protection of a work from other than the life of the author,
 

the term of protection shall be no less than 50 years from
 

authorized publication, or, failing such authorized
 

publication within 50 years from the making of the work, 50
 

years after the making.
 

(vi) Each Party shall confine any limitations or
 

exceptions to the rights provided under paragraph 2(a) 
(ii)
 

of this Article (including any limitations or exceptions
 

that restrict such rights to "public" activity) to clearly
 

and carefully defined special cases which do not 
impair an
 

actual or potential market for or the value of 
a protected
 

work. 
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that any compulsoryensure
(vii) Each Party shall 

exclugiverestriction oflicense (or anyor non-voluntaXY 

rights to a right of remuneration) 
shall provide means to
 

ensure payment and remittance 
of royalties at a level
 

consistent vith what would 
be negotiated on a voluntary
 

basis.
 

Each Party shall, at a minimum# 
extend
 

(viii) 


to producers of sound recordings 
the exclusive rights to 

do
 

or to authorize the following:
 

(1) to reproduce the recording 
by any means
 

or process, in whole or 
in part; and
 

(2) to exercise the importation 
and
 

exclusive distribution 
and rental rights provided 

in
 

paragraphs 2(a) (ii) (1) 
and (2) of this Article.
 

(ix) Paragraphs 2(a)(iii), 
2(a)(iv) and 2(a)(vi)
 

wutandls to sound
 
of this Article shall apply 

rutatis 


recordings.
 

(x) Each Party shall:
 

(1) protect sound recordings 
for a term of
 

at least 50 years from 
publication; and
 

(2) grant the right to 
make the first public
 

distribution of the original 
or each authorized sound
 

recording by sale, rental, 
or otherwise except that 

the
 

first sale of the original 
or such sound recording 

shall not
 

exhaust the rental or 
importation right therein 

(the "rental
 

right" shall mean the 
right to authorize or 

prohibit the
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ordisposal of the possession of the original copies. for 

or indirect commercial advantage).direct 

(xi) Parties shall not subject the acquisition and 

validity of intellectual property rights in sound recordings 

to any formalitiest and protection shall arise automatically
 

upon creation of the sound recording.
 

(b) Trademarks
 

(i) Protectable'Subject Matter
 

(1) Trademarks shall consist of at least any
 

sign, words, including personal names, designs, letters,
 

numerals, colors, the shape of goods or of their packaging,
 

provided that the mark is capable of distinguithing the
 

goods or services of one national or company from 
those of
 

other nationals or companies.
 

(2) The term "trademark" shall include
 

service marks, collective and certification marks.
 

(ii) Acquisition of Rights
 

(1) A trademark right may be acquired by
 

Each Party shall provide a system
registration or by use. 


Use of a trademark may
for the registration of trademarks. 


be required as a prerequisite for registration.
 

Each Party shall publish each trademark
(2) 


either before it is registered or promptly 
after it is
 

registered and shall afford other parties a 
reasonable
 

In
 
opportunity to petition to cancel the registration. 
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each Party may afford an opportunity for the-other
addition, 

Party to oppose the registration of a trademark. 

or services to
(3) The nature of the goods 

vhich a trademark is to be applied shall 
in no case form an
 

obstacle to registration of the trademark.
 

(iii) Rights Conferred
 

(1) The owner of a registered trademark 

He shall be entitled
 
shall have exclusive rights therein. 


having his consent from
third parties notto prevent all 

using in commerce identical or 
similar signs for goods or
 

services which are identical or 
similar to those in respect
 

of which the trademark is protected, 
where such use would
 

result in a likelihood of confusion.
 

Each Party shall refuse to register 
or
 

(2) 


shall cancel the registration 
and prohibit use of a
 

trademark likely to cause confusion 
with a trademark of 

another which is considered to 
be well-known. A Party may 

extendtrademarkthat the reputation of the 
not require 

beyond the sector of the public 
which normally deals with
 

the relevant goods or services.
 

The owner of a trademark shall 
be
 

(3) 


entitled to take action against 
any unauthorized use which
 

constitutes an act of unfair 
competition or passing off.
 

(iv) Term of Protection 

The registration of a trademark 
shall be
 

indefinitely renewable for terms 
of no less than 10 years
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when conditions for renewal have been net. Initial
 

registration of a trademark shall be for a term of at leAst
 

10 years.
 

(v) Requirement of Use
 

(1) If use of a registered mark is required
 

to maintain trademark rights, the registration may be
 

cancelled only after an uninterrupted period of at least two
 

years of non-use, unless legitimate reasons for non-use
 

exist.. Use of the trademark with the consent of the owner
 

shall be recognized as use of the trademark for the purpose
 

of maintaining the registration.
 

(2) Legitimate reasons for non-Use shall
 

include non-use due to circumstances arising independently
 

of the will of the trademark holder (such as import
 

restrictions on or other government requirements for
 

products protected by the trademark) which constitute an
 

obstacle to the use of the mark.
 

(vi) Other Requirements
 

The use of a trademark in commerce shall not
 

be encumbered by special requirements, such as use which
 

reduces the function of a trademark as an indication of
 

source or use with another trademark.
 

(vii) Compulsory Licensing
 

Compulsory licensing of trademarks shall not
 

be permitted.
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(viii) 	Transfer
 

Trademark registrations may be transferred.
 

(c) 	Patents
 

(i) 	Patentable Subject Matter
 

(1) 	Patents shall be available for all
 

inventions, whether they concern products or processes, 
in
 

all fields of technology.
 

Parties may exclude from patentability
(2) 


any 	invention or discovery which is useful solely 
in the
 

utilization of special nuclear material or atomic 
energy in
 

an atomic weapon.
 

(ii) 	Rights Conferred
 

(1) 	A patent shall confer the right to
 

prevent others not having the patent owner's consent 
from
 

making, using, or selling the subject matter 
of the patent.
 

In the case of a patented process, the patent 
confers the
 

right to prevent others not having consent 
from using that
 

process and from using, selling, or importing 
at least the
 

product obtained directly by that process.
 

(2) 	Where the subject matter of a patent 
is
 

a process for obtaining a product, each 
Party shall provide
 

that 	the burden of establishing that an 
alleged infringing
 

product was not made by the process 
shall be on the alleged
 

infringer at least in one of the following 
situations:
 

(A) 	the product is new, or
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(a) a substantial likelihood exists 

that the product vas made by the process and the patent 

owner has been unable through reasonable efforts to
 

determine the process actually used. 

In gathering and evaluation of evidence
 

to the contrary, the legitimate interests of the defendant
 

in protecting his manufacturing and business secrets shall 

be taken into account. 

(3) A patent may only be revoked on grounds
 

that would have justified a refusal to grant the patent.
 

(iii) Exceptions
 

Each Party may provide limited exceptions to
 

the exclusive rights conferred by a patent, such as for acts
 

done for experimental purposes, provided that the exceptions
 

do not significantly prejudice the economic interests of the
 

right-holder.
 

(iv) Term of Protection
 

Each Party shall provide a term of protection
 

of at least 20 years from the date of filing of the patent
 

application or 17 years from the date of grant of the
 

patent. Each Party is encouraged to extend the term of
 

patent protection, in appropriate cases, to compensate for
 

delays caused by regulatory approval processes.
 

(v) Transitional Protection
 

A Party shall provide transitional protection
 

for chemical products, including pharmaceuticals and
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did not provide productagricultural chemicals, for which it 

patent protection prior to its implementation of thi"-

Agreemente provided the following conditions are setisfied:
 

(2) the subject matter to which the product 

will become patentable after implementation of thisrelates 

Agreement; 

the product is subject to premarket(2) 

of the other Party and a
regulatory review in the territory 

orfor the product by the other Party
patent has been issued 

the other an application is pending for the product with 

Party prior to the date on which the subject matter 
to which
 

of
the product relates becomes patentable in the territory 

the Party providing transitional protection; and
 

the product has-not been marketed in the(3) 

territory of the Party providing such transitional
 

protection.
 

The owner of a patent or of a pending
 

application for a product satisfying the conditions 
set
 

forth above shall have the right to submit a 
copy of the
 

patent or provide notification of the existence 
of a pending
 

application with the other Party, to the 
Party providing
 

transitional protection. These submissions 
and notifications
 

shall take place any time after the implementation 
of the
 

new Albanian patent law, and Albanian authorities 
shall
 

accept such submissions for a period 
of no less than 1 year
 

In the case of
 
from the date of implementation of the 

law. 


\ 
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a pending application, the applicant shall notify the 

oompetent Albanian authorities of the issuance of a patent 

based on his application within six months of the date of 

grant by the other Party. The Party providing transitional 

right to make, use, or sell theprotection shall limit the 

product in its territory to such owner for a term to expire 

with that of the patent submitted. Such protection may be 

implemented through a confirmation patent system. 

(vi) 	Compulsory Licenses 

Each Party may limit the patent owner's(1) 


exclusive 	rights through compulsory licenses but only:
 

(A) to remedy an adjudicated complaint
 

based on 	competition laws;
 

(B) to addr~ss, only during its
 

existence, a declared national emergency; and
 

(C) to enable compliance with national
 

air pollutant standards, where compulsory licenses are
 

essential to such compliance.
 

here the law of a Party allows for the
(2) 


grant of compulsory licenses, such licenses shall 
be granted
 

in a manner which mihimizes distortions of trade, 
and the
 

following 	provisions shall be respected:
 

(A) compulsory licenses shall be non

exclusive 	and non-assignable except with that part 
of the
 

enterprise or goodwill which exploits such license.
 

The payment of remuneration to 
the
 

(B) 


d 
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patent owner adequate to compensate the patent owner'fully 

for the license shall be required, except for compulsory. 

21censes to remedy adjudicated violations of competition 

law.
 

(C) Each case involving the possible
 

grant of a compulsory license shall be considered on its
 

individual merits.
 

(D) Any compulsory license shall be
 

revoked,when the circumstances which led to its granting
 

cease to exist, taking into account the legitimate interests
 

of the patent owner and of the licensee. The continued
 

existence of these circumstances shall be revieved upon
 

request of the patent owner.
 

(E) Judicial review shall be available
 

for:
 

(1) decisions to grant compulsory
 

licenses, except in the instance of a declared national
 

emergency, 

(2) decisions to continue 

compulsory licenses, and 

(3) the compensation provided for 

compulsory licenses. 

(d) Layout-Designs of Semiconductor Chips
 

(i) Subject Matter for Protection
 

(1) Each Party shall provide protection for*
 

original layout-designs incorporated in a semiconductor
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chip, however the layout-design might be fixed or encoded. 

(2) Each Party may condition protectioij'bn 

fixation or registration of the layout-designs. If 

registration is required, applicants shall be given at least 

two years from first commercial exploitation of the layout

design in which to apply. A Party which requires deposits 

of identifying material or other material related to the 

layout-design shall not require applicants to disclose
 

confidential or proprietary information unless it is 

essential to allow identification of the layout-design. 

(ii) Rights Acquired
 

(1) Each Party shall provide to owners of
 

rights in integrated circuit lay-out designs of the other
 

Party the exclusive right to do or to authorize the
 

following:
 

(A) to reproduce the layout-design;
 

(B) to incorporate the layout-design in
 

a semiconductor chip; and
 

(C) to import or distribute a
 

semiconductor chip incorporating the layout-design and
 

products including such chips.
 

(2) The conditions set out in paragraph
 

to the
(c) (v) of this Article shall apply, z taua ,utand 

grant of any compulsory licenses for layout-designs.
 

Neither Party is required to extend
(3) 


protection to layout-designs that are commonplace in 
the
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inustry at the time of their creation or to layout-designs 

that are exclusively dictated by the functions of the 

circuit to which they apply. 

(4) 	Each Party may exempt the following from
 

liability under its lav:
 

(A) reproduction of a layout-design for
 

purposes of teaching, analysis, or evaluation in the course
 

of preparation of a layout-design that is itsalf original;
 

(B) importation and distribution of
 

semiconductor chips, incorporating a protected layout

which were sold by or with the consent of the ownerdesign, 

of the layout-design; and
 

(C) importation or distribution up to
 

the point of notice of a semiconductor chip incorporating a
 

protected layout-design and products incorporating such
 

chips by a person who establishes that he did not know, 
and
 

had 	no reasonable grounds to believe, that the layout-design
 

was protected, provided that, with respect to stock on 
hand
 

or purchased at the time notice is received, such person 
may
 

import or distribute only such stock but is liable for 
a
 

reasonable royalty on the sale of each item 
after notice is
 

received.
 

(iii) 	Term of Protection
 

The term of protection for the lay-out design
 

shall extend for at least ten years from the 
date of first
 

commercial exploitation or the date of registration 
of the
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design, if required, whichever is earlier. 

(e) Acts Contrary to Honest Commercial Practices'auid 

the Protection of Trade Secrets 

(i) In the course of ensuring effective
 

protection against unfair competition as provided for in
 

Article 10 bis of the Paris Convention, each Party shall
 

provide in its domesic law and practice the legal means for
 

.nationals and companies to prevent trade secrets from being
 

disclosed to, acquired by, or used by others without the
 

consent of the trade secret owner in a manner contrary to
 

honest commercial practices insofar as such information:
 

(1) is not, as a body or in the-precise
 

configuration and assembly of its components, generally
 

known or readily ascertainable;
 

(2) has actual or potential commercial value
 

because it is not generally known or readily
 

ascertainable; and
 

(3) has been subject to reasonable steps
 

under the circumstances to keep it secret.
 

(ii) Neither Party shall limit the duration of
 

protection for trade-secrets so long as the conditions in
 

paragraph 2(e)(i) of this Article exist.
 

(iii) Licensing
 

Neither Party shall discouraqe or impede
 

voluntary licensing of trade secrets by imposing excessive
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or discriminatory conditions on such licenses or conditions 

the value of trade secrets.which dilute 

(iv) Government Use 

(1) If a Party requires, as a condition of 

approving the marketing of pharmaceutical or agricultural
 

chemical products which utilize new chemical entities, 
the
 

submission of undisclosed test or other data, the
 

origination of which involves a considerable effort, that
 

Party shall protect such data against unfair commercial 
use.
 

Further, each Party shall protect such data against
 

disclosure except where necessary to protect the public 
or
 

unless steps are taken to ensure that the data is 
protected
 

against unfair commercial use.
 

(2) Unless the national or company
 

submitting the information agrees, the data may 
not be
 

relied upon for the approval of competing products 
for a
 

reasonable period of time, taking into account 
the efforts
 

involved in the origination of the data, their 
nature, and
 

the expenditure involved in their preparation, 
and such
 

period of time shall generally be not less 
than five years
 

from the date of marketing approval.
 

Where a Party relies upon a marketing
(3) 


approval granted by the other Party or 
a country other than
 

the United States or Albania, the reasonable 
period of
 

exclusive use of the data submitted in connection 
with
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shall commence vitb. theobtaining 	*he approval relied upon 

date of the first marketing approval relied upon.
 

(f) 	Enforcement of Intellectual Property Rights
 

Each Party shall protect intellectual
(i) 


property rights covered by this Article 
by means of civil
 

law, criminal law, or administrative 
law or a combination
 

Partythe provisions below. Each 
thereof in conformity with 

shall provide effective procedures, internally 
and at the 

these intellectual property rights
border,* to protect 

against any act of infringement, and 
effective remedies to
 

stop and prevent infringements and 
to effectively deter 

These procedures shall be applied in further infringements. 


such a manner as to avoid the creation 
of obstacles to
 

legitimate trade and provide for 
safeguards against abuse.
 

(ii) Procedures concerning the enforcement 
of
 

intellectual property rights shall 
be fair and equitable.
 

(iii) Decisions on the merits of a case 
shall, as
 

a general rule, be in writing 
and reasoned. They shall be
 

to the parties to the dispute without 
made known at least 

undue delay.
 

(iv) Each Party shall provide an 
opportunity for
 

judicial review of final administrative 
decisions on the
 

merits of an action concerning 
the protection of an
 

Subject to jurisdictional

intellectual property right. 


provisions in national laws 
concerning the importance of 

a
 

case, an opportunity for judicial 
review of the legal
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aspects of initial judicial 
decisions on the merits of 

a 

an intellectual propery 
case 	concerning the protection of 

right shall also be provided.
 

(v) 	Remedies against a Party 

Notwithstanding the other provisions 
of 

when a Party is sued for 
infringement of an
 

paragraph 2(f), 


intellectual property right 
as a result of the use 

of that
 

right by or for the governmentf.the 
Party may limit remedies 

against the government 
to payment of full compensation'

to 

the right-holder.
 

Each Party agrees to submit 
for enactment no
 

3. 


later than December 31, 
1993, the legislation 

necessary to
 

carry out the obligations 
of this Article, and to 

exert its
 

best efforts to enact 
and implement this legislation, 

as
 

well 	as to adhere to the 
Conventions mentioned 

in paragraph
 

1, by that date.
 

For purposes of this Article:
 4. 


(a) "right-holder," means 
the right-holder
 

himself, any other natural 
or legal person authorized 

by hi

who are exclusive licensees 
of the right, or other
 

authorized persons, including 
federations and associations#
 

having legal standing 
under domestic law to 

assert such
 

rights; and
 

manner contrary to 
honest commercial
 

(b) 	 "A 
practices
jfl-ex lJlj, 

practice" is understood 
to encompass. 


such as theft, bribery, 
breach of contract, inducement 

to
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breach, electronic and other forms of commercial espionage, 

and includes the acquisition of trade secrets by third
 

parties who knew, or had reasonable grounds to know, that 

such practices were involved in the acquisition.
 

ARTICLE X
 

AREAS FOR FURTHER ECONOMIC AND TECHNICAL COOPERATION
 

1. For the purpose of further developing bilateral
 

trade and providing for a steady increase in the exchange of
 

products and services, both Parties shall strive to achieve
 

mutually acceptable agreements on taxation and investment
 

issues, including the repatriation of profits and transfer
 

of capital.
 

2. The Parties shall take appropriate steps to foster
 

economic and technical cooperation on as broad a base as
 

possible in all fields deemed to be in their mutual
 

interest, including with respect to statistics and
 

standards.
 

3. The Parties, taking into account the growing
 

economic significance of service industries, agree to
 

consult on matters affecting the conduct of service business
 

between the two countries and particular matters of mutual
 

interest relating to individual service sectors with the
 

objective, among others, of attaining maximum possible
 

market access and liberalization.
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ARTZCLE XI
 

MARKET DISRUPTION SAFEGUARDS
 

to consult promptly at the 
1. The Parties agree 

request of either Party whenever either 
actual or
 

of products originating in the territory
prospective imports 

or the other Party cause or threaten 
to cause or
 

disruption. Market 
significantly contribute to market 

disruption exists within a domestic 
industry whenever
 

like or directly competitive with
 imports.of an article, 

an article produced by such domestic 
industry, are 

increasing rapidly, either absolutely 
or relatively, so as 

to be a significant cause of vaterial 
injury, or threat
 

thereof, to such domestic industry.
 

2. Determination of market disruption 
or threat
 

thereof by the importing Party shall 
be based upon a good
 

faith application of '.ts laws and on an affirmative finding
 

The importing

of relevant facts and on their examination. 


Party, in determining whether market 
disruption exists, may
 

the volume of imports of the
 consider, among other factors: 


merchandise vhich is the subject 
of the inquiry; the effect
 

of imports of the merchandise on prices 
in the territory of
 

the importing Party for like or directly 
competitive
 

articles; the impact of imports 
of such merchandise on
 

domestic producers of like or directly 
competitive articles;
 

and evidence of disruptive pricing 
practices or other
 

efforts to unfairly manage trade 
patterns.
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arbitral awards, or other liability in the territory pf the 

other Party vith respect to commercial transactions; they 

immunities from taxation withalso shall not claim or enjoy 

respect to commercial transactions, except as may be 

provided in other bilateral agreements. 

Parties encourage the adoption 	of arbitration2. The 

for the settlement of disputes arising out of commercial 

transactions concluded between 	nationals or companies 
of the
 

United States and nationals or 	companies of the Republic of 

Albania. Such arbitration may be provided for by agreements
 

in contracts between such nationals and companies, 
or in
 

separate written agreements between them.
 

The parties may provide for arbitration under any
3. 


arbitration rules, includinginternationally recognized 	 the 

1976 and any modifications
UNCITRAL Rules of December 15, 


thereto, in which case the parties should designate 
an
 

Appointing Authority under said rules in a country 
other
 

than the United States or the Republic of Albania.
 

the parties, the
4. 	 Unless otherwise agreed between 

of arbitration a countryparties should specify as the place 

other than the United ttates or the Republic 
of Albania, 

that is a party to the Convention on the Recognition 
and 

Enforcement of Foreign Arbitral Awards, done 
at New York,
 

June 10, 1958.
 

Nothing in this Article shall be construed to
5. 


prevent, and the Parties shall 	not prohibit, 
the parties
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from agreeing upon any other form of arbitration or on the 

law to be applied in such arbitration, or other forms of'. 

and agree bestdispute settlement which they mutually prefer 

suits their particular needs. 

Each Party shall ensure that an effective means
6. 


within its territory for the recognition andexists 

enforcement of arbitral awards.
 

ARTICLE XIII
 

NATIONAL SEZ"MMITY
 

The provisions of this Agreement shall not limit the
 

right of either Party to take any action for the protection
 

of its security interests.
 

ARTICLE XIV
 

CONSULTATIONS
 

The Parties agree to set up a Joint Commercial
1. 


Commission which will, subject to the terms of reference of
 

its establishment, foster economic cooperation and 
the
 

expansion of trade under this Agreement and review
 

periodically the operation of this Agreement and 
make
 

recommendations for achieving its objectives.
 

The Parties agree to consult promptly through
2. 


appropriate channels at the request of either Party 
to
 

discuss any imatter concerning the interpretation 
or
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3. The consultations provided for in paragraph I of
 

this Article shall have the objectives of (a) prosentLa and
 

examining the factors relating to such imports that may be
 

causing or threatening to cause or significantly
 

contributing to market disruption, and (b) finding means 
of
 

preventing or remedying such market disruptions. Such
 

consultations shall be concluded within sixty days from 
the
 

date of the request for such consultation, unless the
 

Parties otherwise agree.
 

4. Unless a different solution is mutually agreed
 

upon during the consultations, and notwithstanding
 

paragraphs 1 and 2 of Article I, the importing Party 
may (a)
 

impose quantitative import limitations, tariff measures 
or
 

any other restrictions or measures it deems appropriate 
to
 

prevent or remedy threatened or actual market disruption,
 

and (b) take appropriate measures to ensure that imports
 

from the territory of the other Party comply with such
 

quantitative limitations or.other restrictions. In this
 

event, the other Party shall be free to deviate 
from its
 

obligations under this Agreement with respect 
to
 

substantially equivalent trade.
 

Where in the judgment of the importing Party,
5. 


emergency action is necessary to prevent or 
remedy such
 

market disruption, the importing Party 
may take such action
 

at any time and without prior consultations 
provided that
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requested imediately
ruch consultations shall be 

thereafter.
 

6. Zn the selection of measures under this 
Article, 

to
the Parties shall endeavor to give priority those which 

of the goals 
cause the least disturbance to the achievement 

of this Agreement. 

Party shall ensure that its domestic
7. Each 

procedures for determining market disruption 
are transparent
 

and afford affected parties an opportunity 
to submit their
 

views.
 

The Parties acknowledge that the 
elaboration of
 

a. 


the market disruption safeguard provisions 
in this Article
 

is without prejudice to the right 
of either Party to apply
 

its laws and regulations applicable 
to trade in textiles and
 

textile products and its laws and 
regulations applicable to
 

unfair trade, including antidumping 
and countervailing duty
 

laws.
 

ARTICLE XII
 

DISPUTE SETTLEMENT 

Nationals and companies of either 
Party shall be
 

1. 


accorded national treatment with 
respect to access to all
 

courts and administrative bodies 
in the territory of the
 

Party, as plaintiffs, defendants 
or otherwise. They
 

other 

shall not claim or enjoy immunity 
from suit or execution of
 

judgment, proceedings for the 
recognition and enforcement 

of
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implementation of this Agreement and other relevant aspects 

of the relations between the Parties. 

ARTICLE XV 

DEFINITIONS
 

As used in this Agreement, the terms set forth below 

shall hdve the following meaning:
 

(a) "company." means any kina of corporation, company,
 

association, sole proprietorship or other organization
 

legally constituted under the laws and regulations of a
 

Party or a political subdivision thereof, whether or not
 

organized for pecuniary gain or privately or governmentally
 

owned; provided that, either Party reserves the right to
 

deny any company the advantages of this Agreement if
 

nationals of any third country control such a company and,
 

in the case of a company of the other Party, that company
 

has no substantial business activities in the territory of
 

the other Party or is controlled by nationals of a third
 

country with which the denying country does not maintain
 

normal economic relations;
 

(b) "commercial representation," means a
 

representation of a company of a Party;
 

(c) "national," means a natural person who is a
 

national of a Party under its applicable law.
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ARTICLE XVI
 

GENERAL EXCEPTIONS
 

i. Subject to the requirement that such zeasqres are
 

not applied in a manner which would constitute 
a means of
 

arbitrary or unjustifiable discrimination between 
countries
 

where the same conditions prevail, or a 
disguised
 

restriction on international trade, nothing 
in this
 

Agreement shall be construed to prohibit 
the adoption or
 

enforcement by a Party of:
 

measures necessary to secure compliance with
(a) 


laws or regulations which are not contrary 
to the purposes
 

of this Agreement;
 

(b) measures for the protection of intellectual
 

property rights and the p,-evention of 
deceptive practices as
 

set out in Article IX ot this Agreement, provided that such
 

measures shall be related to the extent 
of any injury
 

suffered or the prevention of injury; 
or
 

(c) any other measure referred to in Article 
XX
 

of the GATT.
 

Nothing in this Agreement limits 
the application


2. 


of any existing or future agreement 
between the Parties on
 

trade in textiles and textile products.
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ARTICLE XVII
 

ENTRY INTO FORCE, TERM, SUSPENSION AND TENUIIIATION" 

1. This Agreement (including its side letters which 

are an integral part of the Agreement) shall enter 
into 

force on the date of exchange of written notices of 

acceptance by the two governments and shall remain in force 

as provided in paragraphs 2 and 3 of this Article. 

2. (a) The initial term .of this Agreement shall be 

three years, subject to subparagraph (b) and (c) of this 

paragraph.
 

(b) If either Party encounters or foresees a
 

problem concerning its domestic legal authority 
to carry out
 

any of its obligations under this Agreement, such Party
 

shall request immediate consultations with the other 
Party.
 

Once consultations have been requested, the other 
Party
 

shall enter into such consultations as soon as 
possible
 

concerning the circumstances that have arisen 
with a view to
 

finding a solution to avoid action under subparagraph 
(C).
 

If either Party does not have domestic legal
(c) 


authority to carry out is obligations under 
this Agreement,
 

either Party may suspend the application of 
this Agreement
 

or, with the agreement of the other Party, 
any part of this
 

In that event, the Parties will, to the fullest
 Agreement. 

seek to
 

extent practicable and consistent with domestic 
law, 


minimize disruption to existing trade relations 
between the
 

two countries.
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for successiveextended3. 	 This Agreement shall be 

each unless either Party has qiven.. 
terms of three years 

its intent to terminate 
vitten notice to the other Party of 

day5 prior to the expiration of 
this Agreement at least 30 

the then current term. 

being duly 

two original copies in the English 
language. 


IN WITNESS THEREOF, the undersigned, 

authorized by their respective Governments, have signed this 

Agreement. 

DONE at on this /O day of 

An 
1992, in 


Albanian language text shall 
be prepared which shall be
 

considered equally authentic 
upon an exchange of diplomatic
 

notes confirming its conformity 
with the English language
 

text.
 

FOR THE REPUBLICFOR THE UNITED STATES 

OF ALBANIA: 
AMERICA: 

/ , 
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"HOW TO NEGOTIATE, STRUCTURE AND 

DOCUMENT INTERNATIONAL JOINT VENTURES" 

SUMMARY AND ANALYSIS 

I. INTRODUCTION 

This report describes and analyzes the July 1993 training seminar and workshop 
jointly sponsored by the Central and East European Law Initiative (CEELI) of the 
American Bar Association and the Commercial Law Development Program (CLDP) of 
the U.S. Department of Commerce, on "How to Negotiate, Structure and Document 
International Joint Ventures." 

This workshop represents, of course, only one element in the commercial law 
assistance programs that CEELI and CLDP operate in Albania. In retrosp, t, and as is 
discussed further below, the workshop reinforced what these groups have learned from 
their previous work there: that the Albanians, while often unschooled in Western legal 
and business concepts, are bright, capable people with the ability to absorb quickly a 
broad range of sophisticated concepts. Moreover, Albanian professionals are, for the 
most part, extremely interested in learning more (on both formal and informal bases) 
about issues and subjects that will enable them to perform more effectively in their work. 
They also very much appreciate the opportunity to meet with Westerners, if only for short 
periods such as over the course of a workshop. Finally, the positive impact of the 
workshop on the Albanian participants demonstrates the wisdom of substituting 
participatory, inter-active teaching methods for the traditional lecture format. 

H. PROGRAM PLANNING AND IMPLEMENTATION 

A. Albanian Requests and Need for Workshop 

CEELI and CLDP both have been active in providing technical legal assistance in 
Albania in the past. For example, during the past year, CEELI has posted a series of 
Legal Specialists to Albania's Ministry of Trade and Foreign Economic Cooperation. 
These specialists have assisted in Albanian efforts to establish the legal infrastructure and 
obtain the expertise needed to promote trade in the international community and attract 
foreign investment to Albania. 

Similarly, pursuant to requests from the Ministry of Trade, since October 1992 
CLDP has provided assistance to the Ministry in the area of international economic 
agreements. CLDP has been sending a series of Resident Advisors to the Ministry to 
provide advice on issues such as foreign investment, unfair trade practices, GATT, GSP, 
and membership in the IMF. CLDP also sponsored two workshops earlier this year, in 
direct response to Ministry requests: a one-day arbitration workshop that was attended 
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by 15 Ministry officials; and a three-day drafting workshop attended by 30 attorneys and 
officials of various ministries and Parliament. 

In early 1993, A. David Meyer, counsel to an American chemical manufacturing 
company who also serves as outside corporate counsel for a group of firms engaged in 
international and domestic business ventures, served for two months as a CEELI Legal
Specialist at the During Meyer's tenure there,Ministry. Mr. Vice-Minister Naske 
Afezolli and a number of other Ministry officials expressed a strong interest in learning 
more about international joint ventures -- a key issue for the Albanians as they seek to 
expand their trade and business contacts abroad and attract foreign investors. Moreover, 
as a direct outgrowth of its earlier work, CLDP earlier this year was asked to provide
assistance on the subject of negotiations -- also a key issue as the Albanians expand their 
commercial dealings with the West. CEELI and CLDP thus agreed to jointly sponsor 
a training workshop that would address both the substance of international joint ventures, 
and how to negotiate such ventures. 

B. 	 Selection of Dates, Times, and Location 

After agreeing to jointly sponsor the workshop, CEELI and CLDP Washington
staff and in-country personnel consulted Vice-Minister Afezolli and other Albanian 
officials regarding logistical issues, including the dates and times of day for the 
workshop, and the location for the workshop. The Albanians, as well as USAID/Tirana,
agreed that the proposed dates in early July would be suitable, and advised CEELI/CLDP
that 9:30 a.m. to 2:30 p.m. would fit well into the Albanian working day (which runs 
from 7:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m.). Additionally, the Ministry of Trade offered to host the 
workshop in a large conference/class room, which was furnished with desks, a 
chalkboard, and podium. The room was provided free of charge. 

C. 	 Developing the Goals, Content, and Structure
 
of the Workshop, and Selecting Faculty Members
 

CEELI's and CLDP's past work in Albania and discussions with Albanian officials 
indicated that what was desired and needed was a course that would provide an Albanian 
official or lawyer with the ability and confidence to negotiate and structure an
international joint venture. Accordingly, CEELI and CLDP designed the course to 
include both (1) a basic overview of the types of legal and business issues that should be 
considered when confronting an international joint venture; and (2) "hands-on,"
participatory, sessions designed to train the Albanians in how to negotiate and document 
an international joint venture. In keeping with this design, the number of invitations and 
manner of their distribution aimed to attract a group no more thanof 20 to 30 
participants. 
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To ensure an appropriate faculty-student ratio, four fc..ulty members (plus a 
moderator) were retained. Brief biographical sketches of all faculty members are 
included in the written workshop materials, which are enclosed. All faculty members had 
substantive knowledge of international joint ventures, and experience niegotiating, 
structuring, and documenting such ventures. Additionally, A. David Meyer, the 
program chair, and Linda Wells and Nancy Eller, faculty members, had previously had 
experience working with Albanians, in Albania, and thus were sensitive to their needs and 
desires. Claudio Cocuzza, the Italian solicitor who filled out the roster, had previously 
taught at legal seminars and conferences, and his expertise in Italian corporate law was 
extremely useful in view of the reliance, in Albania, on Italian law and procedure. 
Additionally, Mr. Cocuzza's fluency in English was an invaluable asset.' 

D. Pre-Workshop Preparations in the U.S. and Tirana 

Faculty members were selected in May, and preparation of the enclosed written 
workshop materials began at that time. Included are (1) the 11-page outline of the 
workshop (including the workshop schedule and substantive course outline, as well as 
descriptions of CEELI and CLDP, and biographical sketches of all workshop faculty); 
(2) a series of "handouts," which were distributed as the workshop progressed; and (3) 
a two-page evaluation form, which was distributed on the last day of the workshop.2 

All English language written materials were completed in the United States in mid-
June, and one copy of each document was transmitted to CEELI personnel in Tirana for 
translation into Albanian. Additionally, CEELI in-country personnel in advance of the 
workshop retained five Albanians to act as interpreters during the workshop. Finally, 
CEELI in-country personnel, working with CEELI and CLDP staff in Washington and 
with Albanian contacts in Tirana, prepared an invitation list, had invitations (and maps, 
showing the location of the workshop) printed, and distributed the invitations and course 
outline by hand, to officials at various government ministries, private practitionecs, 
members of the Law Faculty, and Tirana-based representatives of foreign assistance 

'CEELI and CLDP are indebted to representatives of the International Development
Law Institute for their assistance in connection with this workshop. Not only did IDLI 
officials provide CEELI/CLDP with the names of potential Italian faculty members, but 
they also provided many helpful suggestions related to the structure and teaching 
techniques used in the workshop. 

2Enclosed are both the English and Albanian language versions of the materials 
distributed during the workshop. 
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programs and agencies.3 

While CEELI has word processing and copying facilities at its office in Tirana, 
to minimize last-minute duplicating, copies of all English language materials were made 
in Washington, and carried by CEELI and CLDP staff to Tirana. 

E. The Final Product: The Workshop Itself 

The 20 to 30 participants who attended the workshop each day included mid- to 
senior level officials of various government ministries, including Trade; Commerce;
Construction; Agriculture; Industry & Mining; and Transportation. Additionally, several 
foreign consultants attended ,, a representative of the World Bank, attorneys with
"Volunteers in Overseas Assistance," and an outside consultant to the Ministry of 
Agriculture), and Minister of Trade Artan Hoxha attended the last portion of the program
and the awarding of certificates of completion.4 The average age of attendees appeared 
to be early to mid-30's. A listing of the participants is enclosed. 

On the first morning of the workshop, English and Albanian language versions of
the written materials were distributed to each participant, in soft-cover folders. Writing
pads and pens also were provided.5 

As noted above, the workshop was intended both to alert the students to the legal
and business issues that arise in international joint ventures, and to provide them with as 
much "hands on," participatory training and experience in negotiating and documenting
such transactions as possible. Accordingly, time was divided between more traditional 
"teaching" i.e., presentation of information to the students) and "role play," inter-active 
training exercises. 

The structure of the workshop ultimately achieved the goal of ongoing student
participation, interaction and, apparently, understanding. While the written materials 
were fairly voluminous, and addressed a wide variety of sophisticated legal and business 
issues, to avoid overwhelming the participants some of these issues were not covered in 

3A copy of the invitation and map is enclosed. 

4Additionally, Aleksandra Braginski of USAID/Washington and Deedee Blane of 
USAID/Tirana attended portions of the workshop. 

5Workshop faculty members spoke in English. Their comments then were
interpreted into Albanian by the five Albanian interpreters (each of the interpreters
worked for all four days of the workshop, switching off amongst themselves as needed). 
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class. Also, during the workshop sessions, faculty members distilled the written 
information into simple, straightforward, and clear presentations, emphasizing key points 
on a "flip chart" displayed on an easel. Not only was class size conducive to active 
involvement, but lecturing was kept to a minimum, in favor of more inter-active teaching 
methods. Accordingly, desks were arranged in a circle on the floor of the classroom, and 
faculty members taught from the floor, rather than from the podium. This format 
encouraged questions and answers by, and discussion with, class members. 

Class involvement was highest during the last several days of the workshop, when 
the students "acted out" the joint venture case study that had been developed by program 
chair David Meyer. The study, which was distributed on the first day of the workshop, 
was comprised of a factual scenario and various related documents (including a sample 
joint venture agreement). After reviewing the study, workshop participants were divided 
into two groups, each representing one of the negotiating parties described in the case 
study, and in animated sessions, they "negotiated" a sample joint venture agreement.6 

IL. POST-PROGRAM ISSUES 

A. Participant Reaction and Suggestions 

Faculty members and CEELI and CLDP organizers attending the workshop closely 
observed participants' reactions to the program, and during breaks in the sessions 
discussed with participants their thoughts on it, so that as it progressed the program could 
be tailored to participants' needs and interests. Discussions with the participants during 
and after the workshop indicated that they were pleased with both the content and 
structure of the program. In this regard, the level of enthusiasm and degree of interest 
in the workshop was evidenced by the high ratio of participants who made the effort -

during the work day -- to attend virtually the entire program. 

The evaluation forms that sought participants' views on both the substance and 
structure of the workshop also reflect the participants' unanimous view that the subject 
of the workshop was very well-chosen, and their sense of having learned a substantial 
amount about how to negotiate and structure international joint ventures.7 The 
evaluations also reflect participants' general satisfaction with the level of difficulty and 

6At the conclusion of the final workshop session, "Certificates of Completion" 
were given to all participants, during a brief "graduation" ceremony. A copy of a sample 
certificate is enclosed. The certificates were very well-received by participants. 

727 evaluation forms were completed; copies are enclosed. 
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detail at which the workshop was conducted; 8 its structure and organization, including
its emphasis on practical issues and hands-on, inter-active exercises; the written materials; 
and the faculty members, as well as their interest in and enthusiasm for additional 
technical legal assistance (in the form of meetings, workshops, written materials etc.). 

As for logistical issues, the participant evaluations provided little consensus 
regarding the most appropriate time of year for such programs. However, participants
generally agreed that the time of day and location of this program was good. 

Several suggestions for future programs recurred in various participant evaluations. 
First, various participants suggested that in the future, more "promotion" of workshop 
programs be undertaken, in order to increase participation and broaden it to include a 
wider cross-section of Albanian professionals. Second, some participants suggested that 
written materials for workshops be distributed in advance. Third, several participants felt 
that the workshop should have addressed a "real life" joint venture between Albania and 
a foreign investor. 

B. Faculty Reaction and Suggestions 

As it does for all workshops, CEELI asked workshop faculty to complete an 
evaluation form upon conclusion of the program. Copies of the faculty responses to the 
form are enclosed. As the responses indicate, faculty reaction to the program was 
uniformly positive, on a variety of issues. For example, faculty members were pleased
with the logistical aspects of the workshop, including technical support, lodging, and the 
physical setting for the program. Faculty members also were pleased with the 
participatory, inter-active format, and with the program's clearly positive impact on 
participants. They also noted the positive impact of having had the opportunity to "fine 
tune" the workshop sessions (in terms of format, topics covered, depth of coverage of 
particular topics, etc.) in response to the needs and interests of the participants. 

Faculty suggestions for future programs included holding such programs in more
"neutral" locations (g, one of the local hotels), so that they are not associated with any
particular ministry; and, increasing program publicity (hopefully, with the help of 
Albanian nationals), in order to attract a more diverse student body. 

'Additionally, the questions, comments, and conduct of the students during the 
workshop indicated that it was taught at the appropriate level of difficulty. Indeed, the 
faculty members were gratified with the response shown by the students, and with their 
apparent ability to absorb the information provided and to utilize it in the negotiating 
xercises. 
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C. Proram Impact 

The workshop impacted the participants in a variety of significant, identifiable 
ways. First, in terms of substance, the program and accompanying materials fulfilled the 
organizers' goals of providing the participants with practical, usable information and 
skills, specifically: (1) the basic knowledge and written material necessary to enable 
participants to approach an international joint venture in an informed, methodical, and 
analytical manne-, and to identify key legal and business issues raised by such a 
transaction; (2) a familiarity with basic negotiating concepts, which are key to enabling
the Albanians to bargain on a more equal footing with their foreign counterparts. Perhaps 
most importantly, however, by engaging the participants in role-playing negotiating 
sessions, the workshop allowed them to apply both the substantive knowledge and 
negotiating skills that the workshop sought to teach. Through application, what otherwise 
might have been regarded as dry, brittle concepts took on life, became interesting, and 
presumably were better understood and retained by the participants. 

Another significant impact of the program was the way in which it transformed 
quiet, previously unrelated individuals into an inter-active, interested, questioning,
cohesive, and confident group. In this regard, the dramatic change in the students over 
the course of the four-day program cannot be over-emphasized. By the end of the week, 
for example, the members of the group were not being taught only by the faculty, but 
were teaching and exchanging ideas with one another. The idea that learning can be 
more than simply sitting in a room and taking notes (which then are taken home and 
never again used) was amply demonstrated by the program, and it is likely that for the 
vast majority of the participants, this was a novel idea. Moreover, by the last day, the 
students obviously had not only learned a lot on a substantive level, but had opened up
tremendously and gained confidence in their own abilities as a result of the inter-active 
program format. Clearly, not only the program participants' newly-gained substantive 
knowledge, but their newly-gained confidence, will serve them well as they deal 
increasingly with the outside world. 

D. Foliow-UD Activity in Albania 

As noted above, this workshop was not an isolated activity, but rather is one 
element of the CEELI and CLDP commercial law assistance programs for Albania. 
Accordingly, what CEELI and CLDP learned from the workshop both positive and 
negative -- will be used when developing future programs. Also, over the coming months 
the workshop will be followed with additional activities in Albania, such as (1) contacting
workshop participants to discuss their ideas for future in-country work; (2) holding 
informal group discussions/seminars on some of the topics touched on in the workshop, 
as well as other commercial law topics that are relevant to the day-to-day work of 
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Albanian officials and lawyers; and (3) possibly repeating the workshop or following it 
up with a similar program in 1994. 9 The workshop also may serve as a model for 
similar programs for other countries in the region. 

9Finally, because the inter-active, participatory format employed in the Albanian
workshop has been used successfully in other countries in Central and Eastern Europe,
the program sponsors will continue to use it for future programs in the region. 
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"HOW TO NEGOTIATE, STRUCTURE AND DOCUMENT 
INTERNATIONAL JOINT VENTURES" 

WORKSHOP FACULTY 

ROLAND BASSETT, who serves as the moderator of the workshop, recently arrived 
in Tirana to serve as CEELI's commercial law liaison. Mr. Baswett graduated from the law 
school at Tulane University in Louisiana. He is a senior partner with a law firm in Texas, 
where his practice includes commercial legal matters and business litigation. He also has 
extensive experience in alternative dispute resolution matters. 

CLAUDIO COCUZZA is the Milan partner of an Italian law firm based in Rome 
and Mlilan. He specializes in international corporate law, mergers and acquisitions, EEC, 
and Italian antitrust law. After graduating in law from the University of Siena, Mr. 
Cocuzza received a Master of Laws from the University of Pennsylvania Law School in 
Philadelphia and practiced law as a foreign associate in 1988 and 1989 in the Washington,
D.C. office of a large American law firm. He is a member of the Milan Bar. 

NANCY ELLER is a lawyer in the London office of a large American law firm 
where she specializes in international corporate finance transactions, including cram-border 
aunt ventures, share and amet acquisitions, secured and unsecured asset-based financing
md public and private placements of debt and equity securities. Ms. Eler, who received 
ler law degree from Cornell University, practiced with her firm's New York office for 
ieveral years prior to her transfer to London. 

A. DAVID MEYER (Program Chair) is Vice President and General Counsel ofa U.S 
hemical manufacturer with an international engineering and technical services subsidiary,
mud also serves as outside corporate counsel for a select group of compimes engaged in 
ternational and domestic business ventures. During the past 15 years, Mr. Meyer has 

mgotiated joint ventures and other strategic alliances with businesses in North and South 
Lmerica, Europe, and the Far East. From January to March of 1993, Mr. Meyer served as 
i CEELI Legal Specialist in the Ministry of Trade and Foreign Economic Cooperation of 
he Republic of Albania, where he advised the Ministry on joint ventures, foreign
mvestment laws, and other investment and trade matters. Mr. Meyer holds Bachelor of 
As, Master ofBusiness Administration and Doctor ofJurisprudence degrees from Indiana 
Jniversity and is a member of several international legal and business organizatios. 

LINDA WELLS is the Director of CLDP. Prior to becoming the first director of 
,LDP in February of 1992, Ms. Webs was Senior Commercial Counsel of the Overses 
rivate Investment Corporation (OPIC), an independent agency of the United States 



Government that finances and insures private U.S. investment in developing economies. 
While at OPIC, Ms. Wells was responsible for advising the agency and its clients on legal 
matters related to Central and Eastern Europe. Ms. Wells received her law degree in 1983 
from the Law School of the University of Pennsylvania, where she was the Executive Editor 
of the Journal of International Busianss Law. She also holds a bachelor's degree in political 
science from the University of Southern California. 

The faculty wishes to express their appreciation to Lisa B. Dickieson, an attorney
with CEELIs Washington, D.C. office, Susan IL Gurley, Deputy Director of CLDP, James 
F. Prusky, of CLDP, and Greg Lusitana, one of CEELI's attorney liaisons in Tirana, for 
their assistance in developing, structuring, and organizing the workshop. 



"HOW TO NEGOTIATE, STRUCTURE AND DOCUMENT 

INTERNATIONAL JOINT VENTURES" 

WORKSHOP SPONSORS 

THE CENTRAL AND EAST EUROPEAN LAW INITIATIVE (CEELI) is a project of the 
American Bar Association, and is fumded in part by the United States Agency for 
International Development. CEELI offers American and West European legal expertise and 
assistance to countries that are in the process of modifying or restructuring their laws or 
legal systems. It does so in various ways, including long-term "liaisons" and "legal
specialists;" long-term legal training; assessments of draft laws; and technical legal
assistance workshops. CEELI has been active in Albania since 1991, on many issues. It 
currently has posted in Tirana two long-term liaisons, Mr. Greg Lusitana and Mr. Roland 
Bassett, as well as a legal specialist to the Ministry of Trade and Foreign Economic 
Cooperation, and a judicial training specialist. 

THE COMMERCIAL LAW DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM (CLDP) for Central and 
Eastern Europe. a Depirtment of Commerce initiative funded in part by the United States 
Agency for Internatievl l-velopment, is one component of the U.S. Government effort to 
support the econ,mc and political reforms underway in Central and Eastern Euroll.. 
CLDP assistance focuses on commercial laws, regulations and administrative practices
affecting domestic and foreign investment, privatization, commercial dispute resolution, real 
property rights, intellectual property rights, and government procurement. CLDP has been 
operating in Albania since 1991. Current programming includes the Resident Advisor
Program, which places U.S. advisors in the region to work with the host government's 
ministries and universities. 



"HOW TO NEGOTIATE, STRUCTURE AND DOCUMENT 
INTERNATIONAL JOINT VENTURES" 

WORKSHOP SCHEDULE AND OUTLINE
 
TUESDAY-FRIDAY
 

13-16 JULY, 1993
 
THE MINISTRY OF TRADE AND FOREIGN ECONOMIC COOPERATION
 

TIRANA, ALBANIA
 

DAY 1 TUESDAY 13 JULY, 1993 0930- 1430 

DAY 2 WEDNESDAY 14 JULY, 1993 0930 - 1430 

DAY 3 THURSDAY 15 JULY, 1993 0930 - 1430 

DAY 4 FRIDAY 16 JULY, 1993 0930- 1230 

NOTE: A RECEPTION WILL FOLLOW 
WORKSHOP ON FRIDAY 

THE CONCLUSION OF THE 

DAYS 1-2 
TUESDAY-WEDNESDAY 

SESSION L OVERVIEW OF INTERNATIONAL JOINT VENTURES 

SESSION IL NEGOTIATING THE JOINT VENTURE 

SESSION IL STRUCTURING AND DOCUMENTING THE JOINT 
VENTURE 

DAYS 3-4 
THURSDAY-FRIDAY 

SESSION IV. FINANCING THE JOINT VENTURE 

SESSION V. MANAGING THE JOINT VENTURE 

SESSION VL RESOLVING JOINT VENTURE DISPUTES 



"HOW TO NEGOTIATE, STRUCTURE AND DOCUMEN"
 

INTERNATIONAL JOINT VENTURES"
 

SESSION L OVERVIEW OF INTERNATIONAL JOINT VENTURES
 

* Introduction of Sponsors and Faculty 

* Purpose and Goals of the Workshop 

"Types of International Joint Ventures and Other Cooperative Relationships 

"Joint Venture Defined 

"Equity Joint Ventures 

"Contract Joint Ventures 

"Other Kinds of Cooperative Relationships and Strategic Alliances 

* Selecting the Legal Form of the Joint Venture and the Legal Form of the Joint 
Venturers 

"What Are the Alternatives? 

- Impact of Albanian Company Law 

"How Do You Decide? 

"Why Joint Venture? 

"A Foreign Businessman's View of International Joint Ventures -
Objectives of the Foreign Investor 

"The Host Country Partner's View of International Joint Ventures -
Objectives of the Host Country Partner 

"Introduction to the Case Study - Durres Battery Company [HANDOUTS 1 AND 2] 

" Panel Discussion - Questions and Answers - Negotiating Exercises 

"Identifying Objectives of the Durres Battery Company Joint Venturers 

"Selecting the Legal Form of the Durres Battery Company Joint Venture 
and Form of Organization of the Joint Venturers 

2 



"HOW TO NEGOTIATE, STRUCTURE AND DOCUMENT
 

INTERNATIONAL JOINT VENTURES" 

SESSION H. NEGOTIATING THE JOINT VENTURE 

" Introduction to the Session 

"Overview of How to Negotiate a Joint Venture 

" Introduction to the Art of Business Negotiations 

• The Purpose of Negotiations - Getting to "Yes" and Creating 
"Win-Win" Relationships 

" Preparation for Negotiations
 

"Negotiation Strategies and Tactics
 

"Who Should Conduct the Negotiations? 

"The Process of Negotiations 

"Techniques for Resolving Impasses 

"The Impact of Culture on Negotiations 

* Panel Discussion - Questions and Answers - Negotiating Exercises 



"HOW TO NEGOTIATE, STRUCTURE AND DOCUMENT 

INTERNATIONAL JOINT VENTURES" 

SESSION lII STRUCTURING AND DOCUMENTING THE JOINT VENTURE 

"Introduction to the Session 

"Overview of Key Joint Venture Documents [HANDOUT 3]
 

"Description and Purpose of Basic Documents
 

"Description and Purpose of Ancillary Documents
 

*Overview of Letters of Intent [HANDOUT 4]
 

" Description and Purpose of Letters of Intent
 

- Key Paragraphs
 

"Legal Considerations
 

- How Binding is a Letter of Intent?
 

* Overview of Key Joint Venture Agreement Clauses 

" Clauses Related to Formation of the Joint Venture 

" Clauses Related to Financing the Joint Venture 

" Clauses Related to Managing the Joint Venture 

* Clauses Related to Transferring Ownership and Terminating the Joint 
Venture 

"Clauses Related to Resolving Joint Venture Disputes 

"Other N Clauses 

* Panel Discussion - Questions and Answers - Negotiating Exercises 

* Identifying Key Joint Venture Documents for the Durres Battery 
Company Joint Venture and Problems in the Case Study Joint Venture 
Agreement 

4
 



* Identifying Key Topics to be Included in a Letter of Intent for the 
Durres Battery Company Joint Venture [HANDOUT 5] 

5
 



"HOW TO NEGOTIATE, STRUCTURE AND DOCUMENT 

INTERNATIONAL JOINT VENTURES" 

SESSION IV. FINANCING THE JOINT VENTURE 

"Introduction to the Sesion 

"Acquisition of Joint Venture Assets 

"What Assets Will the Joint Venture Need?
 

"How Will the Joint Venture Acquire its Assets?
 

"From Whom Wil the Joint Venture Acquire its Assets?
 

" How Will the Joint Venture Pay for its Assets?
 

* Finandng the Joint Venture with Capital Contributions 

" Initial Capital Contributions 

"Additional Capital Contributions 

"Cash Contributions 

" Contributions of Real Property 

" Contributions of Machinery, Equipument and Other Tangible Personal 
Prerty
 

"Contributions of Intangibles
 

"Contributions of Services
 

" Valuation of Capital Contributions 

* Capital Shares - What Should Each Joint Venturer Receive in Return for its 
Contributions to the Joint Venture? 

SClames of Sham 

* How Many Clases - One, Two, or More? 

6 



"What Kinds of Rights and Preferences Should Each Class Have? 

"How Many Shares of Each Class Should be Authorized and 
Issued? 

Allocation of Shares to the Joint Venturers 

- How Do You Decide? 

* Financng the Joint Venture with Debt 

* Loans from Third Parties
 

" Loans from the Joint Venturers
 

* Dividend Policy - Financing the Joint Venture with Retained Earnings 

"Expectations of the Parties 

"Who Establishes Dividend Policy? 

"What Are the Options? 

"Accounting Issues 

- Determination of Profits and Cash Available for Distribution 

* Panel Discussion - Questions and Answers - Negotiating Exercises 

* Identifying and Valuing the Contributions of the Durres Battery 
Company Joint Venturers 

SEstablishing 	a Dividend Policy for the Durres Battery Company Joint 
Venture 

7
 



"HOW TO NEGOTIATE, STRUCTURE AND DOCUMENT 

INTERNATIONAL JOINT VENTURES" 

SESSION V. MANAGING THE JOINT VENTURE 

" Introduction to the Sessinm 

" Decision-Making-How Wdl the Joint Venture be Managed, Directed and Controlled? 

"Who Participates in Decision-Making?
 

"Who Will Make Day to Day Decisions?
 

"Who Will Make Fundamental or Extraordinary Decisions?
 

"Roles and Functions of the Management, Supervisory Councils,
 
Assemblies, Shareholders, Directors, Officers, Nonexecutive Employees, 
Boards, Committees, and Outside Auditors 

" Majority Rule Versus Minority Rights 

" Should the Majority Always Rule? 

"How Do You Protect the Interests of the Minority Joint Veture 
Partner? 

" Impact of Company Law on Shared Decision-Making 

"Techniques for Shared Decision-Making 

* Two or More Clases of Shares 

* Special Voting Rights 

" Other Techniques 

" Key Issues and Decisions Requiring Unanimity or a Special Majority 
[HANDOUT 6] 

"Techniques for Resolving Business Deadlocks 

Panel Dha.mon - Questions and Answers - Negotiating Exercises 

* Identifying and Negotiating Key Decisions Requiring Unanimity or an 

8 



Extraordinary Majority and the Appropriate Decisionmakers 

Other Managenent and Control Exercises 

9
 



"HOW TO NEGOTIATE, STRUCTURE AND DOCUMENT 

INTERNATIONAL JOINT VENTURES" 

SESSION VL RESOLVING JOINT VENTURE DISPUTES 

" Introduction to the Session 

* The Importance of Choice of Law and Language in International Joint Ventures 

"Overview of Dispute Resolution Methods and Mechanisms 

* Negotiation 

"Referral to a Higher Joint Venture Authority 

" Mediation (Conciliation) 

" Arbitration 

" Other Alternative Dispute Resolution Mechanisms 

"Litigation 

* Arbitration versus Litigation 

"Advantages of Litiption 

"Disadvantages of Litigation 

" Advantages of Arbitration 

" Disadvantages of Arbitration 

SlIutitutioal Arbitration and Ad Hoc Arbitration 

"hItiutional Arbitration Defined 

" Ad Hoc Arbitration Defined 

" Advantages and Disadvantages 

*Overview of Major International Arbitration Institutions and Regimes 

* ICSID 

10 



" International Chamber of Commerce 

" American Arbitration Assocation 

" Lomdon Court of International Arbitration 

• Stockholm Chamber of Commerce
 

"Other Arbitration Institutions
 

• Italian Arbitration AssomKation 

"UNCITRAL Arbitration Rules 

"The Legally Binding Effect of Arbitration Awards 

* 1958 New York Convention on the Recognition and Enforcement of 
Foreign Arbitral Awards 

* How Final is an Arbitration Award? 

* How to Draft an Arbitration Clause [HANDOUT 7] 

* Panel Discmssion - Questions and Answers - Negotiating Exercises 

*What Law(s) Should or Will Apply to the Durres Battery Company 
Joint Venture? 

* How and Where Should the Durres Battery Company Joint Venture 
Resolve Future Disputes? 

U1
 



NEGOCIATAT, STRUKTURIMI DHE DOKUMENTACIONI I NDERMARRJEVE TE
 

PERBASHKETA NDERKOMBETARE
 

SEMINAR KUALIFIKIMI I SPONSORIZUAR NGA
 

SHOQATA AMERIKANE E AVOIATURES
INICIATIVA PER TE DREJTEN NE EVROPEN QENDRORE DHE LINDORE
 
DHE
 

DEPARTAMENTI AMERIKAN I TREGTISE

PROGRAMI I ZHVILLIMIT TE SE DREJTES TREGTARE
 

TIRANE,SHQIPERI
 
13-16 KORRIK, 1993
 

BISEDIMET, STRUKTURA DHE DOKUMENTACIONI I NDERMARRJEVE TE

PERBASHKETA NDERKOMBETARE
 

SPONSORIZUESIT E SEMINARIT
 

INICIATIVA E SE DREJTES NE EVROPEN QENDRORE DHE LINDORE
(IDEQL/CEELI) 
 eshte projekt i Shoqates Amerikane te Avokatures,'.,
(IDEQL), i financuar pjeserisht nga Agjencia per Zhvillimin
Nderkombetar, ofron ekspertizen ligj. 
E dhe asistencen e SHBA dhe
Evropes Perendimore per vendet qe jan,: 
ne procesin e ndryshimit
ose rihartimit te 
ligjeve ose sistemeve ligjore te tyre. Ajo e
ben kete ne menyra te 
 ndryshme duke perfshire "nderlidhesit"
afatgjate dhe "speciaiistet ligjore", kualifikimin ligjor
afatgjate, vleresimet e projekt-ligjeve dhe seminaret per
asistencen teknike ligjore. IDEQL ka filluar te veproje ne
Shqiperi qe me 1991, 
per shume ¢;shtje. Ajo tani ka ne Tirane dy
nderlidhes afatgjate, Z.Grag Lusitana dhe Z. Roland Bassett si
dhe nje specialist ligjcr ne Ministrine e Tregtise dhe
Bashkepunimit Ekonomik me Jashte, dhe nje specialist per
kualifikimin per ,,shtjet juridike.
 

PROGRAMI I ZHVILLn!"IT TE SE DREJTES TREGTARE (PZHDT/CLDP)
per Evropen Lindore dhe Qendrore, nje Departament i Iniciatives
Tregtare, i financuar pjeserisht nga Agjencia per Zhvillimin
Nderkombetar, eshte pjese e pCrpjekjes se Qeveris5 Amerikane per
te perkrahur reformat ekonomike dhe politike qe po zbatohen nc
Evropen Qendrore dhe Lindore. Asistenca e PZHQD-sC perqendrohet
ne ligjet dhe rregulloret tregtare si dhe praktikat
adhministrative qe ndikojne n5 investimet vendase dhe te huaja,
privatizimin, zgjidhjen e mosmarreveshjeve tregtare, te.drejtat
rmbi pronen e patundshme, te drejtat e potencialit intelektual dhe
arritjet shteterore. PZHDT e ka filluar veprimtarine ne Shqiperi
qe me 1991. Programi i tanishem perfshin Programin per
Keshilltarin Rezident qe i vendos Keshilltaret amerikane ne
terren p~r t punuar me ministrit dhe universitetet e shtetit
 
prites.
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NEGOCIATAT, STRUKTURIMI DHE DOKUMENTACIONI I NDERMARRJEVE TE
 

PERBASHKETA NDERKOMBETARE
 

DREJTUESIT/ ORGANIZATORET SHKENCORE TE SEMINARIT
 

ROLAND BASSETT, i cili punon si organizator i seminarit,ka

ardhur kohet 
e fundit ne Tirane per te punuar si nderlidhes i se
drejtes tregtare per IDEQL/CEELI. Z. Bassett ka mbaruar per

drejtesi ne Universitetin e Tulanes ne Luisiana. Ai eshte
bashkepunetor i larte ne njC firme juristesh ne Teksas, dhe puna
e tij atje perfshin qeshtjet ligjore tregtare dhe padit(? 
e
biznesit. Ai ka gjithashtu nje pervojL te gjere ne 
qeshtjet per

alternativat e zgjidhjes 
se mosmarreveshjeve.
 

KLAUDIO KOKUZA eshte partneri milanez i nje firme italiane
te s6 drejtes, 
me qender ne Rome dhe Milano. Ai eshte specialist
per te drejten nderkombetare te korporatave, bashkimet dhe
sigurimet e kapitalit, bashkepunimin Ekonomik Evropian dhe te
drejten Italiane. 
 Pas mbarimit per drejt!si ne Universitetin e -
Sienes, Z. Kokuza mori graden shkencore Master of Laws ne fushen
 e legjislacionit nga Universiteti i Shkolls se Drejtesise tb
Pensilvenias ne Filadelfia dhe e ushtroi kete profesion si
bashkepunetor i huaj 
ne 1988 dhe 1989 ne Washington, D.C., ne
zyrat e nje firme te madhe amerikane ti se drejtes. Ai eshtb
 
anetar i Avokatures Italiane.
 

NANCY ELLER e ka marr titullin e saj per drejtesi ne
Universitetin e Kornelit n6 Nju Jork. Ajo ka punuar 
ne zyrat e
nje firme te madhe amerikane tC drejtesise ne Nju Jork. Tani ajo
punon ne zyrat e kesaj firme ne Londer. Ne firme ajo ka punuar
per realizimin e shume transaksioneve tregtare, duke perfshire
ndermarrjet 
e perbashketa dhe transaksionet financiare te
 
korporatave.
 

A.DAVID MEJER (Kryetar i Programit) eshte Zevendes President

dhe Keshilltar i Pergjithshem i ndermarrjes amerikane te
prodhimit te lendeve kimike. Ajo ka filialet e saj 
ne vende te
ndryshme te botes, te cilat kryejne sherbime inxhinjerike dhe
teknike. Z.Mejer punon edhe si keshilltar i jashtem korporativ

per nje grup te zgjedhur kompanish t6 cilat merren me
sipermarrjet e biznesit brenda vendit dhe ne vende te ndryshme te
botes. Gjate 15 viteve te fundit, Z.Mejer ka ndCrmjetCsuar per
formimin e ndermarrjeve t6 perbashketa dhe aleancave te tjera
strategjike me bizneset e Amerikes Veriore dhe Jugore, Evropes
dhe Lindjes se Larget. Nga janari deri ne mars te ketij viti,
Z.Mejer ka sherbyer si specialist i IDEQL per problemet ligjore'
ne Ministrine e Tregtise dhe te Bashkepunimit Ekonomik me Jasht"
te Republikes se Shqiperise. Ai %a qenC keshilltar prane

Ministrit per ndermarrjet e perbashketa, ligjet mbi investimet e
huaja si dhe per probleme te tjera te investimeve dhe tregtise.

Z. Mejer mban tituj shkencor si Bachelor of Arts, Master of
Business Administration dhe Doktor i Jurisprudenc(s tC cilat i ka
fituar n6 Universitetin e Indian~s. Ai sht 
 an~tar i disa
 
organizatave nderkombetare ligjore dhe biznesi.
 

t 
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LINDA UELLS Cshte DrejtoreshC e PZHDT-s(. 
Para se te bChej
drejtoresha e pare e PZHDT-sn ne shkurt 1992, Zonja Uells ka qenE
Keshilltare e Lart! Tregtare e Korporates Private ts Investimeve
Jasht(e Amerikes, nj! agjenci e pavarur e qeverisL s? Shteteve tL
Bashkuara q6 financon dhe siguron investime private-amerikane p~r
ekonomitC ne 
zhvillim. Ne korporat!n e siperp~rmendu: Zonja Uells
ishte k~shilltare e agjencis6 dhe 
e klient~ve t6 saj p~r Q¢shtje'
ligjore t6 Evrop~s Qendrore dhe Lindore. Zonja Uells e ka marr
graden e saj shkencore per drejtesi m6 1983, nga 
 Shkolla e
Drejtesise ne Universitetin e Pensilvanise, 
ku ajo ishte
Redaktore Ekzekutive e Revist's s6 te Drejtes Nderkombetare t6
Biznesit. Ajo gjithashtu ka grade shkemcore n6 shkencat politike
nga Universiteti i Kalifornise Jugore.
 
Organizatoret deshirojne te shprehin vleresimin e tyre per
Liza B.Dikison, jurist6 ne. 
zyrat e IDEQL-se n6 Uashington D.C.,
Suzane B.Gerlin dhe Xheimns F.Pruskin, juriste prane PZHDT-se dhe
Greg Lusitanen, njeri prej jurist6 nderlidhes te IDEQL-s6 n6
Tirane, per ndihmen e tyre per zhvillimin, ndertimin dhe
organizimin e 
seminarit.
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NEGOCIATAT, STRUKTURIMI DHE DOKUMENTACIONI I NDERMARRJEVE
 
TE PERBASHKETA NDERKOMBETARE
 

PROGRAMI DHE ORARI I SEMINARIT
 
E MART - E PREMTE 
13-16 KORRIK 1993 

MINISTRIA E TREGTISE DHE E BASHKEPUNIMIT EKONOMIK ME JASHTE
 
TIRANE, SHQIPERI
 

DITA 1 
 E MARTE 
 13 KORRIK 1993 
 0930-1430
DITA 2 
 E MERKURE 
 14 KORRIK 1993 
 0930-1430
DITA 3 
 E ENJTE 
 15 KORRIK 1993 
 0930-1430
DITA 4 
 E PREMTE 
 16 KORRIK 1993 
 0930-1230
 

SHENIM 
 ME RASTIN E PERFUNDIMIT TE 
 SEMINARIT ORGANIZOHET NJE

PRITJE TE PREMTEN.
 

DITET 1-2
 
E MARTE - E MERKURE
 

SEANCA I 
 VESHTRIM I PERGJITHSHEM MBI NDERMARRJET E PERBASHKETA
 
NDERKOMBETARE


SEANCA II 
 BISEDIMET PER NDERMARRJEN E PERBASHKET
SEANCA III 
 STRUKTURIMI DHE DOKUMENTACIONI I NDERMARRJES SE
 
PERBASHKET.
 

DITET 3-4
 
E ENJTE - E PREMTE
 

SEANCA IV 
 FINANCIMI I NDERMARRJES SE PERBASHKET
SEANCA V 
 MANAXHIMI I NDERMARRJES SE PERBASHKET
SEANCA VI 
 ZGJIDHJA E MOSMARREVESHJEVE TE NDERMARRJES SE
 
PERBASHKET.
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NEGOCIATAT, STRUKTURIMI DHE DOKUMENTACIONI I NDERMARRJEVE TE
 
PERBASHKETA NDERKOMBETARE
 

SEANCA E PARE :VESHTRIM I PERGJITHSHEM MBI NDERMARRJET E

PERBASH-KETA NDERKOMBETARE
 

Prezantimi i sponsorizuesve dhe organizatoreve/drejtuesve
 
shkencore
 

* Qellimi dhe synimet 
e seminarli.
 

* 
Llojet e nd!rmarrjeve te pC~rbashketa nderkornbetare dhe
lidhieve te Tjera teS 
Bashkepunimit.
 

* Perkufizimi i ndermarrjes 
se perbashket.
 

* Ndermarrje t.e pi rbashketa me te drejta te barabarta. 
a Ndermarrjet e perbashketa me kontrate.
 

I Lioje t6 tjera lidhjesh bashkepunimi dhe aleancash
 
Strategjike.
 

* Zgjedhja 
e formes ligiore te ndermarrjes se perbashket dhe
 
formna ligjore e nderrnarresve te perbashket.
 

* Cilat jane alternativat ?
 

* 
Ndlkjrnj i ligjit shqiptar per kompanite.
 

* Si te, vendosim ?
 

* 
Perse ndermarrje t.e perbashket ?
 

a 
 Pikepamja e nje biznesmeni te huaj per ndermarrjet e
perbashketa nderkombjetare - eObjektivat investitorit 
te huaj.
 

* 
kepamja e partnerit te vendit prites/organizator inbi
ndermattjet e derinarrjet e perbashketa nderkombe
 
- Objectivat e partnerit ne vendin prites/organizator..
 

* 
Paraqitja e Studimit te Rastit-Shoqeria e kompleksit

blegtoral Durres.
 

* Diskutim i.lire 
- Pyetje dhe Pergjigje - Ushtriini inegociatave.
 

* 
 Percaktimi i objektivave te nderinarresve te perbashket
te Shoqerise se kompleksit blegtoral Durres.
 
Zgjedhja e formes ligjore te koinpanise se perbashket t 
' kompleksit blegtoral Durres dhe forma e organizimit te
ndermarresve te perbashket.
 

0 
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NEGOCIATAT, STRUKTURIMI DHE DOKUMETACIONI
 
I NDERMARRJEVE TE PERBASHKETA
 

SEANCA E DYTE 
 NEGOCIATAT PER.NDERMARRJEN E PERBASHKET
 

N Hapja e seances 

S Voshriin i pCrgjithshom p~r mnnyron e bisedimeve pLr nj@
ndermarrje te perbashkat.
 

[] Hyrje n@ artdn e bisedimeve tC biznesit. 

N Q(llimi i bisedimeve - Arrija tek "Po-ja" dhe krijimi i 
lidhieve "fitim-fitim". 

a Ndikimi i dallimeve kulturore nC bisedime. 

* Variante t! ndryshme. 

*] Varianti anglez-amerikan (common law).
 

[] Varianti evropian (edrejta civile).
 

* Nja variant shqiptar. 

R P(rgatija pLr bisedime
 

x StrategjitC dhe taktikat e bisedimeve.
 

Kush duhet Vi zhvillojC bisedimet.
 

[] Procesi i bisedimeve.
 

a Teknikat pCr rrug!dalje n 
rast ngecje tc bisedimeve. 

M Diskutim i lire - Pyetje dhe pCrgjigje - Ushtrimi i
 
bisedimeve
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"NEGOCIATAT, STRUKTURIMI DHE DOKUMENTACIONI I NDERMvARRJEVE
 
TE PERBASHKETA NDERKOMBETARE"
 

SEANCA E TRETE :STRUKTURIMI DHE HARTIMvI I DOKUMENTACIONIT TE
 
NDERMARRJES SE PERBASHKET
 

* Hapja e seances
 

* Veshtrim i p ?rgjithshem inbi dokumetacionin kryesor te,
nderrnarrjes si perbashki t.
 

* 
Permbajtja dhe q~llirni i dokurnentacionit baze.
 

* 
Perrnbajtja dhe qellirni i dokuinentacionit ndihnes.
 

*Veshtrirn i p !rgjithshem mbi Letrat e qelilit per InarreveshjE
 

* 	 Perrnbajtja dhe qe11imi i letrave te qellimit per

marreveshj e.
 

x 	 Paragrafet kryesore.
 

* 	 Vleresirnet ligjore.
 

x 	 Sa detyruese eshte,nje leter e qellimit per

marreveshj e. 

* Veshtrirn i pergjithshem nibi aktet kryesore te marreveshjes

* per ndermarrjen e perbashket.
 

0 
 Aktet per formimin e ndermarrjes se perbashket.
 

n 
 Aktet per financimin e ndermarrjes s( perbashket.
 

* 
Aktet per manaxhimin e ndermarrjes se-perbashket.
 

* Aktet per transferimin e pronesise dhe perfundimin e

ndermarrjes sC perbashket.
 

* 
Aktet per zgjidhjen e mosmarreveshjeve.
 

* Aktet te Liera tC ndryshne.
 

* Diskutim i lirC- - Pyetje dhe pergjigje - Ushtrimi i
bisedirneve.
 

* Percaktimi i dokumentacionit kryesor t6 nderrnarrjes 
s

perbashket per shoqC-rine e p~rbashket te kompleksit

blegtoral Durr~s dhe problemet n marr~veshjen p~r
ndermarrjen e perbashket te rastit nC5 analiz6.
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PLrcaktimi i qCshtjeve kryesore qC,duhet tC p(rfshihen
 
nCa nj6 let6r t6 q6llimit p6r marr(veshje p6r shoq(rin6
 
e p !rbashkCt t( kompleksit blegtoral DurrCSs.
 



NEGOCIATAT, STRUKTURIMI DHE DOKUMENTACIONI I NDERMARRJEVE
 

TE PERBASHKETA NDERKOMBETARE
 

SEANCA E KATERT :FINANCIMI I NDERMARRJES SE PERBASHKET
 

* Hapja e seanc(s
 

*Sigurimi 
 i aktiveve t.5 ndermarrjes sC-peerbashkCt.
 
0 
 P !r :far( 
aktivesh ka nevojC-ndC-rmarrja e pCrbashka?
 
a 
 Si do t.'i 
siguroJC5 ndLrrarrja e perbashkLt aktivet 
e
saj?
 

0 
 Nga kush do t'i siguroj( ndL~rmarrja e p~arbashkCt

aktivet?
 

M Si do te paguaje ndermarrja e perbashket aktivet e saj?

*Financimi 
 i nd(rmarrjes sC-pC~bashkit me kontribut n(


kapital.
 

a 
 Kontrjbuti me kapial fiillestar.
 

0 Kontributi 
me kapital shtese.
 

M Kontributi me kesh.
 

0 
 Kontributi me prone te patundshne.
 

x Kontributi me makineri, paisje dhe prone tjeter
personale materiale.
 

a 
 Kontributi jomaterial.
 

a Kontributi me shC-rbime.
 

n 
 Vleresimi/ lloogaritja e kontr.AI'utit kapital.
 
* 
Ndarja e kapitalit - QfarC= duhet te marr qdo nderrnarres i
perbashket si shperblim per kontributin ne ndermarrjen e
perbashket?
 

M Kiasat e aksioneve/ndarieve.
 

a Sa kiasa  nje, dy apo me shume?
 

Cfare lloj 
te dreitash dhe preferencash duhet te kete
qdo kiase.
 



0 

* Caktimi i aksioneve/pjeses per nderrnarresit e perbashkeC. 

* Si te vendosim ?
 

* 
Financimi i ndermarrjes s( perbashket me hua.
 

x 
 I-ma nga pale, te treta.
 

0 Hua nga ncdermarresit e perbashket.
 

* Politika e dividentit 
- financimi i ndermarrjes s !perbashket 
me te,ardhura te mbajtura.
 

M Cfare,shpresojne palet?
 

M Kush e ben poliiken e dividentit?
 

n Cilat jane mundesite? 

Ceshtje kontabiliteti.
 

U Percaktimi i fitimit dhe tC-hollave te-prftueshnE

per shperndarje. 

* Diskutim i lire - Pyetje dhe pergjigje - Ushtrimi ibisedirneve.
 

* 
 Percaktimi dhe liogaritja e kontributit te ndermarresve
te perbashket tCS shoqerise se kompleksit blegtoral

Durres.
 

* Vendosja e politikes se dividentit per ndermarrjen e
perbashket te shoqerise se kornpleksit blegtoral Durres.
 

/C
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NEGOCIATAT, STRUKTURIMI DHE DOKUMENTACIONI I NDERMARRJEVE
 

TE PERBASHKETA NDERKOMBETARE
 

SEANCA E PESTE : DREJTIMI/MANAXHIMI I NDERMARRJES SE PERBASHKET
 

* 
 Hapja e seances
 

* 	 Marrja 
e vendimeve - Si do te manaxhohet, drejtohet dhe
 
kontrollohet ndermarrja e perbashket?
 
M 	 Kush merr pjese ne marrjen e vendimeve.
 

* 
 Kush do t'i marre vendimet e perditshme?
 

R 	 Kush do te marre vendime vendimtare dhe te
 
jashtezakonshme.
 

* 
 Rolet dhe funksionet e keshillave te manaxhimit e
mbikqyrjes, asambleve, drejtoreve, punonjesve te
zyrave, punonjesve joekzekutive, bordeve, komiteteve
dhe revizoreve te jashtem.
 

a 
 Rregulli i shumices kundrejt te drejtave te pakices.
 

* 
 A duhet shumica te sundoje gjithmone?
 

* 
 Si mbrohen interesat.e ortakut ne ndermarrjen e

p~rbashket me te vogel.
 

n 
 Ndikimi i ligjit mbi shoqerine ne marrjen e
vendimeve.
 

0 
 Dy ose me shume klasa.
 

n 
 Te drejta te,veganta votimi.
 

n 	 Teknika te tjera.
 

Ceshtje dhe vendime kype qe kerkojne

unanimitet ose 
 shumice dernuese.
 

a 
 Teknikat per rrugedalje ne rast ngecje te
 
bisedimeve.
 

* 
 Diskutim i lire-Pyetje dhe pergjigje-Ushtrimi i bisedimeve.
 

0 
 Percaktimi dhe bisedimet per vendimet baze qC k~rkojnC
unanimitet ose shumice dermuese dhe vendim-marresit e
pershtatshem.
 

0 
 Ushtrime te tjera manaxhimi dhe kontrolli.
 



NEGOCIATAT, STRUKTURIMI DHE DOKUMENTACIONI I NDERMARRJEVE
 
TE PERBASHKETA NDERKOMBETARE
 

SEANCA E GJASHTE : ZGJIDHJA E MOSMARREVESHJEVE TE NDERMARRJES SE
 

PERBASHKET
 

* 	 Hapja e seances
 

* 	 RCndesia e zgjedhjes 
se ligjit dhe gjuh-s nC ndermarrjet e 
perbashkCta ndLrkombetare. 

a Veshtrim i pLrgjithshem mbi metodat dhe mekanizmat e 
zgjidhjes sL,,mosmarrCveshjeve. 

a Bisedimet. 
a Kalimi i ceshtjes n njC organ m tL lartC tL 

nd(rmarrjes se pirbashkat. 

x Nd(.mjet(simi (Pajtimi) 

* 	 Al-ernativa te tjera mbi mekanizmat e zgjidhjes se
 
mosmarr!veshjeve.
 

* 	 Paditja.
 

[] 	Arbitrimi kundrej paditjes.
 

0 Avantazhet e paditjes.
 

a Disavantazhet e paditjes.
 

a Avantazhet e arbitrimit.
 

m 	 Disavantazhet e arbitrimit.
 

* 	 Arbitrimi institucional dhe arbitrimi ad hoc.
 

0 
 P!rkufizimi i arbitrimit instituciona2.
 

0 Perkufizimi i arbitrimit ad hoc.
 

* Avantazhet dhe disavantazhet.
 

* 
 Vshtrim i pzrgjithshCm mbi institucionet dhe regjimet

nd(rkombCtare te arbitrimit.
 

0 
 Dhoma e TregtisC Ndrkomb!tare.
 

a 
 Shoqata Amerikane e Arbitrimit.
 

m Gjykata Londineze e Arbitrimit Nd~rkombetar.
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a Dhoma e Tregtis( nCS Stokholm. 

0 Iflstitucione tLS tjera arbtirimi. 

a Shoqata Italiane e Arbitrimit. 

a Rregullat e UNCITRAL-it mbi arbitrimin. 

Efekti ligje!risht i detyrueshim i vendimeve t6 arbitrirnit.
 

a Konventa e Nju Jorkut e vitit 1958 mbi njohjen dhe

zbatirin e detyruar t6 vendimeve t6 arbitrimit t6~ huaj.
 

*Sa p~rfundimtar Lisht( njC-vendim arbitrimi?
 

Si tC hartojm6 nj6 akt arbitrimi?
 

Diskutim i 1irCS-Pyetje dhe p~rgjigje-Ushtrimi i bisedimeve
 

a Qfar6 ligji/ligjesh ciuhet t6 zbatohen ose do te

zbatohen p~r shoq(rin6 e p~rbashk~t tC: kornpleksit

blegtora. Durr~s?
 

* Si dhe ku duhet t6 zgjidhen n6 tC-ardhxnen
 
mosmarre5veshjet ne shoq !rin6 e p~rbashk !tt6
 
kompleksit blegtora Durr !s.
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"HOW TO NEGOTIATE, STRUCTURE AND DOCUMENT 
INTERNATIONAL JOINT VENTURES" 

A TRAINING SEMINAR AND WORKSHOP
 
SPONSORED BY
 

THE AMERICAN BAR ASSOCIATION
 
CENTRAL AND EAST EUROPEAN LAW INITIATIVE
 

AND
 
THE UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
 

COMMERCIAL LAW DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM
 

TIRANA, ALBANIA 
13-16 JULY, 1993 

IL.TING OF HANDOUTS ACCOMPANYING COURSE OUTLINE 

1. 	 Introduction to the Workshop and the Durres Battery Company Case Study 

2. 	 Case Study Materials: (a) Introduction to Durres Battery Company Case Study; (b)
Text of Letter from Albama State Battery Enterprise to Ban SLI Battery Company
dated 12 July 1993; (c) Durres Battery Company Case Study Proposed Joint Venture 
Contract and Statute of Dmres Battery Company; (d) Durres Battery Company 
Case Study Description of the Case 

3. 	 Documenting the Joint Venture - Outline of Basic and Ancillary Joint Venture 

Docnnts 

4. 	 Sample Letters of Intent and Overview of Joint Venture Agreement Clauses 

5. 	 A Primer on Reviewing and Drafting Joint Venture Documents: (a) Ten Goals of 
a Joint Venture Document or Clause; and (b) Checklist of 25 Preliminary Questions 
to Ask Yourself When Reviewing or Drafting a Joint Venture Document or Clause 

6. 	 Key Decisions Requiring Unanimity or Special Majority 

7. 	 How to Draft an Arbitration Clause 



HANDOUT 1 
INTRODUCTION TO THE WORKSHOP 

AND 
THE DURRES BATTERY COMPANY CASE STUDY 

@A. David Meyer 
ABA CEELI/ CLDP FACULTY 

INTERNATIONAL JOINT VENTURE WORKSHOP
 
TIRANA, ALBANIA
 

13-16 JULY 1993 

INTRODUCTION TO THE ART OF NEGOTIATING, STRUCTURING AND 
DOCUMENTING INTERNATIONAL JOINT VENTURES 

An attorney or government official who is called on to negotiate, structure, document or
review a proposed international joint venture is faced with a formidable task. While other
international business transactions may follow typical commercial patterns familiar to all
concerned parties, the "typical" international joint venture is unique. The busines and legal
considerations and issues that must be identified, analyzed, understood, negotiated and
documented will always be unique because the parties to the venture, their individual and
mutual objectives, the bmsiness purposes of the venture, the resources available to the 
venture, and its political, geographic, economic, social, cultural and legal contexts always
present a set of unique circunstances. Unique challenges invariably accompany unique
circumstances. When confronted with unique cunutances, the paramonmmt challenge faced
by the venturers and their advisors is to accommodate and manage this diversity and craft 
buines and legal relationships that enhance the ability of the venturers to realize their 
objectives over the duration of the venture. 

One part of this process of crafting appropriate business and legal relationships between 
or among the joint venturers is the creation of a set of joint venture documents that 
promote the interests of the venturers. Although the challenges are always unique, it is
pomible to identify categories of considerations and issues commouly ecountered in joint
ventures suds as those related to the most appropriate legal, capital and management
structures for the venture. The art of crafting an appropriate set ofjoint venture documents
lies in the ability to focus on these and other categories and subcategories of conuderations 
and issues and create structures, mechanisms and solutions that take into account the 
Lmique bminess and legal circunmtances of the venturem 

The purpose of this workshop is to introduce the attorney or governmental official who has
had little or no experience with international joint ventures to the art of negotiating,
structuring and dormmenting joint ventures. At best, it is only an introduction to the
subject, but an introduction intended to leave the participant with a foundation on which 
to build through further trining, reading and actual experience. 

Welcome to the workshop and the world of inlerntional joint ventures! 

We look forward to your active partiapation. 
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NJOtH.JE FILLE STARE rlE SEll INARI
 

['HE
 
'SHEMBEULL IN 1HAG.iINAFR TE SHOQERISE SE F'F{DHIUIIIT T.E E;ATEPIYE
 

DURFRPES
 
T A ["DAVID HEYER
 

FAKU LTETI ADA CEELI / CLDP
 
SErINAR NO~ NL'EPHIAFJET E HUIAJA TE F'ERBASHIL.,ETA
 

T IP R./ E, -SHQIIPER I
 
17 K'I'FF:RIIK I ID9 7
-6 

N.JO;U'E LIE APT IN E NEG6IDiiITl , S.'TPUKTUR IllIT ['HE DIKUMiENT I ri T TE 
NDERMARJEVE TE HUiA,.iA TE PERBASHK.ETA. 

.Avc'kati ose perfaqec-ue-si zyrtar i k-,erkUar per te riegOCiUar, qtruktUruar, 
dc'kurrnenruar apo per te ri shi kuar nj1e nderrnarij e huaj1 e perbashket 
ndeshet m-e n e dety~re 1.eper te ve:.:htire per W r-eal izour .Nderkc'he qe 
trnai, ~ks io riet e t. :'riesit rderr: c t Iar -niunil tu permibaber tr'odel eve 
treqetare Oipike te n' chura rnpa to gi itha palet , rnderrrarla e hual e 
perbashket" tike eshtc uni ke ne 1loji n e vet .Faktoret 'The ceshtjet 
Perkatesi slt 1ig lore The te bizne-si t te cilat duherI-ti fderiitifilkuar, 

ariaZ k'uptuLar2t ' dhe J0 ;]n te jernie~U dr . ne gC!i:i IU3! louetua i3gj 1thmcnne do 

unlike sepse palet rndernarese .olbjektivat vetjake dhe to perbashketa
 
qellirnet afdr-iste te rderrrarjes ,burirriet tie dispijziciori te
 
ride rmrarles, s.:i dh e kUadri sal pofk , g ec'cira fi , ekozc'rAk ,:socia
: 

kul tur-'r 'The Iig joi qji thmorie perfau~s:ir Wie teres! rrthariash uriike. 
Sfidat urnike vuhdilid n1s ht shc'qc r': 1re rre th anratI 1K meuri 1<e uAr ndesh en 
rrethana mnike Vfida me suprem-e tiga ana e paleve ndermarese dhe 
kesh'illtareve te tyre La te NJel me perputhjeri dhe pershtatlen e keti 1 
diversitet! si dhe mi'en'reri se s! mund te real izohier ime komupetence 
rrardheriiet e biznesit dhe ato ligjore te cilet Frisiri aftesiee e 
paleve ri'errnarese per te realizuar objektival. e tyre g_1ate periudhes 
se veprnitarlse se ndermarjes 

Nie pje se e prc'cesit te realizirrit me kompetence te rrardhonieve te 
pershtateshme tc biznesit dhe atyre ligjore midis ose perbren'ia paleve 
ie nidermnarjen e perbashket eshte krilim e dokumientacionit to tiderrnarjes 

http:HUiA,.iA
http:NJOtH.JE
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se per-bash-ket te cilat nxisiri iinteresat 'e paleve nderrrirese .Ndones;e
sfidat .clittirrone erie uni ke eshte an~undur te identi fi kchenl

kaiteqcorite e faktcoreve dhe cesht Ieve ,te 
 cilat ndesher, rendotrne neniermarjeIt e perbashI-keta . sic ja.ne atci le Ii dhen tie stauk urattome te
perE;Uta~teshnire 1igjcre .,te Rapitalit dhe drejtimit per riderrnarjeri.
Arti i realizimit tome kwrnpetence te dokurrientiacionit te pershtatshern
per ndermarj er- eperbashket qeridron ne aftesirie per tu perqendruar
tie ket'j kateqc'ri dhie rienkategori te tjera te faktijreve ilbe ces-.:-ht levesi 'The per te kri jucar struktura , rrekanomarr dhe zg 1idhj C te Cild

rnarrin paFiasysh rretha;5t 
 unike te bizniesit si dhe ato ligjore te 
paleve nderm'arese. 

CQellirrii i keti 1serrinrari eshte rijchja e avokatit apo perfaqeSujesit
z'rta r ,icili A~ patir pak ose aspak pervoje tie ndermrarjet e huajate pert'ashketa , me art in e negocdijitiit ,strl.tUri mit 'The dok.Umeriti mit
te ridermarjeve te perbasiketa .Ne rastin moe te mire , kijo per-bet)
veterr rile ni1-oh ]8 me temren , e C:]la simon te krij1oje be zen dhetheme] in trbi . ci bet , pj eseniaepit per-me'.ka iiiti e u-~dhe perviies sa rnetejshr-ie ,dci te formc'hen 

Nireserdhet ne semrinar dhe ne tioten e riderrrarj eve te hluaja te
perbashketa! 

r'irepresit-1 piesernart-f en tual aktive 

http:per-me'.ka
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HANDOUT 2 
INTRODUCTION TO DURRES BATTERY COMPANY CASE STUDY 

@A. David Meyer
 
ABA CEELI/ CLDP FACULTY
 

INTERNATIONAL JOB T VENTURE WORKSHOP
 
TIRANA, -,BANIA
 

13-16 JULY 1993
 

INTRODUCTION TO THE CASE STUDY 

The Durres Battery Company Case Study will be referred to, analyzed, discussed and 
negotiated throughout the workshop by the Faculty and workshop participants. Although 
the facts and the participants are entirely fictional and are not based on any actual joint 
venture or persons in Albania, Italy or any other country, this fictional joint venture is 
intended to provide a common background set of circutaces that afford the Faculty and 
workshop participants the opportunity to practice the art of negotiating, structuring and 
documenting an international joint venture. 

Workshop participants should review the following Case Study documents in addition to 
those handed out during the workshop sessions: 

1. 	 Letter dated 12 July 1993 from fir G., Manager of Albania State Battery Enterprise 
("Al-Bat"), to Mrs. Maria A., Director of Bari SLI Battery Company ("Bari-Bat"). 

2. 	 Proposed Joint Venture Contract and Statute of Durres Battery Company prepared 
by a friend of Bir G. in the Ministry. 

3. 	 Durres Battery Company Case Study - Description of the Case. 

4. 	 A Primer on Review~ig and Drafting Joint Venture Documents that includes: 

0 Ten (10)Goals of a Joint Venture Document or Clause 

0 Checklist of Twenty Five (25) Preliminary Questions to Ask Yourself 
When Reviewing or Drafting a Joint Venture Document or Clause 

During the workshop, the Faculty and the participants will explore the following topics: 

1. 	 Assume you are a Lawyer for the Italian Venturer, Bari-Bat. 

Should Mm. A. Sign the Proposed Joint Venture Contract and Statute of 
Durres Battery Company on 16 July 1993 as Requested by Dir G.? 

2. 	 Assume you are a Lawyer for Al-Bat. 



Should fir G. be Authorized by the Management of Al-Bat to Sign the 
Proposed Joint Venture Contract and Statute of Durres Battery Company on 
16 July 19937 

3. 	 Assume you are a Government Lawyer or Ministry Official in the Ministry Charged
With the Responsibility of Authorizng Joint Ventures With Foreign Investors. 

Should the Ministry Approve the Proposed Joint Venture Contract and 
Statute ofDurres Battery Company and Grant an Authorization on or Before 
16 July 1993? 

GENERAL DISCUSSION QUESTIONS 

1. 	 What are the Alternatives Available to Bari-Bat, Al-Bat and the Ministry? 

2. 	 What are Your Specific Recommendations? 

3. 	 What are the Problems, Issues and Other Considerations That Influence Your 
Recommendations? 

4. 	 Does the Proposed Joint Venture Contract and Statute of Durres Battery Company
Satisfy the Ten (10) Goals of a Joint Document or Clause? 



DURRES BAITERY COMPANY CASE STUDY
 

@A. David Meyer
 
ABA CEELI/ CLDP FACULTY
 

INTERNATIONAL JOINT VENTURE WORKSHOP
 
T]RANA, ALBANIA
 

13-16 JULY 1993
 

TEXT OF LETTER FROM ALBANIA STATE BATTERY ENTERPRISE TO BARI SLI 
BATTERY COMPANY DATED 12 JULY 1993 

12 July 1993 

Mrs. Maria A. 
Director 
Bari SLI Battery Company 
Hotel Tirana, Suite 1100 
Tirana, Albania 

Dear Mrs. A.: 

I am pleased that you enjoyed your day in Durres. On your next trip, I hope you have 
more time to visit with your grandmother's relatives and enjoy the sea and the beach. 

I was even more pleased to bear that you like our factory site and want to form a joint 
venture with us. Our equipment may be old, but we have land, buildings, workers and the 
location you need. Durres is ideal for your plans. With your modem equipment, 
technology and capital, I am sure we will make large profits from the beginning once we 
increase our production rate to 3000 batteries a day. 

I had a friend in the Ministry prepare a standard form of joint venture agreement for us. 
It is based on another joint venture that was approved last year by the Ministry so we 
should have no problem. Officials here in Durres and Tirana are anxious to announce and 
celebrate the formation of our joint venture at a special ceremony in your honor on Friday, 
16 July 1993, in the Hotel Dajti at 1400. Everyone important to our success will be there 
as well as the local television station and newspaper reporters. A reception will follow the 
official signing and inauguration of our joint venture. 

For political, economic and social reasons, it is important to sign a joint venture contract 
before you return to Italy on Saturday. Our workers are unhappy about the workers we 
dismissed last month and are concerned we may shut down the factory. I cannot buy any 
more lead, battery cases, or other raw materials from abroad without more credit and may 
not be able to pay my workers next month. If there is any delay, I must sign a joint venture 
agreement with the German battery company that was here in June. Its representatives 
want to return to Tirana and Durres on 22 July 1993 and sign a binding letter of intent. 



At the ceremony, we have the opportunity to talk to the right people about the exclusive 
battery contract you want with the government. I have already discussed this matter with 
several people in the government and they support your idea of requiring all government
agencies to buy only "Made in Albania" batteries for their cars and trucks. They also 
support your son Carlo's proposal for duties on imported batteries including those already
installed in cars and trucks being imported into the country. His goal of installing "Made 
in Albania" batteries in each car and truck brought into the country is excellent. 

Please excuse the fact that the enclosed joint venture contract is in English. The official 
Albanian version is being typed and will be ready on Friday. When you return to Italy,
please have the English copy translated into Italian and send me a signed copy. If any
changes need to be made in our signed contract, we will have time to do that after you 
return to Italy. You will have our full cooperation. 

lir G. 
Manager, Albania State 
Battery Enterprise 

On Friday, could we also discss the monthly consulting fee for my services that I 
propsed? 



DURRES BATTERY COMPANY CASE STUDY
 
PROPOSED JOINT VENTURE CONTRACT
 

AND
 
STATUTE OF DURRES BATTERY COMPANY
 

6A. David Meyer
 
ABA CEELI/ CLDP FACULTY
 

INTERNATIONAL JOINT VENTURE WORKSHOP
 
TIRANA, ALBANIA
 

13-16 JULY 1993
 

CAVEAT: This joint venture agreement was developed for teaching purposes only. IT IS 
INCOMPLETE AND CONTAINS NUMEROUS ERRORS AND OMISSIONS. It does not 
contain any model or recommended clauses. UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES SHOULD 
THIS FORM BE USED IN WHOLE OR IN PART FOR ANY ACTUAL JOINT 
VENTURE.
 

The following is the text of the proposed Joint Venture Contract and Statute of Durres 
Battery Company delivered with the 12 July 1993 letter from ilir G. of Albania State 
Battery Enterprise to Maria A. of Bari SLI Battery Company: 

JOINT VENTURE CONTRACT
 
AND STATUTE OF
 

DURRES BATTERY COMPANY
 

1. Albania State Battery Enterprise (hereinafler referred to as the "Albanian 
Partner"), legal person, registered in Durres, Albania, acting in compliance with Albanian 
legislation, represented by Mr. Dir G., Manager, Albanian citizen, and 

2. Bari SLI Battery Company (hereinafter referred to as the "Italian Partner")
legal person, registered in Bari, Italy, acting in compliance with Italian legislation,
represented by Mrs. Maria A., Director, Italian citizen, have agreed to the followinp. 

ARTICLE 1 

FORMATION OF JOINT VENTURE 

The parties hereby found an Albanian-Italian joint venture. 

ARTICLE 2 
NAME AND HEAD OFFICE 

The legal name of the joint venture is "Durres Battery Company." 



The bead office of thejoint venture will be in either Durres or Tirana as determined 
by mutual agreement of the parties. 

ARTICLE 3
 
LEGAL PERSONALiTY
 

The joint venture will be an Albanian legal person and will have all the rights and
privileges granted to legal persons and foreign companies under Albanian law. 

ARTICLE 4 
DURATION 

The duration of this contract is twenty five (25) years with the right to be continued 
for twenty-five (25) more years. 

ARTICLE 5 

PURPOSE
 

The joint venture has the following main objectives: 

A. The manufacture and sale of batteries in Mbania and other countries. 

B. The joint venture may exercise every commercial and financial activity not 
prohibited by either Albanian or Italian law. 

ARTICLE 6
 
MANAGEMENT
 

A. The initial Management of the joint venture will conist of five (5)members.
Each partner shall appoint two (2) members of the Managemet and these two (2) members 
shall appoint the fifth (5th) member of the Management. 

B. The activities of the joint venture will be managed by tk Managemet of the
joint venture in compliance with the present contract and Albanian and Italian law. 

ARTICLE 7
 
CAPITAL CONTRIBUTIONS
 

A. The initial capital of the joint venture will consist of the minimum amount of
capital required by Albanian law. Each partner shall contribute one half of this amount 
in cash. 

B. After registration of the joint venture, the Albanian Partner will contribute
its land, buildings, machinery and equipment, other tangible personal property and 
consulting and supervisory services to the joint venture. 



C. After registration of the joint venture, the Italian Partner will contribute 
battery manufacturing machinery and equipment, technology, raw materials, cash and 
credits, and technical and management services to the joint venture. 

D. The evaluation of contributions "in kind" shall be made on the bass of 
Albanian legislation and the joint agreement of the partners. 

E. Contributions of Albanian land and buildings shall be free and clear of 
mortgages and other liens. 

ARTICLE 8
 
GOVERNMENT APPROVALS
 

The joint venture will start its activities following receipt of written approval from 
the Government of Albania authorizing and approving all of the terms and conditions of 
the joint venture. 

ARTICLE 9
 
DIVISION OF PROFTFS
 

A. The profits of the joint venture will result after the deduction from the total 
annual trade volume ofall obligations linked with its activity including expenditures for raw 
materials, upplies, wages, salaries, purchases of equipment, investments, anmortizations, 
reserves, funds, taxes and other financial expenditures. 

B. The partners shall participate in the profits or losse of the joint venture 
according to the percentage of their participation in the capital of the joint venture. 

ARTICLE 10
 
SHARES
 

All shares of the joint venture will be registered and negotiable only between the 
partners unless the partners otherwise mutually agree. 

Each share shall be entitled to one (1)vote on all matters related te,the activities of 
the joint venture. 

ARTICLE 11
 
EMPLOYEES
 

The partners agree that labor matters related to the employment ofworkers will be 
treated by the joint venture nrith individual contracts with each worker. 

The joint venture shall not be required to recognize any labor council or union of 
workers employed by the Albanian Partner or by the joint venture. 



---

ARTICLE 12 
TERMINATION 

When the venture stops its activity it shall distribute to the partners the remaining
part of the capital and income of the venture according to their percentage of participation
in the capital of the joint venture after it has paid all existing obligations. 

In Windcontributions shall be returned to the partner who contributed them to the 
joint venture. 

ARTICLE 13 
PROTECTION OF FOREIGN INVESTMENT 

A. The investment of the foreign investor in the joint venture shall be protected
by the Albanian state according to the Foreign Investment Act. 

B. The share of the profits of the foreign investor can be freely transferred 
abroad in foreign currency after eventual taxes are paid on the basis of Albanian legislation
except that the profits of the joint venture shall not be subject to any taxes during the first 
five years of operations of the joint venture. 

C. In case of privatization of the business of the Albanian Partner after signing
this contract, this contract continues existing and the Italian Partner has priority for the 
purchase of the business and assets of the Albanian Partner. 

D. Upon approval of this contract, the Albanian Partner will continue existing 
as a legal entity. Its commercial activities and assets and employees however will be 
absorbed by the joint venture. 

E. The joint venture will not be responsible for and will not recognize any
financial obligations to the National Bank of Albania or any other bank or institution for 
any of the debts of the Albanian Partner prior to the creation of this joint venture. 

ARTICLE 14
 
ARBITRATION
 

The parties are pledged to collaborate and be guided by good will in realizing the 
object of this contract. 

In case there is a need for arbitration to settle any di t related to the
interpretation or validity of this contract, it will be held and decided in the International 
Court of Arbitration in Paris in accordance with French law and the procedures of the 
International Centre for the Settlement of Investment Disputes (ICSID). 



Each partner shall appoint one arbitrator and the two arbitrators shall appoint a 
third arbitrator and the decision of the three (3) arbitrators shall not be subject to 
challenge or appeal. 

ARTICLE 15
 
ENTIRE AGREEMENT
 

This contract constitutes the entire agreement of the parties regarding the joint 
venture and supersedes all other agreements, understandings and representations. 

ARTICLE 16
 
LANGUAGE
 

This contract has been drafted in the Albanian and Italian languages, which bear 
equal validity in the interpretation and implementation of this contract. 

ARTICLE 17
 
OTHER MATTERS
 

All other matters not covered by this contract shall be decided by mutual agreement 
of the parties or by applicable law. 

BirG. Maria A. 

July, 1993 July, 1993 
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OVERVIEW 

Albania State Battery Enterprise ("Al-Bat"), located in Durres, Albania, and Bari SLI 
Battery Company ("Bari-Bat"), located in Bari, Italy, desire to form a joint venture for the 
production of automotive and possibly other kinds of starting, lighting and ignition ("SLI")
lead acid batteries in Durres, Albania. During the last twelve (12) months, Maria A.,
Director of Bari-Bat, visited Al-Bat on five (5) separate occasions and also toured the 
country from north to south. In addition to meeting with lir G., Manager ofAl-Bat, Maria 
A. met with government officials in Durres and Tirana who encouraged her to invest in 
Albania. 

On 8 July 1993, Maria A. met with fir G. in Durres and agreed in principle to proceed
with the formation of a joint venture. Al-Bat will provide its land, buildings, and battery
manufacturing machinery and equipment to the joint venture and will asmit Bari-Bat with 
government approvals, incentives and other matters related to the organization and start 
up of the joint venture in Albania. Bari-Bat will contribute battery manufacturing 
equipment presently being used to manufacture SLI batteries in Bari. In addition, Bari-Bat 
will provide cash, credits, raw materials, technology, and technical and management services 
to the joint venture. The joint venture will be operated with both Albanian and Italian 
employees. Maria A. told fir G. that she wants him to work for the joint venture. 

After their meeting on 8 July 1993, Ilir G. communicated the good news to several 
government officals in Durres and Tirana. They quickly scheduled a ceremony for 16 July
1993 to announce the formation of the joint venture. nir also met with a non-lawyer friend 
of his in the Ministry and asked him to prepare a standard form ofjoint venture contract. 
ir'sfriend found a form of joint venture contract and statute in one of the Ministry's files 

and over the weekend prepared a proposed Joint Venture Contract and Statute of Durres 
Battery Company. Bir read through the proposed contract on Monday, 12 July 1993, and 
immediately delivered it to Maria A. along with a letter informing Maria A. of the 
ceremony scheduled for 16 July 1993 to announce the formation of the joint venture. Upon
receipt of 11ir's letter and the proposed contract, Maria A. called her son, Carlo, in Baril. 
Due to the urgency of the situation, Carlo contacted the company's attorney, Mario B., and 
informed his mother that they would arrive in Tirana the following morning. 

The time is now 1030 on 13 July 1993 and Maria A., Carlo A., and Mario B. are having
coffee in the Hotel Tirana and discussing the proposed joint venture. Maria A. has just 
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asked Carlo and Mario what they think of the proposed joint venture contract and Ilir's 
letter. She asked them, "Is there any reason why I should not go ahead and sign the 
contract at the ceremony on Friday?" 

At the same time, flir and other members of the management of Al-Bat are meeting vith 
several government officials at the Ministry. There are two lawyers present at this meeting. 
One is Mak K., a lawyer who works in the Ministry, and the second is Kako P., a private 
lawyer born in Durres who has been asked to advise Al-Bat. The consensus is that a joint 
venture with Bari-Bat is desirable, but some of those present at the meeting have questioned 
whether the joint venture contract needs to be changed to comply with Albanian law and 
protect the interests of Al-Bat and the Republic of Albania. 

FACTS ABOUT AL-BAT 

1. Al-Bat is a state enterprise with no private owners. Although discussions have been 
held regarding "privatization" of Al-Bat, nothing has progressed beyond the stage of 
discussions. Some of the employees of AI-Bat recently petitioned the government for 
financial assistance to AI-Bat and demanded that at least part of the ownership of Al-Bat 
be given to them. They contend that they must have a voice in the future of Al-Bat in order 
to protect their jobs. 

2. Al-Bat is still producing SLI batteries for automobiles and trucks, but is faced with 
severe production and financial problems. Production has fallen to less than 500 batteries 
a day. Al-Bat's equipment is over 20 years old and is based on obsolete Russian technology. 
Due to its rapidly deteriorating financial condition, Al-Bat is experiencing difficulty in 
obtaining essential raw materials such as lead, battery cases, and sulfuric acid. Even if 
funds are obtained for raw materials, there are no significant opportunities in foreign 
markets for A-Bat's batteries because they cannot match the quality of other batteries 
available in the marketplace. In order to survive, Al-Bat must obtain more modern 
technology and equipment. 

3. Al-Bat is having difficulty paying its remaining 100 employees even though it just 
reduced the number of workers from 175 to 100. Ilir G. has done his best to keep his most 
highly skilled workers, many of whom have chemical, mechanical or electrical backgrounds. 
Although Al-Bat's workers are technically skilled and well educated, its management and 
workers have little or no experience working and competing in a global narket economy. 

4. Al-Bat's battery manufacturing equipment is functioning, but is in need of repairs. 
Repairs are becomin, more difficult because of a shortage of spare parts. H Al-Bat stops 
operatins and is liquidated, there is no market for its equipment due to its age and 
obsolescnce. No buyer would pay more than the "scrap value" of the equipment. Although 
it is difficult to estimate the value of this equipment, the consensus is that the scrap value 
does not exceed US$200,000. 
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S. Al-Bat has four (4) large buildings located on its property. Each building has
approximately 4,000 square meters of useable space. Only one of the buildings is presently
used foir battery manufacturing operations. This building also has offices for management
and administrative personnel. Two of the other buildings are vacant and the remaining
building is used for storage of vehicles and equipment. Although the buildings are in need 
of some repairs, they are functional and structurally sound. 

6. Al-Bat has app*.!;ximately 60 hectares of land divided into three (3) tracts. Battery
manufacturing operations are conducted on approximately fifteen (15) hectares. To the
north of the battery site are another fifteen (15) hectares. A secondary lead smelter was 
formerly operated on this site, but operations stopped several years ago and the smelting
equipment was dismantled and moved from the site. The remaining thirty (30) hectares lies 
to the south of the battery manufactunng site. This tract is undeveloped and includes land
that adjoins the sea. Workers and their families often go there to relax, swim and enjoy the 
pristine beach and natural beauty that surrounds them. 

The former secondary lead smelter site is polluted with lead, mercury, cadmium, and
arsenic that resulted from the collection and breaking of old, junk batteries and from the
disposal of slag and other wastes. The extent of the pollution is unknown. There is some risk 
that this pollution could affect the groundwater in tlw area. 

The battery manufacturing site may have some relatively high levels of lead in the
soil at isolated locations, but these levels are not likely to pose any immediate threat to 
human health or the environment. 

The undeveloped site to the south is believed to be protected from this pollution by 
natural barriers and its distance from the operations of the battery plant. 

FACTS ABOUT BARI-BAT 

1. Bari-Bat is a newly formed subsidiary of Bari Battery International, a large Italian
battery company founded by Maria A.'s deceased husband. Bari-Bat was formed with the
minimum amount of capital allowed by Italian law. It was created for the sole purpose of
entering into a possible joint venture in Eastern Europe. Bari Battery International will
contribute additional capital to Bari-Bat in order to enable Bari-Bat to make its required
capital contributions to the joint venture. 

2. Maria A. and her three (3) children, Anna, Carlo and Dominic, own Bari Battery
International. Maria owns forty-nine percent (49%) of the company and Anna, Carlo and 
Dominic own seventeen percent (17%) each. Only Maria A. and Carlo are active in the 
business. Anna is a professor of history and Dominic is an author of fiction and poetry. 

3. Maria A. is 65 years old and plans to retire within the next year. She has
successfully managed Bari Battery International since the death of her husband ten (10) 
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years ago, but is nearly ready to allow Carlo, age 44, to take over complete mnagement 
of the business. Maria A. first wants to see the Durres Battery Company joint venture 
formed and commence operations. She has a special interest in this project because her 
mother's mother was born near Durres and she remembers with fondness the stories that 
her grandmother told of her life and family in Albania. On a recent trip to Albania, Maria 
A. discovered that two (2) of her distant cousins live in Durres and work for AI-Bat. 

4. Another reason why Maria A. has not retired sooner is that she has some 
reservations about Carlo's management style. Although Carlo knows the battery business 
as well as anyone in the industry, Maria A. has received some complaints from employees, 
competitors, suppliers, and customers that Carlo can be abrasive and even ruthless at times. 
Maria A. has been a benevolent employer as was her husband. She has always taken a 
special interest in the company's employees and in the communities where the company's
plants are located. Long before his death, Maria's husband created a special foundation that 
receives contributions each year from the profits of Bari Battery International. This 
foundation supports several charities and provides scholarships and other needed financial 
assistance to the company's workers and their families. 

S. Carlo is aware of the rumors about him, but dismisses them as unfair. He believes 
that Bari Battery International must change the way it does business in order to survive 
and prosper in a global economy. Carlo contends that the company must reduce the number 
of its employees, curtail wage increases, reduce benefits to workers, and enter into strategic 
alliances in Italy and abroad. He believes that survival must he the primary objective of 
Bari Battery International and that sustained profitability is the key to survival and jobs 
for the company's workers. 

6. Although Maria A. allows Carlo to make nearly all strategic and day to day
decisions, Carlo has heard from his sister and brother that if he does not negotiate a "fair" 
joint venture with Al-Bat, his mother intends to offer the entire business for sale to a large
German competitor. Carlo is opposed to an immediate sale to the Germans, but knows that 
his sister and brother will support their mother. 

7. Bari Battery International is facing several new problems in the 1990's. The battery 
market in Italy and Western Europe has matured. Competition has dramatically increased 
and profit margins have eroded. The SLI battery market has been growing at less than two 
percent (2%) a year and -,ampetitorsare fighting each other for larger shares of a less 
profitable pie. 

8. Bari Battery International also has special problems in Bari, Italy. The company 
operates an old, secondary lead smelter in Bari that supplies recycled lead to its three (3)
battery plants. The smelter will require large amounts of capital within the next three (3) 
to five (5) years. Pollution regulations have become more stringent in the European 
Community and Italy is followirg the lead of other EC countries in focusing leadon 
smelters. The smelter must be reengineered and equipped with very expensive smelting and 
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pollution control equipment. Carlo knows that it may be difficult to renew the company's
environmental permits even if it installs new pollution control technology. The smelter is 
on too small a tract of land and is located too dose to schools, a church and a residential
neighborhood. Furthermore, it has become more difficult and expensive for the company
to secure old, lead acid batteries and other lead scrap for its smelter. The company's
environmental, engineering and financial consultants have recommended that the smelter 
be dosed down or relocated. 

9. Bari Battery International's only battery plant in Bari has the oldest manufacturing
equipment of its three (3) plants and has higher costs of production than its other two (2)
plants. The equipment in Bari is eight (8) years old. This equipment is well maintained,
"like new," and capable of producing 4,000 or more batteries per day, but is too labor 
intensive in today's marketplace and significantly less efficient than the equipment in the
company's other plants. Although the replacement value of the equipment in Bari is high,
Carlo knows that there are few buyers for equipment this old. Carlo doubts whether the 
company could the sell the equipment easily and believes that the company would be
fortunate if it could realize the equiv.alwt of US$2,000,000 if and when a willing buyer is
found. The original US$6,000,000 cost of the equipment has been fully depreciated. 

10. The company's other plants have state of the art, microprocessor-controlled
equipment that equals or exceeds any in the industry. Bari has one patent on part of its
battery grid casting equipment and has a patent pending on a process for an advanced type
of maintenance free lead acid battery. In addition, Bari has developed computer programs
that monitor and control its state of the art equipment in these two (2) modern plants. The 
company's technology and trade secrets include product specifications, manufacturing and
operating procedures, design data, performance specifications, test procedures, and quality
control parameters. 

11. Bari Battery International is considering three (3) options: (a)Sell the equipment in
Bari and borrow the equivalent of US$12,000,000 to completely reequip the plant in Bai 
with state of the art battery manufacturing equipment; (b) Close the plant in Bari either
temporarily or permanently, sell the equipment, and wait for market conditions to improve
before considering whether to reopen and reequip the plant; or (c) Relocate the plant to 
Albania or some other Eastern European country. 

12. Carlo has recently developed the following tentative outline of a proposed strategic plan
for Bai Battery International and Bari-Bat: 

A. Prevent Bari's German competitor from concluding a letter of intent with Al-Bat. 
Proceed with the formation of a joint venture between Bad-Bat and AI-Bat and contribute 
the battery manufacturing equipment in Bad to the joint venture. Value this capital
contribution as dose as possible to US$5,00000. 

B. Immediately reduce the number of workers in Durres from 100 to 70. Offer the 
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workers in Bari the opportunity to work in Durres and fill the remaining jobs with some 
of the present workers employed by Al-Bat. 

C. 	 Close the plant in Durres for approximately 60 days, install the equipment from 
Bari, repair and utilize part of AI-Bat's lead melting and lead oxide equipment, resume 
operations, and within six (6) months, reach a daily production level of 4,000 batteries per 
day, and sell the output in Albania, Italy and elsewhere at an average selling price of 
US$30.00 to US$35.00 per battery. 

D. 	 Sell raw materials to Bari-Bat from the following sources: 

1. 	 Recycled lead from Bari Battery International's secondary lead smelter 
subsidiary in Bari; and 

2. 	 Battery cases from Bari Battery International's affiliated plastic company. 

E. 	 Lend Durres Battery Company sufficient working capital for raw materials and 
other operating expenses, charge the maximum interest rate allowed by law, and secure 
repayment of this loan prior to distributing any profits of the joint venture. 

F. Obtain long term governmental contracts to supply all central, district and local 
government agencies in Albania with "Made in Albania" batteries. 

G. Obtain protective legislation that imposes duties on batteries brought into Albania 
from Greece, Turkey and other countries. 

IL Obtain favorable legislation that excludes any form of taxes or duties on raw 
materials or equipment imported by Durres Battery Company. 

L Obtain relief from income taxes on profits earned by Durres Battery Company and 
dividends distributed to Bari-Bat. 

J. 	 Maintain control over the business of Durres Battery Company including control 
over purchasing, operations, employees, pricing, sales, dividends and other strategic and day 
to day decisions. 

K. If Durres Battery Company prospers in a politically hospitable and stable 
environment, add second and third state of the art SLI battery manufacturing lines, 
increase the types and sizes of SLI batteries produced, and possibly start an industrial lead 
add battery operation in one of the extra buildings that Al-Bat now owns. 

L. Obtain exclusive control over the collection of old, junk batteries and lead scrap 
generated in Albania or collected in Albania from other countries and use this source of 
raw materials as feed for the secondary lead smelter in Bad. To accomplish this goal, a 

http:US$35.00
http:US$30.00
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special regulatory scheme will need to be implemented that requires cooperation with the 
government in addition to relief from export controls, licenses and fees. 

M. If sufficient quantities of junk batteries and lead scrap can be obtained on a 
consistent basis, form a new subsidiary company, relocate the secondary lead smelter from
Bari to Durres, and lease land from the joint venture on a long term basis at a rate 
favorable to Bari's lead smelter subsidiary. Add an environmentally state of the art add
purifier system to the smelter that reclaims all of the incoming sulfuric acid from junk
batteries with no harmful by-products or waste and sell this refined add to Durres Battery 
Company. 

N. Within four (4) to five (5) years after formation of Durres Battery Company, buy out 
the interest of Al-Bat in the joint venture at a pre-deteruined formula based on the net 
book value of the assets of Durres Battery Company. 

0. Within five (5) to ten (10) years after formation of Durres Battery Company, sell 
Durres Battery Company, the secondary lead smelter, and perhaps all of Bari Battery
International to a large German conglomerate at a price based on a multiple of the 
consolidated earnings of the company. 

Carlo has not shared the details of this plan with his mother or with Mario B. 
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Ies oidhe krjiv enerares. tonie -te; perbashke e n eenn 

evean te pe dri uaj, dien- e PremT,6 .orrik 93;. neA 6itl D
ikt" l i 4 0 t e p r o a e ka e r n e i p r a ke- o e dteJNO- rz n i detlv z'n ok2 d~ a e'rtt d~se 

terkete edhe'l~an"re'ipri' sj e2e 
Aer e o i i e k n k h o1~ i ' . e h e e ~ e d s Qrs 

Und 'nuicrj-e ne-s-aj~ be 

~e pe~ c~ tec'.rj er~sker e arre~ sreie. ernae a.'kateih 

dhea n e dDure~ tenozre. heQOPutetor tane j Jtere paeaeru
 
-nCnhe je cre-,oaua Qte 'nke numu 
 kontCsi a~ue ksuzve,o' U 
p qe te a e e ju.sIab aokeh b6rn Qevrhe.Ue, u e jnjeM l 

ri~nddhee ap o pare jashebehtp -nedidenelAk 

uhteek eljnoen j i de braoptae "erl dbee te et ea S -ieurt 

doe j1-nj:nurr te1h-rate -o m -rje ume

irnportuazteni Jpe 

shelqyhe R 
Te--u: ne,u erkojr.Prdj'seste s.a,-toertnehmen e prad 

h et Des Inbi 2 neerl eshenoAngis-ehrion nyrta nee ehqap 
enn.e eenn o - -e- j- ra-i te fl e- in -' 
 -

http:Qevrhe.Ue


ne .Itali,te~ lutewn perkcthelienj. ne Anlglisht nle Italisht dhe ma degoni nje 
,o.;,je t,- iirmosur.l.q.s. do. telinde navoja per ndryshime ne kontraten e
 

neiisil:ruar uo te keai. i kofI -a reailizojrne ate mbasi per te ktheheni ne, 
ItaJ.i..Bazhikepuniini yne i p1Iote nul do tju mungoje.
 

Ili~r G. Drejtue-: i.nderinarrjes Shteterorc e Baterise Durres*
 

Te Premteni,a mund gdithaslitu te diskutojme per pa en mujare 
per 3iherbimete -nija qe ju propozova? 



~.~*±~ I hJL 4AIj,'S iTERIsL' IL4L6 

:.David .ee 
.acu~lt eti rCL-'-/3 C2E7I 

Semn-ar pj rI nd~jr~larje L e pirba.shk "ta nd-'rkr-ombl-;tare 

13-l' KO-ril: 19'--3 
Kuds jr nmarrv-lesh-je pbr nd~rmarjen e p~rbashk !tL bsht6 hartuar -vet~l*pbr q !J1im z~imor dc'- nu.19- bsht -' e plo t~ dhe ka mjaf t gabine dhe mantsj*Ajo nu': -, -Mbanq nd onj b model --po alI~t t relkomanduar. lfi asnj6 mb2nyr6 nukduhet p-Erdorur ky form'Lular apo pjes t tijp~r ndonjd; ndtirmarje t~i p~r

bashk~t9,
 
ll~ vijim Shti; i
-elksti kr-)ntr:?tts pi-r nd;_riarjen- e pbrbashk~t dhestatuti iI fdrmarjes s -6ateris6 tti Dirrit d ;rguar bashk~lidhur m-.e 1etrune ilir G i lldbrmarjes ShtetLrore Shqiptare tb Baterisb Maria A. Ti kompanis;- 0'. Dateris U SU Bari m-a'~ 12 Korrilc 10313. 

.2 3 " PRBASHKLT -DE ST TUTI I 
i..isTI ~S". B~i TERISh--DUlR-,jS

1. I-,dbrrarja Shtet !rore Slaqiptare e (kcbtejbateris. e tutje e quajtur'tPartnerj. Shqiptar" ) person juridik,regjistruar n Dumrtis ,Shqipbri,qUvepron sipz-2s legj.islacioait sliqipt(ar IpbriCaq~suar aga Z.Ilir G.2. iompa-nia e -aterist: SU e ibarit (1kbej e tutje e quajtur "PartneriItalian" ) person juridik ,re,,jistr--ar n6 Bari,Itali,qt! vepron 


sipab
LkgjiSjaCiont italian ' 

,e p~irfaqtsuar nga znj.Na'ja .. ,drejtore',qytetar.
Ltaliane ,kanc'; rijn~ da ort pbr sa vijon: 

Yjeni 1
 
i~jimi i ndrrna-rjes s6 p~rbashlct
 

Pa1~t ±formuan nd~rmarje tb pbrbasiak~t
 
Shqipt are- It allane
 

Ileni 2
 
JEmri dhe zyradreituese
 
.Thri juridik i nd~irmarjes s6 p~rbashkbt 
 bsht6 IlKompaaia e fatex'isb

Durn-ts".
 
Zyra- e lldrmarjes s Prbashk~t 
 do tb vendosen nti Durris ose Tiranbsi td vendoset ni rarrveshjen e pbrbashktit t6 pal~ve. 

~eni 3 
Personaliteti juridlik
 
Ndinrmarja e Pbrbashk~t 
 do tb jetb person juridik shqiptar dhe dote,

gjithaket-;: t,*-i 6 drejtat dhe pr-*Ivilegjet tb garanituara personave juridikdhe firnave tb huaja sipas ligj-:ve shqiptare. 

HnK~ho zgjatja 



Koha~zgjatja e ku:sa,,- kontrate, bsht~i 25(nj~zet e pes ) vjet me tb; drej4 
p~t±'t!- vazhdu-= edhe p ,r 25(nj~zet e pes'.-) vjet t tjera. 

leni 5 

I'drmarj2' e D'-rbashL: t ke. objekctivat I ryesore si *ijon 
A. Profflaimirn dhe shitjen e baterive ShqiTDbri nt tjnb dhe vende tjere 
B. W'-dbr,--arja e p~rbasL'*ki-t mund t-: ushtrojb aktivitet ±inanciar dhe 

tre-::-tar pa u pen~zuar riga l.-gjet shqiptare apo italiane. 
'Ieni 6 

Drej ti~hi 
A. Drejtiii. :fillestar i. ndijrmarjes do tb b~ihet iga 5(pes~5perso a. 

Sejoili partner do t caltojb 2(dyt) anitarU pL~r bordin drejtues dhe ktita. 
2(dy ) en**6tard do t cakltj-nc' anitarln e pestb t Bordit Drejtues. 

B. Ver'rimtaria e ndbrrmaries do tti drejto-et nga 2-ordi drejtues i ndir
marjes ab pterputlhje me kontrattin e tanishme, dhe ligL-et shqiptare dhe it'J. 
aae.
 

api~liLilestrA. i nd~rmarjes sU ptirbashkbt nga kapitali minima 
;ipas liEL1J-it 'ciptar gdo oartner do tb kon-tribojd me gjysmiLn e sasisbi me 

pa27a fl dotti. 
B. F 0.s re-jistrimnit t6 nd~rmarjes sb pbrbashk~t ,partneri shqiptar do 

t 1kr:ntribuoji- me tr--kU, ,godin,-t,nadcineritjdhe paisjet dhe pasuri tjetr 
tU r~rbashkit si rdie me sh~rbiime konsuitive , dhe mbikqyrtise. 

C. Pas regjistrimit tb nd- r.:.arjes sb p~rbashk t partnieri italian do t6 
sjellih paisje e makineari pu:' prodlaimin e baterive ,teknologji,l~nd;- t p 
-rd d1h1e kredi e para ,shbrbimc CMaknike dhe drejtini. 

.D) Vler~isimi i kontributeve 11 nb lloj" do t bbhet n6 bazb tU legjisla
c io nit sliqiptar dihe mar.z'veshijeq s p~rbashkbt tE pal-.'ve. 

Lontributi tokE) , me shqiptare dlae godiaat auk mund ti vihen hipotek6 
apo 16 p~rdoren penig. 

Neni 8 
Apr-vimi nga Qeveria 

iHdrmarja e pLrbashk~t do tb filloj6 aktivitetin. mbas miarrjes si apro
vimit prej Qeverisb Shqiptare ,e autorizon dhe aprovoncila t6 gjitha 
lidhjet dhe kushtet e nd~r.;rjes sb p~rbashkbt. 

lieni 9 
N,7d~rja e fitimeve 
A. Fitimet e nddirmarjes sb pbrbas ]k~t do t6 rezul~ojnb pas zbritjes 

prej voltunit total tregbtar vjetor tb gjitha detyrimet q6 lidhen me akti
viteti~n e saj 
duke pdrf'shir6 shpenzimet 16and6 t par6,furaiimimin,paga,
 
blerje pas siae ieIaotzmr evfod ,tcaksa dhe shpenzime 16
t'- tier,- I'inanciare.;,1 
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PE Lai enOe
 

i~kioe yw.fispztejv ~ots 
 pat e~ f;LuJ,,,d. b ,ne dakot
bashk a 


9~A~~bn d~ot~ ~ n e nj~vote
kt~ d'ejt n~7 ~ gi~th 9~htjt 

ndvliip me r '0.Int 

rNdth aSI-De'pm e§nuraahki
ri.kA htt ''ic jh d~ j 'c~hej.pn dh,

Co C)io neuitoisa C)i~ptzpaedr prer* esuarpra fp tnr 


P~zf'unit hafatit.s 

-a U t bar:je nmi ~~ita1 e,- ndrmajesmls et~sl e t ji 

cbtr~ite r ndrnULn.
 

~brte,e * nt
nvtme nhj t 
B.e e inve tjtaxmjetptejs qiii
-

'deitn taut a~anas par ja' e011 jera' eptursh t takr esat,' n ubaz a 

c~ndr~'seimvreah-b 5.n r:ohetnDje
sej 
 1)h da1:ksh.
 

ia c.pirtt S1r b unerjen e bprtre dhe h J -nt
t, art i shqp a
.~~~~~~~ie~~~~9apuii ere vzdn ncs~dc~trti5eki rmatneiahqpa 

pas u ar.rid Ak cvi e": itet i j o~ umerci d e p UI' turD16i pjhes n
 
suar .1 e~ba th
en na~ti aid no'~d n~rmr ',inbasi-,euytrsa~~etdzma~ nu mbntdea n~hno 



b~tjr ic.~C~o b:r~bta. Shqip±ta . e ap c,.d n 
a ba 


i:t.~ ~
.z ~ nP~>~c1 nb orzh tu- part n-rit ih~trpr :i 

SJn ar vesh t baskpnndh~Udhdhiqen.1 i.a vlu11netj 
~ D~l:..~ni r m :~ o j~i tiv v e t"~ k oa trat~s. ~ rse del ncvajO rDI' arbitrazh pdr tU- zgji.dlmrje I~ ndonijb Mosmarrve;id hJ3-sMe interoprettiin a-Do vlef.Vlhmirin e, I-tatsjo do -:me gjyq-;;siz-1-cIc nd~r!:olb -:tare 4-: -rbit4*ra zIaitI~lie Pa nb ~ruh 

4 f rancez dhe procedu-rot e Qbridrbs £"dbrihob;t are P~r zugjidhjenrm.o0smar:*,v esh ev.--:P61 Alr~LvC-s tirn et ( 031ID) 
2Lo 'a~r~r arbi tnj jr di e t~ dyt arbi trues it c aktoj r.. nj~t~vendi i eve- C21e i t : - mund t'i nlln l,'frohc-t ciskutinit a Do ap~e l 

~Ieni 15r. 

~Cj kp~crbn t at ~~ :n m rr v sl~ j p o pa l~ve n l i dh j e me nd~r ar 
e tn eh pib s h~ ~ e d~ o gj t ii mar r,ve sh e t dhe p ~ir f aq tis j me t 

eH tje 10 
G je uij 1 

~~~~~jo~~~~~~~ ~s ~ 5 i!trl r u a ~t g u -h-- i qipe dhe i ta liane,q t;a a ~nj Uj t-:n interpre-timin ~ rdhe zbatimin e klcontratbjs. 
LiJeni 17 

tb tjera u~tj ltra b 
~ . :iiha:~.~Atie etjera q" nlul: pbrunenden 111- k.*i:tb e yendosen m~marrve.sLje t p~rbasi-d, t ti palbiie ose mbi bazb 

ko 
tb 

trt vO 
ligjeveni 

ThqiT 

A A 
. 

- orrik 1-993 
- iorrik 3.9.:3 
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puriuar 	 dhe konkuruar Al ekconomii e tregut.
 
4.?ajicjet 
pir prodhimin e baterive tA A 1-at funksionojnU
 

por A&n nevojU p~r riparim.Riparimet M~en gjithnji e mi 
A~ vishtira 
phr chkcak A~ flu ees s. Q je~ve Q~ kimbinit.U qoftU se Al-Bat 
ndalon prodhinin cdhe elininohet nuk kA treg p~r pajisjet e saj p~r
 
shkal: A vjet~rsisU Wie daijes jas t pindorimit.AsnjU tleris nuk
 
mund tA paguajU W~ tep~r se sa "vler~n 
 Ai vjet~rsirU" tA pajisies.
 
Liegjithadse UzhVt e vishbtirU tQ pirllogaris~sh vler~n e ppjitjeve
 
menclimi ishti se viera e .saj nuk 
 i kalon 200 mij6 do).1ar US. 

5.A1-Bat ka katir godine. tU vendocura A~ pronat e saj.gdo godinQ 
A~ 4000 A2 sipir±'aqe A~ pirdorim.Vetirn nj prej godineave pdrdoret 
aktualisht pir prodhimin e baterive.N6 MAt godin6 ndodaen edhe zynat 
e personelit drejtues Whe admini-2tartiv. 2 godinat e tjera janU bosh 
dhe godina q7: mbetet -pirdoret Si ragazini pir pajisjet dhe mjete MAPiz 
ilegjithse Codirnt kani nevoji pir riparime ato janU funksionale dhe 
me ctruhtwr i N orti.
 

6.Al-Vsat ka phrefirsisht 60 hA 
 toki tH ncdhar A tre hap~sira.
 
Veprimet pir prodhiin e baterive W~hen 
 A~ nji sipirfaqe p~rafrsisht
 
15 haWh v'ori A~ cektorit V~ 
baterive jnnd 15 hA tA tjer6.NjU shkrir~s 
setonr plmubi. ounointe A~ WUt sektor W~ par&,po vepnimet u An'rprn.* 
disa vjet mi parle dihe pajisja p~r dh-k.rirje o Qrnontua .dhe u transferua
 
prej sektorit.Djesa tjetir prej 30 ha 
 shtrihet n! jug, tU selctorit t9
 
procihimit A~ batevive.Kjo hapisiwU ishtd e pazhvilluar 
 Whe p~rfsiiin
 
tON~ qi chtrihet der! A~ det.Puitor$t'dhe familatt e 
 tyre shpesh
 
shkojn6 atje p-~r Y~ pudhuar,notuar WLe i:dnaqen Q~ plaziain Whe buku
riti e natyris oq5 e rpethojA ati. 

S2ipyrfaqja e sektorit tU mWoarshr A~ shkrirjes Q~ plumbit 
ishti e ndotur me q1 umb,m~rkur,kadmium dhe arsenjik A rezulteat i Srumbu 
llimait Wie thyerjes A1 baterive t! vjetr. dhe nga p~rmbajtja e bramc~s 
dhe Mieturinave A~ tjera.Shtrirja e ndotjes nuk difet.Ka njU rrezik qU 
kjo ndotje mulnd A~ ndikojU ni ujrat n~tok~sore A~ zon~s.
 

Zona e pro'himiit A~ baterive miund 
A~ ANt nivele relati
visht ti .rta plumbi n6 tOR A vende th caktuara,por kWto nivele nukc 
pirb~jn& ndonji rzezik imediat pir shindetin e njer~zve dhe Ad niedisit 

Zonez e 	 pazhvilluar K~ juS beoohet se MAht e mbrojtur.nga 
nclotja nga barrierat natyrore cdhae largisia prej veprimete Ad MOAKei. 

http:difet.Ka
http:baterive.N6
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 ~ f*oi-.uar rishtazi e Bari ateri 1 derkombetare n 
nje kompaii e mridhe per orodhimin e baterive e krijuar prej te shoqit(v 

dekur) tc Maria a.Bari -Bat u -rijua m, minimumin e m .:isin t kap)it. 
.:f': 
 ," i...l-'n.Ulit formua me qelimin e vetei per te krijua 

nderi rrje te perbashket me vendete Europes lindore.Bri- batcri inter
 

nacional 
do te sontriibuoje me kapital shiese ne menyre oe 
Bari-Bat be 

rd t- arrije te siouroje kapitalin e kerkuar per ndermarrje te per 

bashket
 

2.-MIaria A dci tre fomijet e saj Anna 
Karlo dhe Dominik jane pronare te 

-,ari-'ateri -derkombctare.Maria zoteron 49' te kompanise dh- Anes Karlos 

dhe Domenikes u takon na 17,a sejcilit.Vetem Maria dhe Karlo punojne ak 

tivisht.Ana esht profesoreshe per histori dhe Domenik shkruan tre"irme 

dhe poezi.
 

3.-Maria A eshte 65 vjeg dhe ka ndermend 
te qendroje ne pension 
vitin
 

qe vjen.Ajo uie sukses e k'a drcjtuar Ban- Barib nderkombetar qys, prej 

vdekjes se te shoqit 10 vjet te shkuarapor pothuajse esbe gati qe tja
 

kaloje Karlos(44) vjeq drejtirnin e plote te biznesit.Maria A ne fillim 
iterkon ta shohe Nderma'rrjen e Perbashket te Baterise Durres te krijuar
 

dhe te ketet filluar nga prodhimi.Ajo ka interes te vegante ne kete pro
 

jekt eepse nena e nenes se saj 
ishte lindur prane Durresit dhe ajo me
 
kenaqesi kujton tregimet e ,jyshes per jeten e sa3 ne Shqiperi.Ne nje 

udhetim te tesaj koheve te fundit, ne Shoiperi Maria .iesoi se 2 kushur 

inj te larget te saj banojne ne Durres dhe punojne per AL-Bat.
 

4.-Nje. aresye tjeter pse ',,aria nuk ka dale ne pension me pare eshte dhe
 

-ktui se ajo 'a rezerva per stilin e drejtimit te Karlos.MegjitheqeK 

karlo enjeh industrine e prodhimit te baterivepo aq sa 9do njeri ne ncie 

rinarrje.Maria ka marre ankesa nga punonjesit ,konkuruesit furnitoret 

dhe klientet se Karlo eshte i ashper,inadje dhe i pa sjelle ndoniehereM 

http:Shqiperi.Ne
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Mria iAka qene nje punedlienese dashamirese sikurese dhe burri i saj.Ajo 
.jithemone ka treguar interes tc vaqant per punonjesit dhe komunitette 
ku .jenden uzij at e "-o .;panise.Kohe para se te vdiste burri i Marise krijoi 
njL. fondacion te veca nte qe mirrte kontribute 9do vit prej fitimeve
 
te Bari-Bateri nuderkombetare.Ky fondacion 
ndihmonte te vobektit dhe u
 
jepte 
bursa dhe asistence tjeter financiare te nevojshme punetoreve te
 
iompanise dhe familjeve tc tyre
 
5Karlo eshte i ndergjejshIem per thashethemet er te por i hedh poshte
 

ato si 
te pa drej ta. Ai beson se Bari bateri nderkombtare duhet te ndryshoj
 
.nenyren e drejtimit te biznesit me qellim qe 66 mbijetoje dhc lulezoje
 
ne elono.,ine lobale.Karlo mendonse 
 konpania duhet te reduktojex numu
 
rin e punetoreve,ndierprese 
 rritjene e pagave -akesoje perfitimet per,punet 
oret,dine te krijoje aleanca strategjike ne Itali dhe jashte.Ai beson
 
so bijetesa uui e 
t- jete objektivi kryesor i Bari-Bat Nderkombetare
 
dhe fitimi i qtindrueshem 
 esibte ky9i i mbijeteses dhe puncs pr punetoret" 
e ko1panise. 

-

6 .- IN4ej these Maria lejon Karlon te marre vendime strategjike dhe te dites, 
Karlo ka deijuar n-a motra dhe vellai i tij se neqofte se ai nuk dote jete 
indezrsheni ne krijimin e ndermarrjes se perbashket me AL-Bat,nena e tij
 
ka ndermend 
 ta shesik kompnine nje konkuruesi Gjerrnan.Karlo eshte kundra
 
shitjes se menjehereshme por di qe 
 vellai dhe motra e tij do te mbeshtesin 

nenen.
 

7.-Bari ateri r-derkonbctar eshte ballafaquar me nje sere problemesh te re., 
ja ne vitet 1990.Tregu i "aterise no Itali dhe Europen Perendimoree eshte
 
i pershtatsnem.Konkurence eshte rrituk ne permasa dramatike dhetepricat mbi 
fitimet jane ne renie.Tregu i JIlaterise SLI eshte rritur me ine pak se, 2.0A 
ne vit dhc konkurentet luftojne me njri tjeterin *er aksione me tc medha 

te nje ndermarrje me pak me leverdi. 

P.-Bari-Pat pdercoietarKnpa Rd nje salirres h atur dhe.robleme te vegantane Bari Italise oar te vjteruar no Bari qe furnizon
 

http:jashte.Ai
http:nuderkombetare.Ky


Shkriresi do te korkonte s-zi te aiadhe kapitali bernda 3 deri 5 vjeteve 

te ardhesh-ne.Rregallore kundra ndotjes jane rimoroze ne Komuitetih 

Europjandhe italia duke vendet tjera te I.E. eshtendjekur e 2erqendruar, 

ne shkriresit e plumbit.Shkriresit dui;et te rioais:n me instrumenta pee 

kontrollin e shkrirjes dhe %dotjesFarlo e di qe mund te jete e veshtire 

te rinovoje leje- I£er .aejdisin edhe nec.oLtese ai do:. te instaloje tekno 

llojji Ls rc kontrolli perl ndotjen.Shkriresi e.ih'e vendosur n- nje hapes 

ire te vogel tokedhe eshte prane shkollave ,kishes dhe nje las'je banimi 

Per ,ieteper per koinpanine eshte e veshtire dhe e kushtueshme te siguroj 

bateri t.: vjetra ,ieacid dhe plumb apo mbeturina plumbi per shkriresin 

I(eshilltaret financiare dhe te mejdisit kane rekomanduar qe shkriresi 

te mb-llet apo te zhvendoset.
 

9.-Uzina e baterive ne Bari si e vetme e ,ketij iloji ne kompanine Bari 

-bateri aderkombetar ka paisjet prodhuese m. te vjoteruara te tre"nga 

uzinat dhe ka kosto mete larte orodhimi se sa uzinat e tjera.Paisjet n 

ne Bari jane 8-vjegare.vjo paisje eshte mirembajtur si 
e re dhe e afte p
 

per te prodhuar 4000 ose me shuaie bateri ne dite por kerkon teintesite 

madh pune ne trerun e sotem dhe m efikasitete shume mete ulet se-. 

sa paisGe n- uzinat e tjera.Me-jithese vlera e zevendesimit te paisjeve 

ne Bari eshte larte Karlo e di se eshte veshtire te gjenden bleres per *p 

paisje kaq Mb vjeteruara.Karlo k.t frike se paisjet nuk mund te shiten kaq 

lehts dh-- beso se do te jete fat ne se kompania do te realizonte ekujva 

lentin prej 2.000.000 U.S.D ne se .jendet dhe kur te 'jendet bleresi. 

Kostoja ori7jinale prej 6.000.000. U.S.D. e paisjeve eshte 4vleresuar,
 

olotesisht. 

10.-Uzinat e tjra te kompanise kane paisje kontrolli me mikroprogesore
 

to to njejtit nivIapo edhe me te mira ne industrine e llojit tevet. 

Bari ka pootencen per pjese t6 paisjeve per derdhjen e grilave te bateriv 

dhe ka *dhe patonten per progesin e mirembajtjes elloit te avancuar 
te baterive me acid pa plutb.Perveg kesAj Bar ka zhvil]uar Drora ne 



uzin..Tenollojia k'..is- due sekr.et e tregeti.c; )erfsjiijnc speci 
fi. iuie produV...z1 j pro-:edura roc.ni;ji due vcprimi,te .hona projektesh, 

-pc~i~ia*t - estes, oJc ..de.ra t..: k,ontro 

.2ai- bateri nderkoinbetare )0 shcg;'rton 3 opsione
 

a)f'e siese oaisjet ne fiari 
 dhe te huazoje ekujvalentin 12.000.000.
 
U.S.D. qe te rip- ise uzinen ,,)'.alsje nvro Iuimi e b.....rive 
:aodcrn.b)Ea i:.Ylle uzinenz ne Dari .erkohcsiht,t z pisetdhe
 

te Ys7 : .: r,;J.euo.iet 
 '"endji tre..jut paea vcndi..it per rihapjen 

ao icajisjEn e uzines.c)Rivendos uzinen ne shqip ,ri ose ne ndonjo ven 

tjetcr t,. , uropes Lin,ore
 

1 2 .- Xuarlo,cohet 
 e fundit ka hartuar nje projekt me nje plan strategjik
 

per Bari .ateri naerhombetare 
 dhe Bari Bat
 

a.-Te pen-'ohet konkurenti jerman 
 i Baritp per te konkluduar letr~n e 
pikesynimit me 
Al-B-at.Te vazhdohet me krij'imin e Ndermnarjes se perbashkE 

mridis Bari Bat The L-Batdhe )ajisjet per prodhinin e baterive ne Bari
 
do to kaloje 
si kontribut per ndermarrjen e perbashket.Te vleresohet ky 

kontribut s- me afer vlzres se 5.000.000. U.S.D. 

B.-Te re.ukoohet ,n.ijehere numuri i punetoreve n-;a LOO ne 7o duk: u 
a.fruar punetoreve ne Bari shanse per te punuar ne Durres dhe vendet qe 
do te ibeten te plotesohsn prcj punetoreve 
 aktualisht te punesuar
 

ne AL-atC
 

C.T= wmb1let uzina C Durresit afersisht per 60 dite,te instalohen pajis* 

ne Bari,te riparohen dhe vihen ne perdtrim pjese te pajisjeve te-oksid 

te plu.nit dhe shkrirjes se plumbit,rifillohen veprimet dhe brenda 6
 

nuajve te arriheb nje nivel .)rodhimi me 4.000 bateri ne dite dhe peo
 

Ihiii 
te shitet ne Itali Shqiperi dhe ne vende te tjera me nje 9mim me
 

3atar p ej 
3000 U.S.D. deri 3500 U.S.D. per bateri
 

).-T'i 
shitet lende e pare Bari-at prej burimeve te meposhteme:
 
l.-Plu;nb i ricikluar n-'_a 
.hkri ron a oi n"... _I.._. 

http:perbashket.Te
http:Al-B-at.Te


pjese e Bari 2ateri ;;dcrkoinbetar. BEST AVAILABLE COPY
 

2;-Kasa baterish 
nia konipania e plastikes dege e Bari Bateri IMderkombetar 

E.-Te jepet hua iKonpanioe se baterse Dtirres kapit:tl pune per lende te -ar 

dhe shjenzime te tjera,te caktohet maksimumi i oerqindjes te interesit te 

lejuar me liJ7n dhe te siguronet ripa:_sa e kotib borxhi para se tebehet 

shpernaarja e fitimvve te nidermarrjes se perbasliket. 

G;- Te si -uvohet lJegjislacioni mbrojtes,qe imponon tarifa doganore mbi 

baterite e sjella ne shqiperi nga Greqia,Turqia dhe vende te tjera. 

F.Te siaurohen kontrata afat gjata me qeverine qe te furnizohen te gjitha 

ajensite ne qender dhe rretne me bateri te prodhimit Shqipetar. 

H.- te sigurohet lejislacioni i favorshea i cili perjashton 9do forme 

takse mbi lenden e pare apo paisje e importuara prej kompanise se bateriv 

-Dur'res. 

I.-Te sigurohet heqja e taksave mbi fitimet e kompanise se BAt. Durres 

dhe interesit qe i jepet Bari -Bat. 

J.-Te Amoahot kontrolli imbi biznesin e kompanise se baterive Durres perf
 

shire ;%onrtollin !nbi blerjen,veprinet te pUnezuarit,qmimet,shitjet, interi
 

per aksionet bankare cihe vendime strategjike dhe te momentit.
 

K.-
 N.q.s. kompania e Bat Durres ka sukses ne nje mejdis te stabilizuar d]
 

mikprites do te shtohet linja e dyte dhe e teete e prodhimit te baterive
 

SLI;do te rritet llojshmeria dhe permasat e baterive SLI,dhe esht e mu 

ndeshme te filloje prodhimi i baterive in"ustriale me acid dhe plumb ne n, 

.odine t, vgante qe eshte prone e AL-Bat. 

L.-Te merret ekskluziviteti i kontrollit mbi aibledhjen e baterive te dtla 

jashte perdoximit dhe mbeturinat e plumbit te mbledhura ne Shqiperi nga 

nga vende te tjera dhe te perdoret ky burim si lende e pare per ushqimin 

e shkriresit sekondar te plumbit Bari.Qe te arrihet ky qellim duhet,ne 

zbatuar rije skeme speciale qe kerkon bashke punimme qeverine perveg kerke 

ses qe kompania te jete elire prej kontrolleve te eksportit,ligensave. 

.- N.q.s. do te ndryshohen sasi te mjaftueshme te baterive te hedhura dhe 
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•arur prej te pares,do te sillet shkrir-si sekondar i plumbit prej Bari ne 
Durres dhe te jepet t~ke me qira,prej ndermarrjes se p:.rbashket me afat
 
te -jate me qmim te favorshem per 
degen e shkrirjes se plumbit ne Bari.Si
temi i pjurifiki.nit tc acidit dhe gjendjes se mjedisitdo ti shtohet shkri
 
resitqe dote riaktivizoje 
 Jjithe acidin sulfurik qe hyn nga baterit: e 
hedhura i- abeiurina apo biprodukte te pademnshme dhc. ti shitet ky acid 

rafinuar !Kompanise se 2 at.Durres. 
N.-Brenda 4 apo 5 vjetev.-te krijimit te Rompanise se Baterive Durres 
do te blihen interesi i A1-Z-at te nderinarrjes se perbashket me nje.fo!mu . 

1- te para vendo.,u.r bazuar n- bllokimin e vleresimit te pasurive te Kom 
panise se Bat Durres. 

O.-Ne 5 deri 10 vjetet pas formimit te kompanise se bat Durreste shitet 1(oi 
mpania e rat Durres,shkriresi sekondar i plumbit dhe ndoshta e gjithe Ba
 
ri B-terri nderkimbetar nje konglomerati te madh Gjerman hie 9mim te bazu
 
ar mbi shudifjohin e fitimeve te konsideruara te Kompanise.Karlo nuk i ka 
diskutuar detajet e ketij plani m: e mamane e tij apo me Moris B. 
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DOCUMENTING THE JOINT VENTURE 

OUTLINE OF BASIC AND ANCILLARY
 
JOINT VENTURE DOCUMENTS
 

©A.David Meyer
 
ABA CEELJI CLP" FACULTY
 

INTERNATIONAL JOINT VENTURE WORKSHOP
 
TIRANA, ALBANIA
 

13-16 JULY 1993
 

INTRODUCTION TO THE QUESTION 

"What documents are necessary or desirable in order to form, manage and operate a joint
 
venture?"
 

The purpose of this workshop session is to explore the answer to that question.
 

Because each joint venture is unique, one cannot identify a "standard" set of documents
 
that must be negotiated and prepared for every joint venture. 

How then does one decide what documents are necessary or desirable for any particular 
joint venture? 

A SUGGESTED APPROACH TO THE ANSWER 

The answer to this question can be discovered through a three (3) step process: 

1. 	 Focus on the business and legal objectives of the venturers. 

As emphasized in the introduction to this workshop, the challenge faced by 
joint venturers and their advisors is to craft a set of joint venture documents 
designed to promote the business and legal objectives of the venturers. 

2. 	 Identify the various business and legal relationships and types of transactions 
that will or may occur over the expected life of the joint venture. 

These relationships and transactious include ones between and among: 

(a) 	 the joint venture entity, 

(b) 	 the individual venturers, 
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(c) affiliated or other parties related to the venturers, 

(d) employees, officers, directors and owners of the venture or venturers, 
and 

(e) outside third parties. 

Each busines and legal relationship and each business and legal transaction 
between or among these parties may suggest the need for a particular kind 
of joint venture document. 

Examples of these relationships and related transactions include: 

(a) 	 Shareholder or partner relationships regarding ownership, transfer 
and voting of shares or partnership interests. 

(b) 	 Management relationships among officers, directors and owners of the 
venture and the various management and administrative bodies that 
shape the legal structure of the venture. 

(c) 	 Employer-employee relationships between the venture and officers, 
directors, shareholders, partners or other key employees regarding
responsbilities and authority, compensation, benefits, conflicts of 
interest, non-competition, confidentiality, and other matters. 

(d) 	 Lender-borrower and other creditor-debtor relationships related to 
financing of the venture or other business transactions. 

(e) 	 Licensor-licensee relationships regarding patents, technology, 
tradenmrks, trade name. and other intellectual property matters. 

(f) 	 Lessor-lessee relationships regarding real property, machinery and 
equipment, and other tangible personal property. 

(g) 	 Seller-purchaser relationships regarding the supply and purchase of 
fixed assets, raw materials, finished products, and other goods or 
merchandise. 

(h) 	 Other contractual relationships regarding technical assistamce, general 
cooperation, construction, management, administration, marketing and 
other services. 

Consider the legal structure of the joint venture. 
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The legal form of organization of the joint venture and applicable laws will 
influence what documents are necessary or desirable for the joint venture. 
Foreign and domestic general partnerships, limited partnerships, limited 
liability companies, joint stock companies and corporations will require
different kinds of joint venture documents. 

COMMONLY ENCOUNTERED JOINT VENTURE DOCUMENTS 

The following list does not identify all of the possible documents that may be necessary in 
order to properly document any particular joint venture, but it does identify some of the 
most common basic and ancillary documents frequently encountered in joint ventures. 

The fact that a document is identified as an ancilary document does not mean that it is 
optional or less essential than a document identified as a basic document. The facts and 
circumstances will determine whether any particular document is essential. Therefore, no 
significance should be attached to whether a document is listed as basic or ancillary. 

BASIC DOCUMENTS 

1. 	 Letter of Intent 

Terms of Agreement 

Term Sheet 

Non-Binding Protocol 

Agreement in Principle 

Memorandum of Understanding 

2. 	 Joint Venture Agreement 

Teaming Agreement 

3. 	 Partnership Agreement 

4. 	 Articles of Association 

Artides of Incorporation 

Certificate of Incorporation 
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Statute 

Charter 

Deed of Company Formation
 

Notarial Deed
 

Founding Act or Documents
 

5. 	 Code of By-Laws 

6. 	 Shareholders or Stockholders Agreement 

Pre-Incorporation Agreement 

Subscription Agreement 

Stock Transer Agreement 

Buy-Sll Agreement 

Stock 	Redemption Agreement 

Option to Purchase or Sell Shares 

Voting Trust Agreement 

ANCILLARY DOCUMENTS 

1. 	License Agreement 

Patent License Agreement 

Technology License Agreement 

Trademarks, Trade Names and Copyright Agreement 

Computer Software License Agreement 

Inteetual Property Agreement 

2. Technical Assistance Agreement 



Management Agreement 

Administrative Services Agreement 

General Assistance or Cooperation Agreement 

Manufacturing Agreement 

Operating Agreement 

3. 	 Supply Agreement 

Purchase Agreement 

Equipment Sales Agreement 

4. 	 Construction Agreement 

General Contractor Agreement 

Construction Management Agreement 

Architectural Services Agreement 

Design-Build Agreement 

Turnkey Project Agreement 

Engineering Services Agreement 

Construction Subcontracts 

S. 	 Marketing Agreement 

Sales Agreement 

Agency Agreement 

Representation Agreement 

Commission Agreement 

Distribution Agreement 
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Franchise Agreement 

6. 	 Employment Agreement 

Employee Inventions Agreement 

Labor Union Agreement 

Consulting Agrmcrxiet 

Professional Services Agreement 

Brokerage or Finders Fee Agreement 

7. 	 Non-Competition Agreement 

Covenant Not to Compete 

Confidentiality (Nondisclosure) Agreement 

& Loan Agreement 

Loan Commitment 

Interim Financing Agreement 

Line of Credit Agreement 

Term Loan Agreement 

Letter of Credit 

Promissory Note 

Guaranty 

Mortgage
 

Security Agreement
 

Collateral Pledge Agreement
 

Escrow Agreement
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Assumption of Liabilities Agreement 

9. 	 Bill of Sale 

Assignment 

Real Property Purchase Agreement 

Real Property Deed 

Easements 

Righbts-of-Way 

Real Property Lease 

Equipment Lease Agreement 

0ption to Purchase or Lease Property 

10. 	 Legal Opinions 

Comfort Letters 

Auditors' Opinions 

Appraisals 

Certificates 

Resolutions 

11. 	 Feasibility Study 

Business Plan 

Financial Projections 

Pro-Forma Financial Statements 

Historical Financal Statements 

Disclosure Schedules 
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12. Permits 

Licenses 

Grants 

Concessions 

Authorizations 

Approvals 

Visas 

Waivers 

Consents 

Exemptions 

Tax Holidays 

Investment Treaties 

Free Trade Agreements 

Laws 

Decrees 

Regulations 

Ruiongs 

Decisions 

Orders 

13. Insurance Policies 

Bonds 

Indemnification Agreement 
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Equipment Warranties
 

Performance Guarantees
 

14. Other Documents 

Third Party Contracts for the Supply,
 
Sale or Purchase of Goods or Services
 

DISCUSSION QUESTION 

What basic and ancillary documents are necessary or desirable in order to promote the 
business and legal objectives of the Durres Battery Company joint venturers? 



DOKUMENTACIONI I NDERMARRJES SE PERBASHKET

PERSHKRIMI I DOKUMETEVE BAZE DHE NDIHMES
 

TE NDERMARRJES SE PERBASHKET
 

A. David Meyer
 

FAKULTETI ABA CEELI/CLDP
 

SEMINAR NDLRKOMBETAR MBI NDERMARRJET E PERBASHKETA
 
TIRANE, SHQIPERI


13 -16 KORRIK 1993
 

HYRJE NE PROBLEM
 

"QfarC dokumentesh jan6 te nevojshme ose ti 
 dCshirueshme p(r
formimin, drejtimin dhe ecurinC e njC.ndCrmarrjeje t( prbashkft?u.
Qllimi i ktij seminari CshtC tC 
zbulojC pCrgjigjen e kCsaj

pyetje.


MeqenCse qdo ndCrmarrje e pCrbashkit ka veqorit 
 e veta, ne
nuk mund t@ pCrcaktojmC nj! 
numCr "standart" dokumentesh pcr t'.u
diskutuar dhe pergatitur pr Qdo ndrmarrje tC 
pzrbashk(t.
Si tC vendosim atherC 
se qfar6 dokumetesh jane t6 nevojshme
ose t! dCshirueshme pCr njC ndnrmarrje tC pCrbashkCt tl 
 vegant@?.
 

SUGJERIMI I NJE RRUGE PER PERGJIGJE
 

PCrgjigja 
e kCsaj pyetje zbulohet nep~rmjet njC procesi

p~rbCrC nga tre faza: 

t6
 

1. Prq~ndrimi n! objektivat ligjor6 dhe tC biznesit tc palCve
tC nd(rmarrjes sC pCrbashkat.

SiQ u theksua n@ hyrjen e kitij seminari, sfida qi pal~t dhe
kCshilltarCt e ndirmarrjes se perbashk(t duhet tC pCrballojn6 Csht!
hartimi i njC sirC 
dokumentesh tC ndCrmarrjes, me synimin qf
shtyhen m tej objektivat ligjore dhe tC 

t6
 
biznesit tC palve ti
ndrmarrjes.
 

2. P~rcaktimi i marrdhnieve tC ndryshme ligjore dhe 
t6
biznesit qC do ta vendosen ose mund tb vendosen dhe llojet 
e
veprimeve qe do te kryhen ose mund te kryhen gjatC ekzistencCs sc
mundshme t? nd(rmarrjes sb pCrbashk4t. Kto marrCdhnie dhe veprime
pCrfshijn! midis tyre:

(a) entin ei ndnrmarrjes s( p~rbashkzt

(b)palt e veQanta ta ndCrnmarrjes
(c)palit filiale ose ti 
 tjera t( lidhura me palCt p!rbCr(se
tl ndCrmarrjes sC pCrbashkCt

(d) punonj~sit, n~pun(sit, 
 drejtoret dhe pronarCt e
ndCrmarrjes ose palve

(e) paR tC treta t@ jashtme.

Qdo marredhanie ligjore dhe biznesi dhe gdo veprim ligjor e
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biznesi midis ose nd~rmjet kityre palive mund tCS ofrojt! nevojc-n p !rnjC-lloj tC-veqantC: dokumenti ti nd( rmarrjes se pC-rbashkC-t. Shembuj'tC? k !tyre marrC:dhC~nieve dhe veprimeve lidhur me to pC-rfshijnC-:
S(a) marrC-dhniet aksionere ose t( ortakC-ris~a lidhur me pron~an,
transferimin (e kapitalit) dhe ndarjen e aksioneve ose-interesave
 

(b)marredh~niet e drejtimit midis nfpunesve, drejtuesve dhe
pronare ve dhe organizmat e ndryshne drejtues e administrativ qeformojnLS strukturC-n ligjore tC-ndC-rmarrjes

(c) marr !dhfniet punidh~nes-punonjcs midis ndL~rmarrjes dhenfpunesve, drejtuesve, aksionerC-ve, ortak~ave ose punonj( sve t6tjerC t( rind~nsishC~m nC-lidhje me p~rgjegjL!site dhe autoritetin,
shpC-rblimin, p( rfitimet e ndeshjen e interesave, jo-konkurenccn,

besirnin dhe qCshtje tC2 tjera.

(d) marr( dhniet huadhen !s-huamarrC-s dhe kreditor-debitor

lidhur me financimin e n&rmarrjes dhe veprime tf tjera tCS biznesit
(e) marrC-dhC~niet licence-dh~n s dhe licencC-marr(s lidhurzne,
patentat, teknologjinCS, markat, emrat tregtar ! dhe qishtje tc: tjera

tCS karakterit intelektual
 
(f) rarrC-dhniet qiradhC-nfs-qiramarrLs Jlidhur 'me pronln epatundshme, makinerin !, pajisjet dhe ndonjf pronCe tjetir t !

r(nd !sishne personale

(g)marr !dh~aniet shitCs-bler~s lidhur me ofert~an dhe blerjene pasurive b§ palujtshme, lL~nd~we t ! para, produkteve -*tlpCrmbaruara, dhe tC- mirave ti§ tjera materiale ose malirave t ? tjera'

tregtare

(h) marrC-dhnie t ! tjera kontratore lidhur me asistenc !nteknike, bashkC-punimin pcargjithsh !m, ndfartimin,e drejtimin dhe

administrimin, tregtimin dhe sh~arbime t( tjera.
 

3. Shoyrtimi i struktur~s ligjorte tC- nd~rmarrj es sCperbashket. 
Formna ligjore e organizimit t ! ndC:rmarrjes sC: perbashk~t dheligjet e zbatueshme ndikojn ! ni Laktin'se qfar( dokuinentesh jance t(domosdoshmne ose t( d!shirueshne p~r ndL5rmarrjen e perbashk~at.

Ortak~ritC- e pC:rgjithshne tLE huaja dhe vendase, ortak~riti ekufizuara, kornpanitC me p~rgjegj( si ti kufizuar, ndCrmarrjet epCrbashkCta aksionere dhe korporatat kCrkojnC lioje t( ndryshme
dokurnentesh tC5 nd!rmarrjes sC pCrbashk,t. 

DOKUMENTET ME TE DOMOSDOSH4E TE NDERMARRJES SE PERBASHKET
 

Lista e mC-poshtme nuk p~arcakton ti gjitha dokumentet emundshmre qC mund tC- jenL5 tC: nevojshne me q~11im qC- te-dokunientohet
si duhet qdo ndC~rmarrje e pCrbashkit e vegante, por ajo pC-rcakton
disa nga dokumentet baz(-: dhe ndihmC-s q ! ndeshen shpesh nC- nj~a
nd(rmarrje t~s pcrbashket.
 

DOKUMENTAC IONI BAZE
 

1. Letra e q4K1imit pC~r marrC-veshje
 
Pikat kryesore t(§ Marr~veshjes
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Dokumenti i kushteve
 
Protokolli jo i detyruesh~m

Marr!veshja nC parim

Memorandumi i mirRkuptimit.
 

2. MarrCveshja pCr ndirmarrjen e pCrbashkCt

MarrCveshja par personelin
 

3. Marr!veshja e ortak~risi
 
4. Nenet e shoq(rizimit
 

Nenet e bashkimit
 
Certifikata (vCrtetimi) e bashkimit
 
Statuti
 
Licenca (Leja)

Akti i formimit tC kompanisC
 
Akti noterial
 
Akti ose Dokumentet e themelimit
 

5. Kodi i n~nligjeve
 

6. Marr~veshja e aksioner~ve dhe e pronar~ve t6 kapitalit

Marr~veshja e parabashkimit

Marr~veshja e n~nshkrimit
 
Marr~veshja e transferimit t6 kapitaleve

Marr~veshja p~r shitblerjen

Marr~veshja p~r rimarrjen e kapitaleve

Mund~sia p~r blerjen ose shitjen e aksioneve
 
Marr~veshja p~r votbesimin.
 

DOKUMENTACIONI NDIHMES
 

1. Marr~veshja p~r licenc~n
 
Marr~veshja p~r licenc~n e patentas

Marr~veshja p~r licenc~n e teknologjis6

Marr!veshja p~r markat, em~rtimin e tyre dhe t6 drejt~n
e prodhuesit p~r prodhimin dhe shitjen e mallit
Marr~veshja p~r licenc~n e software te kompjuter!ve
MarrCveshja pCr aftsit@ /kualifikimin profesional.v
 

2. Marr4veshja pCr asistencCn teknike

MarrCveshja pCr drejtimin /manaxhimin

MarrCveshja p~r shzrbimet administrative

MarrCveshja p(r asistenczn e pCrgjithshme dhe kooperimin

Marreveshja p(r prodhimin

Marrzveshja pCr funksionimin
 

3. MarrCveshja pCr furnizimin
 
Marriveshja pCr blerjen

MarrCveshja pCr shitjen e paisjeve
 

4. MarrCveshja pCr ndCrtimin
 
MarrCveshja e pCrgjithshme kontratore
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Marreveshja per drejtimin e ndertimit
 
Marreveshja per sherbimet arkitekturore
 
Marreveshja p@r projektir-ndertimin
 
Marreveshja pir projektin e perfunduar

Marriveshja per shrbimet inxhinjerike

Nenkontratat per ndertimin
 

5. Marreveshja per tregetimin
 
Marreveshja per shitjet

Marreveshja per agjencine/funksionimin

Marreveshja per perfaqesimin
 
MarrCveshja per autorizimin
 
Marreveshja per shperndarjen
 
Marreveshja per monopolin
 

6. Marreveshja per pun~simin

Marreveshja per shpikjet e punonjesve

Marreveshja per sindikaten e punonjesve

Marreveshja per konsultimin
 
Marreveshja per sherbimet profesionale

Marreveshja per brokerimin
 

7. Marreveshja per moskonkurimin
 
Detyrimi per te mos konkuruar
 
Marreveshja per mirebesimin (ruajten e sekretit)
 

8. Marreveshja per huane
 
Realizimi i huase
 
Marreveshja per financimin ne koh
 
Marreveshja per linj~n e kreditit
 
Marreveshja per huane me afat/kushte
 
Leter-krediti
 
Shenimi i premtimit/Nota e premtimit
 
Garancia
 
Hipoteka

Marreveshja per sigurimin

Marreveshja e garantimit me peng

Marreveshja per jhumen e pengut

Vendosja e marreveshjes per pergjegjesite
 

9. Kambiali i shitjes
 
Transferimi i pron~s

Marreveshja per blerjen e prones se patundshme

Akti per pronen e patundshme
 
Pronat me ti drejte perdorimi
 
Te drejtat e rrugekalimit

Marreveshja per qirane e pajisjeve

Mundesia per te blere ose marre me qira pronen
 

10. 	Mendime ligjore
 
Letrat e ndihmes
 
Mendimet e revizor~ve
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Vleresimet
 
Vertetimet/gertifikatat
 
Vendimet
 

11. 	Studimi i ecurise/rentabilitetit
 

Plani i biznesito
 
Planifikimet financiare
 
Situacionet financiare
 
Situacionet financiare historike
 
Listat/afatet e ekspozeve
 

12. 	Lejimet
 
Licencat
 
Dheniet
 
Leshimet
 
Autorizimet
 
Miratimet
 
Vizat
 
Heqjet dore
 
Pelqimet

Perjashtimet (nga pergjegj~sia e fajit)
 

Traktatet e ivenstimeve
 
Marreveshjet per tregtine e lire
 
Ligjet
 
Dekretet
 
Rregulloret
 
Vendosja e rregullave
 
Urdh rat
 

13. 	Politikat e siguimit
 
Kambialet
 
Marreveshjet per zhdemtimin
 
Garancite e pajisjeve

Garancite e punes
 

14. 	Dokumete te tjera
 

Kontratat e pales se trete per 
furnizimin, shitjen dhe
blerien e mallrave dhe sherbimeve.
 

QESHTJE PER DISKUTIM
 

Cilat dokumente baze ose ndihmes jane 
te nevojshme ose te
deshirueshme per te realizuar objektivat ligjore dhe te biznesit t6
kompanise se perbashket t6 kompleksit blegtoral ne Durres?
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Sample Letter of Intent
 

1. Recitation of parties
 

2. Statement of purpose of parties in forming joint

venture; statement as to what each of the joint venturers hopes

to receive from the formation of the joint venture
 

3. Statement detailing what each of the parties will do
prior to formation of the joint venture or what preliminary steps

need to be taken, such as performing any feasibility studies or

providing information relating to marketing issues, employee

matters, etc.
 

4. Fundamental business terms of joint venture
 

5. Timetable for action
 

6. Statement that each party bears its own expenses
 

7. Exclusivity: statement that neither party will attempt

to enter into negotiations with third parties with respect to the
 
subject of the joint venture
 

8. Confidentiality undertaking
 

9. Statement that the Letter of Intent is not a legally

binding agreement
 

10. Governing law for legal interpretation of the
 
provisions cf the Letter of Intent
 

12. Signature of Parties
 



MODEL I KARTES SE QELLIMEVE TE KONTRATES 

1. Deklamini i paleve 
2. Deklarim i qellimit te paleve ne formimin e firmes se perbashket.
 

(joint venture);deklarimi i objektit te perfitimit si rezultati 

formimit te firmes se perbashket. 

3. Deklarimi i detajuar i vaprimit te paleve perpara formimit te fi
rmes 
se perbashket ose i hapave paraprake qe duhet te ndermerren,
 
sig eshte perpilimi i nje studimi te mundshem lidhur me problemet
 

e tregut,nepunesve e geshtje te tjdra. 
4. Kushtet themelore te biznesit te firmes se perbashket
 

5. Afati i veprimeve
 

6. Deklarimi se seicila pale mban shpenzimet e veta
 

7. Ekskluziviteti:deklarimi 
se asnjera nga .palet nuk do te perpiqet
te hyje ne bisedime me pale te treta lidhtir me subjektin e firmes
 

se perbashket.
 

8. Afirmim i konfidencialitetit
 

9. Deklarimi se kjo Karte e Qellimeve te kontrates nuk eshte marre

veshje ligjerisht e detyrueshme.
 

10. Nenet e Kartes se Qellimeve te kontrates intepretohen ligjerisht
 

sipas ligjit ne fuqi.
 

11. Nenshkrimi i paleve. 
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Sample Letter of Intent
 

1. Recitation of parties
 

This Letter of Intent is signed on 1993 between
 
the City of XX and B Gas Company.
 

2. Statement of purose of Rarties in forminq Joint
 
venture; statement as to what each of the joint venturers hopes
 
to receive from the formation of the Joint venture
 

The municipal government of the City of XX wishes to
 
introduce natural gas to the City of XX, and B Gas Company is an
 
international integrated gas company with extensive experience in
 
all aspects of the gas industry. The City of XX and B Gas Company
 
agree that it is in their mutual interests to form a joint
 
venture company which would own and operate the gas distribution
 
system in the City of XX.
 

3. Statement detailinQ what each of the Dartiewil do 
prior to formation of the joint venture or what preliminary steps
need to be taken. such as 2erforming any feasibility st'dies or 
providing information relating to marketinQ issues. employee
 
matters. etc.
 

The City of XX will provide to B Gas Company all information
 
that it has relating to the city gas project and will make
 
available to B Gas Company, at such reasonable times and as may
 
be deemed necessary by B Gas Company, relevant technical and
 
managerial personnel to discuss the gas project.
 

4. Fundamental business terms of ioint venture
 

The parties agree that any joint venture organized to
 
undertake the ownership and operation of the natural gas

distribution system in the City of XX will have the following
 
terms, each to be more fully detailed in the documentation to be
 
entered into by each of the parties:
 

(a) the joint venture will be a joint stock company formed
 
under Albanian law, owned 51% by the City of XX and 49% by B
 
Gas Company.
 

(b) B Gas Company will have the right to appoint the
 
management and to have operating control of the joint

venture.
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(c) all profits of the Joint venture will be reinvested for
 a period of 5 years; thereafter profits will be distributed
 
in accordance with ownership interest without any preference
 
or priority.
 

(d) no ability to transfer interest in joint venture for a

period of 10 years except under certain deadlock

circumstances to be more fully described in the final joint

venture agreement.
 

5. Ti2.e± J&. for action 

Within two weeks from the date hereof the City of XX and B

Gas Company will meet together to determine the nature of the

work to be carried out by each of them in evaluating the
 
feasibility of the project. 
If that evaluation proves to be

favorable, then within two weeks from receiving the favorable

evaluation the parties will hold a second meeting where they will
 
prepare a firm proposal for the formation and operation of a

joint venture company in which both would participate in the
 
manner set forth in paragraph 4 above in order to own and operate

the natural gas distribution system in the City of XX.
 

6. Statement that each Partv bears its own expensen
 

Each of the City of XX and B Gas Company will pay their own
internal and out of pocket costs, including without limitation

all legal fees, associated with carrying out the evaluation and

formation of the joint venture. B Gas Company will bear the

financial cost of all feasibility studies in connection with the
 
formation of the joint venture.
 

7. Exclusivity: statement that neither Party will attemnt
 tonter into nectiations with third parties with resect tQ__

subect of the Joint venture
 

Neither of the parties will commence discussions with any
third parties with the intent of entering into a cooperative

agreement relating to the subject matter of this Letter of Intent
 
prior to December 31, 1993.
 

8. Confidentiality Undertaking
 

Each of the City of XX and B Gas Company undertakes for the
benefit of the other that it will not without the prior written
 
consent of the other disclose to any third party any information
 
relating to the joint venture which shall be identified by the
 
City of XX or B Gas Company as being confidential.
 



9. Statement that the Letter of Intent is not a lerally
 
binding agreement
 

This Letter of Intent shall not create any legal right or
 
obligation on either the City of XX or B Gas Company.
 

10. Governing law for legal interpretation of the
 
provisions of the Letter of Intent
 

This Letter of Intent shall be governed by the laws of
 

12. Signature of Parties
 

Signed by
 
on behalf of the City of XX
 

Signed by
 
on behalf of B Gas Company
 



Overview of Key Joint Venture Agreement Clauses
 

CLAUSES RELATED TO THE FORMATION OF THE JOINT VENTURE
 

Parties and Recitals
 

Definitions
 

Sample contract language:
 

"Agreement" shall mean this Joint Venture Agreement, as
amended, supplemented, restated or otherwise modified from
 
time to time.
 

"Shares" shall mean the ordinary shares of the Company at
 
any time outstanding.
 

Business Purpose
 

Conditions to Closing
 

CLAUSES RELATED TO THE FINANCING OF THE JOINT VENTURE
 

Capitalization and Shareholding
 

Sample contract language: The aggregate share capital of the
Company as of the date of formation will be LEK 100,000.
The capital will be divided into 1,000 ordinary shares each
having a nominal value of LEK 100. 
 Shareholder AA will own
51% of the shares and Shareholder BB will own 49% 
of the
 
shares.
 

Non-Cash Capital Contributions
 

Future Capital Contributions
 

Sample contract language:
 

Future Capital Contributions. 
 Should the Supervisory

Council decide, in furtherance of the business

objectives of the Company, to raise additional capital
for the Company through the issuance of new shares, the
Supervisory Council shall determine the valuation price
for the new shares and shall offer the opportunity to
subscribe for such new shares to tht 
shareholders

ratably in accordance with their then-existing holdings
of shares. Each shareholder shall use its best efforts
to provide its ratable portion of the necessary funds;
however, should any shareholder be unable to subscribe
 



for its full ratable portion of the new shares, the
 
Supervisory Council shall offer the opportunity to
 
subscribe for such unclaimed shares to those
 
shareholders which have indicated their intention to
 
subscribe for their ratable proportion of the new
 
shares.
 

CLAUSES RELATED TO THE MANAGING
 
AND OPERATION OF THE JOINT VENTURE
 

Shareholders' Meetings
 

Supervisory Council
 

Sample contract lanQuage:
 

Membership of the Supervisory Council. The Company shall be

governed by a Supervisory Council consisting of six members.

Shareholder AA shall appoint two of the members, Shareholder
 
BB shall appoint two of the members and the employees shall

appoint two of the members as provided by Albanian law.
 

Managerial Board
 

Sample contract languaQe:
 

Duties of the Managerial Board. The conduct of the business
 
of the Company is the responsibility of the Supervisory

Council, who shall administer the business and all the
 
property of the Company, including without limitation
 
entering into contracts and transactions within the scope of

the objectives of the Company, as more fully set forth
 
below.
 

Major Decisions
 

Dividend Policy
 

Sample contract language: Unless otherwise agreed by the
 
Supervisory Council pursuant to Section 
 herein, the

maximum percentage of the Company's profits allowable under

applicable law shall be declared as 
a dividend to the

Shareholders in proportion to their paid up capital.
 

CLAUSES-RELATED TO THE TRANSFERRING OF OWNERSHIP
 
AND TERMINATION OF THE JOINT VENTURE
 

Prohibition on Sales of Shares During Term of Agreement
 

2
 



Prohibition on Encumbrances or Liens over Shares
 

Sample contract languaQe:
 

No shareholder shall, except with the prior written
consent of the other shareholder, create or permit to
subsist any lien over, or grant any option or other
rights over or dispose of any interest in, all or any
of the shares held by it 
(other than by a transfer of
shares explicitly in accordance with the provisions of

this Agreement).
 

Permitted Transfers
 

Term of Agreement
 

CLAUSES RELATED TO RESOLVING JOINT VENTURE DISPUTES
 

Deadlock
 

Termination of Agreement
 

Sample contract language:
 

6.1 General. 
 If after the date of formation of ' Company
any Shareholder (the "Terminating Shareholder,) hal have
been overruled in respect of any three consecutive Major
Decisions in accordance with the provisions of Section 3.4,
then the provisions of Section 6.2 shall apply.
 

6.2 Termination.
 

(a) 
Within 60 days after the occurrence of an event
described in Section 6.1, the Terminating Shareholder shall
deliver to the other Shareholders a notice electing to sell
to the other Shareholders, pro rata, all of the shares of
the Company owned in the aggregate by the Terminating

Shareholder (a "Sale Notice"). 
 The sale price of the
relevant shares shall be the Fair Market Value thereof. 
Any
such sale shall be undertaken in accordance with the
procedures described in Section 6.2(b) hereof. 
Should any
Shareholder decline to purchase its ratable portion of the
Shares offered by the Terminating Shareholder, such Shares
shall be offered on the same terms to the Shareholder which
accepted the offer contained in the Sale Notice. 
 Should
none of the other Shareholders agree to purchase the Shares
of the Terminating Shareholder pursuant to the Sale Notice,
then the Shareholders shall cooperate in achieving the
prompt and orderly dissolution of the Company and ratable
distribution of its assets to the Shareholders.
 

Arbitration of Disputes
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OTAER MISCELLANEOUS CLAUSES
 

Non-Competition
 

Sample contract language:
 

Each of the Shareholders agrees that for so long as it
is a shareholder of the Company, it will not, directly

or indirectly (including through affiliates and other
 
related enterprises) enter into activities in Eastern

Europe which at such time compete with the activities
 
of the Company.
 

Confidential Information
 

Sample contract languape:
 

Each shareholder agrees to keep in strictest confidence all
 
information relating to or acquired from any other

shareholder in connection with the performance of this

Agreement or any agreement provided for herein, or through

participation in the ownership or management of the Company

Each shareholder agrees that it will not p lblish,

communicate, divulge, disclose or use any 
information
 
described in the preceding sentence without the prior

written consent of each other shareholder, except as
 
expressly provided herein.
 

No Agency Relationship Created
 

Notice Addresses
 

Choice of Governing Law
 

Submission to Jurisdiction
 

Conflict with Statutes or other Agreements
 

Licenses of Intellectual Property
 

4
 



PARAQITJA E KLAUZOLAVE KYCE TE MARREVESHJES SE FIRMES SE PERBASHKET
 

Klauzola ge lidhen me formimin e firmes 
se perbashket
 

Palet dhe deklamimet
 

Percaktimet
 

Model i gjuhes se kontrates :
 

"Marreveshje" do te thote
 

qe klauzolat te shtohen,te rregullohen apo te ndrXshohen kohe pas
 

kohe.
 

"Aksione" do te 
thote aksionet e zakonshme te kompanise qe kane
 

vlere ne gdo kohe.
 

Klauzola ge lidhen me financimin e firmes se perbashket
 

Kapitali dhe aksionet
 

Model i ajuhes se kontrates:
 

Kapitali i perbashket aksionar i kompanise ne diten e formimit
 

do te jete 100000 leke.Kapitali do te ndahet ne 1000 aksione te za

konshmeseicila duke pasur nje vlere prej 100 leke.Aksionari A. do te
 

kete 51% te aksioneve,kurse B. 49%.
 

Nuk lejohet kontributi kapital me qek.
 

Kontributet ne kapitaZ ne te ardhmen.
 

Model igiuhes se kontrates
 

Nese keshilli i mbikqyrjes vendos,ne perputhje me objektivat e
 

blznesit te kompanise;qe te rritet kapitali nepermjet blerjes se 
ak

sioneve te reja, 
 dhe ofron mundesine p-er-te ko
 

ntribuar ne keto aksione ne perputhje me gjendjen e tyre ekzistuese,
 

Ido aksionar duhet te vere te gjitha forcat qe te jape pjesen e tij
 
te fondeve te nevojshme,megjithate,nese ndonje aksionar nuk mund te
 

kontriboje ne menyre te plote per aksionet e rejaKeshilli mbikqyres
 

ofron mundesine per kontribim aksionareve te tjere te cilet e kane ,'k
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Klauzola ge lidhen me dreitimin dhe veprimin e firmes 
se perba,
 

Mbledhjet 
e aksionareve
 

Kebhilli Mbikqyres
 

Model i gjuhes se kontrates :
 
A 
Anetarsia e Keshillit Mbikq'yres _Kompania duhet te drejtohet nc
 
Keshilli "bikqyres i perbere nga 6 anetare.Aksi.onari A. duhet te
 
caktoje 2 nga anetaret;aksionari B. duhet te caktoje 
2 anetare te
 
dhe nepunesit duhet te caktojne 2 anetaret e tjere sipas ligjit sh
 

Bordi i drejtuesve
 

Detyra te bordit te dreJtuesve
 
Veprimtaria e biznesit te kompanise eshte nen pergjegjesine e K(
 

shillit Mbikqyres?icili do 
te administroje te gjitha te ardhurat dt
 
pasurine e kompanise,duke perfshire pa limit,edhe hyrjen ne kontrat
 
dhe transaksione brenda sferes se objektit te kompanise,si
9 pershk
 

het me hollesisht me poshte.
 

Vendimet themelore
 

Politika e dividentit
 

Model igjuhes se kontrates:
 

Me perjashtim te rasteve kur nuk eshte rene dakord nga Keshilli
 
Mbikqyres ne baze te saksionit 
 ,perqindja maksimale e fitimit I
 
kompanise sipas ligjit ne zbatim,do te deklarohet si divident i ak
sionareve ne proporcion me kapitalin e tyre te paguar me pare.
 

Klauzola qe lidhen me transferimin e pasurise dhe permbylljen e fir

messe perbashket.
 

Ndalohet shitJa e aksioneve gjate afatit te marreveshjes.
 

Ndalohen hipotekimi 
ose mbajtja peng e aksioneve.
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Model i qjuhes se kontrates:
 

Asnje aksionar nuk mund te kete (me perjashtim te rasteve kur ak
sionari tjeter jep pelqimin me shkrim)t6 krijoj6 ose t& jejoj6 t4 dr 
ta t6 posedimit t6 qfardo interesi mbi t6 gjitha ose ndonje nga aks. 
onet e shoqerise(vetem ne 
rastin e transferimit te aksioneve ne perpi
 

thje me nenet e kesaj marreveshjeje).
 

Transferim i lejuar 

Kushte te marreveshjes
 

Klauzola ae lidhenme zqjidhen e mosmarreveshies ne firmen e perbash
 

Pezullimi
 

Permbyllja e marreveshjes
 

Model i qiuhes se kontrates:
 

N.q.s. pas dates se formimit te kompanise,gdo aksionar kundershtoh,
 
ne 
3 pika themelore te marreveshjes ne perputhje me nenet 3 dhe 4 te
 

sanksionit,atehere hyjne ne zbatim nenet e sanksionit 5.
 
embvll i a 

Brenda 60 diteve pas ndodjhjes se ngjarjes se pershkruar ne seksio
uin 6/1,aksionari 


,te gjitha aksionet
 

firmes te zoteruara ne total nga aksionari.(Shenimi per shitjen.Cm;
 

.ii shitjes se ketyre aksioneve do te kete vleren normale te t'egut.
 
do shitje e tille do te ndermerret ne perputhje me procedurat e per
hkruara ne 
6/2 .Nese ndonjeri nga aksionaret nuk pranon te shese pjese
 

tij te aksioneve,te ofruara nga aksionari permbylles(ai qe eshte
 
,ndershtuar),atehere keto aksione do ti ofrohen me te njejtat kushte
 
cs~onarit i cili me paree ka pranuar oferten ne 9mimin e shitjes.
 

!se asnjeri nga aksionaret e tjere nuk bie dakord te shese aksionet
 
aksionarit terminator sipas 9mimit te shitjes,atehere keta kooperojr 
,r te arritur nje zgjidhje te shpejte e te drejte te kompanise (shper
 

http:shitjen.Cm
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Klauzola te tiera te ndryshme
 

Jo konkurrence
 

Model i ajuhes se kontrates:
 

Seicili nga aksionaret bie dakord qe sa kohe qe vepron si"
 

ne kompani,ai nuk do te hyje direkt apo indirekt(perfshire k(
 

alet dhe ndermarrjet e tjera ndihmese)ne aktivitet me Europer
 

e cila ne kete kohe konkurron me aktivitetin e kompanise.
 

Informacion konfidencial
 

Model i aiuhes se kontrates/:
 

Cdo aksionar pranon qe te mbaje konfidence te plote per te
 

infformacionet qe lidhen ose merren nga aksionaret persa i pe
 

veprimit te kesaj marreveshjeje ose 9do marreveshje qe behet
 

persai perket pjesmarrjes ne drejtimine kompanise.Cdo aksiona
 

kord qe te mos publikoje,komunikoje,bej 
te njohur ose perdorde
 

formacion te pers kruar me pare pa patur me pare lejen e shkr 

aksionareve te tjere,perve9 rasteve te dhena deri tanu.
 

Shpallja e adresave
 

Zgjedhja e ligjit udheheqes
 

.Zbatimi i juridiksionit
 

Konflikte me statute ose marreveshje te tjera
 

lfiore
Rectangle
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A PRIMER ON REVIEWING AND DRAFTING JOINT VENTURE DOCUMENTS
 

OA. David Meyer

ABA CEELI/ CLDP FACULTY
 

INTERNATIONAL JOINT VENTURE WORKSHOP
 
TIRANA, ALBANIA
 

13-16 JULY 1993
 

TEN (10) GOALS
 
OF A JOINT VENTURE DOCUMENT OR CLAUSE
 

PREMISE: An "Ideal" Joint Venture Document or Clause Should: 

* Promote the Objectives of Your Client Over Time 

" Not be Detrimental to the Objectives of Your Client Over Time 

• 	 Promote the Objectives of the Other Venturer Over Time Without 
Sacrificing the Objectives of Your Client 

* Clearly Assign Rights and Obligations to Each Venturer 

* 	 Clearly Identify and Allocate Risks to Each Venturer 

* 	 Communicate the Same Meaning to Each Venturer and Outside Third 
Parties 

* Be Consistent With Other Related Documents and Clauses 

* Be Capable of Being Performed by Each Venturer in Accordance With 
its Terms 

* 	 Be Consistent With Applicable Law 

* 	 Be Enforceable from a Practical and Legal Perspective 



A PRIMER ON REVIEWING AND DRAFTING JOINT VENTURE DOC 

0A. David Meyer
 
ABA CEELI/ CLDP FACULTY
 

INTERNATIONAL JOINT VENTURE WORKSHOP
 
TIRANA, ALBANIA
 

13-16 JULY 1993
 

CHECKLIST OF
 
TWENTY FIVE (25) PRELIMINARY QUESTIONS
 

TO ASK YOURSELF WHEN REVIEWING OR DRAFTING
 
A JOINT VENTURE DOCUMENT OR CLAUSE
 

QUESTIONS REGARDING
 
OBJECTIVES OF THE DOCUMENT OR CLAUSE
 

1. 	 Does This Joint Venture Document or Clause Promote the Short Term and Long 

Term Business and Legal Objectives of my Client? 

" Is it Drafted to Help my Client Achieve its Objectives? 

* 	 Does it Give Appropriate Weight to the Priority of my Client's 
Objectives? 

* Does it Protect my Client From Adverse Contingencies? 

2. 	 Does This Joint Venture Document or Clause Promote the Short Term or Long
Term Objectives of the Other Venturer in a Manner That is

* 	 Consistent With the Objectives of my Client? 

* 	 Inconsistent With the Objectives of my Client? 

3. 	 Is This Joint Venture Document or Clause

* 	 Detrimental to the Short Term or Long Term Objectives or my Client? 

* 	 Detrimental to the Short Term or Long Term Objectives of the Other 
Venturer? 

* 	 So Detrimental to any Venturer That it Foretells the Failure of the 
Venture? 



4. 	 Is This Joint Venture Document or Clause Necessary or Beneficial?
 

* 
 Is it Required for any Business or Legal Reason? 

* 	 How Important is it to my Client? 

* How 	Important is it to the Other Venturer? 

" What 	Will my Client Gain or Lose if it is Eliminated? 

" What Will the Other Venturer Gain or Lose if it is Eliminated? 

* Does it Communicate Useful Information? 

5. 	 Are There Alternatives or Options to This Joint Venture Document or Clause That 
Should be Considered? 

* What 	Alternatives or Options 	may Achieve the Objectives of ThisDocument or Clause in Morea Effective or Less Costly or Less 
Cumbersome Manner? 

* What is my Best Available Alternative to This Document or Clause? 

* What Will my Client Gain or Lose if Another Alternative or Option
is Selected? 

" What Will the Other Venturer Gain or Lose if Another Alternative or 
Option is Selected? 

* 	 Is There an Opportunity to Create Additional Value or Gains for Each
Venturer by Selecting Another Alternative or Option? 

QUESTIONS REGARDING 
ALLOCATION OF RIGHTS, OBLIGATIONS AND RISKS 

6. 	 What Specific Rights and Obligations Does This Joint Venture Document or Clause 

Assign or Alocate

* To my Client?
 

* 
 To the Other 	Venturer? 

* 	 To Both Venturers Jointly? 

* 	 To Outside Third Parties? 



7. 	 Does This Joint Venture Document or Clause Clearly Identify

* 	 What Each Venturer is to do? 

* 	 How the Venturer is to do it? 

• When the Venturer is to do it?
 

* 
 At Whose Expense the Venturer is to do it? 

* 	 What Happens if the Venturer Does not do it

* 	 At All? 

* In a Timely Manner? 

" Properly? 

8. 	 Does This Joint Venture Document or Clause Clearly Identify and Address all 
Material Business and Legal Risks and Contingencies Associated with its Subject 
Matter? 

* What Foreseen and Unforeseen Risks and Contingencies are Covered 
by or Omitted From This Joint Venture Document or Clause? 

" How Manageable are These Risks and Contingencies? 

9. 	 Does This Joint Venture Document or Clause Allocate Risks to Each Venturer

" 	 Clearly and Precisely? 

* In a Manner Consistent With the Objectives of my Client? 

* To the Venturer Best Able to Manage or Bear the Risks? 

" Fairly and Reasonably? 

10. 	 What Adverse Consequences May Occur to my Client if This Joint Venture 
Document or Clause is Not Changed? 

• How Serious are the Possible Consequences? 

* What is the Worst Thing that Can Happen? 

" 	 What are the Probabilities of Occurrence of These Adverse 
Contingencies? 



* 	 Can my Client Manage or Bear These Risks and Their Probible 
Consequences? 

* Can This Document or Clause be Changed to Eliminate, Minimize or
Reallocate any of These Possible or Probable Risks or Adverse 
Consequences? 

" To What Extent Will any Change Result in a Gain or Loss in 
Benefits to my Client or the Other Venturer? 

* 	 What is the Price or Cost of any Proposed Change as 
Compared to the Benefits? 

QUESTIONS REGARDING 
UNDERSTANDING OF THE DOCUMENT OR CLAUSE 

11. Does or Will This Joint Venture Document or Clause Clearly Communicate the 

Same Information and Meaning Now and Over Time to

o You and Your Client?
 

* 
 Each Key Officer, Director, Manager and Owner of Your Client? 

* 	 The Other Venturer and Your Client? 

0 The Other Venturer and Each of its Advisors and Key Officers, 
Directors, Managers and Owners? 

• Outside Third Parties Such as Government Agencies, Financial 
Institutions, Judges or Arbitrators? 

* The Heirs, Successors and Assigns of the Venturers? 

12. 	 Can This Joint Venture Document or Clause Be Understood, Interpreted or 
Constied in More than One Way? 

* How Can Multiple Meanings or Misunderstandings be Avoided by 
Redrafting This Document or Clause? 

* Is the Subject Matter of Each Clause in This Document Consistent 
With the Descriptive Tie Given to the Clause? 

0 Should the Title be Renamed? 



* 	 Should Part of the Subject Matter of This Clause be 
Moved to Another Clause or Covered in a Separate 
Clause of its Own? 

0 Does This Clause Belong in This Document or is Some Other Basic or 
Ancillary Document? 

13. 	 Is This Joint Venture Document or Clause Drafted in a Manner That Facilitates 
Understanding and Translation Into Another Language? 

* Is it too Long or Complex?
 

* 
 Can the Entire Document or Clause be Eliminated Without Losing any 
Important Benefits? 

• 	 Can Long Articles or Paragraphs be Broken Down Into Shorter Ones? 

* 	 Can Long Sentences be Broken Down Into Shorten Ones? 

* 	 Can a Sentence be Written in Fewer or Simpler Words Without any 
Loss of Information? 

14. 	 Does This Joint Venture Document or Clause Contain any Misstatements orMaterial 
Omissions of Business or Legal Information? 

* Is it Likely to Mislead or Confuse any Venturer or Third Party? 

* What 	is Missing From This Document or Clause That Should be 
Included?
 

• 	 Are all Exhiits and Other Documents Referred to or Incorporated in 
This Document or Clause Complete and Available for Review Prior to 
Final Review, Approval or Execution of This Document or Clause? 

* 	 Does it Intentionally or Inadvertently Fail to Address any Business or 
Legal Right, Obligation, Problem, Opportunity, Risk or Contingency 
That Should be Addressed? 

" 	 What Serious Consequences may Result it is Not Changed to Correct 
the Misstatements or the Omissions? 

15. 	 Is This Joint Venture Document or Clause Consistent With

* Other 	Clauses W'ithin the Same Document? 



* Other Related Basic and Ancillary Joint Venture Documents? 

* Customs, Practices, Terms of Art and Terminology Common in the
Business or Industry of the Venture? 

* Previous Drafts of the Same Document or Clause? 

* Any Letter of Intent, Heads of Agreement, Term Sheet or
Memorandum of Understanding? 

* Feasibility Studies, Financial Projections, Business Plans,Prospectuses, Offering Circulars, Descriptive Brochures, or Similar
Documents Describing the Proposed Venture? 

" Applications, Approvals, Authorizations, Consents, Permits, Licensesor Sim"ia Documents Filed or Issued by any Venturer, Government
Agency or Other Third Party? 

* Previous Correspondence or Other Exchanges of Information Between 
or Among the Venturers? 

* Other Representations, Warranties, Assurances or UnderstandingsBetween or Among the Ventures Whether Written or Oral, Formal or
Informal, or Express or Implied? 

QUESTIONS REGARDING 

PERFORMANCE OF THE JOINT VENTURE DOCUMENT OR CLAUSE 

16. Who are the Parties to This Joint Venture Document? 

* What is the Legal Form of Organization of Each Venturer? 

* Is the Other Venturer the Same Business Entity Your Client Believes 
it to be? 

0 Is it the Same Entity Referred to in Correspondence,
Company Brochures, Correspondence, Annual Reports,Financial Statements, and Feasibility Studies? 

" Is the Other Venturer a Newly Created Entity or to be Created
Specifically for the Purpose of This Venture? 

* Is the Other Venturer an Assignee of the Party who Negotiated theVenture or Signed a Preliminary Letter of Intent or Similar 
Agrement: 



* Who are the Key Owners, Officers, Directoirs, Managers and
Employees of Each Venturer?
 

* 
 Who has the Right, Power and Authority to Sign Documents and Act 
on Behalf of Each Venturer? 

" What is the Financial Condition (Assets, Liabilities, Equity and 
Income) of Each Venturer? 

* What is the Business History and Reputation of Each Venturer and its 
Principals

* In the Proposed Line of Business of the Venture? 

* In Other Lines of Business? 

" In Other Joint Ventures? 

* With ATIjor Suppliers and Customers? 

" With Employees? 

0 With Banks and Other Lenders and Creditors? 

* With Government Authorities at Home and Abroad? 

17. Who Should be Made Parties to This Joint Venture Document or to Other RelatedBasic or AncMary Documents or Made Legally Bound to Ihis Clause? 

* Should the Joint Venture Entity Become a Party After it Comes Into 
Existence? 

* Should any Parent Company, Subsidiary Company, AffiliatedCompany, or Key Owners, Officers, Directors, Managers orEmployees Of any Venturer be Made a Party or Otherwise Bound

* To This Entire Document? 

0 To Selected Clauses? 

* To Other Related Basic or Ancillary Documents? 

* As a Principal? 

* As a Guarantor or Surety? 



Does This Joint Venture Document or Clause Contemplate or Require
Performance or Action by a Third Party? 

* Who is Required to Obtain Such Performance From the Third 
Party? 

* 	 What Happens if the Third Party's Performance is Not 
Obtained? 

* Should the Third Party be Added as a Party to This Document 
or Become Otherwise Bound to This Clause? 

Is This Joint Ventme Document18. 	 or Clause Capable of Being Performed by Each 
Venturer in Accordance With its Terms? 

0 Does Each Venturer Have the Resources Necessary to Perform Its 
Obligations and Make the Venture Successful Including: 

* 	 Qualified Management and Key Employees? 

* 	 Owners and Management Personally and Financially
Committed to the Success of the Venture? 

* Legal Capacity and Authority? 

* Requisite Tangible and Intangible Assets? 

* Adequate and Available Financial Resources? 

* Other Special or Required Resources Such as the Support or 
Assistance of Outside Third Parties? 

19. 	 Does This Joint Venture Docuuent or Clause Contemplate That any Venturer or
Affiliated Company or Related Third Party Will Parchmse From, Sell to, or Transact 
Other Busine With the Venture ? 

* How WIl the Equivalent of Arms Length Transactions be Assured? 

* How Wdl Conflicts of Interest be Avoided or Managed? 

QUESTIONS REGARDING ENFORCEMENT 

OF THE JOINT VENTURE DOCUMENT OR CLAUSE 

W. Does This Joint Venture Document or Clause Identify the Circumstances Under 



Which a Venturer is Temporarily or Permanently Relieved From its Obligations 

Such as-

0 Nonoccurrence of Conditions Precedent? 

0 	 What Events or Conditions Must Occur or be Satisfied 
or Performed Before There is an Obligation to Perform 
Under This Document or Clause? 

* 	 Breach or Default by the Other Venturer? 

* 	 Force Majeure? 

* 	 What Foreseen or Unforeseen Events Should or Shojd 
Not be Covered by the Definition of This Term? 

* 	 Government Action or Inaction? 

• 	 Impossibility of Performance? 

* 	 Economic Hardship or Commercial Impracticability? 

21. 	 What will be the Legal Status and Continued Viability and Effectiveness of This 
Joint Venture Document or Clause

* 	 After the Joint Venture Entity is Created? 

* 	 After Other Joint Venture Documents Come into Existence? 

0 If a Related Basic or Ancillary Joint Venture Document is

• 	 Never Executed? 

* 	 Materially Breached? 

22. 	 Is.This Joint Venture Document or Clause Consistent with Applicable Laws? 

* 	 Does it Conflict with Applicable Company Law? 

o* 	 Does it Conflict with Other Applicable Laws? 

* It is Required by Applicable Law?
 

0,. Does it Omit Anything Required by Applicable Law?
 

23. Does This Joint Venture Document. or Clause Incorporate or Provide For Dispute 



Resolution Mechanisms That Provide Fair, Effective, Expeditious, llatively
Inexpensive, and Realizable Remedies for

* 	 Business Disputes or Legal Disputes That Require Immediate 
Resolution (Emergencies)? 

* 	 Small or Medium Size Disputes That do not Merit Expensive or 
Protracted Litigation or Arbitration? 

" Large or Complex Disputes That Affect the Viability of the Venture? 

24. 	 Does This Joint Venture Document or Clause Create a Relationship, Mechanism or
Institutional Framework That Promotes the Probability of Performance and 
Enforcement Without Litigation or Arbitration? 

* Are There Built-In Incentives (Rewards and Sanctions) That Make the
Document or Clause "Self-Enforcing" From a Practical Point of View? 

* Before Invoking Litigation or Arbitration, What Practical Business or 
Contractual Remedies are Available if a Venturer Fails to Perform 
any Particular Obligation or Obligations or Otherwise Breaches this 
Document or Clause

* 	 Suspension of Dividends or Other Payments to the 
Defaulting Venturer? 

* Right 	to Offset Against Other Amounts Owed to the 
Defaulting Venturer? 

* 	 Suspension of Business With the Joint Venture or 
Defaulting Venturer? I 

* 	 Declaration of a Default Under Other Related Basic or 
Ancillary Joint Venture Documents? 

0 	 Suspension of Performance of the Nondefaulting 
Venturer's Obligations

0 	 Under This Document? 

* 	 Under Other Basic or Ancillary Joint 
Venture Documents? 

* 	 Suspension of the Defaulting Venturer's Voting Rights 
or Participation in Decision Making? 



* 	 Removal of the Defaulting Venturer as Managing 

Partner? 

0 The Right to Terminate the Venture? 

0 nilution of the Defaulting Venturer's Ownership of 
Capital or Shares? 

0 The Right to Acquire the Defaulting Venturer's Interest 
in the Venture? 

o 	 The Right to Require the Defaulting Venturer to 
Purchase the Other Venturer's Interest in the Venture? 

* 	 Are any of These Remedies too Harsh or Inappropriate in Particular 
Circumstances? 

. .	 Should the Availability of Particular Remedies be Dependent on the Nature 
of the Nonperformance or Breach? 

9 	 How Should this Document or Clause be Drafted to Specify
What Remedies .aire Available for Specified Kinds of 
Nonperformance or Breach? 

• o Are Any of These Remedies Not Available

* From a Practical Point of View?
 

* 
 Without Going to Court or Arbitration? 

* Under Local or Applicable Law?
 

.0 In an Arbitration Proceeding?
 

S. 	 Are the Available Remedies Adequate to Zive the Nondefaulting Venturer the 
Relief it Needs Under the Circumstances? 

25. If a Venturer Fails to Perform a Particular Obligation or Obligations or Otherwise 
Breaches a Joint Venture Document or Clause

*. 	 What Legal or Equitable Remedies are Available for Such 
Nonperformance or Other Breach Through the Court System or 
1hwough Arbitration

0 CXpensatory Damages? 



0 	 Consequential or Incidental Damages? 

* 	 Indemnification? 

* 	 Liquidated Damages? 

* 	 'Interest?
 

S At What Rate?
 

* 	 Attorney's Fees and Costs? 

* 	 Exemplary or Punitive Damages? 

* 	 Specific Performance? 

* 	 Temporary Restraining Orders? 

• 	 Preliminary or Permanent Injunctions? 

* 	 Attachment? 

* 	 Restitution? 

* Rescission?
 

" An Accounting?
 

* 	 Appointment of a Receiver, Conservator or Liquidator? 

* Other Equitable Relief?
 

* 
 Are any of These Remedies too Harsh or Inappropriate in 
Particular Circumstances? 

" 	 Should the Availability ofParticular Remedies be Dependent on 
the Nature of the Nonperformance or Breach? 

* How Should this Document or Clause be Drafted to 
Specify What Remedies are Available for Specified
Kinds of Nonperformance or Breach? 

* Are Any of These Remedies Not Avalabkle

* 	 From a Practical Point of View? 



* Without Going to Court or Arbitration? 

* Under Applicable Law? 

* In an Arbitration Proceeding? 

* Are the Available Remedies Adequate to Give the Nondefaulting 
Venturer the Relief it Needs Under the Ci t ? 

-END OF CHECKIST
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UDEZUES PER RIS. IKI'iR DHE HARI1MIN E DOKUMENTEVE TE NDERMARRJES
 

SE PERBAS -Ei .
 

A. David Mayer
 

PROJERTI ABA 
 CFELI/CLDP SEMINAIR PE.2 NDER,1ARRJET EPRBASHKETA 

NDERKOMBErARE £IR.NE IPERISH 13-16 KORRIK 1903. 

lo ELLIME IE AKTIT £- KRIJIMIT TE NDERMARRJES SE P-RBASHKE T 

KUSHi/ Nje akt "Ideal" i ndermarrjas se perbashket duhet: 

-Te nxise objektivat e klientit me z-jatje ne kohe. 

-Te mos jet6 i demshem per objektivat e klieantit ne kohe. 

-Te nxise qeklimet e ndermarresit tjeter ne kohe pa sakrifikuar objektivat 

e kliantit. 

-Te percaktoje qarte te drejtat dhe detyrimin e sejcilit ndermarres. 

-le identifikoje qarte dhe Se caktoje riskun e sejcilit ndermarres. 

-le komunil-koje te teknjejtin kuptim sejcili ndermares dhe jashte paleve t 

treta. 

-Te jete i qendrueshem me te gjitha aktet dhe dokumentet qe kane lidhje me 

kete.
 

-Te jete ne gjendjeqe te zbatohet nga sejcili mdermarres ne perputhje me
 

marreveshj et. 

-Te jete ne pkputhje me ligjet ne fuqi,te jete e zbatueshme ligjerisht dhe
 

praktikisht'.
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qer'Ie s- 1zz :."-v2 7uri-te ~ ooa:v t e zi 

-2lenti ne nenyre me efektive me -oa:-, te I,ushtu e hn',e dhe.ie- a! tm 

disf voreshme? 

-Cili. eshte alt-nrnativ?. .. ,e e .iire une-zesr D kete do:'=Ient? 

-C'fare hum' ez a-)o -fiton '.1 ien~i i n e :se z~rjJ ,-&t nje opsion 

t~jeter? 

-CI'are fiton a-po hu.nbet ndermnarresi tjeter ne se z:;jidhet nje
 

o~sion tjeter?
 

-A ka ndonje shans per te kriuJuar viera a:)o fiti-te shtese oer sej
 

cilin ndermares duke zl*jedilr nje alternative tjeter? 

PYETJZ N~E LIDiiJE ME CAK12IM11,; Z Z- DR--JT.AVE7 DETYRIiMVIVE DHE RREZIQE 

6.Cfare te drejtash dhe de'tyri .e specifike cakton k.) aky i nd.ermarrjes 

perbashket

-Per klientin tim? 

-Per nderrnarresin t-*eter? 

-Per te dy ndermarresit se bashku? 

-per pa-let e treta te jashterne?
 



7 	 A re- FercaIktonr qahrte H~dCI 1:UrrIGet i5PCI kI&a'. c'. dertmnrrj e 
perbi~stk~et 

SCfare duhef te tbe e:I] nojemf~': 

* Kur dUhe t t ar k e 4lj errire
*Ne 	 Pidetr t e 	i.,u t du et ta be j e nerr r 
* 	 [:are t-drjih ne rt enderrmareEsi nuk, e ben.

* 	 ~ e ~h~e 

8 	 A pereak,t cirn dhe a U ijre 1the t L dci!<ijrrelt-t dPc' [1 atJZCi:, e 
ndlerarle~ s .E;p- 'ero sh .e t 'k citegrp'lee niateriale te
bizriellit dhe atyre ligjcre si oh;_: p.ipriturave te rrnrdeshrre '74..e 	 .

Ci let rre-iqe dhe t'e piapri tura te paahkaadhe te 
pdpara~shi kuaij pe -f i- hen e pejrTst'henri kij 

dcunn t ap u'jo e e rrdert- r-rI s se perbhashl-t7 
* Deri noe cfa*re rri 'ase triund t!i k;:n ri:' lb I ne k*.e tci t-rez iqe 

dhe te papritUra ? 

9 A i percaktcin ky ijcikUrr-ent apce ki ali -clie e ndermrrljes se
 
perbash-ket rrezi get per- sec:ilin nclernares
 

Qarte dhe sakte '? 

Ne perpujthje me 'bjel.tivat e 1-lientit tim ? 
* 	 Per ndermnaresin qe rnrird te koritrolloje dhe perballoje 

me mire rreziqet *2 
* 	 Drejte dhe ne menyre t. arsy]eshrre ? 

0. Cf-re pasoja te kunderta mlUnd te iete klienti fiein rast se 
nuk ndryshohet ky dokimnent apo kldLuZOle e ndermrriijes se 
perbashklet ? 

S a serioze jan e pasojat e mundeshme ? 
* Cla eShte gjeja me e 1[eg--e qe rnund te, ndodhe 7 
* 	 Cilat Jane rnundesite e ridodhjes se k,:tyre te 

papriturave te kundierta 7' 
* 	 A mund ti kontrolloje apo perballoje kliernti im keto 

rreziqe dhe pasoja te MUndeshnie ? 

lfiore
Rectangle



*A rnund te rldrlyshchet k14 dokumren ar'c' kj1 ':Li.auzoi ne 
trengre '1' te p1 ernnohen , nnIrni zchen apo bi? 
ri percak[:tocheri ndc'nje pre ketytre re iqev.e te rruri'shemi apc 
pasojav*e tep Lunderta ' 

* 	 re :1 are rrase doi te ndh oj e clfaredo Hl nrnshuir 
shthmin 	 ose pakesirnin e fi tirne.e te Hi enti t tin
ise OHM1 ic nderriares T' 

Wa: cs e L o Elua 
pro'pcion.1ar neCkr~na r r-ne f i. 1rn t ? 

PYET.JE LI DHLR PIE l1Ef'!'EN S;E '31 JANE KLIPTLIAR 
DON['IrE4TAI SE KLALIZULA 

1I E percj eli apc' do ta perc: 1 le qart e Ky 

CANi esh te of e ciii: ndriyshimi te 

id1o umen apc H:1auzol1 e 
rlder-rrarjes se perbashket te njejninfl ormaci on dhe rniesazh 
tani dh e rrie FaIi rr in e kohes t.-k 

*Ju dhe kijenti juaj ? 
*Secili y&rtar knri.esor , 'ire tor , rnanaxher dhe prcijnr j 

klieritit tu.alj 7T 
* 	 Nier-maresi tIjeter 'ihe i~niIj;j-. ? 
* 	 Nderrrares! t jeter dhe sec i prej keshilitareye si dhe 

zigrt areve I.e ie?~ee dhekryesore* manaxhereve 
prcinareve ? 

*Palet e treta te jashternr. :.i p.sh. agjencite qevenitare 
institucionet firiarciare . n'wa.tesit dhe gjykatesit e 
arbit razhit '-7 

* 	 Trashegimntaret , paSu~esi;t fe caktuanit flqa 
ndermaresit '? 

12. A mund te kuptohet ,interpre:[iet apo perpilchet ky 
dokument 	 apo klauzole e niiermn.rjes se perbashket ne disa 
rnyra ? 

* 	 Si mund te shmangen shurnekuptimesite apo keq 

kuptirnet duke riperpiluar kete dokurnt apo klaw~ole ? 
*A eshte lenda e seciles klauzole tie kete dokument ne 

perputhjle 	 Me tMullin pershkrues te kiouzoles ? 
" Duhet vene tituli tjeter ? 
" A duhet te cvendoset nje pjese e kesaj kiauzoie ne 



rne 	 rle kIdUZc'1e tje ter dpo to perfshihet rne nje kLauzolo 
tie '.efite 

A i PEJ:et IUC k'U*u:CI e ke t ij d iku rnEn tI IF1cl pC-,r beri 
di-:urraert b.aze ose; nfill T'n 

13 	. . e:Ehte gperpi ua~r Li dc'Fureril a;po: hi wo:Ie e ndermairje se;:.: 
perbasE;h U'?t no menyiC're te tMle qe Ae lehtesoe to~ hipntuar t lhc 
perk:thrrin no Qa gie tjeter 7'1ihe 

Esh te Mhane e ga~te o!.e kctm-pi ek~s 
A triUnd toeoiwonriche t i gji the IlOk irneitj cisc- hi auzl~'1a 
p'a riatur hurrfib je te ri j ecshmi-e 7 

*A rrUrad te radaher; rneret 3se paragr-afet e gjate ne mre 
Ae stikurter ", 

* A 	 rrurid to 	 Wdheni fj ali e gj~ato no too to shkurtra ? 
* A 	 round to shkruhet nje f alj toe to paki.: fjjle dhe m-e 

hUrnbt contoe 	pak II ale pa Li ur 1ric'rn.a ri? 
14. A permban kg dokument apo klauzcile e nderrnarjes se 

perbashket ndc'raje keQirterpretira apc' tunqesa te iraformracirai t 
ligqjor ose te biznesit ? 

* 	 Ekzistori rrUrdesia te ragaterrcje radcorje riderrrares apci 
pale te trete '? 

* 	 Cfare rrUnqon nga ky dokurriert ose klauzole qle duhet 
perffshile ? 

*A jane te gjit he prov.at rratenai-le dhe dc'kurrertet e 
ref er-uara dhe te perffshir-a ne Ikete dokument apo klauzole 
te picita dhe te diSpc'raIUes-:htra per r-ishaqlyrtiri per-para 
nishqyrtirnit perfUnlirMtar- .riratirnit apo zbatimi I te 
ketij dokurnenati apo kiauzcile ? 

*A harron me qelmM ape pa iqellim ti drejtohet te 
drejtave 1igjore ose te biznaesit ,detgrmit ,. problernit 
rastit , rr-ezikut , ose te papritur-es te cilave duhiet 0A 

djrelto-at? 
*Cilat .jane pasolat serioze nese nuk korigjohen 
keqinterpretirniet cisc mfUnlgesat ? 

.A15 eshte ky dokument ape lauIZOie tie perputhje me 
*Klauzolat e 	tjera brenda te nje lt~t dcakurnent ? 
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-Prj~~t e:Je.~. t: 

nKzte-? - jes? 

t&'-z .nijJi.; =n-.2eo-le akt? 
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pro.ozat,-arkoret er olf--r-at,bro-,hurat D rshkruese ose ;'ok~e 

te oe-alrerz e ersbklua4.-e ndle--raarrj=e2. e -propozuar? 

-ZbatimTet,arovi.i-t u,aiutorizi.-:etu,-elc~i.-:e,±vjaut. .et,ligenzato ose 

doku-nente ten -erafert 'U-UeoZituar ne dos -e osi-7 te leshuar 

ndonje nder.:iarres ,orgran :;hteturor ose oale tjete7r e trete? 
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l 6 -Cilat 	 jane palet ne dokuinentin kea nderlmarrje te perbashket 

-Cila esi-.te formna ii.:~. ~~.:~~ t e cd: -ier.-)er.? 

-A eshte nderuarresi tj.-te. .,ijejti enti-,*a biznesi ae klienti -.j 
aj shpreson te jete ? 

-A eshte 	ai i njejti entu i pe:3en-ur ne korrespondence,broshura
 

e kom.anise,raportet vj--tore situacionet financiare dhe studirnet
 

nundeshne
 

6A shte nderaiaresi tjeter nje ent i>crijuar rishtas apo do te kri
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nd-aer.:arrien -S= fir,.os je - ti r 

veshie ose nje .Jarrevs-e~i~a~e 

-KUS2: jane oronarezu .:-*r-sor'e,zyrt. r=t anra*:s~: p3unon7=esi, 

d 0 nc-::.: arresi? 

CD(AIt vi et,,-Ci 1 a e c--.te jenija 2iL', sivijoet,t.- ardlhura:l) 

e 9do ndemiarresi?
 

-Cila eshte historia e zr,'-, ce r.*uta_-_o1. f. c rXner:r.eE 

dhe drejtuuesve? 

-NJinjen e )ro ~c:_:- &eiznesit te n-7er.narrjss. 

-vie linja te t~era ~Z± 

-,Ie nder:,arrj ---t -- tj :rT -oerb ashketa. 

-H4e fundizues dh, boleres krjesore ?
 

-Me punonjes?
 

.-1e banka dhle hu 1%..:r±-_-s ose '-reditore t:-- tjere?
 

--Me autoritetet s.. t-ror_-ne ve.:-d -'he jashte-_?
 

.7.-Kush duhen Ie behen Dale n. ketc-, &>:eta ndermiarrjes se perbashket 

ose na dokumnent'et e tier baze ose-- n-ih.-nes -oirkates ose li-)jerishr. te 

detyrueshen Der keye akt?
 

-A duhet enti ndremarrj=_ e ;.cfo-a-hket te behet pale pasi krijohet? 

-A duhet nje konpani nemne ,h-iliale dytesore oee pronaret kryesore
 

zurtaret,drejtoret~manazh-rt'o ose 
punonjesit e nje nderrnarresi r 

te perbashket te beheb pale ose te lidhen detyrimisht 

.Me tere kete Jokurnent? 

.Me aktet e z--jedhura? 

*Me dokurnentet e tjere perkates baze ose ndihrnes? 

.Si kryetar? 

.Si garantues ose si;urues? 
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nje partner eshte perkohesisht ose pergjithnje i g1iruar nga obli

gime te tilla si:
 

*mosekzistenca e kushteve te peparshme
 

Scilat kushte ose ngjarje duhet te ndodhin,te
 

plotesohen apo kryhen perpara se 
te zbatohet
 

nJe obligim sipas ketij dokumenti apo klauzole?
 

*shkelJe ose mosplotesim nga partneret e tjere?
 

*force madhore?
 

Ocfare ngjarjesh te parashikuara apo te papara

shikuara duhet te mos mbulohen nga ky percaktim?
 

*veprim apo indikim i Qeverise?
 

*pamundesia e kryerjes?
 

*veshtiresi ekonomike apo joprakticitet tregetar?
 

21.Cili do te jete statusi ligjor si dhe qendrueshmeria ne vazhdimesi 

dhe efektiviteti i ketij dokumenti apo klauzole te nderrmarje te 

perbashket

*pask".ij eijuar entit-ti i ndermarrjes se perbashket? 

*&en dokumentQ te tjera te ndermarrjes se perbashkt 

*•12C. ent kryesor apo ndihmes i nderm. se perbashket

°s'ka ekzistuar asnjehere? 

°eshte shkelur praktikisht? 

22-A eshate ky dokument i ndermarrJes se perbashket ne perputhje me
 

ligjin ne zbatim?
 

*a eshte ne konflikt me ligjin ne zbatim te kompanise?
 

*a eshte ne konflikt me ligje te tjera ne zbatim?
 

*a eshte i kerkuar nga ligji ne zbatim?
 



-Heqja e nd~rrmarr -sit t , P)asukse-sh~m nga bordi trejtues ?
 

E drejta p~r t ribyllow rnd~lrrnrrjexi ?
 

- 3Icrirr-a e prcntisis--
 s~i kcitait dhe elcsiorieve ttz- ndt-rmar -sit 

tmossukcseshft ? 

E dreita p i-r tt- bler interesii. :nd~rmar~silt t1 Pp sukseshm n'=4: 

nd!-rrnarj e' 

- E dreita oUr t'i k~rkuar ndlgrmarl-sit tU -pa sukseshrn tULblejlt
irnteresin e nd.-;rmarr~sit tjet-L.Lr nXz nd--rm.arje ? 

-A 4 E13s !I ndonjU nga k~lto z~c-Jidhje teo-Er e ask tir at-oo e pap~rshta
tshrne nU rrethana t ccdctuara ? 

- A duhet q-U zg,-jidhje t vecahta ts- varen nga natyra e mosakItjvitet 
apo e shkelies s6 ligieve ? 

duhet t -- hartohet ky dokumrent aio klau~ol-Si p~r U~ szecifikuar
 
se c'far zgjidhjesh duhen prIloje tU vecanta t-8 
nos aktivituetuit
 

apo shkeljes s6 ligjeve? 

- A 6sbtU ndonjU nga k~to zgjidh.Je e pa pranueshme 

- nga pikpejnja praktike ?
 

- pa shkuar n6$giyq apo arbitrazh ?
 

- Sipas ligjeve tU vendit apo ligjeve n6 fuqi ?
 
- nU-njU procedur arbitrazhi ? 

- A jang.-zgjidhje t6 mund~shme tIE o~rshteatshme D~ ta 1eht~suar 
nd-urmarr~sin'e paaSksesh~m nt- rrethana tU cakuara? 
e5, N~qoft~se njU nd~rlar~ks nuk arrin tU respektojU njU detyz'im tP 
caktuar ase shkel njU dokument ose klauzol U~ nd~rmarjes t6 p~rbashR 
- Q'farg zgjidhjesh ).igjore t6 dt±ejia nmund U~ gienden p~r k~tU mos
aktivitet apo slikelie, flga afla e siaternit gjyq~sor spo e arbitrazhit 

- d~mshp§rblim kornbesirnj ? 

- d~mshp~rblim i paso.:Us ose i rastit ? 

- Komnem 

http:zgjidh.Je
http:tjet-L.Lr
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- interesi? 

- 9fer6 p~rqindje ?
 
- pagess dhe snpenzirnet PE-r avoketin ?
 
- d~mshpogrblim sh~mbullor epo nd~shkues ?
 
- aktivitet i vegantL: ?
 
- Porosi pL:rkohdaisht tU kufizuera ?
 
- urdh~ra paraprake apo t6 pdrhershme ?
 
- atashijr ?
 
- kompensim ?
 

- anullim ?
 
- llogaritie ?
 
- caktimi i njg marrdsigkoservuesi apo likuidues. 
?
 
- leht~si tjet~r ?
 

-
 A Ushtg ndonjd nga kito zgjidhje'e tep~z' 
e ashpgr apo e pap~rshta
.tasrne nU rrethana tU caktuara ?
 

- A duhet 0q6 zgjidlie t !veganta t6 varen nga natyra e mosaktivitetit
 
apo e shkeljes sU ligjeve?
 
- Si duhet tU hartohet ky dokument apo klauzol p~r t6 specifikuar se

9fard zgjidhjesh duhen p~r iloje t6 veganta t6 Wosaktivitetit apo

shkel.jes s6 ligjeve ?
 
- A 6sht6 ndonj6 nga k~to zgjidhje e pa pranuesbwe-nga pikdpswja
 
praktike ?
 

pa shkuar n6 gjyq apo arbitrazb ?
 
- Sipas ligjeve td vendit ape ligjeve nL: fuqi .9
 
- n6 njg procedur arbitrazi
 

-A 
 jang zgjidhJett W mund~shme t6 p~rshtatshme p~r ta leht 
-suer
 
nd~z'warrgin e pasuksesh~m ng rrethana t6 caktuarl .9
 



HANDOUT 6 

KEY DECISIONS REQUIRING UNANIMITY OR SPECIAL MAJORITY 

ONancy Eler
 
ABA CEELI/ CLDP FACULTY
 

INTERNATIONAL JOINT VENTURE WORKSHOP
 
TIRANA, ALBANIA 

13-16 	JULY 1993 

In order to retain control over certain fundamental decisions to be decided upon by the 
Supervisory Council of an Albanian joint venture company, often the joint venture 
participants will agree in advance on those decisions which require unanimous agreement
by all the members sitting on the Supervisory Council (or which require the affirmative 
vote of at least one member on the Supervisory Council appointed by the minority 
shareholder.) 

These "major decisions" may include any of the following types of decisions with respect 
to the joint venture company, as well as other decisions covering areas of concern to the 
minority shareholder: 

(1) 	 decisions as to approval of the company's annual and long-term budgets and 
profit target; 

(2) 	 decisions to distribute less than the maxinum allowable amount of dividends 
to be paid out of the company's profit; 

(3) 	 decisions as to any proposal to the shareholders to increase or reduce the 
amount of share capital of the company; 

(4) 	 decisions as to the closure or termination of any significant factories, nines, 
plants, etc.; 

(5) 	 decisions to lay off at any point in time a significant percetage of the 
employees employed by the company; 

(6) 	 decisions as to transfer of all or substantially all of the assets of the company 

to any other person or legal entity; 

(7) 	 decisions as to any material change in the business of the company; 

(8) 	 decisions(other than those which pursuant to Albanian law have to be 
approved by the shareholders of the company) as to entry by the company 
into any contract with any shareholder or any affiliate of a shareholder 
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involving payments in respect of any transaction or series of related 
transactions or the sale of any property, where the payments or the property
concerned has a value exceeding the equivalent in Albanian lek or any other 
currency of $ 

(9) 	 decisions as to proposals to the shareholders regarding dissolution of the 
company pursuant to Albanian law; 

(10) 	 decisions as to entering into, amening and terminating technical assistance 
and license agreements; 

(11) 	 decisions as to the granting or assumption by the company of any obligation
in respect of any financial guarantee exceeding the equivalent in Albanian lek 
or any other currency of $ 

(12) 	 decisions as to approval of any plans of the company to make any
expenditure or series of related expenditures exceeding the equivalent in 
Albanian lek or any other currency of $ 

(13) 	 decisions as to any material or significant investment in any corporation, 
partnership or other legal entity; 

(14) 	 decisions as to proposals to the shareholders regarding the amendment of the 
company's statutes; 

(15) decisions as to the initiation or settlement of any litigation, arbitration or 
other judicial or administrative proceedings against any person legalor 
entity; 

(16) 	 decisions as to the settlement of, or the making or acceptance of any payment 
in connection with any claim by or against the company, whether or not such 
claim is the subject of litigation, arbitration or other judicial or 
administrative proceedings; 

(17) 	 decisions as to the appointment of the outside auditors of the company; and 

(18) 	 decisions as to the appointment of managers to the managerial board of the 
company. 
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"HOW TO DRAFT AN ARBITRATION CLAUSE" 

A. David Meyer
 
ABA CEELI/ CLDP FACULTY
 

INTERNATIONAL JOINT VENTURE WORKSHOP
 
TRIANA, ALBANIA
 

13-16 JULY 1993
 

SAMPLE "AD HOC" ARBITRATION CLAUSE 

NEW STANDARD FORM OF ARBITRATION CLAUSE 
FOR USE IN CONTRACTS FOR TRADE AND INVESTMENT 

BETWEEN PARTIES OF 
THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

AND 
THE RUSSIAN FEDERATION 

APPROVED
 
15 DECEMBER 1992
 

On 5 December 1992, the American Arbitration Association and the Chamber of 
Commerce and hidustry of the Russian Federation prepared and approved an "Optional 
Clause for Use in Contracts in USA-Ruszian Trade and Investment-1992." 

This new clause is induded in the instructional materials for this workshop on "How 
to Negotiate, Structure and Document International Joint Ventures" for the following nine 
(9) purposes: 

(1) 	 To iustrate how the UNCITRAL Arbitration Rules may be used as a set of 
procedural rules in an "ad hoc" arbitration clause (.e an arbitration clause 
that does not provide for an international arbitration institution to administer 
the arbitration case); 

(2) 	 To illustrate how the UNCITRAL Arbitration Rules and international 
arbitration institutitas may be utilized in an "ad hoc" arbitration clause 
without creating an -rbitration clause that provides for "institutional 
arbitration;" 

(3) 	 To illustrate that the "appointing authority" under the UNCITRAL 
Arbitration Rules only apjpoints arbitrators if the parties fail to appoint the 
arbitrators in accor-ance with their agreement; 

(4) 	 To illustrate how the functions of the "appointing authority" under the 
UNCITRAL Arbitration Rules may be shared by such international 
arbitration institutions as the Stockholm Chamber of Commerce, the 
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American Arbitration Association, and Chamber of Commerce and Industry 
of the Russian Federation; 

(5) 	 To illustrate how to draft a "broad" form of binding arbitration clause that 
includes within its scope a wide range of disputes, controversies and claims; 

(6) 	 To illustrate how to incorporate "time limits" in an arbitration clause in a 
manner intended to facilitate the appointment of the arbitrators in a 
reasonably expeditious manner; 

(7) 	 To illustrate how two international arbitration organizations maiorcover 
t that should be covered in an "ad hoc" arbitration clause that utilizes 
the UNCITRAL Arbitration Rules; 

(8) 	 To illustrate that a "standard" or "model" form of arbitration clause that 
covers major topics generally omits optional or special provisions that may 
or should be considered or included in an arbitration clause intended to fit 
the circumstances of the particular situation and serve the interests of the 
parties to the contract; and 

(9) To illustrate that a "standard" or "model" form of arbitration clause 
intended for a particular purpose or class of contracts (trade and investment 
contracts between parties of the U.S.A. and the Russian Federation) may be 
used as one of the references for drafting a particular arbitration clause 
intended for another purpose, but should not be used without modifying it to 
fit the circumstances of the particular situation and serve the needs of the 
parties 	to the contract. 

1992 OPTIONAL ARBITRATION CLAUSE (LONG FORM) 

1. 	 Any dispute, controversy or claim arising out of or relating to this contract, or the 
breach, termination or invalidity thereof, shall be settled by arbitration. The award 
of the arbitrators shall be final and binding upon the parties. 

2. 	 The arbitration shall be conducted in accordance with the UNCITRAL Arbitration 
Rules as in effect on the date of this contract, except that in the event of any conflict 
between those Rules and arbitration provisions of this contract, the provision of this 
contract shall govern. 

3. 	 The Stocholm Chamber of Commerce shall be the appointing authority, except for 

the specific provisions contained in paragraph numbers 5.1 and 5.2. 

4. 	 The number of arbitrators shall be three. 
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5. 	 Each party shall appoint one arbitrator. If within fifteen days after receipt of the 
claimant's notification of the appointment of an arbitrator the respondent has not,
by telegram, telex, telefax or other means of conmmnication in writing, notified the 
claimant of the name of the arbitrator he appoints, the second arbitrator shall be 
appointed in accordamce with the following procedures: 

5.1 	 If the respondent is a natural or legal person of the Russian Federation, the second 
arbitrator shall be appointed by the Chamber of Commerce and Industry of the 
Russian Federation. 

5.2 	 If the respondent is a legal or natural person of the U.S.A., the second arbitrator 
shall be appointed by the American Arbitration Association. 

5.3 	 If within fifteen days after receipt of the request from the claikunt, he Chamber of 
Commerce ar I Industry of the Russian Federation or the American Arbitration 
Association, as the case may be, has not, by telegram, telex, telefax or other nmans 
of commnuni, tion in writing, notified the claimant of the name of the 	se..md 
arbitrator, the second arbitrator shall be appointed by the Stockholm Chamber of 
Commerce. 

6. 	 The two arbitrators thus appointed shall choose the third arbitrator who will act as 
the presiding arbitrator of the tribunal. If within thirty days after the appointment 
of the second arbitrator, the two arbitrators have not agreed upon the choli.v of the 
presiding arbitrator, then at the request ofeither party the predding arbitrator shall 
be appointed by the Stockholm Chamber of Commerce in accordance with the 
following procedure: 

6.1 	 The Stockholm Chamber of Commerce shall submit to both parties an identical list 
consisting of the names of all of the persons listed on the then-existing joint panel
of presiding arbitrators established by the Chamber of Commerce and Industry of 
the Russian Federation and the American Arbitration Association. 

6.2 	 Within fifteen days after receipt of this list, each party may return the list to the. 
Stockholm Chamber of Commerce after having deleted the names to which be 
objects and having numbered any retaining names on the list in the order of his 
preference. 

6.3 	 After the expiration of the above period of time, the Stockholm Chamber of 
Commerce shall appoint the presiding arbitrator from among the names not deleted 
on the lists returned to it and in accordance with the order of preference indicated 
by the parties. 

6A 	 Should no joint panel then be available, or if any other reason the appointment 
cannot be made according to this procedure, the Stockholm Chamber of Commerce 
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shall appoint as presiding arbitrator a person not on the joint panel who shall be of 
a nationality other than that of Russia or the U.S.A. 

7. 	 The arbitration, including the making of the award, shall take place in Stockholm, 
Sweden.
 

& The parties will use their best 
 efforts to agree on a single language for the 
arbitration proceedings, in order to save time and reduce costs. However, if the 
parties do not agree on a single language: 

8.1 	 Each party shall present its statement of claim or statement of defence, and any
further written statements in both English and Russian. 

8.2 	 Any other documents and exhibits shall be translated only if the arbitrators so 

determine 

8.3 	 There shall be interpretation into both Russian and English at all oral hearings. 

8.4 	 The award, and the reasons supporting it, shall be written in both Rusmian and 
Engfish. 

ABBREVIATED FORM 	OF THE 1992 CLAUSE 

Any dispute, controversy or claim arising out of or relating to this contract, or the breach,
termination or invalidity thereof, shall be settled by arbitration in accordance with the
"Optional Arbitration Clause for use in contracts in U.S.A.-Russian Trade and Investment
1992" (Prepared by American Arbitration Association and Chamber of Commerce and 
Industry of the Russian Federation). 
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CM-T mp AL WORKSHOP Ol IiT1U OAL JOInT VUIT 
JULY 13-16, 1993


LIST OF PA]WICIPAT 
Nasa1%• *1nstrlOranigati n
 

3nika zi Ministry of Trade and Foreign Economic
 
Relations (MTFER)
MaJlinda Bako MTFPR 

Gezi: BW ushi MTFER
 
Anila B bullushi 
 Ministry of Construction

Anila sa hlar Assistant to the Vice Minister, MTFER
Ent.a&0 B aXTMhi
 
Patrag

Idrxi By yku Ministry of Agriculture and Food
Duane Cr ske 


GI 
CEELI Legal SpecialistKMla ja Business Development Div., XTPZR
Muharren Daliu SMELT International (from Slovenia)


Ali Ded. Ministry of Trunsport

Aqron D MTF R
 
?Lkel imu 
 MTFWR
 
Monika F rka MTFER 
Enufira H 
mni HTFER
 
Lulzin N na MTFER 
Aran Ho 
 Minister to WMTZR

LuizaiKo 
 Ministry of Construction

Jor7. I K to Center of culture
Lani .ho 
 Volunteers for Overseas Cooperation mnd
Assistance (voCA) AttorneyGena nja Ministry of Transport

anli Xa . Student
Najlnda Maqellani mTFRamadan ullaku SNELT (from Slovenia)
Aleksand Mcci AttorneyElidtme j EUROTECH Foreign Economic Cooperation
dozad o11i Ministry of Ariculture and FoodAlan O USAID Advisor to MTFER 
Ten Poi ± (TFER
Pirro Pr i MTFIR 
Einver Oa lla Municipality Tirana
 
Tniumf Q j I TFZRNatasha iqi I Ministry of ConstructionGiorgio ri 
 CRC Consultant, Ministry of Agriculture and 

Food, Technical Support UnitRobert S t VOCA Attorney
Evroeke 8 ania 
 Ministry of Agriculture and Food

Mimoza i MTFER
LIazar S Idia Ministry of Agriculture and Food
Joyce 8 iner World Bank Consultant
Mntor ormasi Ministry of Agriculture and Food
Yl1ka T ihati inistry of Agriculture and Food
RUssell kel 
 U.S. Treasury Advisor, National sank
Enkele Vorpsi MTFU 

Total Number of Participants - 44
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Jeni td ftuar ne 

Seminarin mbi to drejten tregtare 
Ku do t6 trajtohen probleme t8 tratativave dhe t8 krijimit t8 njd

"Joint venture,, (shoq~ri e pdrbashkft), i cili do td mbahet nga 13 deri
nd 16 Korrik 1993, nd Ministrin8 e TregtisE dhe t8 Lidhjeve Ekonomike 
me Jashtd, na Tirand, duke filluar n8 ora 09.30. 

Referues do t6 jeni specialistwt; A David Meyer; Eq nga 0 & C Corporation, h,.iianapolls; Nancv Eler. Esq nga Wite and Case, London: dhe Antonello Corrado. Esq, Ie'. at:,. 
dio Legale Agsoriato, Roma 
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The Centraf and East European Law Initiative (CEELI)
 
of
 

Phe American Bar Association
 
and
 

7he CornmercialLaw Devefopment Program (CLDP)
 

of
 
The United States Department of Commerce
 

recognize the participationof
 

in the CEELI/CLDPTrainingSeminarandWorkshop on
 
How to Negotiate,Structure, andDocument InternationalJointVentures
 

Tirana,Albania
 

Juy 13 - 16, 1993
 



"HOW TO NEGOTIATE, STRUCTURE AND DOCUMENT
 
INTERNATIONAL JOINT VENTURES"
 

A TRAINING SEMINAR AND WORKSHOP
 
SPONSORED BY
 

ABA/CEELI and CLDP
 

TIRANA, ALBANIA 
13-16 JULY, 1993 

PARTICIPANT EVALUATION FORM 

This evaluation will help CEELI and CLDP assess the substance and 
administration of the workshop, and to effectively respond to Albania's 
needs for technical legal assistance. Please answer the following 
questions, in English or Albanian. Comments on any other matters are 
welcome, and can be written on the back side of this form. Thank you for 
your participation and cooperation. 

SUBSTANCE OF THE WORKSHOP 

1. 	 Was the subject of the workshop (international joint ventures) 
useful? What was the most useful? What was not helpful? 

2. 	 Were the subjects covered in the workshop sessions too difficult? 
Or were the subjects in the workshop too easy? 

3. 	 Was the organization of the workshop sessions good? 

4. 	 What did you like most about the organization? What did you like 
least? 

lfiore
Rectangle
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5. Do you have any ideas about how to improve the organization? 

6. 	 Were the written materials helpful? Were the translations into Albanian (circle one) 
fair; good; or excellent? 

7. 	 How would you rate the workshop interpreters (circle one): fair; good; or excellent? 

8. 	 What kinds of additional legal assistance projects by CEELI and/or CLDP (such as 
meetings with CEELI's or CLDP's Albanian representatives, training workshops, or 
more written materials) do you recommend? 

ADMINISTRATION OF THE WORKSHOP 

1. 	 Was Summer a good time of year to hold the workshop? If not, when would be a 
better time for a workshop (Fall, Winter, or Spring)? 

2. 	 Was the schedule for the workshop (from 0930 to 1430) convenient? 

3. 	 Was the location of the workshop convenient? 

4. How did you learn about the workshop? Do you have any ideas about how to invite 
people to other workshops? 
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Evaluation Forms
 
These evaluation forms will help CEELI and CLDP to review the
issues that had been discussed in the seminar and the way the
seminar was organized. So, we can understand better your needs
for technical assistance or any other kind, and find the most
efficient way to bring this assistance near you. You can
 answer to those questions in both English or Albanian. You are
welcome to write your own opinions for anything that is not
included in our questions. Thank you all for your

participation.
 

Questions about the agenda of the seminar
 

1. Was the topic of the seminar useful'? Which was the most
 
useful part?
 

2. What do you thing about the topics of the seminar? Were they

hard or easy to understand?
 

3. What do you thing about the way the seminar was organized?
 

4. What was the think you like the best or the least in the way

the seminar was organized?
 

5. Do you have any idea how can we do it better?
 

6. Do you think that those written materials helped you a lot?
Was the translation fair, good, or excellent?
 

7. What do you think about the interpreters?
 

8. What kind of additional juridical assistance would you
recommend to CEELI or CLDP (more meetings with CEELI or CLDP
members, seminars, or more written materials.)?
 

The organization of the seminar
 

9. Do you think that summer was the proper time for the
 
seminar? 
 If it is not so, what is your opinion?
 
10. Do you think that 9:30 
- 14:30 was proper?
 

II. What about the place?
 

12. What did you learn from this seminar and how do you think
 we can get mort people in this kind of activities?
 



Questions about the agenda of the seminar
 

1. Was the topic of the seminar useful? Which was the most
 
useful part?
 
-- The topics were useful. For me the most important wa that
 
about the documentation of an J.
 

2. What do you thing about the topics of the seminar? Were they

hard or easy to understand?
 
-- They were between average and difficult
 

3. What do you thing about the way the seminar was organized?
 
-- The seminar was well organized
 

4. What was the think you like the best or the least in the way

the seminar was organized?
 
-- Theory and practical experiences were well organized in the
 
seminar.
 

5. Do you have any idea how can we do it better?
 
-- I don't have any idea
 

6. Do you think that those written materials helped you a lot?

Was the translation fair, good, or excellent?
 
--Materials written in albanian were very good. Translations
 
were excellent
 

7. What do you think about the interpreters?
 
-- Translators were very good especially the ladies
 

8. What kind of additional juridical assistance would you

recommend to CEELI or CLDP (more meetings with CEELI or CLDP
 
members, seminars, or more written materials.)?
 

The organization of the seminar
 

9. Do you think that summer was the proper time for the
 
seminar? If it is not so, what is your opinion?
 
-- Spring is better
 

10. Do you think that 9:30 - 14:30 was proper?
 
-- 8:30 - 13:30 is better
 

11. What about the place?
 
-- Good
 

12. What did you learn from this seminar and how do you think
 
we can get mort people in this kind of activities?
 
-- More participants from all ministries.
 



-- 

-- 

Questions about the agenda of the seminar
 
1. Was the topic of the seminar useful? Which was the most
 
useful part?
 
-- It covered everyday problems that why is was very important

to me
 

2. What do you thing about the topics of the seminar? Were they

hard or easy t understand?
 
-- They were not difficult
 

3. What do you thing about the way the seminar was organized?

-- Very well organized
 

4. What was the think you like the best or the least in the way

the seminar was organized?

-- The discussion between the two parts Albanians and Americans
 

5. Do you have any idea how can we do it better?
 

6. Do you think that those written materials helped you a lot?
Was the translation fair, good, or excellent?

Written materials helped and translation was good
 

7. What do you think about the interpreters?
 
-- O.K
 

8. What kind of additional juridical assistance would you
recommend to CEELI or CLDP (more meetings with CEELI or CLDP
members, seminars, or more written materials.)?
 
-- More written materials
 

The organization of the seminar
 
9. Do you think that summer was the proper time for the
seminar? 
 If it is not so, what is your opinion?

-- Does not matter to me
 

10. Do you think that 9:30 
- 14:30 was proper?
 
-- Good
 

11. What about the place?
 
-- Good
 

12. What did you learn from this seminar and how do you think
we can get mort people in this kind of activities?
 
more people should have been invited
 



--

-- 

Questions about the agenda of the seminar
 

1. Was the topic of the seminar useful? Which was the most
 
useful part?
 
-- The topics of the seminar were very useful. Their

interpretation was good and the most interesting part was
 
contract discussion
 

2. What do you thing about the topics of the seminar? Were they

hard or easy to understand?
 
-- They were average
 

3. What do you thing about the way the seminar was organized?
 
-- Very good
 

4. What was the think you like the best or the least in the way

the seminar was organized?
 
-- The organization of the seminar was very good and all
 
lawyers were well prepared.
 

5. Do you have any idea how can we do it better?
 
-- I don't have any idea.
 

6. Do you think that those written materials helped you a lot?

Was the translation fair, good, or excellent?
 
-- So, so
 

7. What do you think about the interpreters?
 
-- Very good
 

8. What kind of additional juridical assistance would you

recommend to CAL or CLAP 
(more meetings with CAL or CLAP

members, seminars, or more written materials.)?
 

more seminars and written materials.
 

The organization of the seminar
 

9. Do you think that summer was the proper time for the

seminar? 
 If it is not so, what is your opinion?
 
-- Spring
 

10. Do you think that 9:30 - 14:30 was proper?
 
-- Yes
 

11. What about the place?
 
-- Good
 
12. What did you learn from this seminar and how do you think
 
we can get mort people in this kind of activities?
 

To invite more lawyers and economists from different
 
enterprises.
 



Questions about the agenda of the seminar
 

1. Was the topic of the seminar useful? Which was the most
 
useful part?
 
-- Yes especially the financing part of the J
 

2. What do you thing about the topics of the seminar? Were they

hard or easy to understand?
 
-- Good
 

3. What do you thing about the way the seminar was organized?
 
---Very good
 

4. What was the think you like the best or the least in the way

the seminar was organized?
 
-- The combination of theory and practice
 

5. Do-you have any idea how can we do it better?
 
-- More time for the participants to talk.
 

6. Do you think that those written materials helped you a lot?
Was the translation fair, good, or excellent?
 
-- Yes. Translations were good
 

7. What do you think about the interpreters?
 
-- Good.
 

8. What kind of additional juridical assistance would you
recommend to CEELI or CLDP (more meetings with CEELI or CLDP

members, seminars, or more written materials.)?
 
-- seminars and meetings with Cal and CLDP people
 

The organization of the seminar
 

9. Do you think that summer was the proper time for the

seminar? 
 If it is not so, what is your opinion?
 
-- Fall or spring
 

10. Do you think that 9:30 - 14:30 was proper?
 
-- Yes
 

11. What about the place?
 
-- yes
 

12. What did you learn from this seminar and how do you think
 
we can get mort people in this kind of activities?
 
-- We learn about the organization of the discussions and how
to prepare the documentation for J. 
People from enterprises,

lawyers must be invited.
 



-- 

Questions about the agenda of the seminar
 

1. Was the topic of the seminar useful? Which was the most
 
useful part?
 
-- Seminar was useful
 

2. What do you thing about the topics of the seminar? Were they

hard or easy to understand?
 

The topics were easy to understand
 

3. What do ylu thing about the way the seminar was organized?
 
-- Organization of the seminar was excellent
 

4. What was the think you like the best or the least in the way

the seminar was organized?
 
-- Interaction of the auditor and the referents
 

5. Do you have any idea how can we do it better?
 
-- More example from Albania
 

6. Do you think that those written materials helped you a lot?

Was the translation fair, good, or excellent?
 
--Yes, translation was good
 

7. What do you think about the interpreters?
 
-- Very good
 

8. What kind of additional juridical assistance would you
recommend to CEELI or CLDP 
(more meetings with CEELI or CLDP

members, seminars, or more written materials.)?
 
-- The seminar was useful, but since the needs for written 
mqterials are very big we need more of them 

The organization of the seminar
 

9. Do you think that summer was the proper time for the
 
seminar? 
 If it is not so, what is your opinion?
 
-- Fall or winter
 

10. Do you think that 9:30 - 14:30 was proper?
 
-- Yes
 

11. What about the place?
 
-- Yes
 

12. What did you learn from this seminar and how do you think
 
we can get mort people in this kind of activities?
 
-- we needed more experts of special fields
 



-- 

Questions about the agenda of the seminar
 

1. Was the topic of the seminar useful? Which was the most
 
useful part?
 
-- Yes. Session number I and II were the best, I knew

everything in session number III, Session IV was very important
for us and it needs to be discussed more, also sessions number
 
V and VI
 

2. What do you thing about the topics of the seminar? Were they

hard or easy to understand?
 
-- They were easy except session number IV
 

3. What do you thing about the way the seminar was organized?
 
-- Good
 

4. What was the think you like the best or the least in the way

the seminar was organized?

-- I liked the competence of the lawyers and the 
 fact that the
seminar was based in our legislation
 

5. Do you have any idea how can we do it better?
 
-- Discussions about the J that are already built in Albania
 
should have been broader
 

6. Do you think that those written materials helped you a lot?

Wa the translation fair, good, or excellent?
 
-- I was not at all satisfied from the translation of the
 
materials
 

7. What do you think about the interpreters?

They were very good orale but not enough in their written
 

translation
 

8. What kind of additional juridical assistance would you
recommend to CEELI or CLDP (more meetings with CEELI or CLDP

members, seminars, or more written materials.)?
 
-- Financial assistance
 

The organization of the seminar
 

9. Do you think that summer was the proper time for the
 
seminar? 
If it is not so, what is your opinion?
 
-- Yes
 

10. Do you think that 9:30 - 14:30 was proper?
 
-- Yes
 

11. What about the place?
 
-- Yes
 

12. What did you learn from this seminar and how do you think
 we can get mort people in this kind of activities?
 



Questions about the agenda of the seminar
 

1. Was the topic of the seminar useful? Which was the most
 
useful part?
 
- I liked the seminar, I think it was useful. I liked the
 
best, the part about the documentation for the J
 

2. What do you thing about the topics of the seminar? Were they

hard or easy to understand?
 
-- They were very good
 

3. What do you thing about the way the seminar was organized?
 
-- The organization of the sessions was perfect
 

4. What was the think you like the best or the least in the way

the seminar was organized?
 
-- I liked the coordination of the lectures and the practical
 
part for all different problems

5. Do you have any idea how can we do it better?
 
-- I would think that 4 days were not enough for the seminar, 6
 
days would have been better
 

6. Do you think that those written materials helped you a lot?
 
Was the translation fair, good, or excellent?
 
-- Written materials were very helpful, and translation were
 
good
 

7. What do you think about the interpreters?
 
-- They were excellent
 

8. What kind of additional juridical assistance would you

recommend to CEELI or CLDP (more meetings with CEELI or CLDP
 
members, seminars, or more written materials.)?
 

The organization of the seminar
 

9. Do you think that summer was the proper time for the
 
seminar? If it is not so, what is your opinion?
 
-- Spring or Fall would be better
 

10. Do you think that 9:30 - 14:30 was proper?
 
-- 8:30 - 14:30 is the best time for my opinion
 

11. What about the place?
 
-- Place was good
 

12. What did you learn from this seminar and how do you think
 
we can get mort people in this kind of activities?
 
-- We learn a lot about JV which is kind of new for us. 
 I
 
would think that bigger participation is necessary
 



-- 

-- 

Questions about the agenda of the seminar
 

1. Was the topic of the seminar useful? Which was the most
 
useful part?
 
--yes very useful
 

2. What do you thing about the topics of the seminar? Were they

hard or easy to understand?
 

They were pretty much understandable
 

3. What do you thing about the way the seminar was organized?
 
-- Very good
 

4. What was the think you like the best or the least in the way

the seminar was organized?

-- I liked the way the practice and the theory were coordinate
 
to build a contract
 

5. Do you have any idea how can we do it better?
 

6. Do you think that those written materials helped you a lot?
Was the translation fair, good, or excellent?
 
-- Materials were very good, translations were good
 

7. What do you think about the interpreters?
 
-- Good
 

8. What kind of additional juridical assistance would you
recommend to CEELI or CLDP (more meetings with CEELI or CLDP
members, seminars, or more written materials.)?
 

The organization of the seminar
 

9. Do you think that summer was the proper time for the
seminar? 
 If it is not so, what is your opinion?
 
-- Proper
 

10. Do you think that 9:30 
- 14:30 was proper?
 
--Yes
 

11. What about the place?
 
-- Good
 

12. What did you learn from this seminar and how do you think
 we can get mort people in this kind of activities?
 
A material stimuli would increase the participation
 



-- 

Questions about the agenda of the seminar
 

1. Was the topic of the seminar useful? Which was the most
 
useful part?
 
-- The topic of the seminar was useful and interesting. The

studying of a concrete problem was interesting
 

2. What do you thing about the topics of the seminar? Were they

hard or easy to understand?
 
-- They were very good
 

3. What do you thing about the way the seminar was organized?
 
-- The organization was very good 

4. What was the think you like the best or the least in the way

the seminar was organized?
 
-- It was organize in the most proper time for us
 

5. Do you have any idea how can we do it better?
 

6. Do you think that those written materials helped you a lot?

Was the translation fair, good, or excellent?
 
-- Materials were very good, translations were O.K
 

7. What do you think about the interpreters?
 
-- The interpreters were good
 

8. What kind of additional juridical assistance would you

recommend to CEELI or CLDP (more meetings with CEELI or CLDP
 
members, seminars, or more written materials.)?
 

The organization of the seminar
 

9. Do you think that summer was the proper time for the
 
seminar? If it is not so, what is your opinion?
 
-- Fall
 

10. Do you think that 9:30 - 14:30 was proper?
 
-- Yes, it was the most proper time
 

11. What about the place?
 
--Place was perfect
 

12. What did you learn from this seminar and how do you think
 
we can get mort people in this kind of activities?
 

We learn new things and we made clear some things we knew
 
before. A better announcement would have increased the number
 
of participants
 



-- 

Questions about the agenda of the seminar
 
1. Was the topic of the seminar useful? Which was the most
 
useful part?

-- The workshop very helpful. 
Business negotiation was more

interesting.
 

2. What do you thing about the topics of the seminar? Were they

hard or easy to understand?
 
-- Financing was the most difficult
 

3. What do you thing about the way the seminar was organized?
 
-- It was good
 

4. What was the think you like the best or the least in the way

the seminar was organized?

-- More people should have been invited and more publicity

should have been made
 

5. Do you have any idea how can we do it better?
 
-- To invite more concerned people or institutions.
 

6. Do you think that those written materials helped you a lot?
Was the translation fair, good, or excellent?
 
--Translation was good
 

7. What do you think about the interpreters?
 
-- Some of them were very good
 

8. What kind of additional juridical assistance would you
recommend to CEELI or CLDP (more meetings with CEELI or CLDP
members, seminars, or more written materials.)?

-- More workshop supported by written materials
 

The organization of the seminar
 
9. Do you think that summer was the proper time for the
 
seminar? 
 If it is not so, what is your opinion?
 
-- The time of workshop organization was very good
 

10. Do you think that 9:30  14:30 was proper?
 
-- Yes
 

11. What about the place? 
-- Yes 

12. What did you learn from this seminar and how do you think
we can get mort people in this kind of activities?

We were introduce to JV atmosphere. More people can be
invited by doing more promotion.
 



-- 

Questions about the agenda of the seminar
 

1. Was the topic of the seminar useful? Which was the most
 
useful part?
 
-- Practical section was the most useful part of this useful
 
seminar
 

2. What do you thing about the topics of the seminar? Were they

hard or easy to understand?
 
-- Average level
 

3. What do you thing about the way the seminar was organized?
 
-- the organization was perfect
 

4. What was the think you like the best or the least in the way

the seminar was organized?
 
-- I liked it all
 

5. Do you have any idea how can we do it better?
 
-- Some kind of material stimuli
 

6. Do you think that those written materials helped you a lot?

Was the translation fair, good, or excellent?
 

Materials were good help, translations were good except some
 
economic terms.
 

7. What do you think about the interpreters?
 
-- Very good
 

8. What kind of additional juridical assistance would you

recommend to CEELI or CLDP (more meetings with CEELI or CLDP
 
members, seminars, or more written materials.)?
 
-- More seminars and more meetings
 

The organization of the seminar
 

9. Do you think that summer was the proper time for the
 
seminar? If it is not so, what is your opinion?
 
-- Yes
 

10. Do you think that 9:30 - 14:30 was proper?
 
-- Yes
 

11. What about the place?
 
-- Good
 

12. What did you learn from this seminar and how do you think
 
we can get mort people in this kind of activities?
 
-- I learned a lot about JV Companies, contracts and all other
 
things.
 



-- 

Questions about the agenda of the seminar
 

1. Was the topic of the seminar useful? Which was the most
 
useful part?

-- Negotiation of the contract of J was the most interesting

part for me
 

2. What do you thing about the topics of the seminar? Were they

hard or easy to understand?
 
-- Good level
 

3. What do you thing about the way the seminar was organized?
 
-- It was good
 

4. What was the think you like the best or the least in the way

the seminar was organized?
 
-- Discussion
 

5. Do you have any idea how can we do it better?
 

6. Do you think that those written materials helped you a lot?
Was the translation fair, good, or excellent?
 
Written materials helped us a lot and translations were very


good
 

7. What do you think about the interpreters?
 
-- Excellent
 

8. What kind of additional juridical assistance would you
recommend to CEELI or CLDP (more meetings with CEELI or CLDP
mqmbers, seminars, or more written materials.)?
 

The organization of the seminar
 

9. Do you think that summer was the proper time for the

seminar? 
 If it is not so, what is your opinion?
 
-- Spring
 

10. Do you think that 9:30 - 14:30 was proper?
 
-- Yes
 

11. What about the place?
 
-- Good
 

12. What did you learn from this seminar and how do you think
 
we can get mort people in this kind of activities?
 



Questions about the agenda of the seminar
 

1. Was the topic of the seminar useful? Which was the most
 
useful part?
 
-- Yes. Signing the contract
 

2. What do you thing about the topics of the seminar? Were they

hard or easy to understand?
 
-- They were understandable
 

3. What do you thing about the way the seminar was organized?
 
-- yes
 

4. What was the think you like the best or the least in the way

the seminar was organized?
 
-- Materials in the written for.
 

5. Do 'you have any idea how can we do it better?
 

6. Do you think that those written materials helped you a lot?

Was the translation fair, good, or excellent?
 
-- Materials helped us and translation was great
 

7. What do you think about the interpreters?
 
-- Excellent
 

8. What kind of additional juridical assistance would you
recommend to CEELI and CLDP (more meetings with CEELI or CLDP
 
members, seminars, or more written materials.)?
 

The organization of the seminar
 

9. Do you think that summer was the proper time for the
 
seminar? If it is not so, what is your opinion?
 
-- Spring
 

10. Do you think that 9:30 - 14:30 was proper?
 
-- yes, but another break is helpful
 

11. What about the place?
 
-- Yes
 

12. What did you learn from this seminar and how do you think
 
we can get mort people in this kind of activities?
 



-- 

-- 

-- More participation
 

Questions about the agenda of the seminar
 

1. Was the topic of the seminar useful? Which was the most
 
useful part?
 
-- The topic was really useful especially the practical part
 

2. What do you thing about the topics of the seminar? Were they

hard or easy to understand?
 
-- They were in a good level for us
 

3. What do you thing about the way the seminar was organized?
 
-- Organization was great
 

4. What was the think you like the best or the least in the way

the seminar was organized?


I would like to know more about the leading of the J. I

liked the section about the negotiations of J
 

5. Do you have any idea how can we do it better?
 
-- More details
 

6. Do you think that those written materials helped you a lot?

Was the translation fair, good, or excellent?
 
-- Materials were very helpful to us. 
 I liked the translations
 

7. What do you think about the interpreters?
 
-- They did a good job
 

8. What kind of additional juridical assistance would you

recommend to CEELI or CLDP (more meetings with CEELI or CLDP
 
members, seminars, or more written materials.)?


We would like that CAL will organize more seminars about the
 
commercial law
 

The organization of the seminar
 

9. Do you think that summer was the proper time for the
 
seminar? If it is not so, what is your opinion?
 
-- Very good
 

10. Do you think that 9:30 - 14:30 was proper?
 
-- Yes
 

11. What about the place?
 
-- Yes
 

12. What did you learn from this seminar and how do you think
 
we can get mort people in this kind of activities?
 



-- 

Questions about the agenda of the seminar
 

1. Was the topic of the seminar useful? Which was the most
 
useful part?
 
-- Yes. About The international J
 

2. What do you thing about the topics of the seminar? Were they

hard or easy to understand?
 
-- They were not hard to understand
 

3. What do you thing about the way the seminar was organized?

-- The organization of the seminar was in a very high level
 

4. What was the think you like the best or the least in the way

the seminar was organized?
 

5. Do you have any idea how can we do it better?
 

6. Do you think that those written materials helped you a lot?

Was the translation fair, good, or excellent?
 

Written materials were very good and were translated very

good for us
 

7. What do you think about the interpreters?
 
--High level of interpreters
 

8. What kind of additional juridical assistance would you
recommend to CEELI or CLDP (more meetings with CEELI or CLDP
 
members, seminars, or more written materials.)?
 

The organization of the seminar
 

9. Do you think that summer was the proper time for the
 
seminar? If it is not so, what is your opinion?
 
-- Winter
 

10. Do you think that 9:30 - 14:30 was proper?
 
-- The best
 

11. What about the place?
 
-- Very comfortable
 

12. What did you learn from this seminar and how do you think
 
we can get mort people in this kind of activities?
 
-- from this seminar we learn how to play in the field
 



-- 

-- 

-- 

-- 

-- 

Questions about the agenda of the seminar
 

1. Was the topic of the seminar useful? Which was the most
 
useful part?
 
--The topics were very worthy for me. 
I was more interesting

in 	the part about the negotiation for the J
 

2. 	What do you thing about the topics of the seminar? Were they

hard or easy to understand?
 

Topics were neither difficult nor easy
 

3. What do you thing about the way the seminar was organized?
 
--	It was very well organized
 

4. What was the think you like the best or the least in the way

the seminar was organized?
 
-- I liked the work in groups and discussions about J
 

5. 	Do you have any idea how can we do it better?
 
Materials were great translations could have been better
 

6. 	Do you think that those written materials helped you a lot?
Was the translation fair, good, or excellent?
 
Materials were great translations could have been better
 

7. What do you think about the interpreters?
 
-- Good
 

8. What kind of additional juridical assistance would you
recommend to CEELI or CLDP 
(more meetings with CEELI or CLDP

members, seminars, or more written materials.)?
 
-- More meeting
 

The organization of the seminar
 

9. 	Do you think that summer was the proper time for the

seminar? 
 If 	it is not so, what is your opinion?
 
--	That good
 

10. 	Do you think that 9:30 - 14:30 was proper?

Two breaks and this schedule
 

11. What about the place?
 
-- Good
 

12. What did you learn from this seminar and how do you think
 
we can get mort people in this kind of activities?
 

We learn about the necessary documentation and the financial
 
structure of J
 



Questions about the agenda of the seminar
 

1. Was the topic of the seminar useful? Which was the most
 
useful part?
 
-- Yes. About the contract
 

2. What do you thing about the topics of the seminar? Were they

hard or easy to understand?
 
-- they were fine
 

3. What do you thing about the way the seminar was organized?
 
-- Yes, very good
 

4. What was the think you like the best or the least in the way

the seminar was organized?
 
-- The whole discussion
 

5. Do you have any idea how can we do it better?
 
-- Some documentation from a Joint Venture that is already

built in Albania
 

6. Do you think that those written materials helped you a lot?
Was the translation fair, good, or excellent?
 
-- Yes
 

7. What do you think about the interpreters?
 
-- Good
 

8. What kind of additional juridical assistance would you
recommend to CEELI or CLDP 
(more meetings with CEELI or CLDP

members, seminars, or more written materials.)?
 
-- More seminars
 

The organization of the seminar
 

9. Do you think that summer was the proper time for the

seminar? 
 If it is not so, what is your opinion?
 
-- Good
 

10. Do you think that 9:30 
- 14:30 was proper?
 
-- Good
 

11. What about the place?
 
-- Good
 

12. What did you learn from this seminar and how do you think
 we can get mort people in this kind of activities?
 
-- I liked the seminar and I think that there was enough to get

from it.
 



--

Muharem Daliu
 

Questions about the agenda of the seminar
 

1. Was the topic of the seminar useful? Which was the most
 
useful part?
 
--For my opinion every topic was really useful.
 

2. What do you thing about the topics of the seminar? Were they

hard or easy to understand?
 
--They were fine to understand and very interesting
 

3. What do you thing about the way the seminar was organized?
--The organization of the seminar was very good.
 

4. What was the think you like the best or the least in the way

the seminar was organized?

-- The theoretical part of the seminar in the very beginning
and the practical conclusion in the end were the part I really

liked the best.
 

5. Do you have any idea how we can do it better?
 
--These seminars should be organize more often.
 

6. Do you think that those written materials helped you a lot?
Was the translation fair, good, or excellent?
 --Written materials were a good help for us and I thing that
the translation was pretty good.
 

7. What do you think about the interpreters?
 
-- They were excellent
 

8. What kind of additional juridical assistance would you
recommend to CEELI or CLDP 
(more meetings with CEELI or CLDP
members, seminars, or more written materials.)?
--The combination of all three of the suggestions above would
 
be my recommendation.
 

The organization of the seminar
 
9. Do you think that summer was the proper time for the
seminar? 
 If it is not so, what is your opinion?

--Summer was the best time
 

10. Do you think that 9:30 
- 14:30 was proper?
 
-- Time was proper
 

11. What about the place?
 
-- Place was proper
 

12. What did you learn from this seminar and how do you think
 we can get mort people in this kind of activities?

We learn many useful things that will help us in our everyday


work.
 



-- 

Luiza Konomi
 

Questions about the agenda of the seminar
 

1. Was the topic of the seminar useful? Which was the most
 
useful part?
 

The theme of the seminar was really interesting. The part

of concretization at the end was the best.
 

2. What do you thing about the topics of the seminar? Were they

hard or easy to understand?
 
-- Average
 

3. What do you thing about the way the seminar was organized?
 
--Relatively good
 

4. What was the think you like the best or the least in the way

the seminar was organized?
 
-- The examples and the experience at the end were very useful
 

5. Do you have any idea how can we do it better?
 
-- a) More participants, b) more often, c) the materials must
 
be delivered earlier.
 

6. Do you think that those written materials helped you a lot?
 
Was the translation fair, good, or excellent? 
-- Translations and materials were very good. 

7. What do you think about the interpreters?
 
-- Good
 

8. What kind of additional juridical assistance would you
 
recommend to CAL or CLAP (more meetings with CAL or CLAP

members, seminars, or more written materials.)?
 
-- Meetings with CAL and CLAP representatives and more seminars
 
will be a good help.
 

The organization of the seminar
 

9. Do you think that summer was the proper time for the
 
seminar? If it is not so, what is your opinion?
 
-- Fall or winter is better
 

10. Do you think that 9:30 - 14:30 was proper?
 
-- Yes
 

11. What about the place?
 
-- Good
 

12. What did you learn from this seminar and how do you think
 
we can get mort people in this kind of activities?
 
-- I think we learn a lot.
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Idriz Bylyku
 

1. The seminar was useful. 
The part about the contracts for
 
J.V.C was the most interesting one.
 

2. They were easy
 

3. Well organized
 

4. Lawyers were very well prepared
 

5. Written materials should have been handed to us earlier
 

6. Materials were helpful, translation were good
 

7. Good
 

8. More seminars and written materials
 

9. Proper
 

10. Proper
 

11. Proper
 

12. Thanks to the seminar I have now a clear idea about J.V.C
 



Anila Bashllari
 

1. For my opinion every thing was interesting.
 

2. They were easy
 

3. Well organized
 

4. Discussion
 

5. Two breaks would help more
 

6. Materials in english were more helpful to me.
 

7. Some good, Some O.K
 

8. More meetings
 

9. Spring
 

10. Time was fine
 

11. Place was fine
 

12. The seminar was very interesting
 



Roland Marmullahi
 

1. It was very useful, especially how to build a Joint Venture
 
Company
 

2. Interesting
 

3. Good
 

4. The way they explained things
 

5. More place needed
 

6. Materials helped. Translations were good
 

7. Good
 

8. A seminar about Legislature of the enterprises
 

9. Fall
 

10. Good
 

11. It was good.
 

12. 
How to build a Joint Venture. What makes it difficult for
 
our country?
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Enver Qafolli
 

1. The topics were good especially those practical
 

2. They were not hard
 

3. Well organized
 

4. We liked the lawyers preparation but they were few in
 
number.
 

5. The professional help would be useful.
 

6. Materials were,good, translations were O.K
 

7. They were good and excellent.
 

8. I don't have any opinion
 

9. Winter
 

10. It is not proper in winter
 

11. Good place
 

1Z. More participation: more lawyers
 



Aleksander Meci- lawyer
 

1. The topics of the seminar were useful especially those

practical, in other words the discussions how to sign a
 
contract.
 

2. Those topics were average, neither hard or easy.
 

3. The seminar was well organized.
 

4. I like the people who were in charge to organize the seminar
 
and those who took speeches.
 

5. It would have been better if those written materials would
had been delivered earlier. 
And it would be better if the

seminar would be organized in U.S.A..
 

6. Written materials helped us a lot. 
A part of them were

translated in high level and some of that was just O.K
 
7. Some of the interpreters were good and some of they were
 
excellent.
 

8. Meetings and written materials can be very useful.
 

9. Spring would be much better.
 

10. Time was proper
 

11. Place was proper
 

12. It would have been more useful if more lawyers would have
 
participate.
 

Suggestion: It is necessary to prepare a written

materials to explain the terminology.
 



Pirro Progri
 

1. The topic was really good especially sections number I and
 
II.
 

2. They were not difficult.
 

3. Seminar was organized very good.
 

4. Their competence
 

5. We should spend more time to discuss about the problems
 
raised during the activities of Joint Venture Companies.
 

6. Written materials were helpful. Translations were O.K.
 

7. Oral translation was good but the written one could have
 
been better
 

8. Juridical assistance
 

9. Summer was good
 

10. So was the time
 

11. And the place
 

12. A bigger participation would have been great
 



--

-- 

Genc Lubonja- lawyer
 

Questions about the agenda of the seminar
 

1. Was the topic of the seminar useful? Which was the most
 
useful part?

All the issues of the seminar were very interesting and
 

useful.
 

2. What do you thing about the topics of the seminar? Were they

hard or easy to understand?
 
-- They were understandable.
 

3. What do you thing about the way the seminar was organized?
 
--It cold have been better.
 

4. What was the think you like the best or the least in the way

the seminar was organized?

--I liked the lectures, but I did not like the participation
 

5. Do you have any idea how can we do it better?
 
-- If the announcement the agenda would have been delivered in
the same time ,I think that the participation in the seminar
 
would have been much better.
 

6. Do you think that those written materials helped you a lot?
Was the translation fair, good, or excellent?
 
Written materials were a good help and translation was good
 

7. What do you think about the interpreters?
 
-- Good
 

8. What kind of additional juridical assistance would you
recommend to CEELI or CLDP (more meetings with CEELI or CLDP

members, seminars, or more written materials.)?
 
--institutional Organization
 

The organization of the seminar
 

9. Do you think that summer was the proper time for the

seminar? 
 If it is not so, what is your opinion?
 
-- Fall is better
 

10. Do you think that 9:30 - 14:30 was proper?
 
-- Two breaks were necessary
 

11. What about the place?
 
-- Somewhere near the center of the city is better.
 

12. What did you learn from this seminar and how do you think
 we can get mort people in this kind of activities?
 
-- I learned more how to communicate with the audience, how to
develop a discussion, and especially about the issue of signing
 
a contract.
 



-- 

-- 

Questions about the agenda of the seminar
 

1. Was the topic of the seminar useful? Which was the most
 
useful part?
 
-- Yes. Most useful : created awareness on various problems

that can arise in JV agreements
 

2. What do you thing about the topics of the seminar? Were they

hard or easy to understand?
 
-- The subject covered was well chosen and suitable for the
 
majority of the participants.
 

3. Wrhat do you thing about the way the seminar was organized?
 
--Not organized well enough. A lot of people from relevant
 
ministries, agencies were not invited, The program of the
 
workshop was not distributed in advance, No representatives of
 
foreign investors were present
 

4. What was the think you like the best or the least in the way

the seminar was organized?
 
-- I liked the friendliness of the organizers and least the
 
fact that they did not focus enough on Real life Albanian JV
 
experiences
 

5. Do you have any idea how can we do it better?
 
--Should involve more international organizations.
 

6. Do you think that those written materials helped you a lot?
 
Was the translation fair, good, or excellent?
 

Written materials were very good , translators were good.
 

7. What do you think about the interpreters?

They were too many of them and in general they were good or
 

fair.
 

8. What kind of additional juridical assistance would you

recommend to CAL or CLAP? -- No comment
 

The organization of the seminar
 

9. Do you think that summer was the proper time for the
 
seminar? If it is not so, what is your opinion?
 
-- Fall or spring
 

10. Do you think that 9:30 - 14:30 was proper?
 
-- 8:00 - 12:00 (or 13:00) could be better
 

11. What about the place?
 
-- It could have been better, probably somewhere else and not
 
in the ministries.
 

12. What did you learn from this seminar and how do you think
 
we can get mort people in this kind of activities?
 
-- More participants.
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THE CENTRAL AND EAST EUROPEAN LAW INITIATIVE (CEELI)
 

Technical Legal Assistance Workshop

Development and Negotiation of Joint Ventures
 

Tirana, Albania
 
July 13 - 16, 1993
 

Evaluation
 

The purpose of this report is 
to help CEELI evaluate the
substance and administration of the technical assistance workshop

program identified above. 
Your answers to the following

questions will assist us 
in our efforts to best respond to the
needs of the Central and East European countries requesting our
 
aid.
 

Please prepare a brief report that addresses the questions
 
set forth below.
 

We appreciate your participation and cooperation as we try
to 
ensure that our programs are well planned and efficiently run.
 

Thank you.
 

Format
 

At the top of the page, please write your name, address,

?hone number, and the topic(s) that you addressed at the
 
,orkshop. ,
 

I. Organization
 

Please comment on the organization of the program.
 

II. Reactions
 

(a) Comment on the program as a whole. Was it
 
worthwhile?
 

(b) Please describe your personal reaction to the

workshop and trip. 
Did you find the experience
 
rewarding?
 

(c) Please describe in detail the reaction of the

Albanian participants. Include comments during any

"break-out" sessions.
 

-i-



III. Description of the Worksho, Sessions
 

(a) In your opinion, were the discussions at the
 
workshop sessions relevant to the interests and needs
 
of the Albanians?
 

(b) Were all of the participants (U.S. and West
 
European) well prepared for this workshop? Did the
 
non-local participants become sufficiently engaged in
 
the discussion?
 

(c) Was the format for presentation of topics

effective? Were the topic areas adequately covered?
 

(d) During workshop discussions, what issues generated

the most concern and/or controversy among the Albanian
 
participants?
 

(e) Please add any further comments you wish to make.
 

IV. Follow-Up
 

What would you recommend for follow-up activity on the
 
part of CEELI to further the benefits to be derived
 
from the workshop program?
 

-2
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20121 Milano 
Tel.; (Mfl)8I.w.89 . 87. 3.70Pax.;(,M.27.864 Mlan, September 6, 1993 

Lisa VJicJCieson, Esc. 
Central and East European 
Law Institute 
American Bar Asmociation 

1800 M. street, N.W. 
Suit* 200 South 
Washinqton, Dc 2uu6-vu6 
 via teleconier
 

Re: Joint Venture Workshop 

Dear Lisa:
 

Thank you for your tax or september 3, 1993. Here 
follows my evaluation report. 

The program was fairly well organized as far astenhnical support, lodging and accomodation, all in comparison
with the extremely poor Albanian standards. 

However, on the organizational side, I would have
expected a much larger participation of students from other 
ministries besides the one of Foreign Trade. r would suggest
that tho now- .amminar i-. hP.ld in A "npntral" plare, and, mn.
ImportanLly, that an effort of advertising the session is made
in other ministries, also through the help of other local aid 
organizationn. 

sponcors 
I do believe 
and, also, of 

that the treundous effort of the 
the teachers, would have deserved a 

larger odeons. 

2. Fteagc±nL 

(a) It certainly was worthwile: during the four day
I was able to foal concretely the growth of interest and the
increasing participation of the students. I believe theseminar was intended to give an overview of the basic jointventure instruments and or various issues concerning receiving
foreign investments in Albania: ultimately, we attained the
above basic purpose of the seminar.
 

(b) My personal experience has been extremely

rewarding: 
 I would be ready to do it again. I was extremely

happy of having established a good personal relationship with
 

c.P., CC2 CLD 41M wHi i P.I.: 10569620155 



3nd tle Commerce
the CERLU 

the £aoulty members and with 
Department triends.
 

(a) I was surprised nf the strong curiooity of the 
issuss presented and
 

Albanian participants vis-&-vis the 
I have found, however, an extremely low leve] of 

discussed. 	 to mentallyand a uerious difficulty

techniUal preparation 


in a "market economy" environment.
cdpt 
study approach and the socratic
 I think that the case 	 theto get the involvement and 

the best teticlquSumethod are 
active participation of the 	

odeons.
 

of th'e Workslou S-_9eui.
3. Duuriationl 

(a) I believe they were.
 

(b) Yes.
 

rather dractically
(c) We had to change the format 

acadellic approach
few initial moments; a purely

after the 

would have been totally ineffective.
 

I would suggest - for
 
ThA topic areas were too many. 


- to reduce them.
 a next time 


(d) Privatization of property and 
management control
 

were the most debated iusues.
 

A. 	 EoLlow-U 

again on a broader ucalo 
I would recommend to do it 
a much larger participation.
and with 

* 6 ft 

I hupe the above scattered remarks 
will be usefull.
 

hesitate 
Should you havo any questiOns pledase do not 


to call me.
 

Kindest regards.
 

sincerely yours,
 

CCI.-Je&L.Dkoa.1L 



0 & C Corporation

5901 Lakeside Boulevard Indianapolis, Indiana 46278 
- Phone (317) 290%5000 * Fax (317) 2905011 

September 10, 1993 

Lisa B.Dickieson
 
AMERICAN BAR ASSOCIATION
 
CEnTAL AND EAST EUROPEAN
 
LAW INITIAIVE
 
1800 M Street, N.W.
 
Suite 200 South
 
Washington, DC 22036
 

Re: 	 International Joint Venture Technical Assistance Workshop
 
Tirana, Albania
 

Dear Lisa: 

As I mentioned on the telephone, corporate life has been particularly challenging since returningfrom 1Tmna. Addressing environmcntal problcmns in three states, defending a tIxiu torLanother, convincing the media to report our company's message, 
t in 

and announcing furtherausterity measures to company employees in a severely depressed industry are real life marketeconomy problems that could provide material for an advanced seminar in Eastern Europe.During these events, the enclosed photographs of the workshop remained undeveloped. 

One advantage of letting time pass is that it gives time for reflection - time to reconsider firstimp331-ns. And our,of L benefits that comes with experience is confidence in one's abilityto recognize success and its opposite. The wave of first impressions of accomplishmet andsatisfaction that all participants - Albanian, American, and Italian - felt at the conclusion of theworkshop remain unchaneed. Although it may be difficult to say with modesty, I can say withconviction that by any objective benchmarks one selects, the workshop was a remarkable 
SUCCeS. 

The wave of first and lasting impressions that provide this feeling of accomplishment include: 

The positive feedback received from the Albanian participants - who exprssedhow much they sincerely appreciated and benefited frow th read life format of
the workshop - made the tremendous effort worthwhile. I heard their messagethat the case study, working through the defective joint venture agreement,
actually negotiating critical features of the joint venture, role p1Rying, andinteracting with the faculty each day all contributed to the excitement, challenges,
and uucce-s they experienced. 

S CEEL and CLDP - and, in particular, you, Linda Welis, and Susan Curley -
are to 	be commended for the insight, ingenuity, and courage demonstrated in 



Usa B. Dicideson 
September 10, 1993 
Page 2 

sponsoring and organizing a workshop that abandoned the traditional 'Lecture and 
listen format characteristic of too many professional seminars and so called 
workshops. To C*l-LI's and .LDP's credit, the Albanian participants were left 
with hands on training, valuable experiences, and working tools that they can and 
will use when negotiating, structuAng or documenting their next joint venture. 
Contrast this result to a set of dry, stale notes -- the all too familiar product of 
unimaginative, "lecture and listen" presentations. 

0 	 In hindsight, I cannot think of a group of professionals that I would have rather 
worked with on this project. In addition to professional competence, you, Linda, 
S1Ln, Nancy, Claudio, and Roland each brought to our team something special, 
something unique, that when blended in proportions determined by the needs of 
the project, produced results not otherwise thought possiblc. Givmi [hr unique 
and challenging circumstances encountered in organizing and presenting this 
workshop in a land blessed by God and misled by man, I did not believe that such 
cooperation, coordination, and synergy were possible between and among the two 
sponsors and the faculty members. 

Rather than continuing with my impressions of what was accomplished, I will leave you with 
a few modest suggestions: 

0 	 This kind of "participatory" training and technical assistance is needed throughout
Central and Eastern Europe. The workshop should be rpeated in Albania and 
replicated elsewhere in the region. When the workshop is repeated in Albania, 
got uort Albaians involved in promotion of the workshop in other to reach more 
of the target audiences we initially identified. Move the site of the workshop 
from the Ministry of Trade and Foreign Economic Cooperation to a neutral site 
such as the Hntrl DTjti so the workshop is not associated with any particlarMinistry. 

* 	 The case study format and the participatory exercises we developed and, at times,
improvised, work well in actual practice. They can be improved through fine 
tuning, further experience, and slight modifications to make the mn1teTs country 
specific, but one fear that we had proved entirely unjustified: The same case 
study and related teaching materials can be used to introduce basic as well as 
sophisticated concepts regardless of the level of prior training and experience of 
the participants. Tlb materials are flexible enough to allow the faculty to gear 
up or gear down based on the degree of sophistication of the participants and the 
feedback received from them. 



Lisa B. Dickieson 
September 10, 1993 
Page 3 

" Create 	additional inceatives that encourage perfect attendance by all participants.Have the courage to accept that something other than our shared values of self
moutivaton and self improvement may be necessary in Eastern Europe tocompensate for the demands of daily work and living that are.far different thanthose we encounter in the United States. To remove disincentives to daily attendance, 	try the iinconvenrional. For example, provide afternoon lunch, distributesmall gifts like pocket legal dictionaries or other books, and pay a modest cashstipend for daily or perfect attendance. (Th ided uf actually compensatingparticipants proved very effective according to another AID contractor in EasternEurope who makes a convincing argument for a technique that sounds "foreign"

to us.) 

" 	 Consider increasing the length of the workshop by onc-half day. Start with a halfday session and end the week with a half day session followed by the closingreception. The extra time could be effectively used and is pretrable to extending
the length of the daily sessions. 

* 	 Consider sponsoring two related workshopz: one on Albania's new company,
accounting, commercial and trade register laws and one on international eommercial aibiLwadun and altanative ,ispute resolution. Our experience with thejoint venture workshop and my actual work experience in Eastern Europe andprofessional and academic interests in these topics suggest the need for training
imthese areas. 

In closing, I want to thank CEELI and CLDP and, in particular, you and Susan Gurley, foc allofthe organizational support you provided and for your kind remarl regarding my contributions
to the success of the workshop. 

(VIyyours, 

A.Myer
Vice President 
General Counsel 

cc: 	Linda A.Welhj 
Susan K. Gurley 
Nancy Eller 
(landio Coctwm 



Nevotiating, atruaturing and vocu enting International
Joint Ventures Workshop: Tirana, July 13 w16, 
 .gg3 
EMI-- Central and East European Law Initiative
CLDP - Commercial raw Development Program
 

Nancy Eller
 
White & caae
 
66 Gresham Street
 
London, EC2V 7LD
 
England
 
tels (44 71) 726 6361
 
faxt (44 71) 720 4314
 

Topics Discussed: 
(1)Types of International joint Ventures and Other
Cooperative Relationships;
 
(2)Selecting the Legal Form of the Joint Venture and the


Legal Form of the Joint Venturer&;
 

(3) Overview of flow to Negotiatu a Joint venture;
 

(4)Overview oZ Letters of Intnnt;
 
(5)Overview of Kay JoinT venture Agreement Clauses.
 

I. orGaalzatio 

I thought the organization of the program was fine Inlarge part becauco it was not only very comprehensiveflexible. but alsoAlthough we worked extensively on An Outline for
each of the topics covered in the program, we were able to
change the amount of time devoted to particular discussione
once we saw that we could use th1 time in 
a more productive
manner.
 

The program was very worthwhile in several aspects.
First, on a substantive level, the Albanian participantos
learned about international business tranactions. In that
context they learned a little bit about Albanian law (for
example, we discussed several timan in the capital
contribution section what the recently enacted Company Law
doe 
and does not permit to be contributed to the capital of a
company) and about the importance of ensuring that a
particular transaction complies with relevant law. Second,
with the eXercises, they wore able to apply analytical skills,
such a* when they had to determine what assets could be
contributed to the capital of a company and by what method. 

1
 



And third, the participants obtained exposure to people from
other cultures (Italians, Americans), consistent with the
opening up of Albanian coniety over the last several years.
 
I found the experience very rewarding Professionally and
personally. In a professional sence my Preparation for theworkshop required me to reduce complicated legal transautionato their most rundamental level, which now comes in handy on
subsequent transactions when I have to explain to non-lawyers
the basics of a joint venture transaction that I am
representing them on. 
On a personal level, I don't get manyopportunities to do 
ro .g corporate work - I very muchenjoyed the experience of teaching to people who Were eager tolearn, particularly in a country where I have had buti- so
dealings.
 

III. Duscription ofJre WOthgeoDSmnionn 

T think some of the discussions may not have been
directly relevant to the day-to-day profes ionalOf needs of mostthe workshop partioipanta; however, I think the learningexperience and the exposure to more sophisticated levels of
legal analysis was invaluable.
 

I thought everyonu was well prepared for their
discussions, and everyone was 
 illing to revise their
preparation during the four days or the workshop to tailor thetalks to the sophisticAtion and interests of the participants,I don't recall too many non-local participants (one Italianparticipant was quite eager to sharc his experiences with me
during one of the breaks, but other than that he did not speakmUCh during the sessionc). 

As mentioned above, I think the format and breadth oftopics overed was very good, and by lasting four days, itallowed the presenters and panel leaders a chance to fine-tune
their talks and exercises over the nourse of the program.
 
Certain legal issues generated the most discussions, such
as the applicability of Albanian law to the activities of the
joint venturA company formed in Albania and the choi".
provisions. or lawI think the overview discussions were useful to
provide a basic legal background for the exorcises but they
did not on the whole generate the most dLsoussionn (see
below).
 

I think the most useful parts of the workshop were the
role playinq exercises and the group discussion. Although
.
only a few people asked em1stione, these few 
eople asked
quite a lot of questions and everyone coomed interested in the
replies and sometimes very animated discussions. I notiued
that after the first day or so, when we broke into group
diacunsions, some of the Albanians were more likely tochallenge the statements made by some of their colleagues ifthey disagreed with them (I noticed this mostly in the last
 



group discussion where we identified errors or omissiono in
the draft Durres Battery joint venture agreeMent).
 

IV. ZgQ1gOWfl7 

Follow-up activity might include:
 

(1) ensuring that all the people who attended this
worieshop receive invitations to all legal programs

subsequently undertaken in the country; and
 

(2) giving each participant a copy of any article that
haa appeared in a recent legal journal discussinq any,aspect
of a joint venture transaction that was discused during the
workshop (for example, an article which discusses the problems
within a transaction beaause the two sides could not agree on
valuation of asuets, or bacause one side adopted a very

confrontational negotiating stance, or what types of assets
were contributed to a joint venture by the two sides to a
transaction, etc.). 
I'm not sure if this is the sort of thingCEELI would consider doing, given the logistiual problems ofgetting materialc to people, and the fact that mAny have some
trouble with English, however, I think that seeing a practical

application of eomething that was discussed would be
 
interestinq for the participants.
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Pa| ltY Assessment of Workshop
Negftiationan Drafting of Joint Venture AgreementsI Titan , Albania 

July 1993 

by Linda A. Wells
 

I believe that tle primary benefit of this workshop will betwofold; inprved' selt-confidencu and enhanced awareness of theneeds and bjectivIs of parties to commercial transactions (and howthoe obJe -tives should drive a transaction). Voth Of these shouldlead to ther negotiations and more appropriate commercialdeals, 1ould facilitate the Participmts' performance ofofficial dities on.y indirectly related to commercial matters. 

The Albanian participants may now be able to overcome therrequentay expressed concern that they are being taken advantage ofby foreign ; the now have the tools and some basis for baqinningto anticp te and understand the importance of typical terms andnegotiat srategies utilized in such transactions. They alsohave pra ced cra :ting their own terms and strategies, so theywill feel, and be, n more control of the shape of the transaction. 
Of equal :uqportance, I believe the workshop was a highly effectivetool for ,achingi the participants to learn to identify their proper,objttives to anticipate the objectives of other parties
and to dcisa endassess the options presented against thoseobjectives. Thi helpwill them arrive at better businessdecisions, and if they can carry these skills into their roles asregulateor and anduaacrs businespersons, bettor policy and
regulatory decisioxis as well. 

Dne of the greatest problem businesspersons 
i a 

face in the emergingsarket ec*o ais that the governmant officials who regulate themlo not an Lcipatel or understand the impact of their officialations on the busin ss sotor, and one of the greatest hanicdaps)n the ef t iveness of these same regulators is that they do notuvticipate how tb* business conmunity will respond to their)fficial a ions. This lack of awareness often leads to unintendedmd inaffi ient results and frstration on all sides. 
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Awiene,Initiative (CEELI), we are pleased to provide you with the final report of Emily Altman, 
EleanorM Fo CEELI Legal Specialist to the Ministry of Finance from May through August, 1993. 
BusiresLaw 

David E.Nelson 
CnurnialJustice CEELI provided Ms. Altman in response to a request by your Ministry for theJosepM.lne.s 

Famih. Law 

Phil sc,- assistance of an expert legal specialist to work and consult with the staff of the Ministry 
GeneralPractice 

Mmatters relating to credit agreements with international lending organizations as well asVictor LevinA* tla Rights arsd Responsibilitiest 
a.e,R. s.bu,,commercial banks. 

JudaicalAdm suiration 
Frank A. Kaulrman 

Lb ,la L.awef This final report is a summary of Ms. Altman's experience at the Ministry as wellWUiam t.Kelle 

Law P .,,ou as a candid appraisal of the difficulties still faced by the Ministry along with 
recommendations to aid in their solution. However, the views expressed herein have not

LegalEducation 

JamesP.White
Darl T. MargolilDitigatio been approved by the House of Delegates or the Board of Governors of the ABA, and 

, accordingly, should not be construed as representing the policy of the ABA.
NatralResources.Ee 

and E~nvaratmental Lotw 

WalshBill 

Ms. Altman felt her time at the Ministry to be both worthwhile and rewarding. WeF.Smeygal.IPoe~.Taomas
Paer.F.Saimea,It. 

ContractPurblic hope her report willwill be useful to your efforts. We appreciate the opportunity you haveEdward J.Krauland We hope there will be future opportunities
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CEELI LEGAL SPECIALIST
 

Emily Altman is a corporateattorney with a large New York lawfirm. Ms. Altman possesses 
significant expertise and vast experience in the complex legal arena encompassing 
internationalfinancialtransactions. More specifically, hervast experience includes work on 
the following projects:syndicatedbank loans and exportfinance transactionsinvolving, inter 
a Turkey, Venezuela, Mexico, Kenya, the World Bank, UnitedStates Export-ImportBank, 
InternationalFinance Corporation,and Overseas PrivateInvestment Corporation;sovereign 
debt restructuringof the Dominican Republic, Mexico, Argentina, and Brazil; andproject 
financingin Nigeria, Australia, andNew Guinea. 



SUMMARY REPORT
 

Date: October 14, 1993 

To: Central and East European Law Iniative 
American Bar Association 

From: Emily Altman 

Re: SPECIALIST VISIT - MINISTRY OF FINANCE I UTHUANIA 
May 13, 1993 - August 11, 1993 

Purpose of Visit 

The Lithuanian Ministry of Finance requested in March 1993 that 
CEELI arrange for a lawyer familiar with international loan transactions to work at 
the Ministry for a period of three to four months to assist it in its review of credit 
agreements being submitted to it by the G-24 countries and multilateral lending 
organizations. I am lawyer at Davis Polk &Wardwell in New York City, 
specializing in international finance transactions, and I spent from May 13, 1993 
through August 11, 1993 in Vilnius working with the Ministry as a CEELI 
specialist. 

The Ministry of Finance: the Debt Management Division and is Work 

At the time of my arrival in Vilnius the Ministry of Finance had 
concluded credit agreements with the World Bank, the European Community and 
the European Bank for Reconstruction and Development and was in the final 
stages of signing a loan agreement with the Export-Import Bank of Japan. Those 
agreements had been negotiated by the Ministry's Debt Management Division 
part of the Ministry's Budget Department - or, in some cases by the disbanded 
Ministry of Foreign Economic Relations, in each case with the assistance of a 
Lithuanian lawyer who was working for that Ministry at that time. 

With the dissolution of the Ministry of Foreign Economic Relations, 
the Debt Management Division inherited principal responsibility for managing 
Lithuania's frjreign borrowing program: negotiating foreign loan agreements, 
administering loans made under signed agreements, coordinating the 
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disbursement of loan proceeds and monitoring payments of principal and 
interest. In May - and during the subsequent three months - it became evident 
that the Central Bank of Lithuania (the Bank of Lithuania) was competing with the 
Ministry of Finance to become the principal liaison between the Republic and 
foreign lenders - despite clear advice from representatives of the United States 
Treasury and others that decisions concerning sovereign borrowing from foreign 
lenders were a budgetary function that appropriately fit within the purview of the 
Ministry of Finance. Nevertheless, tension over the primary responsibility for the 
borrowing function continued over the summer, not least because the Central 
Bank has a larger and better paid staff and has been the beneficiary of a great 
deal of foreign technical assistance which it believes gives it an advantage over 
the Ministry of Finance in this realm. However, I believe that by summer's end, 
the Ministry of Finance had, in keeping with the advice of most foreign technical 
advisors to both the Ministry and the Central Bank, substantially consolidated its 
administratve authority over the f Lithuania's foreign borrowing program. 

The Debt Management Division of the Ministry of Finance is 
headed by Ruta Skyriene, an extremely able administrator with a sophisticated 
understanding of finance, who recently returned to Vilnius a year ago after a year 
in the United States. Ms. Skyriene also heads the Project Implementation Unit 
(the "PIU"), a sub-unit within the Debt Management Division which was 
established specifically to manage procurement under and disbursement of the 
World Bank's $60 million Rehabilitation Loan. 

The PIU is responsible for identifying imports most urgently 
needed by the various Lithuanian state enterprises (mainly fertilizer, other agro
chemicals, veterinary pharmaceuticals, fuel), and then arranging for such goods 
to be purchased using the proceeds of the World Bank Rehabilitation Loan. This 
involves preparing, requesting and analyzing, international bids (all governed by 
strict World Bank rules), taking bid security and negotiating and opening letters of 
credit with banks around the world. 

In addition, in their role as staff members of the Debt Management 
Division the members of the PIU review new credit agreements and manage the 
pricing, disbursement and repayment of Lithuania's other foreign currency credits. 
The Debt Management Division had only one computer during the summer 
which had been purchased for use in connection with the administration of the 
World Bank loan. I understand the Division has, since my return to New York, 
acquired a second computer for use in connection with its other responsibilities. 

Before I arrived and all through the summer, the Debt 
Management Division made a heroic effort to locate and hire an English-speaking 
Lithuanian lawyer who could work with me and take over primary responsibility 
for the legal aspects of the foreign borrowing program. However, given the far 
higher salaies available in the private sector, few practicing Lithuanian lawyers 
with commercial experience or ambition were interested in a Finance Ministry job. 
Neverthele;s, I understand that a recent law graduate has just been hired and 

has begun to work through the various credit agreement markups, explanatory 
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memos and legal opinion drafts I left with Ms. Skyriene. In the absence of a 
Lithuanian lawyer counterpart at the Debt Management Division I was not able to 
make as much progress as I would have liked towards helping the Ministry to 
realize its goal of developing an independent capacity to evaluate and negotiate 
foreign loan proposals or towards laying a consistent legal foundation for future 
financings.' Instead, we mainly concentrated on working through the 
documentation on the many loan transactions the Ministry was trying to cope 
with over the summer. 

MyWork atthe MnsWy 

During my three months in Vilnius I assisted the Ministry in its 
review of fout G-24 loan agreements (Sweden, Finland, Norway and Austria) as 
well as its review of a proposed Canadian Export Development Corporation loan 
agreement which was, for bureaucratic reasons, being handled outside the Debt 
Management Division. I helped to prepare form closing documentation 
(certificates, legal opinions, etc.) for those four loan agreements, as well as the 
actual closing documentation for the then recently signed Japan Eximbank loan 
agreement. In addition, !helped the Ministry to prepare and negotiate an 
amendment to the Japan Eximbank loan agreemenit which had been requested 
by the World Bank to facilitate the latter's administration of this co-financing loan. 

With Ms. Skyriene and her staff, I also reviewed, discussed with 
the European Bank for Reconstruction and Development (the "EBRD") and 
began evaluating co-financing offers from five Western European export credit 
agencies - Denmark, Germany, Switzerland, Finland and Norway - which had 
been arranged by the EBRD in connection with its existing facility for Lithuania. 
On behalf of the Ministry I was in contact with each of the five export credit 
agencies to discuss the structure of its proposed cofinancing and to propose 
ways of making all of the EBRD cofinancings consistent with each other to the 
extent practicable. As word of my presence at the Ministry spread, other 
Ministries and state enterprises would call for advise on particular agreoments. 

1I had wanted, for example, to spend more time than was possible - given 
the many competing demands on the Ministry's time - trying to design a 
proposed Lithuanian "negative pledge clause" for inclusion in its sovereign loan 
agreements. That provision, by restricting the kinds of security interests a 
sovereign borrower may create can either preclude - or enhance - the 
government's ability to enter into future financings. It is a matter of particular 
importance in the context of an economy in which such a large percentage of 
income-producing assets remains in state hands. Instead, we did our best - on 
an ad hoc basis - to propose fundamental, and consistent, exceptions to the 
lien prohibition for purposes of the various agreements we reviewed. I had a 
phone call, in fact, just last week from the Ministry asking me to tell them which 
of our negative pledge clauses we were most satisfied with - because they 
wanted to propose it for yet another agreement! 
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For example, a state enterprise called "Maziekai - Oruva" asked that I review the 
credit agreement it had been negotiating with KfW - the German export credit 
bank and, in consequence, I spent several very productive hours with the Oruva 
negotiating team explaining and discussing my comments and suggestions. 

Apart from working on particular loan transactions, I spent a 
substantial part of my three months at the Ministry of Finance trying to establish 
and understand the legal regime in Lithuania governing the incurrence of 
sovereign debt. This effort was motivated by three goals - to draft legal opinions 
which were required to be delivered by the Minister of Justice under the various 
loan agreements the country was signing, to answer questionnaires submitted by 
various prospective lenders to Lithuania (the European Investment Bank, for 
example) and to streamline and regularize the process of government 
authorization and ratification. In connection with this last goal, for example, I 
proposed that we draft a parliamentary authorization for all of the prospective G
24 loans in order to avoid the need for an individual preliminary presentation to 
the Parliament in connection with each agreement. and, as a result, such a 
resolution was passed by the Parliament. 

I also assisted with questions arising in the Ministry (and 
particularly the Debt Management Division) in the normal course of the business: 
for example, explaining the London Interbank Offered Rate, helping to formulate 
a definition of Special Drawing Rights, answering questions having to do with 
payment and collection under letters of credit, helping to evaluate loan pricing 
for a European Community loan, responding to questions submitted by a Russian 
entrepreneur interested in opening gambling casinos in Lithunia and even helping 
to figure out what to do about oil drums which were purchased with proceeds of 
the World Bank loan and were delivered, leaking, to the port of Klaipeda. I also 
helped the PIU analyze and assemble a description of arrearages in the natural 
gas sector which was required by the World Bank in connection with its 
reallocation of a portion of its loan commitment to the purchase of natural gas. 

Summary 

I know that the people at the Ministry (and elsewhere in the 
government) came to value having someone with a great deal of practical 
experience in international banking transactions and loan negotiations working on 
their behalf. With the Debt Management Division, I worked through virtually all 
the foreign loan agreements which had been received by it to date. In addition, 
during the process of analyzing those agreements I was able to teach the 
members of the Debt Management Division - with their enthusiastic participation 
- a great deal about the structure of loan agreements and the issues that should 
be focused on when negotiating them. As a result we made considerable 
progress (though as noted above less than I would have liked) towards 
developing the necessary in-house expertise to deal with evaluating and 
negotiating foreign loans on an ongoing basis. Also, and perhaps most 
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importantly, I think my work with the Minister and his staff made extremely 
sensitive to the value of legal advice to the work they do. 

The Debt Management Division is very pleased it now has a 
Lithuanian lawyer specifically designated to work with it. However, the Ministry 
also realizes that it is still far from having the in-house legal expertise it needs 
adequately to respond to the sophisticated financing proposals being made to it 
by the international lending community. In this connection I understand the 
Ministry has requested that CEELI provide the Debt Management Division with a 
replacement legal specialist as soon as possible and that it is also exploring with 
the United States Department of the Treasury the possibility of securing funding, 
on a longer term basis, for a legal advisor to work with the Division. 

The Ministry of Finance also recognizes its need for a 
sophisticated financial advisor to work with it in evaluating loan proposals and 
managing, on a systematic basis, the loans being incurred by the Ministry on 
behalf of the Republic. Such an advisor, actirng in cooperation with the Ministry's 
in-house and foreign legal advisors, could be extremely helpful in addressing one 
of the major problems facing the Ministry of Finance at the moment - the 
problem of. "absorption". Substantial amounts of funds for many different kinds 
of projects are being made available to Lithuania at a relatively rapid pace. The 
process of determining how to spend the money, however, is lagging behind as 
a result of the bureaucratic complexity of identifying the country's most urgent 
needs and matching available financing to those needs. As a technical matter 
the Lithuanian Ministry of Economy is charged with identifying projects for 
financing while the Ministry of Finance is charged with procuring such financing. 
As a practical matter, however, it is the Ministry of Finance, charged with 
receiving and responding to international loan proposals, which must manage the 
"absorption process." The difficulties faced by the Lithuanian government in 
coordinating the two halves of the process - procuring financing and identifying 
the uses to .vhich it is to be put - were apparent during the summer I spent at 
the Ministry of Finance and must be addressed if the foreign loan funds being 
made available to Lithuania are to be used to maximum advantage. 

I believe - and am honestly delighted professionally and 
personally to conclude - that my time with the Lithuanian Ministry of Finance 
was an almost exemplary case of foreign legal advice in an Eastern European 
country. The Ministry of Finance had perceived a definite need for help in a 
relatively circumscribed area. There was real work to be done. Most 
significantly, because the Ministry had been coping with the issues raised by loan 
proposals and the complex accompanying documentation before my arrival, there 
were real questions to be answered and the answers were understood and 
appreciated by the six members of the Debt Management Division in the context 
of actual issues they had been confronting on their own for months. As a result, 
I believe they now not only feel far more competenL to manage Lithuania's 
foreign borrowing program by themselves but have come to appreciate the 
usefulness of targeted foreign technical assistance. 
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September 17, 1993
 

Mr. Nnamdi Ezera
 
Central and East European Law Initiative (CEELI)
 
Suite 200 South
 
1800 M Street, N.W.
 
Washington, D.C. 20009
 

Dear Nnamdi:
 

It was great talking with you the other day. I am sorry that
 
we did not get a chance to meet while I was in Washington, but am
 

glad that you are back on the road to good health.
 

Enclosed is my report on my tour in Lithuania. As you will
 

see, it is in two parts. The first part is an overview of the
 

goals that were set for my trip, the accomplishments from my six
 

weeks in Lithuania, the main impediments I encountered, and a
 

couple of the lessons that I learned. The second part is a daily
 

journal of my activities, inspired by a similar log that George
 

Blow kept when he was in Vilnius. I suspect very few people ever
 

will read beyond the first part. From my own experience, however,
 

I know how valuable George's log was for me and wanted to provide
 

something similar for any legal specialists that succeed me.
 

Looking back, the six weeks in Lithuania was one of the
 

greatest professional and personal experiences of my life. I am
 

very grateful to you and CEELI for giving me the opportunity to
 

work with this program. Pl'ase feel free to call on me for any
 
the rule
further assistance you need in either the investment or 


of law areas. (You and I never discussed the rule of. law area, but
 
on rule of
I teach constitutional law, worked full-time for a year 


law projects in Latin America when I was at the State Department,
 

and in fact worked with Sandy D'Alemberte on setting up the
 

Caribbean Law Institute, which was the source of his inspiration
 
which continues to be near
for CEELI. So, law reform is a topic 


to my heart.)
 

Please stay in touch.
 

With kindest regards,
 

Kenheth . Vandevelde
 

Associate Dean
 

FULLERTON CAMPUS * 1111 NorthState Collegel levard * Fullerton, CA 92631 * €714)738-IK)o
 

IRVINE CAMPUS 9 23 Pasteur * Irvine. CA 92718 * (714) 753-41O0 '"
 



FINAL REPORT
 

Kenneth J. Vandevelde
 
CEELI Legal Specialist
 

Ministry of Foreign Affairs
 
Vilnius, Lithuania
 

June 24 - August 5, 1993
 

This report describes my activities during a six week tour as
 
a CEELI Legal Specialist in the Lithuanian Ministry of Foreign

Affairs (MFA). My assignment was to provide advice and other
 
assistance with respect to bilateral investment treaties (BITs).

Attached to the report is a daily log of my activities from my

departure on June 24 until my return on August 5.
 

I. INTRODUCTION
 

A. Goals
 

At the time of my selection as a Legal Specialist, CEELI
 
Liaison John Zerr proposed three primary goals for my tour:
 

(1) to train Lithuanian officials in BIT negotiations so that,

in the long term, they would have the competence to negotiate and
 
implement such treaties without assistance;
 

(2) to provide short-term assistance in the actual negotiation
 
of BITs; and
 

(3) to define the responsibilities of a series of CEELI
 
advisors on BITs who would succeed me period of
over a several
 
months.
 

B. Accomplishments
 

My principal accomplishments during the six weeks as
were 

follows:
 

(1) Analyzed 9 BITs concluded by Lithuania prior to my

arrival. The analysis identified potential problems arising from
 
inconsistencies among the treaties, conflicts between the treaties
 
and Lithuanian national law, or incompatibilities between treaty

commitments and Lithuanian economic policy. 
 It also proposed
 
solutions for these problems;
 

(2) Analyzed 13 BITs proposed for negotiation by Lithuania,

including one BIT with the United States. 
This analysis identified
 
inconsistencies 
between the proposed BITs and past Lithuanian
 
practice with respect to the BITs as well as 
provisions of the
 
proposed agreements that were deficient technically or based on
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unsound policies. It also identified problems of the type

described above respect existing BITs. The
with to analysis

included recommended modifications to be made in the proposed
 
agreements during negotiations;
 

(3) Drafted a negotiating manual for use by Lithuanian
 
officials in negotiating future BITs. The manual identified each
 
of the provisions that commonly appears in a BIT, discussed the
 
purpose of each provision, described the various formulations in
 
which these provisions appear, summarized the advantages and
 
disadvantages of the various formulations, and noted which
 
formulations had been used by Lithuania in its existing treaties.
 
The manual also incorporated the results of the two analyses

described above. It is approximately 96 single-spaced pages in
 
length and was presented to the Prime Minister during a private

meeting prior to my departure;
 

(4) Reviewed and revised a proposed model investment treaty

prepared by the MFA. All of Lithuania's BITs to date have been
 
negotiated on the basis of a model treaty proposed by the other
 
party, with the result that the language is that preferred by the
 
other party except to the extent that Lithuania raises a specific

objection during negotiations and prevails. This agreement gives

Lithuania the capacity to take the initiative in negotiations and
 
to place the other party in the position of accepting Lithuania's
 
preferred language in every case where it cannot prevail with an
 
objection;
 

(5) Prepared the Lithuanian delegation for the negotiation of
 
a BIT with the United States and assisted the delegation during the
 
negotiations;
 

(6) Assisted the Lithuanian delegation in preparing for the
 
negotiation of an intellectual property agreemenc with the United
 
States; and
 

(7) Prepared and presented a one-hour talk on BITs to an
 
audience of Lithuanian officials involved in the BIT negotiating
 
process.
 

II. DISCUSSION
 

Each of my activities in Lithuania was directed specifically

at one or more of the three goals established by John Zerr at the
 
beginning of my tour. In this section, I will discuss the steps

taken with respect to each goal, the problems encountered and the
 
progress made.
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A. Training
 

Four different training techniques were used.
 

The first and perhaps most effective technique was the
 
preparation of the negotiating manual. The manual constitutes a
 
source of training that will endure for years after the termination
 
of my tour or the departure of the officials with whom I worked.
 
The U.S. State Department prepared a similar document at the
 
inception of its BIT program and for about a decade that document
 
was the primary means of training new lawyers given responsibility
 
for the BIT program.
 

The second training technique was individual meetings with the
 
relevant officials. During my six week tour, I had several lengthy

private meetings with the Deputy Minister of Foreign Affairs, the
 
head of the economic affairs bureau, the head of the international
 
economic treaties department and various staff attorneys and
 
economists concerning the BITs. The most gratifying feature of
 
these meetings was that they were unfailingly substantive. From
 
the Deputy Minister on down through the hierarchy, each official
 
with whom I dealt came prepared for clause-by-clause discussions of
 
specific treaties as well as for more general discussions of the
 
BIT program as a whole. I was quite satisfied that these meetings

had a positive effect. This was most notable in the meetings I had
 
concerning the pending U.S. negotiations or the proposed Lithuanian
 
model BIT. 
 The knowledge gained by Ministry officials in these
 
dicussions resulted in observable changes in their negotiating

position and in the language of the model agreement.
 

The third training technique was assistance in actual
 
negotiations. It was fortunate that the United States 
sent a
 
delegation to negotiate with Lithuania during my tour. The
 
pendency of an actual negotiation, particularly one with a major
investor, provided me with numerous opportunities to talk about how 
one prepares for and conducts a negotiation -- at a time when 
officials were faced with precisely that problem. 

The fourth training technique was lectures or discussions
 
involving large groups. Although I had envisioned several such
 
large group lectures or discussions, ultimately only one was
 
scheduled during my tour. Such sessions are useful because of the
 
substantive information they impart and because they advertise the
 
presence of the CEELI legal specialist and break the ice between
 
the specialist and officials who may not have an immediate cause
 
for contact with the specialist, thereby increasing the likelihood
 
additional, private meetings with such officials.
 

The training function faced three major impediments. First,

Sigute Jakstonyte, the head of the international economic treaties
 
division and the principal official with whom I was to work, took
 
a lengthy vacation at the end of my first week in Lithuania. The
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vacation, of course, made her completely unavailable for much of my
 
stay and, because of the work backlog it created, left her largely
 
inaccessible for the remainder of my tour. Although we managed to
 
have several productive meetings, these were put together with
 
great effort and occurred under considerable time pressure.
 
Leisurely and wide-ranging discussions simply were not possible.
 

Further, it was Sigute who was charged with setting up the
 
large group meetings of BIT officials that I requested. Because
 
her absence came so early in my trip and with only a couple of
 
days' advance notice, we ultimately were able to have only one such
 
meeting, near the end of my stay, with the result that some of the
 
working relationships that the meeting was intended to foster never
 
materialized.
 

The second impediment was the dismissal, at approximately the
 
mid point of my tour, of the two Deputy Ministers with whom I was
 
in contact, one of whom was Algirdas Miskinis, the Deputy Minister
 
with primary responsibility for the BIT program. At the time of
 
his ouster, I had spent more time in substantive discussions with
 
Deputy Minister Miskinis than any other single official and thus
 
his departure represented the loss of a significant investment.
 
Further, it is not improbable that his successor could replace
 
other personnel within the ministry, with a further loss of
 
investment.
 

The third impediment was the refusal of the U.S. delegation to
 
permit me to attend its negotiations with Lithuania. Although I
 
participated by sending messages into the negotiations via one
 
member of the Lithuanian delegation, the U.S. refusal deprived me
 
of my only opportunity to observe first hand the Lithuanian
 
negotiating technique and to identify deficiences in their
 
substantive knowledge that might not surface in any other setting.
 

B. Assistance with Negotiations
 

Assistance with negotiations took two forms: the preparation
 
of certain documents and oral discussions with Lithuanian
 
negotiators.
 

The most important document was the negotiating manual. The
 
manual was intended not only to provide training in advance of
 
negotiations, but to serve as an immediate source of assistance
 
during negotiations. By setting forth the principal formulations
 
in which each type of provision generally appears, the manual
 
permits negotiators ready access to alternative language in the
 
event that proposed language is unacceptable for political,
 
stylistic or other reasons. By summarizing in a single place
 
Lithuania's entire prior practice with respect to a particular
 
clause, the manual allows negotiators to determine at a glance
 
whether a proposed clause would reresent a change in policy or
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whether it has precedent in a treaty previously approved by the
 
Lithuanian government. By identifying the advantages and
 
disadvantages of various formulations, it assists negotiators in
 
deciding whether to agree to alternative language proposed during
 
negotiations.
 

The analysis of the 13 proposed agreements, which was
 
incorporated into the negotiating manual, also should provide very
 
concrete assistance in specific negotiations during the next couple
 
of years. Each agreement is analyzed separately, clause by clause.
 
The analysis includes numerous recommended modifications to the
 
language of these treaties, ranging from suggestions that a
 
particular word or phrase be changed to suggestions that entire
 
provisions be added or rejected. These, in effect, are the precise
 
recommendations that I would make if I were in a position to advise
 
the Lithuanian government during these 13 proposed negotiations.
 

The other document that will provide concrete assistance in
 
actual negotiations is the model agreement which I helped the
 
Ministry prepare. Although the model was prepared in Lithuanian,
 
the English text will be the primary negotiating text. One of the
 
MFA attorneys noted that the translation into English had been
 
performed by one of the MFA's less capable translators. Although
 
errors were not too numerous, there were a few phrases or passages
 
that were nonsensical. My assistance went beyond the translation
 
of the document, however. In several cases, Lithuanian attorneys
 
were completely unaware of the implications of particular
 
phraseology. In some instances, language they had selected had the
 
precise opposite of the intended effect. As with the manual, the
 
model agreement is a tool that will be of concrete assistance in
 
future negotiations for years to come.
 

A second form of negotiating assistance was my discussions
 
with the Lithuanian officials prior to and during the U.S.
 
negotiations. I had several tangible indications that this
 
assistance affected the negotiations. First, I was able to resolve
 
several issues before the U.S. team arrived. Indeed, the number of
 
issues resolved prior to the team's arrival exceeded the number
 
resolved during the two days of negotiations. One of the very few
 
changes agreed to during the U.S. visit was a clause I had proposed
 
to protect the Lithuanians against expropriation claims dating from
 
the Soviet occupation. Following the departure of the U.S.
 
delegation, the head of the Lithuanian delegation told a friend,
 
who relayed the comment to me, that she had felt very well prepared
 
for the negotiations as a result of my discussions with her. As it
 
happened, my work with the Lithuanian negotiators on the model
 
agreement after the departure of the U.S. delegation may have
 
resolved a couple of other issues. This occurred because the
 
better understanding of the treaties gained during the drafting of
 
the Lithuanian model caused them to reconsider positions taken
 
during the U.S. negotiations.
 

The assistance with negotiations suffered from only one
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impediment: the refusal of the U.S. team to allow me to observe the
 
negotiations. The severe limitations this imposed are self
evident.
 

C. Defining the CEELI Advisor's Role
 

In all candor, from the beginning I had some ambivalence about
 
the goal of defining a role for a succession of advisors. In my
 
mind, the first two goals were directed at making the Lithuanian
 
government self-sufficient with respect to BIT negotiations. It
 
seemed that any effort to institutionalize the role of a CEELI
 
advisor would run counter to efforts at self-sufficiency. Even the
 
mere expectation of additional advisors in the future could foster
 
a feeling of dependency while undercutting any sense of urgency in
 
achieving self-sufficiency, which would impede my progress with
 
respect to the first two goals.
 

It also seemed that the role of the CEELI legal specialist
 
would continually evolve, for two reasons. First, some tasks are
 
accomplished in a defined period of time and then need not be
 
repeated. For example, the preparation of the negotiating manual,
 
the analysis of the existing agreements, and the drafting of the
 
Lithuanian model BIT all were critically important projects and
 
they occupied most of my time in Lithuania, but these tasks have
 
been completed and thus even my immediate successor would have a
 
quite different role than I had. Second, at least to the extent
 
that the early specialists were successful in truly developing the
 
capabilities of the Lithuanian officials, later specialists would
 
have a much diminished role.
 

These intuitions were strengthened upon my arrival, when I
 
learned of Sigute's impending vacation. The more I appeared to be
 
the first of many advisors, the less important it was to use me
 
well while I was in country. Only in my last week, when it became
 
apparent that I would not be succeeded in the immediate future, did
 
the Lithuanian officials begin to betray any sense of a lost
 
opportunity.
 

On the other hand, there were some ways in which
 
institutionalizing the BIT advisor's role seemingly could be
 
productive. First, although a BIT advisor had been requested by a
 
Deputy Minister, one could not assume that officials at the working
 
level would share the Deputy Minister's desire for an advisor.
 
Indeed, John Zerr had urged that I attempt as quickly as possible
 
to demonstrate the value of BIT expertise, which would encourage
 
Lithuanian officials to use me and to develop such expertise among
 
themselves. Second, it obviously made sense for me to ensure that
 
my successor would not have to waste time and effort retracing my
 
steps.
 

Accordingly, I decided that the third goal would complement
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the first two goals if I directed my efforts in two directions:
 
showing the Lithuanians in what ways BIT expertise could be used
 
and providing a solid orientation for my successor so that he or
 
she could begin at precisely the point I left off.
 

The principal difficulty that I encountered was the

impossibility of developing a stable working relationship with the
 
officials involved in the BIT program. 
 As has been noted, the
 
principal attorney charged with responsibility was absent for
 
almost half the time I was in Lithuania, including the period in
 
which the U.S. negotiations occurred. Both Deputy Ministers with
 
either an interest in, or authority for, the BIT program were
 
dismissed during my six week tour, with no replacements named as uf
 
the end of the tour.
 

Ultimately, John Zerr and I concluded independently that I

should not have an immediate successor, primarily for two reasons.
 
First, as of the beginning of August, there was not a stable group

of personnel with whom a successor could work. 
 Not only had the
 
Deputy Ministers not been replaced, but it appeared possible that

their replacements when named might make further changes in key

working level staff. Even those personnel destined to retain their
 
jobs were likely to be away on vacation during much of the time
 
immediately following my departure. The Ministry simply was not in
 
a position to take advantage of a specialist as of August 5.
 
Second, those treaties that were planned for negotiations in the
 
foreseeable future already had been analyzed, le'.
- a successor
 
with relatively little substantive work to do untJi the time actual
 
negotiations commenced. Training could be done at any time, but
 
would be more effective if conducted in the shadow of negotiations

because the impending negotiations tend to focus the attention of
 
the Lithuanians and provide opportunities to practice their newly

acquired knowledge and skills.
 

III. CONCLUSION
 

CEELI 
can take some pride in the amount of substantive work
 
that was accomplished during my six weeks. The Lithuanians have an
 
analysis of their 9 existing treaties as well as 13 treaties
 
planned for negotiation over the next several months; a 96 page

training manual to assist them in those negotiations; and a model
 
negotiating text that will enable them to 
initiate negotiations
 
with other countries.
 

From my experience, I might suggest a couple of lessons 
for
 
the future.
 

First, legal training and technical assistance programs

produce inherently perishable results because of the ever present

possibility that key personnel will be replaced. 
Like breakage in
 
a china shop, it is an inevitable cost of the enterprise. We may
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wince when it occurs, but in the end we know that it will occur.
 

The saving grace is that the investment in particular
 
officials is not necessarily lost when they are replaced. Jurate
 
Zabeilaite provides an excellent example. A former attorney in the
 
Ministry of International Economic Relations whose formal
 
involvement in the BIT program ended when the MIER was dissolved
 
last year, she has maintained her ties with CEELI and during my
 
stay she was by far the single most useful source of information
 
about the Lithuanian BIT program. Given the fluidity of Lithuanian
 
politics, it is not unreasonable to expect that many officials
 
replaced will find their way back into power over a period of a few
 
years, providing a further return on the investment. This suggests
 
that, in selecting individuals for training and assistance, CEELI
 
should look for those who are a position to use such training and
 
assistance now, but also for those who have a long term potential
 
that transcends their immediate responsibilities.
 

Second, CEELI is right to look for advisers with as much
 
directly relevant experience as possible. John Zerr had warned me
 
that the Lithuanians would not be sure how to use me and he could
 
not have been more right. In six weeks, I cannot recall a single
 
meeting or a single project in which I was involved that was not at
 
my instigation. If I had not had a clear idea of what needed to be
 
done and how to do it, the six week tour would have come to
 
nothing.
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DAILY ACTIVITY LOG
 

Kenneth J. Vandevelde
 
CEELI Legal Specialist
 

Ministry of Foreign Affairs
 
Vilnius, Lithuania
 

June 24 - August 5, 1993
 

Thursday, June 24: Travel from San Diego to Washington for
 
orientation.
 

Friday, June 25: Orientation at CEELI offices in Washington,

which included meetings with CEELI staff and CEELI Director Mark
 
Ellis. CEELI Deputy Director Mike Diedring took me to meetings at
 
A.I.D., Commerce and the International Centre for Settlement of
 
Investment Disputes (ICSID). I told Mike that my sources at State
 
had said that a U.S. Bilateral Investment Treaty (BIT) negotiating
 
team probably would be in Vilnius during my stay and asked whether
 
CEELI was concerned about a conflict of interest were I to assist
 
the Lithuanians. Mike noted that George Blow, an American attorney

who served as a legal specialist to the Lithuanian Ministry of
 
International Economic Relations (MIER) on BITs for 8 weeks in the
 
fall of 1992, had actively participated in negotiations with the
 
U.S. team during its last visit to Vilnius.
 

When we returned to CEELI's office, I called George Blow, who
 
was very helpful. We discussed my concerns about a potential

conflict of interest. George sent over to CEELI by messenger a
 
copy of the report on his tour in Lithuania, the format of which
 
has served as a model for this daily log.
 

In the evening, I departed for Vilnius from Dulles Airport.
 
The flight left about an hour late.
 

Saturday, June 26: Because of the delay in leaving Dulles, my

flight was late arriving in Frankfurt by about an hour, which meant
 
that my flight for Vilnius already had left. Delta Airlines found
 
a flight for me leaving on Sunday, requring me to stay overnight in
 
Frankfurt.
 

Sunday, June 27: Departed Frankfurt for Vilnius. CEELI
 
Liaison John Zerr, his wife Maria, and Alina Kaledinskiene of the
 
CEELI Commercial Law Center, met me at the airport. Along with
 
CEELI legal specialists Emily Altman and Bill Walters, John, Maria,

Alina and I attended a Lithuanina folk festival where I met, among

others, former Deputy Minister of the MIER Gintaras Pukas, who
 
negotiated virtually all of Lithuania's existing BITs, and Jurate
 
Zabielaite, former Legal Adviser to the MIER during the BIT
 
negotiations.
 

Monday June 28: This morning John took me to the Ministry of
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Foreign Affairs (MFA) to meet Sigute Jakstonyte, the head of the
 
economic treaty department of the Ministry. She reports directly
 
to Deputy Minister Algirdas Miskinis and has primary responsibility
 
for the legal work with respect to the BITs.
 

I asked Sigute for copies of all BITs previously concluded by
 
Lithuania and of any BITs currently under negotiation. Sigute told
 
me that the only negotiations scheduled were with the United
 
States. I also asked for a copy of the Lithuanian constitution and
 
any current or proposed Lithuanian laws relating to corporate
 
formation or foreign investment. Sigute provided me immediately
 
with a compilation of Lithuanian laws in English and I spent most
 
of the day reading it.
 

In the afternoon, Sigute took me to meet Deputy Minister
 
Miskinis, who supervises the negotiation of the BITs. Miskinis
 
expressed concern about mistakes that may have been made in the
 
treaties already concluded, explaining that the existing agreements
 
were negotiated by the MIER, which was dissolved in late 1992. I
 
mentioned that I already had requested copies of these agreements
 
and would provide him with an analysis of them in a few days. I
 
also told him that, while in Lithuania, I hoped to prepare a
 
negotiating manual that would assist Lithuania in future
 
negotiations. He seemed quite interested in the idea of the
 
manual. He also asked me to analyze the r'raft foreign investment
 
law and, in particular, to provide a comparison of Lithuania's law
 
with similar laws from other states, including particularly those
 
not in Eastern Europe. He seemed anxious that Lithuania be
 
regarded by investors as like a western state, rather than pigeon
holed as another former Soviet republic.
 

I asked whether there were regular interagency meetings of the
 
officials involved in the BIT program. Miskinis said that there
 
were many such officials, but that they did not meet on any regular
 
basis. I suggested that such meetings were important so that
 
Lithuania could decide on its policy before negotiations. We
 
agreed that 3igute would organize a meeting of the group at the
 
earliest possible date so that I could meet them and discuss my
 
recommendations for the program.
 

Somewhat oddly, Miskinis ended the meeting by expressing the
 
hope that we would see each other again before I left Lithuania.
 
I was surprised because I had assumed that we would work together
 
on a regular basis.
 

The transfer of responsibility for these agreements from the
 
MIER to the MFA provides me with an interesting opportunity because
 
no one in the MFA feels responsible for the past agreements.
 
Sigute and Miskinis both seem quite open to criticism of past
 
negotiations and suggestions for ways to improve.
 

I met with John at the end of the day. After summarizing the
 
day's activities, I told him that, while I was in Washington, ICSID
 
had offered to provide Lithuania with a free subscription to the
 
ICSID Review, which is the single best source of legal commentary
 
and analysis in the area of foreign investment law and BITs. We
 
agreed that we would attempt to get three subscriptions from ICSID:
 
one for the commercial law center, one for the MFA, and one for the
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Ministry of Economics.
 
I also met Algis Rimas, the CEELI intern at the commercial law
 

center. Algis pointed out that the compilation of Lithuanian laws
 
given me by Sigute was out of date. He gave me an updated copy of
 
the material that I had spent the day reading.
 

Tuesday, June 29: In the morning I began work on the
 
negotiating manual. John took me to a meeting at the American
 
Embassy with John Cloutier, the A.I.D. representative with
 
responsibility for the CEELI program. I also met with Al Rimas,
 
the economic officer at the Embassy (and Algis Rimas' father) to
 
discuss American investment in Lithuania in preparation for the
 
negotiations with the United States.
 

In the afternoon, I obtained copies of Lithuania's existing
 
BITs from Lina, my secretary at the MFA. On a hunch, I asked Lina,
 
who is also Sigute's secretary, whether Sigute was planning to be
 
away on vacation at any time during my six weeks. Lina said that
 
she did not know and that I should ask Sigute. I sought out Sigute
 
and was alarmed to learn that she would be gone from July 3 until
 
July 21, with the U.S. team scheduled to be in Vilnius on July 19
20. Sigute did not know who would take her place on the
 
delegation, who else would be on the delegation or who would chair
 
it. None of this has been decided yet and there appear to be no
 
plans to prepare for the negotiations. I am concerned that Sigute
 
did not mention her vacation plans, given that she is leaving at
 
the end of this week and will be away for most of the remainder of
 
my time in Vilnius. I was also surprised that Lina had not been
 
informed that Sigute was leaving at the end of the week. This does
 
not seem to be place where anyone volunteers information.
 

I asked Sigute if, before her departure, she could set up a
 
meeting for me with whoever appeared to be most likely to be
 
involved in the U.S. negotiations. She promised that she would.
 

Wednesday, June 30: Today was spent analyzing Lithuania's BITs
 
with Sweden, Denmark, France, Finland, and Norway. I drafted and
 
faxed a letter to Linda Wells at Commerce requesting copies of
 
other countries' foreign investment laws so that I could perform
 
the analysis requested by Miskinis. Lori Feathers from Commerce
 
called to say that Linda would bring copies of the laws for Eastern
 
Europe when she came to Vilnius next week, but that she was not
 
aware of any office in Commerce with copies of laws outside of
 
Eastern Europe.
 

John and I met and I asked him who it was that requested that
 
a legal specialist on BITs be sent to Lithuania. Miskinis, the
 
Deputy Minister in charge of the BITs, apparently does not expect
 
to have more than a social relationship with me and Sigute will be
 
gone for most of my stay. It turns out that Virginius Papirtas,
 
the Deputy Minister for Political Affairs, had requested the BIT
 
specialist.
 

Thursday, July 1: This morning I analyzed Lithuania's BITs
 

with Poland, Switzerland and the United Kingdom. In the afternoon,
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I compared the existing treaties with each other and with
 
Lithuania's Constitution and foreign investment laws to determine
 
whether there appear to be any inconsistencies among the treaties
 
or conflicts between the treaties and Lithuanian law.
 

Friday, July 2: In the morning, I attended a meeting at the
 
Commercial Law Center to plan for !:he impending CEELI Executive
 
Board meeting in Vilnius. John has put together a very impressive
 
operation.
 

Later in the morning, Sigute took me to ineet Deputy Minister
 
Papirtas. I was hoping for a discussion of w'at he wanted my visit
 
to accomplish since he was the instigator, but it turned out that
 
he was very pressed for time and so our meeting was little more
 
than an introduction that lasted a few moments. He promised that
 
we would have an extended discussion in the near future.
 

Sigute provided me with a copy of the proposed U.S. BIT along
 
with Lithuania's proposed changes, which I began to review. She
 
also told me that Lithuania was preparing its own model BIT. We
 
agreed that she would provide me with a copy as soon as it was
 
translated into English.
 

At the end of the day, Sigute told me that she had arranged
 
for me to meet with Miskinis on July 8 to discuss the U.S.
 
negotiations. It appears that Miskinis will chair the Lithuanian
 
delegation. Sigute will not be further involved in those
 
negotiations.
 

Lina gave me copies of 12 BITs (in addition to that with the
 
United States) that have been proposed to Lithuania for
 
negotiations.
 

Saturday, July 3: I completed my review of Lithuania's
 
numerous proposed changes to the U.S. draft. With respect to each
 
Lithuanian objection, I prepared either proposed language to
 
address the concern or an explanation of why the concern should be
 
put aside or why I believed the United States should accede to the
 
Lithuanian position. Some of Lithuania's concerns are based on
 
unfamiliarity with the terminology or with relevant U.S. law.
 

In the afteroon, I drafted a memorandum to the MFA containing
 
my analysis of the 8 existing Lithuanian BITs. The memorandum
 
identifies several problems raised by these agreements and proposes
 
some solutions.
 

Later in the afternoon, I had an extended discussion with
 
Jurate Zabielaite. I mentioned to her the problems that I had
 
found with the agreements and she explained the reasons for some of
 
the more unusual features found in the agreements. She is
 
knowledgeable and sophisticated about the BITs. It is too bad that
 
she no longer is involved in the BIT program. In the course of our
 
discussion, she mentioned that Lithuania has a BIT with Germany.
 
This was news to me. Sigute did not provide me with a copy of that
 
BIT, but Jurate is certain that one exists.
 

Monday and Tuesday, July 5-6: Ministry closed for holidays.
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Wednesday, July 7: Lina confirmed that a German BIT exists.

She said that I was not told about it or given a copy because it is
 
in German, which I do not read or speak.


I spent most of the day translating the German BIT. Because

I brought with me copies of large
a number of German BITs in
English and other languages, by a laborious process of comparing

provisions I was able to develop a glossary of German legal terms

used in the BITs, which in turn enabled me to translate Lithuania's

BIT with Germany. I am fairly confident that I have the substance

of virtually the entire agreement, although I am equally certain
 
that I have missed the nuances.
 

The remainder of the day consisted of revising my memorandum
 
on the existing BITs to include a discussion of the Germany BIT.
 

Thursday, July 8: The morning was devoted to a lengthy meeting

with Miskinis to discuss Lithuania's negotiations with the United
 
States. The meeting was excellent. We went through the agreement

line by line, discussing Lithuania's objections, the likely U.S.
 
response, and what Lithuania's rebuttal should be. 
I am delighted

that the MFA is 
beginning to focus on the U.S. negotiations and

that Miskinis was willing to spend a couple of hours getting his
 
hands dirty with the agreements.


I mentioned to Miskinis that my assisting 
Lithuania with

negotiations against 
the United States could be perceived as

creating a conflict of interest. We agreed that I should not be a

member of the Lithuanian delegation, but that I could attend the
 
negotiations as an observer.
 

I also gave Miskinis an oral summary of my analysis of the 9
existing BITs. We discussed some of the problems and my proposed

solutions. On the spur of the moment, I decided not to give

Miskinis the memo that I had prepared. Because I keep discovering

that information 
which I have been given is either wrong or

incomplete, I was a little worried that 
some of what is the memo
 
may be based on bad information. 
If the memo still looks correct
 
when I see him next, I will give it to him then.
 

Miskinis 
ended the meeting by asking when the negotiating

manual would be completed. He said that he was anxious to see it.
 

At the beginning of the meeting, a young man had entered the
 
room without an introduction. As 
soon as it ended, he departed

without saying a word. 
After leaving Miskinis, I chased after the
 
young man and introduced myself. 
His name is Audrius Navikas, an

economist with the MFA. 
He is not sure whether he will be on the
 
negotiating team with the 
United States, but apparently is

generally involved in the Lithuanian BIT program. I told Audrius
 
that I would like to discuss the BITs with him further sometime and
 
he seemed receptive.
 

In the afternoon, I attended and made a brief presentation at
 
the A.I.D. Coordination Meeting.
 

Friday, July 9: I attended the CEELI Executive Board meeting

the entire day.
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Saturday, July 10: I accompanied the CEELI Executive Board on
 
its trip to Kaunas.
 

Mark Ellis, Homer Moyer and Sandy D'Alemberte each expressed
 
to me their concern that my involvement in negotiations with the
 
United States could be perceived as creating a conflict of
 
interest. I told them that I had raised the same problem with
 
Miskinis and that we had discussed my attending the negotiations as
 
an observer rather than a member of the Lithuanian delegation.
 
After several discussions spread over the day, we agreed that, on
 
Monday, I should contact the U.S. delegation and ask for its
 
approval of my presence at the negotiations. We also agreed that,
 
if that approval was not forthcoming, I should not attend the
 
negotiations.
 

Sunday, July 11: This evening, John and Maria Zerr hosted a
 
pizza party for the Commercial Law Center staff. At the party,
 
Algis told me that over the weekend a cable from Washington had
 
come in concerning my involvement in the BIT negotiations. 
father has the cable. 

His 

Monday, July 12: 
negotiating manual. 

Most of the day was spent drafting the 

After a couple of attempts, I finally reached Al Rimas at the
 
Embassy. He told me that the cable from Washington stated that the
 
U.S. negotiating team would not negotiate with Lithuania if I was
 
present in the room. He said that the U.S. delegation does not
 
object to my providing assistance to Lithuania on the BITs
 
generally or on the U.S. BIT in particular, but is adamant that I
 
cannot be present in the room during negotiations. He said that he
 
already had communicated the U.S. demand to Miskinis and that
 
Miskinis seemed prepared to comply.
 

Tuesday, July 13: In the morning, I wrote a short memo to
 
Miskinis about the cable from Washington. I suggested that the U.5.
 
government had no right to dictate to the Lithuanian government the
 
composition of its delegation. On the other hand, iwz already tad
 
agreed that I was not going to be part of the Lithuanian d&'2gation
 
in any event and thus the only real significance of the U.S. Zibia
 
was that the U.S. delegation did not want me in the room as a
 
silent observer either. I suggested that I still could participate
 
by sitting in a room adjacent to the negotiating room and
 
conferring with the Lithuanian delegation outside the presence of
 
the U.S. delegation as often as necessary. I requested that we
 
meet to decide how to proceed and then returned to working on the
 
negotiating manual.
 

Later in the day, Audrius found me and said that his boss,
 
Dalia Grybauskaite, would like to discuss the BIT negotiations with
 
me. We went to her office, where she was holding my memo to
 
Miskinis. She said that no one in the MFA had ever heard of one
 
government dictating to another government the composition of its
 
delegation. She said that the Lithuanian government was not happy
 
with the U.S. demand but that Lithuania did not wish to let the
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negotiations become sidetracked on a procedural issue.
 
Accordingly, Lithuania was prepared to accede to the demand.
 
We agreed that I would remain in my office during the U.S.
 
negotiations and that someone would be sent to get my advice as the
 
need arose.
 

I asked Grybauskaite if Miskinis still intended to chair the
 
delegation and she said that she would be the chair instead. She
 
then handed me a copy of Lithuania's latest position paper on the
 
U.S. BIT. She said that it had been revised in light of my

discussion with Miskinis. Lithuania has abandoned several of its
 
objections now that it understands the text better. We went over
 
the new position paper together and I gave her an item by item
 
analysis of each of Lithuania's points, similar to what I had done
 
with Miskinis.
 

At the end of the meeting, I gently asked Grybauskaite whether
 
she had any prior experience with the BITs. She said that she was
 
at the MIER when it was doing the BIT negotiations. I asked
 
whether she probably would continue to be involved in the BIT
 
program and, not understanding my question, she repeated that she
 
would be chairing the negotiations with the U.S. I asked whether
 
she thought she still would be involved in six months. She smiled
 
grimly and said, "In six months, nobody knows what ministries or
 
what ministers will be involved." She then indicated that, at least
 
for the immediate future, she would continue to work on the BITs.
 
She expressed concern about the lack of materials on investment law
 
in the MFA and asked me to provide a list of books that the MFA
 
should have. She said she would house the books in her office.
 

In the afternoon, Jurate came by to ask for my assistance in
 
preparing for the intellectual property negotiations. She gave me
 
a copy of the U.S. draft agreement and said that she would like me
 
to attend a meeting with the Lithuanian delegation at 10 a.m. the
 
next morning.
 

In the evening, I compared the U.S. draft with the
 
intellectual property code produced by the Uruguay Round and with
 
the intellectual property provisions of the NAFTA. I made a list
 
of suggested changes to the U.S. draft.
 

Wednesday, July 14: I was stood up for the 10 a.m. meeting.
 
Jurate never came for me.
 

I spent most of the day working on the negotiating manual.
 
Later when I saw Jurate, I asked what happened to the meeting.
 

It turned out that she had called one of Sigute's staff attorneys,
 
who was supposed to attend the meeting, and asked him to bring me.
 
He never came by to get me and, at the meeting, simply said that he
 
would brief me later. Jurate is not sure why he did not do as she
 
asked.
 

Jurate then asked for my comments on the intellectual property
 
agreement. I went through it and explained my suggestions. She
 
also asked some questions about how the Vienna Convention on the
 
Law of Treaties would apply to this agreement.
 

Jurate and I also discussed the existing Lithuanian BITs.
 
When I mentioned that I was alarmed about the failure to include an
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escape clause for balance of payment difficulties in some of the
 

BITs, she said that it was included in a separate exchange of
 

The material Sigute gave me, however, included no such
notes. 

Jurate said that, at
exchange of notes for several of the BITs. 


the time the MIER was dissolved, she had offered all of her files
 

to the MFA, but that the MFA officials had said that they were not
 

interested in the MIER files. Accordingly, the MIER files had been
 
Jurate said that it was entirely possible
sent to the archives. 


that the MFA did not realize that there were additional exchanges
 

of notes and did not have copies of them.
 
After my meeting with Jurate, I asked one of the MFA attorneys
 

for the missing exchanges of
to double check the treaty files 

notes.
 

was spent drafting the
Thursday, July 15: Most of the day 


negotiating manual.
 
to talk with Gintaras Pukas, the
In the morning, I tried 


former MIER Deputy Minister, about Lithuania's existing BITs to 
get
 

his thoughts about some of the anomalies in them that I had found.
 

It was a largely futile effort, however. He obviously is bitter
 

and angry about the dissolution of his ministry and the failure 
of
 

the MFA to seek his advice or assistance or even to take custody 
of
 

discuss the substance of the

the files. He kept declining to 


continually steering the conversation back to the
 
agreements, 

arrogance or indolence of the MFA.
 

In the afternoon, I dropped in on Grybauskaite to discuss a
 

I had about the applicability of the U.S. BIT to
 
concern 


during the Soviet occupation. I
 
expropriation claims arising 


to foreclose this

suggested that Lithuania include language 


Her initial response was that no language was

possibility. 

necessary because the agreement could not possibly be so construed.
 

After a brief discussion, she agreed that it would be prudent 
to
 

is own
insert my proposed language. Her problem her certainty
 

about her knowledge. She thinks that because she does not read the
 

BIT a certain way, no one else could either. I explained that the
 

goal was not simply to win a dispute with an investor expropriated
 

by the Soviets, but to prevent the dispute from even arising.
 

The MFA lawyer brought me the exchanges of notes I had asked
 

for the previous day on a balance of payments exception. When I
 
out to be the


read them this evening, however, they turned 

left on vacation
instruments of ratification. Meanwhile, he has 


and will not be back until after my departure.
 

Friday, July 16: Nearly the entire day was spent drafting the
 

negotiating manual.
 
In the afternoon, Jurate brought by the head of the Lithuanian
 

with the

delegation for the intellectual property negotiations 


She said that he was interested in my proposed
United States. 

changes and wanted to discuss them with me personally.
 

John Zerr told me today that, according to
Sunday, July 18: 

both have been


Jurate, Deputy Ministers Miskinis and Papirtas 
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fired. No one knows who will replace them.
 
I spoke with John about Grybauskaite's request for the list of
 

books. We agreed that any books acquired should be kept in the
 
Commercial Law Center.
 

Monday, July 19: Today the U.S. delegation arrived for BIT,
 
intellectual property, and trade negotiations. It was a 3 ring
 
circus, with separate negotiations on each agreement going on
 
simultaneously in different rooms.
 

I spent the day in my office beginning my analysis of the 12
 
proposed BITs, so that I would be available in case the Lithuanian
 
delegation needed help. Audrius showed up after a few hours, gave
 
me a progress report, and asked for advice on several issues. He
 
then returned to the negotiations.
 

In the evening, Al Rimas hosted a reception for the U.S. and
 
Lithuanian delegations. I jumped all over the U.S. BIT delegation
 
about my exclusion from the room. It began when Al greeted me at
 
the door and said, "It was a fascinating negotiation, Ken. You
 
really should have been there." I replied that he was absolutely
 
correct and that it was his department that was responsible for my
 
not being there. As a practiced diplomat, Al smiled and changed
 
the subject. Later, when I met the head of the U.S. delegation,
 
Mary Rychman from U.S.T.R., she noted that the Lithuanians did not
 
understand BIT negotiations very well and asked that I give them as
 
much help as I could. I pointed out that the U.S. Government had
 
spent several thousand dollars sending me to Lithuania for just
 
that purpose, but that the major impediment was her cable barring
 
me from the negotiations. I also noted that, whatever objections
 
might exist with respect to my assisting Lithuania were present
 
whether I was in the room or not. By excluding me from the room,
 
they had not cured any potential problem. What they had done,
 
however, was to make it impossible for me to observe the Lithuanian
 
delegation in action and to identify in what areas additional
 
explanation and training were needed. Mary said that the cable was
 
just standard operating procedure, that similar cables were sent
 
prior to all BIT negotiations and that she had not even been aware
 
that I was in Lithuania. I replied that, as of 1988 when I left the
 
State Department, no such cable ever had been sent in te history
 
of the BIT program so that it must be a relatively new "standard"
 
procedure. I also noted that no such cable had preceded the last
 
negotiating round in Vilnius. Mary replied that the last round had
 
not been considered "formal" negotiations. I commented finally
 
that the State Department attorney I had consulted before coming to
 
Vilnius did not think there was any problem with my presence here.
 
Mary ended the discussion by saying that she would not have sent
 
the cable had she known all of the facts and that the State
 
Department officials who knew I was in Lithuania should have
 
argued more strenuously on my behalf at the time the cable was
 
cleared. I believe that U.S.T.R. was unhappy with George Blow's
 
role in the last round of negotiations and sent the cable to
 
prevent a recurrence.
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Tuesday, July 20: Most of the day was spent continuing to
 
analyze the 12 treaties proposed for negotiation but not yet
 
concluded.
 

The U.S. delegation departed without concluding the BIT.
 
Disaster struck. At the end of the day, I turned on the
 

computer to print out the first draft of the negotiating manual and
 
the entire file had been deleted. No one knows how. Three weeks of
 
work banished to an ethereal black hole.
 

Wednesday, July 21: Sigute returned from vacation looking
 
harried, but saying that we should talk later. I began to pepper

her with questions. She confirmed that Miskinis and Papirtas were
 
leaving. She was not sure when, but believed that their last day

would be Tuesday, July 27. She did not know to whom she would
 
report in their absence or who would replace them. Following up on
 
my conversation with Grybauskaite, I asked Sigute about the
 
condition of the MFA's law library. Although the MFA apparently
 
has very little material, the only book she could think of that she
 
would like to have is a particular commentary on the Vienna
 
Convention on the Law of Treaties, the name and author of which she
 
had forgotten. I told her about the law library at the Commercial
 
Law Center and suggested that this book would make a good
 
acquisition, given the growing importance of treaties in
 
international commercial law.
 

A little perturbed that Grybauskaite did not report on the
 
final results of the negotiations, I went to see her. Neither she
 
nor her secretary was in.
 

Most of the day was ,pent working anew on the negotiating

manual. I have picked up where I left off, hoping that a computer

technician can recover the missing material.
 

Thursday, July 22: This morning I had a long conversation with
 
John Zerr about the status of my work at the MFA. Afterwards, I
 
dropped in on Grybauskaite, but she was in a meeting. During my
 
only sighting of Sigute, she rushed by in the hallway saying that
 
she was much too busy.
 

I returned to work on the negotiating manual for much of the
 
day. I refuse to work any longer on the computer that erased my

document, and no one else seems to want to either. Accordingly,
 
there are four of us taking turns on the one remaining terminal.
 
Progress is very slow.
 

In the late afternoon, the Commercial Law Center had a going
 
away party for CEELI Legal Specialist Bill Walters, who has been in
 
Lithuania for six months. At the end of the day, the computer
 
technician announced that my document was irretrievably lost. No
 
one knows how it happened, but it is a real tragedy. With exactly
 
two weeks remaining, I've decided to put aside my plans to do the
 
comparative analysis of the Foreign Investment Law so that I can
 
devote the rest of my time to finishing the manual, which to a
 
large extent includes recreating the lost material.
 

Friday, July 23: Sharing the terminal was not working. I
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decided to come in over the weekend when I will have it to myself.
 

Saturday, July 24: The day was spent working on the
 
negotiating manual.
 

Sunday, July 25: The day was spent working on the negotiating
 
manual.
 

Monday, July 26: This morning, John Zerr and I gave a progress
 
report to John Cloutier at A.I.D. It was intended as an interim
 
report, but, given that I have only 10 days left in country with no
 
major events planned other than completion of the manual, all
 
agreed that it would serve as an exit interview.
 

Later, I got from Audrius an oral report on the outcome
 
of the U.S. negotiations. He promised me a copy of his written
 
report when it was ready.
 

Sigute came to my office to apologize for her inattention
 
to investment treaties during my time in Lithuania. We agreed to
 
have an extended meeting on Tuesday to talk about the agreements.
 

Most of the day was spent on the negotiating manual.
 

Tuesday, July 27: Sigute and I spent the morning discussing
 
the BITs. At the end of our session, she noted that we never had
 
the interagency meeting that I had proposed during my first meeting
 
with Miskinis. She said that she would try to arrange such a
 
meeting before I left.
 

Audrius brought the written report on the U.S.
 
negotiations. His assessment, seemingly confirmed by the number of
 
issues still outstanding, was that very little progress was made in
 
the negotiations. Virtually none of the issues raised by the
 
Lithuanian delegation at the start of the negotiations were
 
resolved. Miskinis and I had resolved several problems during our
 
lengthy discussion prior to the arrival of the U.S. delegation, but%
 
there was very little progress beyond that point. The language
 
that I had suggested to Grybauskaite regarding Soviet
 
expropriations was proposed by her and accepted by the U.S.
 
delegation. The American and Lithuanian delegations will continue
 
to negotiate through embassy channels.
 

The afternoon was spent on the negotiating manual.
 

Wednesday, July 28: Jurate came by and we discussed the
 
reasons for the departure of Miskinis and Papirtas, yesterday
 
having been their last day. Papirtas is a former official at
 
Vilnius University who was arrested for selling degrees and jailed
 
pending trial. His trial ended in a conviction and he was
 
sentenced to time served. After his release at the end of the
 
trial, he appealed and the conviction was reversed. Although all
 
this happened before his appointment to the Ministry, the
 
newspapers had started running stories about it and these stories
 
are being blamed for his ouster. None of this, however, explains
 
Miskinis' departure. The fact that both were fired at the same
 
time suggests that the Minister believes the Ministry is being
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poorly run and wants to start over. There is a third deputy
 
minister, in charge of administration, who Jurate says also has
 
been fired, although he is still in office. If he is on the way
 
out, that lends credence to the theory that this is a general
 
housecleaning.
 

The rest of the day was spent on the negotiating manual.
 

Thursday, July 29: I finally received a copy of the English
 

translation of Lithuania's proposed model BIT. In all prior
 
negotiations, Lithuania has been given a model agreement by a
 
developed country and negotiations have centered around Lithuania's
 

proposed changes to that model. Lithuania wishes to have its own
 
version is considered a
model agreement. Although the English 


"translation" of the Lithuanian original, in fact all negotiations
 
will be based on the English version.
 

Sigute confirmed that we would be having a meeting of
 

Lithuanian officials involved in the BIT program on Monday, August
 

2. She suggested that I may want to use the opportunity to
 

critique Lithuania's proposed model as well as to offer any other
 

general comments about the BIT. I mentioned that, because I have
 

not worked with many of the invitees, I was uncertain about their
 
come with specific
level of expertise and hoped that they would 


topics they wished to discuss.
 
I took part of the afternoon off and then worked on the
 

negotiating manual in the evening.
 

The day was spent working on the negotiating
Friday, July 30: 

manual.
 

Sunday, August 1: This morning I reviewed Lithuania's proposed
 
Much of the agreement is a cut and paste arrangement of
model BIT. 


provisions taken from other agreements that they already have
 

signed or are in the process of negotiating. I can hardly be
 

critical of this approach since the U.S. model is also in many
 

respects based on various European BITs available in the late
 

1970s. The problem is that these other agreements were negotiated
 

in English, and then translated into Lithuanian. The Ministry
 

lawyers, rather than working with the English originals, have
 
provisions from the various Lithuanian
stitched together 


final back into
translations and then translated the product 


English. The result is that some of the provisions red poorly.
 

A second problem with the Lithuanian model agreement is that
 

the Lithuanians have not always chosen wisely among the variations
 
I will be anxious to
of a particular clause found in other BITs. 


talk with Sigute and the others about the reasons for some of their
 

choices.
 
A third problem is unfamiliarity with the terminology. The
 

Lithuanians sometimes have avoided formulations that are considered
 
very
favorable to investment, while extending in substance the 


protection generally afforded by such language. If they are
 

prepared to yield on the substantive point, they might as well reap
 

the public relations benefits of using the standard language.
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Otherwise, it looks as if they are trying to avoid 
offering

protections to investors that they apparently are perfectly willing
 
to provide and, in fact, do provide.
 

After completing my review of the model BIT, I made some notes
 
for my presentation on Monday.


I spent the afternoon working on the negotiating manual.
 

Monday, August 2: The morning was spent on the negotiating

manual. In the afternoon, we had our meeting at the MFA of the
 
officials involved in the BIT program. 
 Just as the meeting was
 
about to start, Sigute rushed in, apologized, and said that she
 
could not attend because she had been asked to brief the Minister
 
on a free trade agreement due to be signed with the Ukraine 
on
 
Wednesday. Grybauskaite also did not attend. About a dozen other
 
officials were there, however. Most were economists and a few were
 
lawyers. Audrius did the introductions and took the lead in posing

questions. After the meeting, I returned to the negotiating

manual, finally finishing it sometime around 2 a.m.
 

Tuesday, August 3: This morning, John, Alina and I printed out
 
the manual, proofread it, made corrections, copied it and bound it.
 
At 12:20 p.m., the manual was completed. It is 96 single-spaced
 
pages in length (plus a table of contents) and includes a clause
by-clause discussion of the typical BIT, an identification of the
 
main variations in each clause that appear among BIT programs, a
 
discussion of the advantages and disadvantages of each variation,
 
a summary of how Lithuania has dealt with each of these clauses in
 
its first 9 BITs, and an analysis of the 13 BITs proposed for
 
negrtiaAon in the future, including recommended changes in those
 
proposed BITs.
 

At 12:30 p.m., John Zerr, John Cloutier and I met with
 
Prime Minister Adolfas Slezevicius to present him with the
 
negotiating manual. John also used the opportunity to present the
 
Prime Minister with copies of a couple of CEELI legislative

analyses and to discuss the future of the Commercial Law Center.
 

In the afternoon, Sigute and I had a long meeting to
 
discuss Lithuania's proposed model BIT. The meeting went extremely

well. 
 I gave her a marked up copy of the model which included all
 
of my suggested changes. Some were improvements in the English,

-which she adopted without question. Others were changes to make
 
the language appear as favorable in form as the agreement already
 
was in substance. Sigute explained that they wanted the agreement
 
to be a pro-investment agreement, within certain limitations, but
 
simply had been uncertain cs to which of several formulations would
 
be considered by investors to be more favorable. These problems

all were resolved. We also discussed some changes in their policy

that I recommended. In a couple of instances, these were agreed to
 
immediately. In a couple of other instances, she took my

suggestions under advisement. Sigute was scheduled to be in the
 
Ukraine on Wednesday, so we said our farewells at the end of the
 
meeting.
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Wednesday, August 4: Today was spend saying good-bye to
 
people, packing and beginning to type my notes for this report.
 

Thursday, August 5: Return to San Diego. The suitcase
 
containing my notes for this report and all of my work product from
 
the trip was lost by the airline. P.S. The suitcase was recovered
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PREFACE
 

This negotiating manual was prepared to assist Lithuanian government officials in 

negotiating bilateral investment treaties (BITs). More specifically, it contains 

- an explanation of the provisions generally found in a BIT; 

- a discussion of the approach Lithuania has used with respect to each of these 

provisions in the BITs it has concluded as of July 31, 1993; and 

an analysis of twelve BITs proposed to Lithuania for negotiations, including the 

identification of language in these BITs that is inconsistent with Lithuania's prior treaty practice 

or current law or that requires modification for other reasons. 

It sometimes is assumed with respect to BIT negotiations that capital importing countries. 

which usually conclude a BIT principally to attract foreign investment, generally seek to minimize 

the concessions they must make to reach agreement, while capital exporting countries generally 
of truth in tids assumption, itseek the strongest possible treaty. While there may elements 

greatly oversimplifies a more complex reality. N+ 

There are at least three reasons why it is difficult to generalize about whether a particular 

state will or should seek a strong or weak version of a BIT. First, capital importing states 

strong version of a B7IT because they believe that the deep commitment tosometimes seek a 
investment protection represented by a strong treaty is more likely to attract foreign investment 

have political orthan a more shallow commitment. Second, some capital exporting states 

economic policies that preclude them from providing certain types of protection to foreign 

investment in their own territories and thus from insisting on such protection for their investment 

Third, many states both export and import capital in largein the territory of other states. 
quantities and thus must adopt a BIT negotiating stance that takes into account the competing 

importing states.considerations relevant to their dual capacity as major capital exporting and 

For these reasons, this analysis has not assumed that Lithuania should seek either a strong 

or weak version of the BITs. Its current political and economic policies may require treaties that 

are strong in some respects and weaker in others. Further, most of these agreements will apply 
Although the present impetus for negotiatingto investment for a minimum of 20 to 40 years. 

the treaties may be to attract foreign investment, Lithuania can look forward to the day within 

the life of these treaties when it will have substantial investments in the territories of its treaty 

partners and thus will want treaty provisions in place that ensure the security and competitive 

position of those investments. 
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PART ONE 

THE CONCEPT OF A BILATERAL INVESTMENT TREATY 

This part analyzes the provisions that commonly appear in most Bilateral 
It describes the purpose of these provisions, identifies the

Investment Treaties (BITs). 
principal formulations in which each provision appears, discusses the advantages and 

disadvantages of the various formulations and summarizes how each provision 

appears in the nine BTs concluded by Lithuania as of July 31, 1993. These nine BITs 

are those with Denmark, Finland, France, Germany, Norway, Poland, Sweden, 

Switzerland and the United Kingdom. 

Twelve BITs proposed to Lithuania for negotiation are analyzed in Part Two. 

Although th* BIT with the United States has not yet been signed, it also is discussed 

in this part because potentially successful negotiations were underway at the time the 

preparation of this manual was commenced and because the U.S. BTs include several 

significant provisions not yet included in any prior Lithuanian BIT. 

It should be noted that, for purposes of the analysis of Lithuania's nine 

concluded BITs, the English version of the treaties was used except in the case of the 

France and Germany BITs, for which English translations were unavailable. The 
on the author's translation into Englishanalysis of these two treaties thus was based 

of the French and German texts, respectively. Because of the author's lack of formal 

training in German, the reader is cautioned to review carefully the original agreement 

in Lithuanian or German before relying on the analysis of the Germany BIT. 

I. SCOPE OF TREATY COVERAGE 

Most B. is begin with an article contaLning definitions. The importance of 

these definitions is that they determine the types of investment that will be protected 

by the treaty. 

BITs generally protect the investment of investors of one party in the territory 

of the other party. The key terms, then, are investment, investor and, to a much 

lesser extent, territory. 

A. Investment and Returns 

1. Defining Investment 

Most BITs define the term "investment" very broadly. The most 
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common definition is "every kind of asset." This definition appears in Lithuania's 
BITs with Sweden, Denmark, Finland, Norway, Switzerland, the United Kingdom 
and Germany. The Poland BIT defines investment as "any kind of assets." 

The U.S. BITs define investment as "every kind of investment." 
Although the U.S. definition can be criticized as circular, the United States preferred 
this definition over "every kind of asset" becaused it believed that the word "asset" 
might not be broad enough. 

The treaties usually also list examples of assets that are included within 
the definition. The list typically is not exhaustive, but is intended merely to illustrate 
the variety of economic interests that are protected by the treaty. 

One of the assets frequently listed is interests in companies. Interests 
in companies in some treaties may include not only equity interests, such as shares of 
stock, but also debt interests. For example, if Lithuania were to expropriate a 
company established under Lithuanian law, but 50% owned by a British investor, the 
British investor could claim that his investment in the Lithuanian company had been 
expropriated and could seek the protection of the treaty. If that same company had 
been financed by an American bank, assuming that the U.S.-Lithuania BIT defined 
investment to include debt interests in a company, the American bank could claim 
that its investment had been expropriated and seek the protection of the U.S. treaty. 

Another asset frequently listed is licenses, permits and 
concessions. If lithuania were to grant a German company a concession to drill for 
petroleum and then were to revoke the concession, that could be construed as an 
expropriation of the German investment. Although the host state was not required 
initially to grant the permit, license or concession, once it does so the privilege is 
protected as investment against government interference or deprivation. 

2. Defining Returns 

Some BITs provide explicit protections to returns on investment. For 
example, they may provide that an investor has the right to freely transfer returns 
into a convertible currency. BITs that provide such explicit protection typically 
contain a definition of the term "returns." 

The most common definition is "amounts yielded by an investment." 
This definition appears in Lithuania's BITs with Germany, Denmark, Finland, 
Norway, Poland and the United Kingdom. The BIT with France defines returns as"all products of an investment." Most BITs that define the term also include a 
nonexhaustive list of monetary flows that shall be considered returns. The list 
typically includes profit, interest, capital gains, dividends, royalties and fees. This list 



with minor variation appears in Lithuania's BITs with Denmark, Finland, Norway, 
Poland and the United Kingdom. 

3. Application of the BIT to Existing Investment 

An issue that sometimes arises in negotiations is whether to apply the 
treaty to investment that was in existenre before the treaty enters into force. That is, 
does the term investment include previously-existing investment? 

Frequently, developing countries do not wish to include previously
existing investment because they believe that to do so would grant a windfall to the 
ow.iers of such investment. Developing countries will note that the investors were 
willing to come to the country without the benefit of the treaty and may even have 
been given special concessions to induce them to come and thus there is no reason 
now to given them the benefit of the treaty. 

Developed countries often insist on applying the treat, to previously
existing investment, for a variety of reasons. First, applying the treaty only to new 
investment may give later investors a competitive advantage over earlier investors. 
Conferring an advantage on one group of investors distorts the operation of the 
market, which is contrary to the entire philosophy of the BIT program. Second, 
developed countries will point out that limiting the treaty to new investors in some 
sers punishes those investors who demonstrated some faith in or commitment to the 
host state before there was a treaty, while rewarding those who delayed investing 
until the treaty was in place. Third, if a treaty does appear to favor new investors 
over old investors, then it may be opposed by the existing investors. If existing 
investors are opposed to a beaty, the treaty may have moie difficulty getting 
legislative approval in the developed country. Fourth, conclusion of a BIT is 
supposed to represent a genuine pro-investment policy by the signat, ry states. If a 
state truly wishes to promote and protect foreign investment, the developed country 
will argue, then it should not object to extending treaty protection to previously
existing investment. 

Usually, the developed countries prevail in this debate and most BTs 
protect previously-existing investment. Exceptions do exist, however, in special 
circumstances. For example, some BITs involving newly independent states exclude 
investment that predates their independence. 

Lithuania's practice in this regard has not been consistent. Two of its 
treaties, those with Switzerland and the United Kingdom, provide that they apply 
to all investment made in accordance with its laws and regulations prior to the 
treaty's entry into force. Thus, all Swiss and British investment in Lithuania is 
protecte urdess it was made illegally. The U.S. BITs provide simply that they apply 
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to all existing investment. 

Three of the treaties, those with Germany, Denmark and France, apply 
to investment made before December 29, 1990, the date on which Lithuania enacted 
its Foreign Investment Law, provided that the investment is registered in accordance 
with Lithuanian law. Assumintg that registration is a mere formality, Germany, 
Danish and French investment made prior to December 29, 1990, presumably will 
achieve full treaty protection without further agreement between the treaty parties. 

rwo of the treaties, those with Sweden and Finland, provide that the 
treaty applies to investment made before December 29, 1990, the date on which 
Lithuania enacted its Foreign Investment Law only if the parties specifically agree. 
That is, unless Lithuania gives some further consent, the treaty will apply only to 
Swedish and Finnish investment made after December 29, 1990. 

Finally, two of the treaties, those with Norway and Poland, apply only 
to investment made after December 29, 1990, and accepted by Lithuania in 
accordance with its laws. Thus, Lithuania is not obligated to apply the treaty to 
existing Norwegian Polish investment. 

For Lithuania, application of the BIT to existing investment raises a 
special problem. Lithuania obviously does not wish to be responsible foy 
compensating western investors for Soviet expropriations in Lithuaniar. territory 
during the time of Soviet occupation. One way to avoid any possibility of this 
occurring is simply to insert language in the treaty stating that it does not apply to 
investment made before the treaty enters into force. 

Some states, however, may not be willing to exclude all previously 
existing investment. And, in fact, avoiding the objectionable result described above 
does not require that previously-existing investment be excluded from treaty 
protection. All ixrequires is that the treaty not be applied to events that occurred 
prior to the treaty's entry into force. 

Under the Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties, the general rule 
is that treaties do not apply to events that occur or situations that exist prior to their 
entry into force. Thus, none of the treaties concluded by Lithuania thus far should be 
interpreted to apply to Soviet expropriations in Lithuanian territory prior to 
independence. If Lithuania wanted to be absolutely certain that this result would 
occur, it should put into futui.re treaties language stating that the treaty does not 
apply to events which occurred prior to the treaty's entry into force. Because such 
language is consistent with. the Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties, states 
should not object to it. Alternatively, Lithuania could insert narrower language 
providing that the treaty does not apply to claims that arose prior to the treaty's 
entry into force. The U.S. has agreect to inclusion of such language in its BIT with 
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Lithuania. 

B.Investors 

The term "investors" usually includes nationals and companies. In some
treaties, such as the U.K. and U.S. BITs, the word "investor" is omitted entirely and 
the treaties state simply that they apply to investment of nationals and companies of 
one party in the territory of the other party. 

1. Nationals 

The word "national" in many countries means the same thing as citizen.
Most BITs define a national of a party a5 a natural person recognized by that party's 
own internal law as a national. Thus, all persons considered Lithuanian nationals 
under Lithuanian law would be nationals of Lithuania within the meaning of the 
treaty. 

All of the Lithuanian BITs concluded thus far adopt this approach, with 
two exceptions. The treaties with Norway and Germany provide that, for Lithuania,

investors are those who are "citizens" under Lithuanian law. The Germany BIT also
 
provides that any person in possession of a passport issued by a party shall be
 
deemed a national of that party. 
 Because the word "citizen" is used in Lithuania's
citizenship law aad the word "national" apparently is not, using the word "citizen" 
probably is preferable. 

The definition of nationals usually raises no problems in negotiations.
Under international law, each state may decide for itself whom to consider its
nationals, although other states may not recognize the nationality if there is no 
genuine link between the individual and the state of supposed nationality. It could 
raise objections if Lithuania wished to include in its definition of nationals persons
whom it did not consider nationals or citizens under its own law. Objections would 
arise because, under international law, a state generally has no right to assert a claim 
on behalf of a person that it does not consder its own national. Thus, while 
Lithuania has broad discretion to decide under what circumstances a person will be 
considered a citizen or national of Lithuania, if it does not confer that status on a 
person, then some states may object to extending treaty protection to investment 
owned by such a person. 

2. Companies 

The term "investor" embraces juridical entities or legal persons, as well 
as natural persons. In some treaties, these entities are referred to collectively as 
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companies and that term will be used here. The protected entities usually comprise
not only corporations, but partnerships and other forms of enterprise. Many treaties
specify that a company is included regardless of whether it is organized for profit or 
has limited liability. 

The principal issue that arises with respect to these entities is how to
determine their nationality. Three criteria generally are used either individually or in some combination with each other. These are the place of incorporation, theprincipal place of business, or the nationality of thrse who own or control the 
company. 

The advantage of using the place of incorporation is that it is easy todetermine. Many large corporations are owned by people of many nationalities,
thus making it difficult to ascertain which nationality should be considered dominant
for purposes of determing the nationality of the company. Basing nationality on
ownership means that the nationality of a company may change every time a large
block of stock is sold. Since under international law a claim generally must have
been owned by nationals or companies of the same state from the date the claim 
arose until the date it is settled, changes in the nationality of the company after a
claim arose but before it was resolved could mean that no state would be entitled to 
assert a claim on behalf of that particular company. Using the place of incorporation
brings stability and certainty to the process of determining corporate nationality. In
addition, the International Court of Justice held in the Case Concerning Barcelona
Traction, Light and Power Company, Ltd., that, in the absence of a treaty to the 
contrary, a state could not assert a claim on behalf of a corporation unless the
corporation was constituted under its laws. Thus, using the place of incorporation

also is consistent with the decision of the International Court of Justice.
 

The disadvantage of using a place of incorporation test is that a 
company may be treated as a company of a state even though none of its owners are
nationals of that state and, in fact, the company has no connection with the state at
all other than the formality of having been incorporated there. For example,
company incorporated under the law of Beligum may be considered a company 

a 
of

Belgium, even though all of its owners are Canadian and its principal place of 
business is in Canada. 

Fur*f-hr, basing nationality on the place of incorporation may encourage
investors to incorporate under the laws of a particular state with which they have no
connection, merely to obtain treaty protection. Yet, most governments have no
interest in protecting a company incorporated under its laws if none of its citizens 
own any of the stock. To illustrate, assume that a group of Canadiaats wished to
invest in Zzire, but discovered that Canada had no BIT with Zaire although Belgium
did. The Canadians might then form a company under the laws of Belgium in
order to obtain the protection of the Belgium-Zaire BIT. If that company 
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subsequently was expropriated by Zaire, the Belgian government would have very 
little reason to object, because no Belgian national lost anything through the 
expropriation, although technically the company would be protected by the treaty 
and the Belgian government would have the right to object to the expropriation. 

Because of this problem, the U.S. treaties generally give to each party 
the right to deny treaty protection to its own company if nationals of a third country 
own or control the company. If such a provision were in the Belgium-Zaire BIT, then 
in the example above Belgium could refuse to extend treaty protection to the Belgian 
company because it was owned and controlled by nationals of a third country, 
Canada. Of course, even without such a provision, Belgium could decline to assist 
the company in its dispute with Zaire. The treaty, however, could give to the 
company the right to arbitrate its dispute with Zaire even without Belgium's 
assistance and thus the company would benefit from the treaty. 

The advantages and disadvantages of using the nationality of a 
company's owners as the basis for ascribing nationality are almost the mirror image 
of those of using the place of incorporation. The company's ownership can be 
difficult to determine and may change over time. At the same time, a state clearly 
has a genuine interest in protecting investment owned by its nationals. 

Some states prefer to use the principal place of business as the basis for 
ascribing nationality. The principal place of business may be less certain than the 
place of incorporation. On the other hand, a company which has its principal place 
of business in a state may have a more genuine connection with that state than 
another company which is merely incorporated under its laws. Thus, the principal 
place of business can be thought of as a compromise between the formalistic place of 
incorporation test and the potentially unstable and uncertain ownership test. 

All of the Lith-ania BITs concluded thus far, except one, have used one 
or more of the three commonly used bases of corporate nationality. The treaties with 
Denmark and Norway treat a company as a company of a party if it is incorporated 
under the laws of that party. This is the approach used by the U.S. BTs as well. 
The treaty with Germany attributes the nationality of a company to the place where it 
has its principal place of business. The treaties with Sweden and Finland regard a 
company as a company of a party if the company has its principal place of business 
in the territory of that party or nationals of that party own or control a predominant 
interest in the company. The treaties with France, Poland and Switzerland consider 
a company to be a company of a party if it is constituted under the laws of that party 
and either has its principal place of business in the territory of the party or is 
controlled by nationals of that party. 

The one treaty that does not use solely these three bases of nationality 
is the treaty with the United Kingdom. The United Kingdom treaty considers a 
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company to be British if incorporated under the laws of the United Kingdom, but 
considers a company to be Lithuanian if "registered" in Lithuania. Some states may
resist using a place of registration test because it would permit a company
incorporated under the laws of a third state, owned by nationals of a third state, and 
having its management and production facilities in a third state to claim Lithuanian 
nationality merely by registering in Lithuania. Further, widespread use of this test 
would result in companies' having many different nationalities, which could mean 
that one company would be able to claim the protection of numerous treaties with 
conflicting provisions. 

C. The Relationship Between Investors and Investment 

Most BITs do not address in detail what relationship the investor must 
have to the investment for the investment to be protected. Most commonly, they
provide that investment "of' investors of one party in the territory of the other party
shall receive protection under the treaty. 

The question arises as to how direct the connection between the investor 
and the investment must be. It is obvious that, if Norwegian nationals establish a 
corporation in Lithuania, that corporation is an investment of the Norwegian
nationals in the territory of Lithuania. If Norwegian, Swedish and Danish nationals 
each own one third of the shares of a corporation in Lithuania, the shares of these 
nationals would be investment in the territory of Lithuania. Thus, fractional 
ownership does not necessarily mean the investment is no longer the investment of 
the Norwegian nationals. 

It is easy, however, to imagine situations where the relationrlip
between the investor and the investment is more attenuated because of additional 
corporate layers between the investor and the investment. For example, Norwegian
investors may own a corporation in Spain, which then makes an investment in 
Lithuania. The investment in Lithuania is directly owned by the Spanish corporation,
but ultimately it is owned by the Norwegian investors. Intuitively, it seems apparent
that the investment could be considered investment of the Norwegian nation.s 
because they are the ultimate beneficial o~wners. The same would be true even if 
there were more corporate layers between the investor and the investment. For 
example, the Norweign investors may own a Spanish corporation, which has a 
wholly-owned subsidiary in Austria that makes an investment in Lithua,-.: 
Although there are more layers between the investor and the investment, L:. . 
Norwegian investors continue to be the ultimate beneficial owners of the entire 
investment. 

A still more attenuated relationship exists where more lay-, -.exist and 
the ownership is fractional rather than whole. For example, the Norwegian investors 



may own 30 percent of the stock in a Spanish corporation, which owns 10 percent of 

the stock in an Austrian company that makes an investment in Lithuania. The 
question arises whether this investment is investment "of' the Norwegian nationals. 

Most BITs do not address these questions explicitly. The U.S. BITs and 
the proposed BIT with Kuwait do include at least some language that suggests that 
the existence of corporate layers between the investor and the investment and the fact
of fractional ownership do not necessarily mean that investment no longer is 
protected by the treaty. The U.S. BITs define "investment" as "every kind of
investment in the territory of one Party owned or controlled directly or indirectly by
nationals or companies of the other Party. .. ." The terms "directly or indirectly"
indicate that the investment may be owned through corporate layers and still be
protected. The terms "owned or controlled" indicate that the investment need not be 
wholly owned by the investors, as long as they can claim ownership or control of the 
investment. The Kuwait BIT is discussed in Part Two. 

D. Territory 

Investment of nationals or companies of a party is protected only if it is 
in the territory of the other party. There are problems with defining the word
"territory." A specific listing of regions covered is undesirable because boundaries 
sometimes change or are in dispute. For this reason, some BITs do not include a 
definition of territory. The U.S. BITs, for example, generally do not define territory. 

One approach to this term defines the territory of a party as the territory
falling within its jurisdiction or under its sovereignty. Such definitions do not add 
very much. In recent years, definitions typically have specified that territory includes 
the territorial sea and other maritime areas over which the state has sovereign rights
under international law, such as the continental shelf and the exclusive economic 
zone. The effect of including these maritime zones in the definition of territory is to 
ensure that investment such as offshore petroleum exploration or explotiation are 
considered investment in the territory of the maritime state. 

All of the treaties concluded by Lithuania to date, except that with 
Germany, define the term "territory." The Finland treaty defines the territory of
Lithuania as the "territory which constitutes the Republic of Lithuania." All of the 
other BTs adopt a definition which includes the martimes areas adjacent to the
territory, such as the continental shelf and the exclusive economic zone (EEZ). The
Germany BIT does sta'e ii: Its protocol that it applies to the continental shelf and the 
EEZ. 
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II. INVESTMENT PROMOTION 

Many BITs include some kind of commitment by each party to encourage 
investment by its nationals and companies in the territory of the other party. 
Developing countries generally want such provisions included because, for them, the 
main purpose of the treaty is to promote new foreign investment in their territory 
and they want to be assured of the assistance and cooperation of the developed party
in this regard. At the same time, developed countries are reluctant to make too 
much of a commitment to promote investment because labor organizations may see 
investment outflows as reducing employment in their territory. Accordingly, the 
obligation to promote investment in the territory of the other party usually is 
qualified. 

The treaties concluded by Lithuania are representative of the more common 
approaches. One approach is to subordinate a party's obligation to promote 
investment to that party's own policies or laws. The Sweden BIT, for example, 
requires each party to promote investment in the territory of the other party "subject 
to its general policy in the field of foreign investment." The U.K. BIT requires each 
party to encourage investment in the territory of the other party "in conformity with 
its laws and regulations." The France BIT, which is very similar to that with the 
United Kingdom, requires enco,'agement of investment "in accordance with its 
legislation." These treaties impose very weak obligations since the parties are always
free to change their policies or laws. 

Another approach is to require each party to promote investment in the 
territory of the other party "as far as possible." The Denmark and Swiss BITs adopt 
this approach. 

Two BITs concluded by Lithuania do have unqualified obligations to promote 
foreign investment. The Norway BIT provides that each party "shall promote and 
encourage" while the Poland BIT provides that each party "shall promote" investment 
by its nationals and companies in the territory of the other party. 

I. ESTABLISHMENT OF INVESTMENT 

Probably all states believe that it is their sovereign right to decide whether to 
permit foreign nationals or companies to establishi investment in their territory. They 
may agree that investment, once established, is entitled under international law to 
certain protections. But the decision whether to permit the investment in the first 
place is t,!eirs alone to make. 

To some extent, there is an analogy between the transfrontier flow of capital 
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and that of persons. Probably all states believe that they have the right to exclude 
an alien for any reason or for no reason at all, although once the alien is admitted, 
international law regulates the state's treatment of the alien, prohibiting the state, for 
example, from torturing or murdering him. 

Most BITs address the right of foreign nationals and companies of one party to 
establish investment in the territory of the other party. The right they confer, 
however, is quite limited. 

The B-lfs concluded by Lithuania are typical in this regard. All of them state 
that each party shall admit investment of nationals and companies of the other party 
in accordance with the first party's own laws. These provisions give to nationals 
and companies of the other party the right to invest, but subordinate that right to 
the internal laws of the host state. In other words, each state may exclude 
investment merely by enacting a law prohibiting it. Thus, for example, Lithuania can 
preclude nationals and companies of the other party from owning land in Lithuania 
as long as it has a law prohibiting ownership of land by foreign nationals and 
companies.. 

These provisions do have some usefulness because they give an investor the 
right to establish investment until the host state enacts legislation to the contrary. At 
the same time, however, once the legislation is enacted, it will eradicate the treaty 
right to establish. 

Among the BTs with the strongest right of establishment are those with the 
United States. They provide that the host state must grant most-favored nation 
treatment and national treatment with respect to the right to establish investment. 
That is, nationals and companies of one party must have the same right to invest in 
the host state as nationals and companies of the host state as well as nationals and 
companies of any third state. 

The right to establish investment inder the U.S. treaty is a relative one. That 
is, U.S. investors do not have an absolute right to establish investment in Lithuania. 
They have only the same right as Lithuanian nationals and nationals of any third 
state. Thus, if the establishment of investment in a certain sector is prohibited to 
nationals or companies of Lithuania and other states, then it may be prohibited to 
U.S. investors as well, without violating the treaty. It should be noted, however, that 
the definition of a company in the U.S. treaty is broad enough to include state owned 
enterprises. Thus, if the establishment of investment in a particular sector is 
permitted to a state owned enterprise, it must be permitted to U.S. investors, subject 
to the exception discussed in the next paragraph. 

The United States, like other states wishes to reserve some sectors of its 
economy for its own nationals and thus the U.S. treaties permit exceptions to the 
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reneral rule of MFN and national treatment. Specifically, the U.S. treaties call for 
each party to list certain sectors of its economy in either of two annexes. Sectors 
listed in the first annex are exempt from the right of national treatment, while those 
listed in the second annex are exempt from the right of MFN treatment. Thus, if 
Lithuania wanted to prohibit U.S. investors from acquiring land in Lithuania while 
allowing Lithuanian investors to do so, it would have to place ownership of real 
estate in the annex which contains the sectors exempted from national treatment. If 
Lithuania wanted to prohibit U.S. investors from acquiring land in Lithuania while 
allowing investors from other countries to so, it would have to place ownership of 
real estate in the annex which contains the sectors exempted from most favored 
nation treatment. 

IV. MFN AND NATIONAL TREATMENT REQUIREMENTS 

Virtually all BITs guarantee most favored nation (MFN) treatment to covered 
investment. A guarantee of national treatment is less common, but appears in a 
substantial number of BITs. 

The protection affored by these provisions is merely relative. lf a host state 
refuses to grant a particular right to its own nationals or nationals of a third state, 
then that right will not be obtained through the MFN or national treatment 
provisions. 

A. Reasons for MFN and National Treatment 

The theory underlying the BIT is that investment flows sh. uld be 
governed by market forces rather than political considerations. Probably no state 
consistently applies thds theory. As noted above, for example, virtually all states 
impose some barriers to inward investment in at least some sectors of their 
economies. Nevertheless, conclusion of a BIT usually represents a general rejection of 
protectionist policies in favor of a free market policy with respect to foreign
investment. 

MFN and national treatment requirements are among the most useful 
mechanisms for combatting protectionism. A national treatment obligation prevents
discrimination in favor of a state's own investors while an MFN treatment obligation 
prevents discrimination in favor of a third state's investors. 

The general assumption is that national treatment is better than MFN 
treatment and, thus, most states regard MFN treatment as a minimum requirement in 
every case, with national treatment a preferred status to be obtained if possible. In 
fact, however, some states in at least some respects treat some foreign investors more 
favorably than domestic investors. Thus, MFN treatment at times will be superior to 
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national treatment. 

Where a treaty guarantees both MFN and national treatment, the 
investor generally is entitled in each situation to whichever is the more favorable 
treatment in that situation. Some treaties, such as those with the United States, 
include an explicit provision to this effect. 

Some states are unwilling to grant national treatment to foreign 
investment and, accordingly, will not seek it from another state. States virtually 
always insist upon NUN treatment, however, with two exceptions. Many BITs 
exempt from NON treatment privileges extended by virtue of its membership in a 
customs union or free trade area or in the area of taxation.. 

B.Special Consequences of MFN Requirements 

The MFN obligation has the effect of granting to all other BIT partners 
any concession that a state has made to any one partner. For example, if Lithuania 
promises national treatment to the investors of only one state, all other states that 
have the right to MTN treatment in their BITs also must receive national treatment. 
Because MFN clauses are always present, a state must assume that any promise it 
makes to one state in a BIT is automatically'extended to all other states with which it 
has a BIT. 

The MFN obligation also makes changes in a state's BIT policy very 
difficult. A state may make concessions in the first one or two BITs that it concludes, 
in the period when it is relatively inexperienced in BIT negotiations, only to decide 
that it no longer wishes to make those concessions. Because of the MFN clauses, 
however, all subsequent BITs in effect will contain the same concession. 

There are few solutions to the problem that arises when a state makes a 
concession in a first treaty that it does not wish io extend to all other states. One 
solution is to amend the first treaty (or at least to add a protocol) so that the 
concession is eliminated. Because the other states acquired the concession only 
through their MFN clauses, after the amendment no state will be entitled to the 
concession. Obviously, the problem with this approach is that the state which 
obtained the concession may not be wiling to surrender it. 

A second solution is to include language in all subsequent treaties 
stating that the first treaty (or some portion of the first treaty) shall not be considered 
for purposes of determining the state's obligations under the MFN clause. Sweden, 
for example, did this in its BIT with Lithuania. Article 3(3) p'ovides that prior 
agreements between Sweden and the Ivory Coast, Madagascar and Senegal may not 
be invoked for purposes of establishing Lithuania's rights under the MFN provision. 
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The problem with this approach is that it will be effective only if every subsequent 
state agrees to accept treatment less favorable than the first state. If even one state 
concludes a BIT without the special exclusionary ".'guage, then all other states will 
be entitled to the concession, including those that previously had agreed to the 
exclusionary language. 

C. Analyzing MFN and National Treatment Provisions 

The precise wording of a national treatment or MEFN clause is important
because it determines who or what is entitled to national or MFN treatment and in 
which situation that entitlement exists. Typically, BITs provide that investment shall 
receive national or IFN treatment. In many cases, they provide that both investment 
and the returns from investment shall receive national or MEN treatment. One 
variation is to guzrantee to the investors natiorl or MIFN treatment with respect to 
their right to operate and dispose of the investment. 

Generally, the language is crafted in such a way as not to create a right
of national and MFN treatment with respect to the establishment of investment. For 
example, where the right of national or MFN treatment is guaranteed to investment 
(and returns), then the right takes effect only after the investment is established. 
Such a clause does not provide any right to establish the investment in the first place.
Similarly, where the right of national or MN treatment is guaranteed to the investor,
typically it is only with respect to the operation and disposal of investment and does 
not extend to the initial establishment of investment. 

The reason for this careful crafting is to ensure that states continue to 
have virtually complete control over the establishment of investment. Because of the 
way most national and MIN provisions are structured, the state can freely deny to 
investors of the other party permission to establish investment. Once the investment 
is established, however, it must receive MFN (and often national) treatment. For 
example, under this approach, Lithuania could deny national or MEN ixeatment with 
respect to the right to acquire real estate. Once Lithuania permitted an investor of a
BIT party to acquire real estate, however, that real estate investment would be 
entitled to IFN and national treatment. 

D. Lithuania's BTs 

All of the BITs concluded by Lithuania thus far have contained a 
promise of MEN treatment. In four treaties (with Sweden, Finland, Poland and 
Switzerland), it is investment which receives MFN treatment. In three treaties (with
Denmark, Norway, and the United Kingdom), both investment and returns from 
investment are guaranteed MFN treatment. These seven treaties clearly do not create 
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a right to MEN treatment with respect to the establishment of investment. Rather, 
they protect investment (and returns) after establishment of the investment. 

In two treaties (with France and Germany), it is investment and 
investment related activities that receive MEN treatment. The reference to activities 
related to investment is vague and arguably could include the right to establish 
investment since the acquisition of investment could be considered an investment 
related activity. In the protocol to the Germany BIT, "activity" is defined to include, 
though not exclusively, the management, maintenance, use and enjoyment of an 
investment. Although establishment is not expressly excluded, all of these terms are 
related to post establishment treatment, which supports the conclusion that the 
reference to investment related activities in the Germany BIT does not include the 
establishment of investment. 

Five of the BITs concluded by Lithuania include a promise of national 
treatment. In the Switzerland BiT. investment is guaranteed national treatment. In 
the Denmark and U.K. BITs, the righ" to national treatment extends to investment 
and returns from investment. Thus, none of these BITs includes a right of national 
treatment with respect to the establishment of investment. In the France and 
Germany BITs, Lithuania has agreed to national treatment with respect to investment 
and investment-related activities. Again, if investment-related activities include the 
establishment of investment, then these two treaties include the right to national 
treatment with respect to the establishment of investment. 

Because all of the BITs include a promise of MFN treatment, the four 
BITs that do not expressly guarantee national treatment nevetheless confer national 
treatment through the &FN clauses. Note, however, that the national treatment 
obtained through an MEN clause is only as broad as the MIIFN clause itself. For 
example, the Finland BIT contains only a guarantee that investment will receive 
MEN treatment. Because the France and Germany BTs include a promise of national 
treatment for investment and investment-related activities, Finnish investment is 
entitled to national treatment as well. Finnish investment-related activities, however, 
may not be entitled to national treatment because investment-related activities are not 
protected by the MFN clause. Thus, even assuming that investment-related activities 
include the right to establish investment, the national treatment promised to 
investment related activities of French and German investors has not beer,extended 
to the investment related activities of any other BIT party because no BIT (other than 
those with France and Germany) protects investment related activities. 

Two BITs (with Denmark and the United Kingdom) also extend both 
national and MFN treatment to investors with respect to certain specific activities, 
such as the management, maintenance and disposal of investment. None of these 
activities involves the establishment of investment. 
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The U.S. BIT differs from the other BITs in a couple of important 
respects. First, as discussed above, the U.S. BITs expressly guarantee national and 
MFN treatment with respect to both the establishment of investment and the 
treatment of investment after it is established. The MFN and national treatment 
guaranteed to investment after it is established also applies to activities associated 
with an investment. The term "associated activities" is defined in the U.S. BIT. The 
second way that the U.S. BIT differs from the others is that it contains two annexes in 
which Lithuania may place sectors or matters it wishes to exempt from the obligation 
of national or MEN treatment. Sectors or matters placed in the first annex will be 
exempt from the obligation of national treatment, while those placed in the second 
annex will be exempt from the obligation of MFN treatment. 

E.Exceptions to MFN and National Treatment 

The guarantees of national and MFN treatment typically have two 
exceptions. The first exception includes special privileges accorded by virtue of a 
state's membership in a customs union or free trade area. A customs union generally 
is an arrrangement among states whereby they eliminate trade barriers among 
themselves and adopt a common trade policy with respect to states outside the 
union. A free trade area is an arrangement among states whereby they eliminate 
tr,4de barriers among themselves, but each state continues to determine its own trade 
policy with respect to states not in the free trade area. The effect of this exception is 
to permit a BIT party to grant special privileges for investment from other states in a 
customs union or free trade area to which it belongs without having to extend those 
privileges under the MFN clause to investment from the other BIT party. 

All of the BITs concluded by Lithuania to date include a customs union 
exception. Some of the BITs include other kinds of organizations in the customs 
union exception. Five BITs (with Germany, Sweden, France, Poland and Switzerland) 
include common markets. Three BITs (with Germany, Finland and Norway) include 
an "economic union." Two BITs (with Denmark and France) refer to a "regional 
economic organization." The Poland BI" includes an "organization for mutual 
economic assistance." The Finland BI includes any "other regional cooperative"
while the Switzerland BIT refers to a "similar regional agreement." The Denmark, 
Norway and U.K. BITs include any "similar international agreement." 

Some of these terms are not well defined under international law and 
obviously were intended to cTeate some flexibility. The U.S. BITs generally include 
an exception applicable just to customs unions and free trade areas. The United 
States also has agreed to apply the exception to other arrangements that include a 
customs union or free trade area. The European Community, for example, is a 
customs union but includes elements that go beyond a mere customs union. The EC 
nevertheless would be considered an arrangement that includes a customs union. 
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The other common exception to MFN and national treatment applies to


benefits accorded under international agreements or domestic legislation relating to
 
taxation. In effect, a state need not provide MFN or national treatment with respect
 
to the taxation of foreign investment.
 

All of the BITs concluded by Lithuania, except that with Switzerland,
 
exempt at least some matters of taxation from the national or MFN treatment
 
obligations, although the terms of the exemptions vary. Three of the BITs (with
Germany, Finland and Poland) exempt only taxation benefits extended as a result of 
an international agreement regarding tax matters. Four of the BITs (with Sweden,

Denmark, Norway and the United Kingdom) exempt taxation benefits extended as a
 
result of either an international agreement or domestic Jegislation. The broadest
 
exemption is in the France BIT, which simply exempts tax matters from the MFN
 
and national treatment provisions. 

The exception for privileges extended under a tax treaty also varies 
among agreements. Two approaches predominate. One approach exempts privileges
extnded by virtue of a double taxation treaty. The other exempts privileges
extended by virtue of a treaty relating wholly or mainly to taxation. The second 
approach obviously is the broader exception. 

The U.S. BIT also contains a broad exclusion. It provides that the treaty
does not apply to matters of taxation, except for the provisions relating to 
expropriation, currency transfers, and disputes settlement. Although the language is 
complex, the ultimate effect is to exempt all tax matters from the national and MEN 
treatment provisions. 

Note that the Germany BIT sets forth a general exception to the MFN 
and national treatment requirements for activities taken to further public safety and 
order or public health or morality. The U.S. BITs have an analogou provision that 
serves as a general exception to the entire treaty. It is discussed below in the section 
on General Treaty Exceptions. 

V. GENERAL ABSOLUTE STANDARDS OF TREATMENT 

BITs generally include a number of provisions promising that investment in 
general will receive a certain level of protection. These are sometimes referred to as
absolute (as opposed to relative) standards because they provide protection to 
covered investment regardless of whether investment by investors of the host state or 
a third state receives such protection. 
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and the United Kingdom and in the U.S. BTs. 

D. Arbitrary or Discriminatory Measures 

A fourth clause prohibits either party from impairing by arbitrary ordiscriminatory measures the operation or disposal of an investment. In sometreaties, the word arbitrary is replaced by the word unreasonable. This clause appearsin Lithuania's treaties with Sweden, Denmark, Poland, Switzerland, and the United
Kingdom. 

A very similar clause in the Friendship, Commerce and Navigation
Treaty between the United States and Italy was the subject of litigation before the
International Court of Justice. In the Case Concerning Elettronica Sicula (ELSI), theCourt held that various measures taken by the Mayor of Palermo with respect to an
American investment were not arbitrary or discriminatory measures as the term is
usesd in the treaty. 
or discriminatory 

One reason that the Court found the measures not to be arbitrarywas that they were subject to review under Italian law. The UnitedStates did not agree with this interpretation of the clause and, after the decision,modified its model treaty to provide that a measure may be considered arbitrary anddiscriminatory notwithstanding the fact that an investor has had or has exercised the
opportunity to review such measure in the courts or administrative tribunals of the
host state. The Court's decision remains the most authoritative interpretation thus farof the meanin3 of arbitrary or disciminatory measures. 

E. Consistency with International Law 

A fifth clause provides that the treatment of investment must conformto the principles of international law. The effect of this clause is to incorporateprinciples of customary international law into the treaty. If the host state treatsinvestment in a way that is contrary to customary international law, then that act willviolate the treaty (even though the act was not expressly prohibited by the treaty)and will subject the host state to arbitration under the disputes provisions of the BIT.This clause appears in Lithuania's treaties with France and Finland and in the U.S.
BITs.. 

VI. EXPROPRIATION 

All BITs explicitly recognize the right of the host state to expropriate foreigninvestment, provided that certain conditions are met. The conditions differ, however, 
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from treaty to treaty. 

A. Defining Expropriation 

BITs typically define the term expropriation broadly to refrr not only to 
a direct seizure of the investment, but to any measures that are tantamount to an
expropriation. This includes what is sometimes referred to as a "creeping
expropriation," which is an expropriation carried out over a period of time through a
series of acts that impair the investment. All of the BITs concluded by Lithuania 
adopt this broad definition of expropriation, although the BIT with Sweden is far 
more concise thm the others and simply provides that a state "shall not directly or
indirectly deprive" an investor of an investment unless certain conditions are met. 

B.Public Purpose Required 

The first condition that typically appears in these treaties is that the
expropriation must be for a public purpose or, in some treaties, "in the public
interest" Because of the variety of social and economic systems in the world, the 
international community appears to be very reluctant to judge whether the act of a 
state had a public purpose or was in the public interest. Nevertheless, some 
commentators have suggested that an expropriation might be held to violate this
condition in a case where a dictator seized property for the personal use of his family 
or where the expropriation was undertaken as an act of political retaliation. In any
event, it is clear that the scope of these terms is very broad. The public purpose or
public interests requirement appears in all of Lithuania's BITs concluded to date.
Two of the BiTs, those with Denmark and the United Kingdom, require that the 
expropriation be for a "public purpose related to internal needs," which would seem 
to be a slightly narrower formulation that would exclude expropriations for foreign
policy purposes. 

C. Due Process Required 

A second condition is that the expropriation be carried out in 
accordance with principles of due process. This condition appears in Lithuania's BITs
with Sweden, Finland, Poland, and Switzerland and in the U.S. BITs. Itseems to 
require that the expropriation be conducted in accordance with fundamental 
international norms of due process. What these norms require may not always be 
clear. Perhaps to add a degree of specifici'y to this requirement, the Norway BIT
provides that the expropriation must be in accordance with domestic legal
procedures, rather than due process. Some developed countries, however, would 
object to the approach used by Norway because they believe that investment should 
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host state may change at any time. 

D. Nondiscrimination Required 

A third condition is that the expropriation be nondiscriminatory. Thisclause is particularly intended to prohibit expropriations based on nationality or raceor national origin and most commentary on the clause seems to assume that thiswould be its area of likely application. The language of the clause, however, wouldseem broad enough to include any program of expropriation which treated someinvestors differently from others without some legitimate justification. Therequirement that the expropriation be nondiscriminatory appears in all of Lithuania'sBITs, except that with Germany and in the U.S. BITs. 

E. Compensation Required 

A fourth condition is that the expropriation be accompanied bycompensation. All of Lithuania's BITs require compensation, but they vary slightlyin the way that they characterize the amount of compensation. 

The most common formulation requires "prompt, adequate and
effective" compensation. This formulation appears explicitly in the BITs with
Sweden, Denmark, Finland, and the United Kingdom and in the U.S. BITs. 
 As willbe seen, all of the BITs adopt this standard in substance, although only those fourBITs use the precise wording. Because the term prompt, adequate and effective is notself-explanatory, many of the BITs include additional language setting forth in greaterdetail the nature of the compensation required. 

The term "prompt, adequate and effective" originated in a diplomaticnote sent by U.S. Secretary of State Cordell Hull to the Mexican Minister of ForeignAffairs in 1938, demanding compensation for American property expropriated byMexico. The United States on numerous occasions has explained what it believes isrequired by the standard of prompt, adequate and effective compensation. 

To be prompt, compensation is must be paid without delay, other thanthe delay normally required for the expeditious completion of formalities. To avoidmisunderstanding, several of the BITs state explicitly that compensation must bepaid "without delay." This language appears in the BITs with Germany, Denmark,France, Norway, and the United Kingdom. The Poland and Swiss BTs provide thatpayment shall be made "without undue delay." Thus, those BITs that do not usethe term prompt nevertheless require payment either without delay or without undue 
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delay. 

Adequate compensation is compensation at fair market value 
accompanied by interest from the date of taking until the date of payment. Further, 
the calculation of fair market value must be based on the value of the investment 
immediately prior to when the expropriatory action was taken or became known. 
The purpose of establishing the date of valuation is to ensure that the investor's 
compensation is not reduced because of dimunitions in the value of the investment 
that occurred as a result of either the expropriation itself or an announcement of the 
impending expropriation. As discussed above, expropriations sometimes occur 
through a series of measures that impair the value of the investment so that, by the 
time the expropriation is complete, the investment has little value. By establishing
the date of valuation, the BITs require that the amount of compensation be calculated 
based on the value of the investment before these dimunitions occurred. 
Many of the BITs explicitly require market value. The term appears in the BITs with 
Denmark, Finland, Norway, and Poland. The Germany BIT implicitly requires
market value. It provides that compensation "shall be equivalent to the value of the 
investment expropriated immediately before the date the expropriation or 
nationalization became publicly known." The only relevance of the public 
announcement of the expropriation is that it may affect the market value of the 
investment. By specifying that the value of the investment must be calculated before 
the public announcement, the Germany BIT implicitly refers to market value. Thus, 
those BITs which omit the prompt, adequate and effective formulation nevertheless 
require payment of market value. 

The same is true of interest. Interest is explicitly required by the BITs 
with Germany, Denmark, France, Finland, Norway, Poland, Switzerland, and the 
United Kingdom. Interest thus is required by all BITs, either explicitly or implicitly 
through the prompt, adequate and effective compensation standard. 

Most, but not all, of the BITs specify the rate of interest. The Denmark 
and Norway BITs require interest at LIBOR. The Finland BIT specifies interest at an 
appropriate commercial rate as determined by the cenizal bank of the host state. The 
United Kingdom BIT provides for interest at a normal commercial rate, while the 
Germany BIT provides for the "usual bank interest." The U.S. BITs require interest at 
a "commercially reasonable rate." 

Many of the BITs also specify the date of valuation. Valuation before 
the expropriation occurred or became public knowledge is explicitly required by the 
BITs with Finland, Poland, and the United Kingdom and by the U.S. BITs. Valuation 
before public announcement of the expropriation is required by the BITs with 
Denmark, Germany and France. Valuation before the expropriation occurred is 
expressly required by the BIT with Norway. 
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Effective compensation is that which is freely transferable and effectivelyrealizable. These latter terms to some extent overlap. Compensation is effectivelyrealizable if the investor can obtain the benefit of the compensation immediately. Anexample of compensation that would not be effectively realizable is payment ingovernment bonds that cannot be sold. Compensation is freely transferable if it canbe repatriated without delay. Payment of compensation in a freely convertible currency that may be transferred without delay generally will satisfy the requirement

of effectiven compensation. 

All of the BITs set forth in detail the requirements of effectiveness. TheSweden BIT requires that compensation be "transferable without delay in a freelyconvertible currency." The Denmark BIT requires that compensation be "effectively
realisable in a convertible currency [and] freely transferable." The France and
Germany BITs specify that compensation must be "effectively realizable... and
freely transferable." The Finland BIT states that compensation must be "freely
transferable in convertible currency." It 
 also requires that transfer be made "without
undue delay within such period as normally required for completion of transfer
formalities, in any case not exceeding six months." The Norway BIT provides for"realizable and freely transferable" compensation. The Poland BIT states thatcompensation shall be "freely transferable" and "settled in convertible currency"provides that payment without delay occurs if payment is "effected within such 
and
 

period as is normally required for completion of formalities, not to exceed three
months from the request." The Swiss BIT requires that compensation be "settled in afreely convertible currency" or "in any other way accepted" by the investor.United Kingdom BIT requires that compensation be "effectively realizable and 
The

befreely transferable." The U.S. BITs require that compensation be "fully realizable" and
"freely transferable." All of these various formulations are substantially equivalent.
 

The BITs typically do not specify the exchange rate at which
compensation is to be calculated. 
 Most BITs have a separate article on currencytransfers which applies to many or all payments related to an investment, includingexpropriation compensation, and which specifies the exchange rate to be used.Denmark BIT does specify that expropriation compensation be calculated 
The 

at theexchange rate used by the central bank. The Finland BIT requires use of the officialrate of exchange on the date used for the determination of value. The U.S. BITsprovide that the "prevailing market rate of exchange" be used. 

F. Consistency with Contractual Obligations Required 

A final condition is that the expropriation not be contrary to anycontractua.l obligation. Investors sometimes obtain from the host state a commitmentthat their investment will not be expropriated. That is, the host state gives up itsright to expropriate the investment covered by its commitment to the investor. This 
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last condition means that investment cannot be expropriated if it would violate the 
commitment made by the host state. An expropriation in violation of the host state's 
commitment also would violate the BIT, subjecting the host state to arbitration under 
the disputes provisions of the BIT. This condition appears in Lithuania's BIT with 
France and in the U.S. BITs. 

It is not clear what remedy would be provided to an investor for 
violation of this provision. Every investor is entitled to compensation for 
expropriation, even if the expropriation is completely lawful. In the Case Concerning
the Factory at Chorzow, the Permanent Court of International Justice suggested that, 
where the expropriation is unlawful, the normal remedy would be restitution. In this 
view, an illegal expropriation must be set aside, if possible, and the property restored 
to the owner, whereas a legal expropriation will be recognized as valid with the 
owner entitled only to payment of compensation. 

Applying this analysis, the proper remedy for an expropriation contrary 
to a contractual commitment would be to set the expropriation aside. This also 
would be the proper remedy for an expropriation that was not for a public purpose,
that was discriminatory, or that was not in accordance with due process - if the 
applicable BIT required that those conditions be met. As a practical matter, however, 
arbitrations rarely, if ever, result in setting aside an expropriation. The only remedy
genuinely avaiiable is compensation, which the investor would be entitled to in any 
event. Given the impracticality of restitution, some commentators have suggested
that, in the case of an unlawful expropriation, the investor should be entitled to 
additional compensation beyond that required by the prompt, adequate and effective 
standard - to compensate for the wrongfulness of the ccnduct. This remains a 
controversial issue. 

VII. WAR AND CIVIL DISTURBANCE 

Although a state normally must compensate an investor for an expropriation, 
customary international law recognizes an exception for destruction of property due 
to military necessity during time of war, insurrection, riot, rebellion or other civil 
disturbance. The host state generally is not obligated to pay compensation for such 
losses. 

Most BITs offer some limited protection for investors against this type of 
property loss. The most common provision guarantees MFN (and sometimes 
national) treatment with respect to any compensation for such losses. All of 
Lithuania's BITs, except that with France, guarantee MFN treatment. In addition, the 
BITs with Denmark, Switzerland, the United Kingdom and Germany, as do the U.S. 
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BITs, guarantee national treatment with respect to such compensation. Because of 
their MFN clauses, Sweden, Finland, Norway, and Poland also are entitled to national 
treatment, although their BITs do not explicitly require it. As explained below, 
France also may be entitled to MFN and national treatment because of its general
MFN treatment provision. 

Under these provisions, Lithuania need not pay any compensation for damages 
caused by war or civil disturbance. If it does pay compensation, however, then it 
must compensate investors covered by the BIT as favorably as it treats any other 
investors, foreign or domestic. 

It is unclear whether these MFN and national treatment provisions actually 
add anything to the agreements. As discussed above, all of the BITs require that 
investment receive national and MFN treatment generally, which would seem to 
include payment with respect to losses sustained by war or civil disturbance. Thus, it 
is likely that these provisions are completely redundant. Although France has no 
special clause on war or civil disturbance losses, it apparently would be fully 
protected by its general MFN provision. 

Another common clause provides that, if any compensation is paid for such 
losses, the compensation must be freely transferable. This language appears in the 
BITs with Germay, Denmark, Finland, and the United Kingdom. The BIT with 
Sweden requires that payment be transferable without delay in a freely convertible 
currency, which seems substantively identical to the provisions in the other BITs. 

he Poland BIT is much weaker, stating that payments, "whenever possible," shall be 
transferable without delay. The Denmark BIT also requires that interest at LIBOR be 
paid and that the payment be made without delay and be effectively realizable in 
convertible currency. In addition, the transfer must be in the original convertible 
currency unless the investor and host state otherwise agree, and must be at the 
exchange rate used by the central bank of the host state. Thus, the provisions of the 
Denmark BIT are the most rigorous and detailed. Because of the MFN clauses in 
their war and civil disturbance provision, the BITs with all countries except France 
are entitled to the protections set forth in the Denmark BIT. France probably is 
entitled to this protection because of its general MFN clause. 

In some cases, these provisions on free transferability may also be redundanct. 
All of the BITs have provisions requiring that certain types of payments related to an 
investment be freely transferable. If the general currency transfers provision applies 
to compensation for war or civil disturbance losses, then a special clause requiring 
free transferability of such compensation would be unnecessary. Indeed, if the 
general currency transfers provision of even one BIT guarantees free transferability of 
compensation for war or civil disturbance losses, then all investors covered by a BIT 
would be entitled to that right because of the general MFN clauses in their BTs. 
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Some BITs impose on the host state an obligation to compensate covered 

investors for at least certain losses caused by war or civil disturbance, regardless of 
whether the host state's investors or the investors of any third state receive similar 
compensation. Lithuania has concluded one such BIT. Under its BIT with the United 
Kingdom, nationals or companies of one party that suffer losses during war or civil 
disturbance in the territory of the other party caused either by government
requisitioning of their property or by destruction not due to combat or military
necessity shall receive restitution or adequate compensation that is freely transferable. 
If payment is made to British investors under this clause, then the MFN clauses in 
the other BITs would require that similar compensation be paid to investors covered 
by those BITs. 

VIII. CURRENCY TRANSFERS 

The currency transfers article generally guarantees to investors the right to 
transfer payments related to an investment into a freely convertible currency without 
delay at a specified exchange rate. 

A. Transfers Covered 

The first issue to be addressed in such a provision is the type of 
payments to which it shall apply. There are two basic approaches. 

The first approach, which is the most advantageous from the 
perspective of the investor, is to guarantee free transfer of all payments related to 
investment. This is the approach used in Lithuania's BITs with Germany, Poland and 
Switzerland and in the U.S. BITs. It is preferred by investors because of its breadth. 
Some developing countries may resist this approach for the same reason. 

Because the phrase "all payments related to an investment" is vague,
BITs that use this approach generally include an nonexhaustive, illustrative list of 
payments that are considered payments related to an investment. Among the 
payments typically on the list are income, profits, dividends, interest, funds in 
repayment of loans, royalties, fees, sale or liquidation proceeds, earnings of 
employees and expropriation compensation. The BITs with Germany, Poland and 
Switzerland as well as the U.S. BITs all include such a list. 

A variation on this first approach is exemplified by the U.K. BIT. The 
U.K. BIT also describes the types of payments covered by the transfers provision with 
a broad phrase. Specifically, the U.K. BIT guarantees free transfer of "investments 
and returns." Because both terms are defined in the U.K. BIT, the drafters of that 
agreement apparently saw no need to include an illustrative list of payments covered 
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by the transfers provision. 

The second approach is simply to list the types of payments covered by
the transfers provision. This is the approach used in Lithuania's BITs with Sweden,
Denmark, France, Finland and Norway. Typically, the exhaustive list used in the
BITs that adhere to the second approach is similar to the nonexhaustive list used in 
BITs that adopt the first approach. 

B.Protection Required 

1.Convertible Currency 

The transfers provision usually specifies that transfer will be permitted

in a freely convertible currency. Such language appears in Lithuania's BITs with

Sweden, Finland and Poland. The U.S. BTs use the term "freely usable currency." 

An alternative sometimes used is to provide that transfer shall be in the
convertible currency in which the investment was made or in any covertible currency
to which the parties agree. Because the parties may not reach agreement on any
other currency, this formulation in effect may mean that the host state is obligated
only to permit transfer into the original currency. This formulation appears in
Lithuania's BITs with Denmark, Norway and the United Kingdom. 

2. Free Transfer 

A BIT transfers provision usually will specify that the transfer must be
"free" or permitted "without delay." Examples will be found in Lithuania's BITs with
Germany, France, Norway, Poland, Switzerland, and the United Kingdom and in the 
U.S. BITs. 

Some BITs, however, will qualify this requirement so that some delay is
permitted. Typically, the delay is to permit the completion of formalities. BITs thatanticipate some sort of delay usually specify a deadline after which transfer must be
permitted. The Sweden BIT, for example, specifies that transfer shall be permitted
without delay and defines "without delay" as the period normally required for the
completion of formalities, not to exceed two months. The Denmark BIT is quite
similar, but sets the deadline at three months. The Finland BIT states simply thattransfers shall be without "undue delay," which it defines as a period not to exceed 
six months. 
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3. Exchange Rate 

Finally, the BIT should specify the rate of exchange at which transfers 
will be allowed. This is to ensure that transfer is completed not only without delay,
but in a way that preserves the value of the payments to be transferred. 

Several formulations are commonly used to specify the exchange rate. 
Some BITs provide for transfer at the official exchange rate. This appears in 
Lithuania's BITs with Sweden, France, and Norway. Another formulation, which 
appears in the Denmark BIT, calls for the rate of exchange used by the central bank 
of the host state. A third formulation, seen in the U.K. BIT, provides for a rate in 
accordance with the host state's laws and regulations. These latter two formulations 
are not the most desirable from the investor's perspective because they seem to allow 
the possibility that the host state, through the central bank or through its banking
regulations, will apply a special, unfavorable rate that will impair the value of the 
funds to be transferred. 

Investors thus will usually prefer a formulation that links the exchange 
rate to objective factors not easily subject to host state control. The U.S. BITs, for 
example, call for the "prevailing market rate of exchange... with respect to spot
transactions." The Poland BIT adopts a similar approach, calling for the "normal 
applicable exchange rate." The Germany BIT specifies the "cross rate" obtained for 
those rates which would be applied by the International Monetary Fund on the date 
of payment for the conversion of the currencies concerned into Special Drawing 
Rights. 

C. Exceptions 

Frequently, developing countries seek inclusion in their BITs of an 
escape clause that permits exceptions to free transferability during periods when 
foreign exchange reserves are at exceptionally low levels. Such clauses generally
allow a delay cf transfers for some temporary period, usually subject to a 
requirement that any delay be on an MFN basis and sometimes subject to a 
requirement that a certain percentage of the delayed payments be transferable each 
year until the full amount has been transferred. 

Some of Lithuania's BITs include a different type of exception. Because 
its currency was not convertible at the time it began BIT negotiations, Lithuania 
included in several of its BITs language in a protocol or side letter providing that 
during a transitional period Lithuania would not be able to permit free transfer of all 
payments covered by the transfers article. Such exceptions appear in BITs with 
Denmark, France, Switzerland, Germany and the United Kingdom. In the case of the 
latter three BITs, Lithuania agreed to expiration dates for the transitional period: 
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December 31, 1995, in the case of the Poland BIT and within three years from the 
treaty's entry into force in the case of the Germany and U.K. BITs. 

Because the BITs have MFN clauses in them, such escape clause are of

limited usefulness unless they appear in all BITs. 
 If even one BIT omits the escape
clause, then investors covered by that BIT must be permitted free transfer. Once any
investor is permitted free transfer, then all investors covered by BITs with an MFN
clause would be entitled to free transfer, notwithstanding the existence of an escape
clause in those BITs. 

DC. INVESTOR-TO-STATE DISPUTES PROVISION 

BITs virtually always guarantee to investors the right to submit a dispute with
the host state to binding arbitration. This provision is of great importance because,
along with the state-to-state disputes provision discussesd below, it makes the
substantive provisions of the BIT legally enforceable. 

A.Reasons for the Provision 

In the absence of an investor-to-state disputes provison, an investor

whose investment is injured by a v;olation of the BIT generally would have only two
 
types of remedy. Frequently, however, neither would be effective. 

First, the investor could bring a claim against the host state in a
domestic court. Such a suit often would be unsuccessful because the host state 
would assert the defense of sovereign immunity. 

Second, the investor could request its own government to espouse the
claim against the host state. Espousal is a process whereby a state, usually through
diplomatic channels, asserts a claim for compensation for an injury caused to one ofits nationals or companies by another state. Espousal is not necessarily an effective
remedy because the investor's state may refuse to espouse the claim, particularly if it
wishes to avoid a confrontation with the host state. Even if espousal did occur, many
years may pass before diplomatic negotiations resulted in a settlement. Further,
under customary international law, the espousing state may settle a claim on any
terms it desires. Thus, the investor's government may agree to accept less than the
full value of the claim as a settlement, with the result that the investor probably
would never be fully compensated. As an alternative to negotiation, the investor's 
state could attempt to arbitrate the dispute with the host state, but this would be 
possible only if the host state consented to arbitration. 

The investor-to-state disputes provisions generally is superior to 
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litigation in local courts or espousal. It creates an arbitral mechanism that the
investor can invoke without having to persuade its own state to espouse the claim or
otherwise participate. At the same time, these provisions contain a consent to
arbitration by the host state, thereby eliminating the defense of sovereign immunity 
to suit. 

B.Disputes to Which it Applies 

The first clause of the investor-to-state disputes provision generally

defines the nature of the disputes to which the provision applies. Only these

disputes can be submitted to arbitration under the provision.
 

One of the most common approaches requires only that the dispute

involve investment. Various formulations are used, with no substantive difference
 
among them. Examples of these formulations are disputes "in connection with"

investment, "related to" investment, "with respect to" investment, "regarding"

investment or "concendng" an investment. 
 This approach was adopted in Lithuania's

BITs with Germany, Denmark, France, Finland, Norway and Switzerland. These

formulations are broad enough that they could cover disputes that did not necessarily
arise out of an.alleged violation of the BIT, as loig as the dispute in some way
concerned an investment. Such disputes might include, for example, disputes arising
out of an investment agreement between the investor and the host state. 

A second approach requires that the dispute actually involve the BIT.
The Sweden BIT, for example, applies it- investor-to-state disputes provision to any
dispute concerning the "interpretation or application" of the BIT. The U.K. BIT
applies its provision to disputes concerning the obligations of the host state under the
BIT. This second approach obviously narrows the applicability of the investor-to
state disputes provision. 

The U.S. BITs adopt a third approach. They provide that the
investor-to-state disputes provision applies to a dispute relating to (1)an investment 
agreement between the host state and an investor; (2)an investment authorization 
issued by the host state to the investor; or (3) an alleged breach of any right conferred
by the BIT. The U.S. approach thus explicitly allows the investor to use the
investor-to-state disputes provision to enforce agreements with the host state and not
merely rights conferered by the BIT. At the same time, the U.S. approach does notapply to all disputes concerning an investment and thus provides a narrower scope
to the provision than the first approach. 
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C. Obligation to Attempt an Amicable Resolution 

BITs typically require that the investor and the host state attempt to

resolve the dispute amicably, that is, through negotiations, before invoking
arbitration. Frequently, they require that a certain amount of time after the disputearose must elapse before either party is entitled to submit the dispute to arbitration.
This amount of time is three months in the Denmark, Finland, Norway and UnitedKingdom BITs. It is six months in the BITs with Germany, Sweden, France, Poland,
and Switzerland and in the U.S. BITs. 

D. Form of Arbitration 

Arbitration may be institutional or ad hoc. Institutional arbitration
refers to arbitration involving an established organization which typically maintains
lists of arbitrators, provides rules of procedure and perhaps performs some role inthe arbitration itself, such as assisting in the selection of arbitrators. Examples ofthese institutions are the Permanent Court of Arbitration in The Hague; theInternational Centre for the Settlement of Investment Disputes (ICSID), which isaffiliated with the International Bank for Reconstruction and Development (WorldBank) in Washington; and the Court of Arbitration of the International Chamber ofCommerce in Paris. Ad hoc arbitration refers to an arbitration in which a solearbitrator or an arbitral tribunal is selected without the assistance of an institutionand the parties or the arbitrator(s) adopt rules tailored for the specific arbitration. 

A third form of arbitration has characteristics of both institutional andad hoc arbitration. A few institutions have drafted and adopted a set of arbitrationrules that parties or arbitrators may select for use in an ad hoc arbitration. Theserules prescribe the method for selecting arbitrators, designate an appointing authoritywho is authorized to name an arbitrator in the event that the normal system forchoosing arbitrators fails, and set forth the procedures to be followed during thearLcitration. Examples of such rules include the Arbitration Rules of United NationsCommission on International Trade Law (UNCITRAL), generally known as theUNCITRAL Rules; and the Model Rules proposed by the International Law
Commission. These institutions, however, do not maintain lists of arbitrators, do notassist in selecting arbitrators, and have no involvement of any kind in the arbitrationitself. Arbitration using these rules is ad hoc in the sense that the arbitration occurswithout any institutional support, but is institutional in the sense that an institution
has prepared the rules in advance of the arbitration. 

All of Lithuania's BITs, except those with Switzerland and Germany,provide for arbitration before a tribunal using the UNCITRAL Rules. TheSwitzerland BIT provides for ad hoc arbitration before a tribunal, with the tribunal
authorized to choose its own rules. Because the Switzerland BIT does not specify 
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which rules shall apply, it includes additional language specifying how the arbitral 
tribunal shall be formed. The Germany BIT provides for ad hoc arbitration before a 
tribunal constituted in much the same way as the tribunal prescribed by the state-to
state disputes provison. 

All of Lithuania's BIT authorize, as an alternative, arbitration before 
ICSID, provided that both parties to the BIT have become parties to the Convention 
on the Settlement of Investment Disputes Between States and Nationals of Other 
States, generally known as the ICSID Convention. ICSID has rules providing for 
both arbitration and conciliation. Some BITs specify that either arbitration or 
conciliation may be used and provide that, in the event of a dispute as to which to 
use, the choice shall be made by the investor. Lithuania's BIT with Sweden has such 
language, as do the U.S. BITs. 

The choice of whether to use ICSID arbitration or ad hoc arbitration 
under the UNCrIrRAL Rules generally is made by the party initiating the arbitration. 
Under a number of Lithuania's BITs, only the investor has the right to initiate 
arbitration and thus only the investor may choose which form of arbitration shall be 
used. 

Ever if the BIT does not state that the investor has the sole right to 
chooses the form of arbitration, the investor as a practical matter probably will have 
such a right. The BIT technically is an agreement between two states and thus only 
the states actually are bound by the BIT. Although the BITs contain the states' 
express or implied consent to arbitration, these agreements do not bind the investor 
to arbitration because the investor is not a party to the agreement. Thus, in the 
absence of some further consent by the investor, the host state probably cannot 
initiate arbitration against the investor. For this reason, those BITs that permit the 
host state to intitiate arbirtration sometimes provide that the investor may consent to 
arbirtration, following which either party may initiate the arbitration. Those BITs that 
state simply that either the investor or the host state may submit the dispute to 
arbitration thus may be somewhat misleading in suggesting that the host state has a 
power to arbitrate that, as a practical matter, it does not have. 

Note that, by this same logic, only the investor can decide between 
arbitration or conciliation under ICSID auspices. Until the investor has consented, 
the host state is powerless to initiate either proceeding. As a practical matter, the 
investor can use his consent to cont -. the choice of forum. 

The principal advantage of ad hoc arbitration is the flexibility to 
structure the arbitration in the way preferred by the parties. To gain the full 
advantage of this flexibility, some BITs provide that, in the case of ad hoc arbitration 
under the UNCrrRAL Rules, the parties may modify the rules by agreement. Such a 
clause appears, for example, in Lithuania's BITs with Denmark, Finland, Norway 
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and the United Kingdom. Even in the absence of such language, the parties always
would be free as a matter of international law to conclude an agreement providing
that a particular arbitration would be be governed by a modified version of the 
UNC1TRAL Rules and that agreement almost certainly would be accepted as binding
by the arbitral tribunal. 

Some of Lithuania's BITs authorize additional methods of arbitration.
The Poland BIT authorizes arbitration before the International Chamber of Commerce
(ICC) in Paris and the Stockholm Chamber of Commerce. The U.K. BIT authorizes
arbitration before the ICC and the Additional Facility. The Additional Facility is an 
institution established by ICSID to arbitrate investment disputes that for various 
reasons fall outside the jurisdiction of ICSID. For example, a state and an investor 
may not arbitrate a dispute before ICSID if the state is not a party to the ICSID
Convention, but they may submit the dispute to the Additional Facility. 

Lithuania's BIT with France provides, at article 8(2), that the investor 
may choose conciliation before the dispute is submitted for arbitration. Conciliation,
of course, generally is considered a nonbinding procedure. Presumably, if 
conciliation is unsuccessful, either disputant may then submit the dispute to 
arbitration. 

E.Consent to Arbitration 

The general rule is that an agreement to submit a dispute to arbitration
will be deemed an implied consent to arbitration and an implied waiver of sovereign
immunity with respect to the arbitral tribunal. Some BITs, however, include a clause 
in which the parties explicitly consent to arbitration, simply to remove all doubt. 
Such language appears m Lithuania's BIT with Sweden aid in the U.S. BITs. 

F. Enforcement of the Arbitral Award 

Many BITs include clauses intended to increase the likelihood that an
arbitral award will be enforceable in domestic courts. There are a number of
multilateral treaties that require states to enforce foreign arbitral awards. The most 
important of these treaties are the ICSID Convention and the United Nations 
Convention on the Recognition and Enforcement of Foreign Arbirral Awards, often 
known as the New York Convention. 

Under the ICSID Convention, the parties undertake to enforce in their 
domestic courts awards issued by an ICSID arbitral tribunal. Thus, ICSID awards
will be enforceable in the domestic courts of all states that have adhered to the ICSID 
Convention. The ICSID Convention, however, will not apply to an arbitral award 
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issued by an ad hoc tribunal operating under the UNCITRAL Rules or to an 
arbitration before other institutions, such as the International Chamber of Commerce 
or the Stockholm Chamber of Commerce. 

The New York Convention applies to foreign arbitral awards generally
and thus can be used to enforce arbitral awards for institutions other than ICSID. 
The majority of states, however, will enforce an award under the New York 
Convention only if it was issued in a state that also is a party to that Convention.
Thus, to help ensure the enforceability of awards, some BITs provide that arbitrations 
under the investor-to-state disputes provision shall take place in a state that is a party
to the New York Convention. Such a provison appears in the U.S. BITs, for example.
Some BITs go farther and specify a particular city as the place of arbitration. 

In the absence of a treaty, such as the ICSID Convention or the New 
York Convention, a state is under no obligation to enforce a foreign arbitral award. 
Thus, in theory, an award issued under the investor-to-state disputes provision of a 
BIT might not be enforceable in the courts of either BIT party because neither was a 
party to the ICSID or New York Conventions, although that same award would be 
enforceable in the courts of certain other states. To ensure that an award issued 
under the investor-to-state disputes provision is at least enforceable in the courts of 
the BIT parties, some BITs provide that each party shall enforce the award in its 
territory or that each party shall provide in its territory for the enforcement of the 
award. The Switzerland BIT, for example, provides that each party shall ensure the
recognition and enforcement of awards under the investor-to-state disputes provision.
The U.S. BITs are similar. The Finland BIT with Lithuania includes a variation of this
clause. It provides that awards shall be recognized and enforced in accordance with 
the New York Convention. 

Two other BITs, with Sweden and Poland, provide that each party shall 
execute the award in accordance with its laws. From the investor's perspective, this 
language is not ideal because it seems to suggest that the obligation to enforce is 
subject to local law. That is, if local law does not provide for enforcement of the 
award, then the state will not enforce it. 

G. Choice of Law Clauses 

Some BITs include a choice of law clause, that is, a clause specifying
which law shall be applied in an arbitration under the investor-to-state disputes
provision. Virtually all international arbitral tribunals will enforce such a clause if one 
exists. 

In the absence of a choice of law clause, a tribunal must choose between
national or international law or some combination of the two. International tribunals 
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sometimes have chosen international law and sometimes national law, depending
upon the circumstances. Among the factors that influence the decision are whether
the tribunal believes that international law on the subject exists and whether the
parties have executed an investment agreement or other document that seemed to
contemplate that a particular body of law would be applied. If the tribunal choosesnational law in an investment dispute, it probably will choose the law of the host 
state or perhaps the law of the state in which the tribunal is located. 

Investors virtually always prefer that international law apply both
because international legal standards often are more protective of investment than
national law standards and because national law can be manipulated by the host 
state. The host state often will prefer that its own law apply. 

It is rare to find a BIT that specifies that only national law shall apply.

The more common approaches are to specify that international law applies or that
international and national law shall apply. This last approach leaves to the tribunal
the task of deciding in which circumstances to apply international law and in whichcircumstances to apply national law. From the investor's perspective, such an
approach is little better than no choice of law clause at all. 

Lithuania's BIT with Poland adheres to this last approach. It provides
that the arbitration shall be based on the provisions of the BIT, the national law of the
host state, including its choice of law principles, and the principles of international 
law. 

The U.S. BITs have an implicit choice of law clause. Specifically, theU.S. BITs include a provision in article Hthat investment shall receive treatment in no 
case less than that required by international law. Thus, the U.S. position is that
international law must apply to any arbitration, except where national law is more 
favorable to the investor. 

H. Relevance of Compensation from Investment Insurance 

Foreign investment frequently is insured by the investor's state or some
other entity against certain types of noncommerical risk, such as expropriation, war
loss, or currency exchange controls. Examples of such insurance programs include
the program administered by the United States through the Overseas Private
Investment Corporation (OPIC) and the program administrated by the Multilateral
Insurance Guarantee Agency (MIGA), an affiliate of the World Bank. Where theinvestor receives compensation for losses through one of these insurance programs, a
question may arise concerning whether the host state's liability should be reduced by 
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the amount of the compensation received by the investor. 

Some BITs include clauses that explicitly address this question. In 
general, they provide that the host state shall not assert as a defense or offset to its 
liability the fact that the investor has received compensation under an insurance 
contract. Thus, an investor who has been partially or wholly compensated through 
an insurance program nevertheless may seek full compensation from the host state. 
Such a clause appears in Lithuania's BIT with Switzerland and in the U.S. BTs. 

The rationale for this clause is that the compensation received by the 
investor does not come from the host state, but is taken from a fund composed of 
the premiums paid by all insured investors over a period of years. Developed states 
that seek clauses of this type believe that it would be unfair for the host state to 
escape liability for its wrongful act merely because the investor was prudent and 
purchased insurance. Of course, in many cases, the insurance agency that 
compensated the investor will seek reimbursement from the host state and thus, 
ultimately, the host state may not escape liability even if the investor is barred from 
bringing a claim. 

Many BTs include additional language relating to the rights of the 
insurer to recover compensation from the host state. These are discussed below in 
the section concerning Subrogation. 

I. Authority and Finality of Awards 

Many BITs provide that an arbitral award shall be final and binding. 
Such provisions appear in Lithuania's BTs with Sweden, Denmark, Norway, and 
Switzerland and in the U.S. BITs. The ICSID Convention itself provides that its 
awards are final and binding and thus, at least in the case of ICSID arbitration, this 
provision is unnecessary. 

J. Espousal of Disputes Submitted to Arbitration 

Because many BITs include provisions for both investor-to-state 
arbitration and state-to-state arbitration, some treaties have language providing that a 
dispute submitted to arbitration under the investor-to-state disputes provision may 
not also be submitted to arbitration by the investor's own state under the 
state-to-state disputes provision. Typically, there are one or two exceptions set forth 
in this provision. One exception applies where the tribunal formed under the 
investor-to-state disputes provision does not have jurisdiction. The other applies
where the tribunal formed under the investor-to-state disputes provision renders an 
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award and the host state does not comply with the award. Such provisions appear in
the Lithuania's BIT with Germany and Switzerland and in the U. S. BITs. 

K.Company Nationality under the ICSID Convention 

One provision sometimes found in investor-to-state disputes provisionsis relevant only to ICSID arbitration. The ICSID Convention applies to disputes
between one state and an investor of another state. Where the host state expropriates
a company, the host state may argue that the company no longer is a company or aninvestor of the other state. Accordingly, article 25(2)(b) of the ICSID Convention
provides that two states may agree that, for purposes of ICSID arbitration, a company
shall b, treated as a company of a state if, immediately prior to an expropriation,
nationals or companies of that state owned or controlled it. Some BITs include a
provision containing just such an agreement. A provision pursuant to article 25(2)(b)
of the ICSID Convention appears in Lithuania's BIT with Sweden and in the U.S. 
BITs. 

X. STATE-TO-STATE DISPUTES PROVISION 

BITs virtually always include a provision for the resolution by binding
arbitration of disputes between the two states that are parties to the agreement.
These provisions have become remarkably uniform among BITs drafted by different 
states. 

A.Disputes To Which It Applies 

The state-to-state disputes provisions generally apply to disputes
concerning the interpretation or the application of the BIT. This is the language that 
appears in all of Lithuania's BITs and in the U.S. BITs. 

B.Obligation to Attempt an Amicable Resolution 

The BITs generally begin with a requirement that such disputes, if
possible, shall be settled by negotiation or through diplomatic channels. Frequently,
they require that some period of time must elapse before arbitration may be
commenced, in order to give the parties time to resolve the dispute amicably.
minimum time period is three months in the Denmark BIT, six months in the 

This 
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is that it expedites the appointment process in the event that the first appointments
are completed quickly. 

Not all BITs, however, set separate deadlines for each round ofappointments. Lithuania's BIT with France, for example, sets a deadline of twomonths for the completion of all appointments. The intent obviously is to expeditethe process. The danger is that virtually all of the time will be used on the firstround with the result that the second round is not likely to be completed on time. 

D. Appointing Authority 

Two problems in particular can prevent the formation of a tribunal andthus defeat the arbitration provision. One problem occurs where a party refuses to name an arbitrator. The other problem occurs where the two arbitrators cannot agreeon a third arbitrator (or the third arbitrator does not receive the approval of both
parties, if approval is required.) 

Both problems have the same solution. The standard state-to-statedisputes provison specifies that, in the event that an arbitrator is not selected withinthe time specified, either party may request that a neutral official, known as an
appointing authority, make the appointment. 

BITs most commonly designate the President of the International Courtof Justice to be the appointing authority. If the President is a national of one of theparties or is unable to make the appointment, then the Vice-President may berequested to act as appointing authority. If the Vice-President is a national of one ofthe parties or is unable to make the appointment, then the most senior member of theCourt who is not a national of one of the parties may be requested to make the
appointment. This is the mechanism prescribed in all of Lithuania's BITs except thatwith France. In the France BIT, the appointing authority is the Secretary-General ofthe United Nations. In the U.S. BITs, it is the Secretary-General of ICSID. 

E.Tribunal Procedure 

Most BITs have standard language providing that the tribunal shalldetermine its own procedures, that it shall decide by a majority vote, and that its
decision shall be final and binding. All of these provisions appear in most ofLithuania's BITs. In some cases, the tribunal's power to determine its ownprocedures is expressly made subject to any other agreement by the parties. Even inthe absence of such a clause, however, the parties always would be free to agree onother procedures and the tribunal almost certainly would regard itself as bound bythat agreement. A clause providing that the tribunal may determine its own 
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procedure is not strictly necessary, in any event, because the rule under customary
international law is that international arbitral tribunals have the inherent authority to 
determine their own rules of procedure. 

F. Costs of Arbitration 

The final issue addressed in most state-to-state disputes provisions is the 
payment of costs. It generally is presumed that every party will pay the costs of its 
own representation, although some BITs expressly so state. Such clauses appear in 
Lithuania's BITs with Sweden, Norway, Poland and the United Kingdom. 

The real question is how to allocate the costs of the tribunal itself. 
There are two basic approaches. One approach specifies that the costs of the tribunal 
shall be borne by the parties evenly. This approach appears in Lithuania's BITs with 
France and Finland and in the U.S. BITs. A second approach specifies that each party
shall bear the costs of the arbitrator it appoints, with the remaing costs divided 
evenly. This approach appears in Lithuania's BITs with Germany, Sweden, Poland, 
and the United Kingdom. 

These two approaches seem to reflect two different underlying
conceptions of the role of the party-appointed arbitrator. In theory, the party
appointed arDitrator is neutral and, once the tribunal has been formed, is not 
expected to take instructions from the party that appointed him or to have any
contact with such party concerning the merits of the case other than during tribunal 
proceedings. Some states, however, regard a party-appointed arbitrator as a partisan
who is expected to adopt the position of the party that appointed him. The view that 
each party should bear the costs of the arbitrator it appoints seems, even if 
unconsciously, to reflect this latter view that a party-appointed arbitrator is not 
entirely neutral and maintains some affiliation with the party that appointed him. 
This view also may reflect a desire on the part of some states to control the costs of 
arbitration, linked with the assumption that the expenses of the arbitrator appointed
by that state can be more readily controlled than those of the other party-appointed 
arbitrator. 

Some BITs, after specifying the allocation of costs, provide that the 
tribunal may override this instruction and allocate the costs differently. Although the 
BITs rarely state the grounds on which the tribunal should reallocate the costs, the 
underlying assumption presumably is that a party that has raised frivolous 
arguments or acted in such a way as to hinder, or increase unnecessarily the costs of,
the arbitration should be expected to pay a greater share of the costs. Clauses 
allowing the tribunal to reallocate the costs appear in Lithuania's BITs with Germany,
Sweden, France, Finland, Poland and the United Kingdom and in the U.S. BITs. 
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A BIT may omit any allocation of costs. The Denmark BIT, for example,

states that the tribunal shall determine how the costs are to be shared. The Norway
BIT adopts a hybrid approach, providing that each party shall bear the costs of its own representation and the arbitrator it appointed, with the tribunal deciding how
the remaining costs shall be shared. The Switzerland BIT declines to mention costs at
all, which means in effect that the tribunal shall determine how costs are to be borne. 

XI. CONSULTATIONS 

Many BITs include a provision requiring the parties to consult concerning the
 
treaty upon the proposal of either party. The state-to-state disputes provision, of
 
course, imposes on the parties an obligation to consult with respect to any dispute

before invoking arbitration. Further, as noted above, even in the absence of 
 a
consultations clause, customary international law generally requires that parties
engage in meaningful negotations before proceeding to arbitration. 

Consultations provisions nevertheless are included to emphasize the

importance the parties place on amicably resolving disputes 
 Perhaps more
importantly, such provisions suggest that the parties should consult on matters that 
may not rise to the level of a dispute. For example, the host state may provide theother state with a copy of proposed new regulations affecting investment to
determine whether, in the view of that other state, the regulations would violate thetreaty. Through formal or informal consultations, the parties can prevent disputes
from arising and work cooperatively to ensure that both parties enjoy the full benefit 
of the treaty. 

Consultations provisions appear in Lithuania's BITs with Denmark, France,
Norway, Poland and the United Kingdom and in the U.S. BITs. 

XII. PRESERVATION OF RIGHTS 

BITs generally are intended to establish a minimum standard of treatment to
which covered investment is entitled. The question may arise whether the BIT also
establishes the maximum standard of treatment to which investment is entitled. Thatis, does the BIT override other laws or agreements that provide investment with more 
favorable treatment? 

Nothing in the BIT suggests that it does establish a maximum standard and to so conclude would be contrary to the purpose of these agreements, which is to 
protect and promote foreign investment. Nevertheless, out of an abundance of
caution, some BITs expressly provide that other laws or agreements providing for 
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more favorable treatment shall prevail over the BIT. Obviously, the intent is that 
these other laws or agreements prevail only to the extent that they are more 
favorable. 

The difference among provisions of this type rests on the types of laws or 
agreements that are covered by the provision. There are three types that may be 
covered. These are (1) international law (2) domestic laws, and (3) agreements 
between the host state and the investor. 

Lithuania has concluded BITs with either of two approaches. The Germany,
Sweden, Finland, Poland and United Kingdom BIT provisions apply to domestic and 
international laws that provide more favorable treatment. The France and 
Switzerland BIT provisions apply to agreements between the host state and the
investor that provide more favorable treatment. The U.S. BITs generally apply to all 
three types of laws or agreements, that is, international and domestic law as well as 
agreements between the investor and the host state.. 

XIII. SUBROGATION 

As noted above in the section on investor-to-state disputes provisions, many
states provide insurance to their investors against certain types of losses, such as 
those resulting from expropriation or from currency exchange controls. Many BITs 
include provisions stating that, where the investor's state has paid it compensation for 
a loss under such an insurance program, the host state shall recognize that the 
investor's state has become subrogated to any rights that the investor had against the 
host state arising out of the loss. Such a provision appears in all of the BTs 
concluded by Lithuania thus far. The subrogation provision does not appear in the 
U.S. BTs because the United States obtains such rights through a separate agreement
negotiated by its Overseas Private Investment Corporation (OPIC). 

Some BITs include explicit language stating that the investor's state is not 
entitled to any greater right than the investor had. Such language appears in 
Lithuania's BITs with Germany, Norway, Poland and the United Kingdom. 

Some BITs also provide that any compensation received by the investor's state
in noncovertible currency as a result of this subrogation shall be freely available for 
purposes of meeting expenditures incurred in the host state. Such a provision 
appears in Lithuania's BIT with the United Kingdom. 
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XIV. OTHER PROVISIONS 

A number of other provisions occasionally appear in a BIT. This sectiondiscusses some of these provisions, with particular emphasis on certain provisionsthat originated in the U.S. BITs and that have begun to appear in other BITs,including some of those proposed to Lithuania. Part Two discusses these provisions 
as they appear in the proposed BITs. 

A. Amendment of Treaty 

Some BITs include a provision stating that the treaty may be amendedby agreement of the parties. Such a provision is not strictly necessary because, underthe Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties, a treaty always can be amended byagreement of the parties. Typically, these provisions state that any amendment willenter into force when the parties notify each other that their internal or constitutionalrequirements for approval of international agreements have been satisfied. Provisionsfor amendments appear in Lithuania's BITs with Denmark and Norway. 

B.Performance Requirements 

The U.S. BITs provide that neither party shall impose performancerequirements as a condition of establishing, expanding or maintaining an investment.Examples of performance requirements are local laws that require the purchase ofraw materials locally or the export of the finished product. Host states sometimesimpose such requirements on foreign investment to ensure that the investmentprovides employment locally or serves as a net importer of foreign exchange. 

The U.S. believes that performance requirements are inconsistent withthe theory underlying the BIT that investment decisions should be determined bymarket forces rather than by government regulation. Lithuania has not yet concluded 
a BIT with a prohibition on performance requirements. 

C. Entry and Sojourn 

Under U.S. immigration law, foreign nationals are entitled to a visa toenter the United States for the purpore of engaging in various activities in connectionwith an investment. The immigration law includes one additional condition,however. The foreign national must be a national of a state that has concluded atreaty with the United States authorizing such visas. Because of this requirement,
these visas are known as "treaty investor" visas. 
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U.S. BITs include a provision intended to grant to nationals of the other 

BIT party the benefit of the treaty investor visa law. The provision states that, subject
to the laws relating to the entry and sojourn of aliens, nationals of either party shall 
be permitted to enter and to remain in the territory of the other party for the purpose
of establishing, administering or advising on the operation of an investment to which 
they or their employer have committed a substantial amount of capital or other 
resources. The language of this provision follows the language of the applicable U.S. 
regulations and is not intended to create any new rights under the treaty. For this 
reason, the provision is subject to each party's own laws. The provision does,
however, ensure that nationals of the other party obtain the full benefit of the 
statutory right created by U.S. law. 

Lithuania's BTs with Sweden and Germany have analogous provisions. 

D. Employment 

Some states have laws requiring that foreign investors hire local 
personnel to ensure that they obtain employment and training. U.S. investors, 
however, believe that the security of their investment depends upon a right to 
employ at least certain managerial personnel without regard to nationality.
Accordingly, the U.S. treaty provides that companies that are considered investments 
within the meaning of the treaty shall be permitted to engage top managerial
personnel of their choice, regardless of nationality. 

One point that the U.S. treaty does not make very clear is whether the 
right to hire top managerial personnel includes the right to have such personnel 
admitted into the territory of the host state. The U.S. understanding of this provision
is that it does not override the host state's immigration laws. Thus, the investment 
can hire the top managerial personnel of its choice only if such personnel have been 
granted permission to enter the territory of the host state. 

E.Judicial Access 

The U.S. BTs provide that each party shall provide effective means of 
asserting claims and enforcing rights with respect to investment, investment 
agreements, and investment authorizations. The purpose of this provision is to 
ensure that the local courts of the host state are available to hear claims brought by 
foreign investors. 
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F. Publication of Laws 

The U.S. BITs require each part to make public all laws, regulations,
administrative practices and procedures, and adjudicatory decisions that pertain to or
affect investments. This provision is intended to permit investors to know the legal
requirements imposed by the host state on investment. The term "make public" is
used to convey the idea that such laws must be accessible to the investor. It does not
necessarily require the host state to distribute copies of such laws, as long as the laws 
can be obtained by an interested investor. 

G. General Treaty Exceptions 

The U.S. BITs contain general treaty exceptions that permit the host 
states to engage in certain activities that, without the exception, would violate the
BIT. These activities include measures necessary for the maintenance of public order,
the fulfillment of the host states' obligations with respect to the maintenance or
restoration of international peace or security, or the protection of its own essential 
security interests. 

The second exception, for measures necessary for the fulfillment of
obligations with respect to international peace or security, is intended to apply to a
state's obligations with respect to international peace or security under the United
Nations Charter. With respect to the third exception, the United States has for 
several years taken the position that a state's determination that a measure is necessary to protect its essential security interests is not subject to review. That is, no 
state or tribunal can decide whether a particular measure is or is not necessary toprotect the essential security interests of another state. Under this U.S. interpretation,
as long as a state declares an action to be necessary for its essential security interests,
the action would be consistent with the treaty and not subject to review by any
tribunal. 

This interpretation is subject to the very serious criticism that it may
render the entire treaty illusory. It gives either party the power to exempt its 
conduct from treaty obligations and from arbitral ;'eview merely by declaring the 
conduct to be necessary for its essential security interests. 

The essential security interests exception does not explicitly provide that 
a state shall be the exclusive judge of what measures are necessary to protect its
essential security interests. This is a unilateral interpretation placed on the clause 
by the United States. 

It is unclear whether an arbitral tribunal would accept the U.S.
interpretation. The U.S. attempted to apply a similar interpretation to an analogous 
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clause in its commercial treaty with Nicaragua during the case brought against the 
United States by Nicaragua in 1984 before the International Court of Justice, but the 
Court rejected the U.S. argument. The basis for the Court's decision was that the 
actual language of the treaty did not indicate that each state was the sole judge of 
whether measures were necessary for its essential security interests. Thus, it is 
doubtful that the U.S. interpretation is correct, except in cases where the United 
States and the other party agree on this special interpretation. The U.S. BIT with 
Russia, for example, contains an explicit statement that that the essential security
interests provision is self-judging. 

XV. ENTRY INTO FORCE, DURATION AND TERMINATION 

The final provision of most BITs sets forth provisions concerning its entry into
 
force, the duration of its existence, and its termination.
 

A. Entry Into Force 

The majority of BITs assume that, following signature of the treaty, the 
negotiators must obtain additional approvals under their states' constitutions or 
internal laws before the treaty may enter into force. In most states, the treaty must 
be submitted to a legislative body for approval. Accordingly, a BIT usually provides
that it shall enter into force once each party has notified the other that its internal or 
constitutional requirements have been satisfied. Ifeach party notifies the other on 
different days, then the treaty enters into force on the day of the second notice. 

Four of Lithuania's BITs - those with Sweden, Poland, Switzerland, and 
the United Kingdom - provide for entry into force on the day of such notice. 
Lithuania's other five BITs as well as the U.S. BITs provide that the treaty shall enter 
into force either 30 days or one month after notice of compliance with constitutional 
or internal requirements. 

B.Duration and Termination 

The BITs generally remain in force for a fixed term. Ten years is the 
most common term and is the term that appears in Lithuania's BITs with Germany,
Denmark, Norway, Poland, Switzerland and the United Kingdom. It also is the term 
used in the U.S. BITs. Lithuania's BITs with France and Finland provide for an initial 
term of 15 years, while its BIT with Sweden provides for an initial term of 20 ycars. 

It is virtually always true that the BIT cannot be terminated during this 
initial term. An important way in which a BIT encourages foreign investment is by 
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assuring the investor of a stable legal environment for investment. Thus, a lengthy
initial term in which the treaty is not subject to termination is standard in the BITs. 

The BITs nearly always can be terminated at the end of the fixed termby notice from one party to the other. The notice must be given one year before the
end of the term in all of Lithuania's BITs except those with Norway and Switzerland. 
These require notice six months before the end of the term. 

If the BIT is not terminated at the end of the initial term, it continues inforce for some additional period of time. There are two different approaches to the
continuation of the treaty beyond the initial term. 

Under one approach, the treaty continues in force indefinitely, subject totermination with prior notice. The amount of prior notice generally is the same asthat required to terminate the treaty at the end of the initial term. This approach was
adopted in Lithuania's BITs with Germany, Sweden, Denmark, France, Finland, and
the United Kingdom and in the U.S. BITs. 

Under the other approach, the treaty continues in force for additionalfixed terms. These additional terms usually are of the same duration as the initial 
term. This approach appears in Lithuania's BITs with Norway and Poland. These
additional terms, however, may be of a different duration than the initial term.
Lithuania's BIT with Switzerland, for example, the original term is 10 years, but 

In
the

additional terms are for two years eazh. 

C. Investment Prcection After Termination 

The BITs nearly always provide that, even after they are terminated,
their provisions continue to apply to investment for some additional period.
Obviously, the purpose of this clause is to further ensure legal stability for foreign
investment. An investor who invests at the beginning of the treaty's entry into forcethus is guaranteed protection for the initial term plus the additional period, even if
notice of termination is given at the appropriate interval prior to the end of the initial 
term. 

This additional period is 10 years in Lithuania's BTs with Denmark,
Finland, Norway, Poland, and Switzerland and in the U.S. BITs. The additional
period is for 15 years in Lithuania's BITs with France and the United Kingdom. It is
for 20 years in Lithuania's BITs with Germany and Sweden. Note that this additional
period is usually, but not necessarily, for the same length of time as the initial term.In the Finland BIT, the initial term is 15 years, but the additional period of coverage
is only 10 years, while in the U.K. BIT the initial term is 10 years while the additional 
period of coverage is 15 years. 
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The effect of this additional period of protection, when combined with a 
lengthy initial term, can be significant. Under the Sweden BIT, for example, because 
of a 20 year initial term and an additional period of 20 years, investment in existence 
at the time the treaty entered into force would be protected for 40 years, even 
assuming that one of the parties terminated the treaty at the earliest possible date. 

The additional period of protection virtually always runs from the same 
date - the date on which the treaty termination takes effect - so that the protection
of all investment will end on the same date. Treaties vary, however, with respect to 
tI te date by which investment must be established in order to obtain the benefit of 
th-is additional period. Some treaties apply the additional period to all investment 
made prior to the notice of termination. This is the approach in Lithuania's BITs with 
Denmark, Norway and Switzerland. Other treaties apply the additional period to 
investment made prior to the actual termination of the treaty. This is the approach in 
Lithuania's BITs with Germany, Sweden, France, Finland, Poland and the United 
Kingdom and in the U.S. BITs. The latter approach is better for the investment 
climate because it provides investors a period after notice is given in which to make 
investments that will be protected during the additional period. Under the first 
approach, investors who may have been planning an investment for a lengthy period
but who have not yet made the investment will suddenly discover, upon notice of 
treaty termination, that their investment will be entitled to protection for no longer
than the remaining life of the treaty, generally only six months to a year. 

Some BITs provide that termination of the treaty is without prejudice to 
an investment's protection under customary internationa law. This language appears
in Lithuania's BITs with Finland and the United Kingdom. Such a provision does not 
seem necessary, however, because customary international law always is presumed to 
apply in the absence of a treaty to the contrary. 
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PART TWO 

I. INTRODUCTION 

This part analyzes twelve BITs that have been proposed to Lithuania but not yet

signed. These are the BITs with the Belgo-Luxembourg Union, China, Cyprus, Hungary,

Italy, Korea, Kuwait, Morocco, the Netherlands, Tunisia, Turkey, and Vietnam.
 

The provisions in these proposed agreements are similar to the provisions analyzed in 
Part One. For an explanation of any particular provision or a discussion of Lithuania's past
policy with respect to a provision, reference should be made to Part One. 

This part seeks to identify what is unusual or troublesome in the twelve proposed
BITs. Because each agreement will be negotiated separately, the analysis generally is 
organized by agreement rather than by treaty provision. 

Some of the treaty provisions are relatively standard in all of the proposed BITs and 
are discussed in this introductory section. The remainder of Part Two discusses, with respect 
to each treaty, provisions that tend to vary among the agreements. 

A. Definition of Investment and Returns 

All of the proposed BITs contain a definition of the term "investment." As in 
most of the BITs previously concluded by Lithuania, the proposed BITs define investment as
"every kind of asset" and include an illustrative list which is remarkably similar among the 
various BITs, including those already in force for Lithuania. 

Similarly, several of the proposed BITs include a definition of the term"returns," which varies little among the agreements and closely resembles the defintions in 
Lithuania's existing BITs. In the Cyprus BIT, the term "income" is used rather than "returns." 

B. Investment Promotion 

All of the treaties, except that with Turkey, have an investment promotion
provision. Generally the treaty provides that each party "shall encourage" (or, occasionally."shall promote") investment in its territory by investors of the other party. A few of the
BITs include the additional requirement that the parties "create favorable conditions" for 
investment. 
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C. Establishment of Investment 

Ten of the twelve proposed BITs have provisions on the establishment of 
investment, similar to those that appear in the BITs previously signed by Lithuania. In every 
case, the right of investors of one party to make or acquire investment in the territory of the 
other party is subject to the laws of the host state. The proposed BITs with the Belgo-
Luxembourg Union and Cyprus do not have a provision on establishment of investment. 

D. War and Civil Disturbance 

All of the proposed BITs, except those with the Belgo-Luxembourg Union and 
Cyprus, contain a provision which guarantees to covered investors MFN treatment with 
respect to any compensation for losses owing to war or civil disturbances, such as riots,
insurrections or revolutions. The proposed BITs with Italy. Korea, Kuwait. Morocco, the 
Netherlands, Tunisia, and Turkey also guarantee national treatment with respect to such 
compensation. Even if none of these eight BITs with national treatment ever enters into 
force, however, covered investors will be entitled to national treatment through the MFN 
clause of their BITs because, as discussed in Part One, national treatment has been 
guaranteed to investors under several existing BITs. Note that the Kuwait BIT requires that 
payment- be freely transferable without delay and defines "without delay" to mean the period
normally required for the completion of formalities not to exceed two months. 

Several proposed BITs -- those with Hungary, Italy, Korea. Kuwait, and 
Morocco -- also contain provisions requiring that any such compensation be freely
transferable ("promptly transferable" in the case of Morocco). Again, because several existing
BITs already contain this obligation, investors under other BITs will be entitled to free 
transferability through the MFN clauses of their BITs. 

Three BITs, with Italy, Kuwait and Morocco, are especially significant because 
they contain an absolute obligation to compensate covered investors for war and civil 
disturbance losses. The Italy BIT requires "adequate" compensation, the Kuwait BIT requires
"just and adequate" compensation and the Morocco BIT requires "adequate" compensation or 
restitution for such losses. The term "adequate," of course, is taken from the phrase "prompt,
adequate and effective compensation" and is generally understood to require payment of fair 
market value. 

As explained in Part One, this obligation is important because, in the absence 
of this provision, Lithuania would be 'under no obligation to compensate investors for losses 
due to war or civil disturbance (ur-.!s the losses resulted from a violation of another BIT 
clause, such as the obligation to provide full protection and security to investment.)
Lithuania already has obligated itself to pay adequate compensation or restitution for such 
losses in its BIT with the United Kingdom and thus payment to any U.K. investor would 
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While the U.K. BIT constitutes a precedent, that does not mean that the issueof whether to agree to an absolute obligation to compensation is a closed matter. If ithappened that a war or civil disturbance did not damage any U.K. investment, then Lithuaniawould not need to compensate any U.K. investors and thus it would not need to compensateany other investors under the MFN clause. Concluding more BITs with an absoluteobligation to compensate only increases the probability that an investor covered by such a BITwill incur losses, requring Lithuania either to violate the BIT with that investor's country orcompensate the investor and thus incur the obligation to compensate all other investorsprotected by a BIT with an MFN clause. 

E. State-to-State Disputes 

As discussed in Part One, the state-to-state disputes provisions of Lithuania'sconcluded BITs are very similar and differ in only minor respects, principally on the questionof how the costs of arbitration are to be divided. 

All of the proposed BITs follow the pattern of the BITs previously concluded.With respect to the costs of the arbitral tribunal, all of the proposed BITs, except that withTurkey, provide that each party shall pay the costs of the arbitrator it appoints, while sharingthe remaining costs. The Turkey BIT provides simply that the costs of the tribunal shall be
borne equally by the parties.
 

The principal difference among the clauses involves the amount of time
allowed for the appointment of the arbitrators. 
 The amounts allowed by these proposed BITs,generally two or three months for each round of appointments, are similar to those in theBITs already concluded by Lithuania. The Turkey BIT, like the France BIT, permits onlytwo months for all arbitrators to be appointed. 

The Belgo-Luxembourg BIT is unusual in requiring that the parties, beforesubmitting a dispute to arbitration, submit it to a mixed commission of representatives of the
two parties. 

Four of the BITs contain choice of law provisions. The China BIT specifiesthat the tribunal shall decide in accordance with the provisions of the BIT and the principlesof international law recognized by both parties. The Hungary and Cyprus BITs include achoice of law clause that requires the tribunal to decide on the basis of respect for law,including in particular the BIT, other relevant agreements and univerally acknowledgedprinciples of international law. The Netherlands BIT provides that the tribunal shall decide onthe basis of respect for law or, if the parties agree, ex aequo et bono. 

The proposed Hungary BIT, like the previously concluded France BIT, 
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specifies as the appointing authority the Secretary-General of the United Nations, rather than 
the President of the International Court of Justice. 

The Turkey BIT imposes a three month deadline on the tribunal's selection of 
its rules of procedure. If the deadline is not met, either party may ask the President of the 
International Court of Justice to designate rules of procedure, taking into account generally 
recognized rules of international arbitral procedure. The Turkey BIT also imposes deadlines 
on the conduct of arbitral proceedings and the rendering of an award. The Turkey BIT,
finally, includes an novel provision with an error. Article VIII(8) states that a dispute may 
not be submitted under the state-to -state disputes provision if it previously was submitted to 
another international arbitral tribunal under article X. There is no article X, however. 

F. Subrogation 

All twelve proposed BITs contain a subrogation provision. These provisions 
follow the pattern of those in the BITs already concluded by Lithuania. 

G. Entry Into Force, Duration and Termination 

All twelve proposed BITs contain provisions on the treaties' entry into force, 
duration and termination similar to those in previously concluded BITs. All provide for entry
into force for a fixed term upon notice of completion of internal or constitutional 
requirements. The fixed terms in the proposed BITs, as in the previously concluded BITs, 
range from ten to twenty years, except for the Korea BIT, which provides for an initial term 
of only five years. This initial term seems too short to inspire much investor confidence and 
should be extended to at least ten years. 

All provide for termination at the end of the initial period, on either six months 
or one year's notice -- as in the case of Lithuania's concluded BITs. All also provide for 
automatic renewal at the end of the fixed term, for either an indefinite period or for additional 
fixed terms of ten to twenty years, again following the pattern of the BITs previously 
concluded by Lithuania. The Italy BIT is an exception. In that BIT, the additional fixed term 
is for only five years. 

All of the proposed BITs provide that investment shall be protected for an 
additional period after termination of the treaty. These additional periods. as in Lithuania's 
concluded BITs, range from ten to twenty years. 

1f. BELGO-LUXEMBOURG UNION 
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A. Definition of Investor 

The definition of a Belgo-Luxembourg investor, at article I(I), is similar to the 
definitions that appear in Lithuania's concluded BITs. Investors include persons who are 
citizens under the law of Belgium or Luxembourg and companies that are constituted under 
the laws of Belgium or Luxembourg and that have their principal place of business in 
Belgium or Luxembourg. The term "investor" is not def'ned for Lithuania and thus a
 
definition must be added during negotiations.
 

B. Definition of Territory 

The Belgo-Luxembourg BIT does not define the term "territory." 

C. MFN and National Treatment 

The Belgo-Luxembourg BIT, at article 11, grants investors MFN treatment for 
all questions related to the treatment of investment. Article 3(3) states that the just and 
equitable treatment and the constant protection and security guaranteed by article 3(l) shall 
not be less than MFN treatment. 

The customs union exception, at article 3(4), is confusing. It seems to exempt
privileges extended by virtue of a state's participation in a customs union, free trade area, 
common market, or regional economic organization only from the MFN treatment under 
article 3(4) and not from the more general MFN obligation under article 11. This should be 
revised so that the customs union exception applies to article IIas well as article 3. 

The Belgo-Luxembourg BIT does not have an exception for privileges related 
to taxation. A provision exempting from the MFN obligation privileges extended by virtue of 
an international agreement relating to taxation or domestic legislation relating to taxation 
should be added. 

D. Absolute Standards 

Article 3 guarantees to investment just and equitable treatment and constant 
security and protection. The clause guaranteeing constant security and protection seems 
slightly weaker than in most BITs because it lacks modifiers such as "most" or "full." In any 
event, it is subject to measures taken by a state necessary to maintain the public order. 

Article 3 also prohibits all unjustified or discriminatory measures that interfere 
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with the management, maintenance, operation, use, enjoyment or disposal of investment.
Finally, it provides that the protection provided to investment shall not be less than that 
required by international law. 

Under article 9, existing investments that are subject to an investment 
agreement between the investor and the host state shall be governed by the treaty and by the
investment agreement. The parties also agree to observe investment agreements made in the 
future with investors. 

E. Expropriation 

The Belgo-Luxembourg BIT, at article 4(l), prohibits expropriation of

investment. Article 4(2), however, permits 
an exception where the expropriation is justified
by imperatives of public utility, security or national interest. Such an expropriation must be

in accordance with legal process, nondiscriminatory, 
 not contrary to a specific contractual
 
engagement, and accompanied by adequate and effective compensation. Compensation must
 
be paid in the currency of the investor's state or other convertible currency and must be paid
without delay and be freely transferable. Thus, all elements of prompt, adequate and effective 
compensation are present. The Belgo-Luxembourt BIT also explicitly provides for interest at a normal commercial rate and guarantees MFN treatment with respect to the matters covered 
in the expropriation article. The exchange rate is prescribed in article 6 and discussed below
 
under currency transfers.
 

F. Currency Transfers 

Article 5 provides for free transfer of payments without delay and without
charges other than taxes and the usual costs. It also provides for MFN treatment with respect
to the guarantees contained in the currency transfers article. 

Under article 6, the exchange rate shall be that applicable on the date of
transfer and by virtue of the exchange regulations of the host state in force. This last phrase
leaves unclear whether the host state may adopt a special exchange rate under its regulations 
or whether it must use the generally applicable rate. The Belgo-Luxembourg BIT goes on to
require MFN treatment regarding the exchange rate and to specify that the applicable rates 
shall be just and equitable. 

G. Investor-to-State Disputes Provision 

The investor-to-state disputes provision, at article 10, applies to all disputes
relating to investment. To the extent possible, such differences shall be resolved amicably
between the investor and the host state and, failing that, by conciliation or diplomatic means 
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between the parties to the BIT. 

If the dispute cannot be resolved by these means in six months, it shall be 
submitted to arbitration, to the exclusion of other judicial remedies. The Belgo-Luxembourg
BIT contains the parties' express consent to arbitration. 

The investor shall be permitted to choose among (1) arbitration by an ad hoc 
tribunal under the UNCITRAL Rules; (2) arbitration before ICSID, provided that Belgo-
Luxembourg and Lithuania are parties to the ICSID Convention and, if not, before the 
Additional Facility; (3) arbitration by the Court of Arbitration of the International Chamber of 
Commerce in Paris; or (4) arbitration by the Arbitration Institute of the Stockholm Chamber 
of Commerce. 

Article 10(4) provides that the host state shall not raise as an objection the fact 
that the investor has received compensation under an insurance agreement, a clause that 
appears in Lithuania's BIT with Switzerland. 

The investor-to-state disputes provision, at article 10(5), contains an unhelpful
choice of law clause. It provides that the tribunal shall decide based on the national law of 
the host state, including its conflict of law provisions, the provisions of the BIT, the terms of 
a specific agreement pertaining to the investment, as well as the principles of international 
law. As previously noted, such choice of law clauses do not provide much guidance to the 
tribunal concerning which of these bodies of law to apply in the event of a conflict. 

The arbitral award shall be final and binding. Each party is obligated to 
execute the award in conformity with its national law. From the investor's perspective, this 
latter requirement is weak because it makes the obligation to enforce subject to local law. A 
better formulation would state that each party shall provide for the enforcement of the award 
in its territory. 

H. Preservation of Rights 

Under article 8, the provisions of national law and other international 
agreements shall prevail over the BIT to the extent that they are more favorable. 

I. Applicability to Existing Investment 

The Belgo-Luxembourg BIT, under article 13, applies to existing investment 
made in conformity with the host state's laws and regulations. 
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I.CHINA 

A. Definition of Investor 

The definition of investor, at article 1(2), is not symmetrical. Investors ofChina includes natural persons who are nationals of China under its law. a standarddefinition. Investors of Lithuania are those who are nationals and who undertake to invest inthe PRC. Similarly, Lithuanian economic entities are protected only if they undertake toinvest in the PRC, while Chinese companies are protected regardless of whether theyundertake to invest in Lithuania. Because the treaty as a practical matter is irrelevant to anynational or company of a party that does not undertake to invest in the territory of the otherparty, the asymmetry probably is of no significance. To avoid misinterpretation, however, itprobably would be wise to make the definitions symmetrical. 

There also is an ambiguity in the definition. To be a Chinese investor, a companymust be established in accordance with Chinese law and domiciled in China. To be aLithuanian investor, a company must be established in accordance with Lithuanian law andresident in Lithuania. It is unclear what the terms "domicile" and "residence" mean in thiscontext. It also is unclear what the difference between domicile and residence is for this
 purpose. 
 Perhaps these words refer to the location of the principal place of business. Or,perhaps they refer to a location where the companies have substantial business activities. Thenegotiators should replace these terms, which have no established meaning in internationallaw in this context, with language that states more explicitly what is required by this clause. 

B. Definition of Territory 

The China BIT does not define the word "territory." 

C. MFN and National Treatment 

Article 3(2) of the China BIT guarantees MFN treatment for investment andassociated activities. Unlike the U.S. BIT, which also protects associated activities, the ChinaBIT has no definition of associated actitivies. Because of the importance of the term. it 
should be defined. 

Article 3(3) of the China BIT exempts from both the MFN requirement andthe absolute standards in article 3(1) preferences based on agreements establishing a customsunion, free trade area or economic union. It also exempts preferences based on agreements to 
facilitate frontier trade. 
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That same article also exempts from both the MFN requirement and the

absolute standards in article 3(1) preferential treatment based on agreements related to
avoidance of double taxation. This is a relatively narrow exception. Lithuania may wish to
broaden it to include preferences based on any treaty relating to taxation and any domestic 
laws relating to taxation. 

D. Absolute Standards 

The China BIT provides, at article 3(1), that investment and associated
activities shall be accorded fair and equitable treatment and shall enjoy protection. The term
"protection"is not generally used alone in this context The more common terms are "most
 
constant protection and security" or "full protection and security." Arguably, the China BIT

provision is slightly weaker than the usual provision. In any event, using a phrase not in
 
common usage leaves the meaning of the clause somewhat unclear.
 

As noted above, the China BIT exempts from these obligations preferences

extended under customs union and similar agreements or a double taxatio., agreement.
 

E. Expropriation 

Article 4 of the China BIT requires that expropriations be in the public interest,
in accordance with domestic legal procedures, nondiscriminatory and with "proper"
compensation. Proper compensation is defined to mean the market value of the investmentimmediately before the expropriation took place or became public knowledge, with interest
from the date of expropriation. Compensation must be convertible, freely transferable and
paid without "unreasonable delay." Thus, all of the elements of prompt, adequate and
effective compensation are present, although the use of the term "unreasonable" to define 
delay perhaps weakens the element of promptness slightly. 

F. Currency Transfers 

Under article 5 of the China BIT, the guarantee of free transferability ofinvestments and returns is subject to the host state's laws and regulations. From the investor's
perspective, this is a very weak provision because it means that there is no right of free 
transferability except to the extent permitted by local law. 

Transfers are to be made into a convertible currency at the prevailing exchange
rate as set by the central bank of the host state on the date of transfer. This clause seems to 
suggest that the central bank must apply a rate that it uses for other purposes. 
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G. Investor-to-State Disputes 

The China BIT investor-to-state disputes provision, ar article 8, applies to 
"disputes in connection with an investment." If such a dispute is not settled through
negotiations within six months, the investor has the choice of submitting it to the courts of the 
host state or to ICSID, if both states are parties to the ICSID Convention. If both states are 
not parties to that Convention, then the investor may submit the dispute to an ad hoc tribunal 
constituted in the usual way, with each disputant selecting one arbitrator and the two 
arbitrators selecting the Chairman from a third state that maintains diplomatic relations with 
both China and Lithuania. The Secretary General of ICSID shall serve as appointing 
authority. The provision has the usual clauses authorizing the tribunal to select its own 
procedure, providing that awards are final and binding, and specifying that decisions shall be 
by a majority vote. Each party bears the costs of its representation and of the arbitrator it 
selects, with the remaining costs borne equally unless the tribunal directs otherwise. 

Each party is required to enforce the award of the ad hoc tribunal in 
accordance with its own law. Thus, if a party has no law making arbitral awards enforceable, 
it is under no oglibation to enforce. If Lithuania wants this provision to be stronger, it 
should modify the language to state that each party shall provide for the enforcement of the 
award in its territory. 

The China provision contains a rather unhelpful choice of law clause. It states 
that the decision of the ad hoc tribunal shall be according to host state law including its 
conflict of law rules, the provisions of the BIT, as well as generally recognized international 
legal principles. As discussed in Part One, this leaves unclear how the tribunal is to decide in 
the event of a conflict between the host state's law and international law. 

H. Preservation of Rights 

The China provision, at article 9, states that more favorable treatment under the 
host state's domestic law, shall prevail. The provision applies to investment and associated 
activities. As noted above, the term "associated activities" is not defined. 

I. Applicability to Existing Investment 

Under article 10, the China BIT applies to investment in China made before or 
after the BITs entry into force, as long as the investments were made in conformity with 
China's laws and regulations. It applies to investments made in Lithuania after December 29. 
1990. Investments made prior to that date are covered if they are subsequently ,wgistered. 

J.Other Provisions 
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1. Consultations 

The China BIT, at article 11, requires the parties to hold meetings fromtime to time to review implementation of the agreement, exchange information, resolvedisputes, forward proposals on investment promotion, and study other issues in connectionwith investment. This language differs from most BITs, which call for consultations onlyupon the request of either party. Presumably, China wishes to emphasize the importance ofperiodic consultations by suggesting that they are required. 

2. Entry and Sojourn 

The China BIT, at article 2,requires each party to grant assistance inobtaining visas and work permits in connection with activities associated with investment.This provision apparently does not mean that a party must grant a visa, but only that it willexpedite requests for visas to which investors are entitled under its law. This perhaps should
be clarified in negotiations. 

IV. CYPRUS 

A. Definition of Investor 

The definition of investor, at article 1(3), includes persons who are citizens
under the laws of the respective states and companies established under the laws of each
 
party.
 

A drafting error appears in the definition, however. It states that these entitiesare included in the definition "irrespective of whether their liabilities or their activities aredirected at profit. . . ." The phrase "liabilities ...directed at profit" does not make sense. Abetter formulation would be "irrespective of whether they have limited or unlimited liability or
whether their activities are directed at profit... 

B. Definition of Territory 

The Cyprus BIT does not define the term "territory." 

C. MFN and National Treatment 

The Cyprus BIT wording, at article 3(2), is a little odd. It guarantees toinvestment full security and protection which shall not be less than MFN treatment. In otherwords, MFN treatment is a standard for measuring full security and protection, rather than an 
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independcnt requirement. The difference between this and the usual formulation is probably
only semantic, although the Cyprus language arguably is narrower than where MFN treatment 
is set forth as an independent requirement. 

The Cyprus BIT, at article 3(3), exempts from the MFN obligation special

advantages under a customs union, economic union or similar institution.
 

Article 3(4) of the Cyprus BIT exempts from the MFN obligation taxes, fees,
charges and fiscal deductions and exemptions granted by virtue of a double taxation 
agreement or agreement related to matters of taxation or on the basis of reciprocity. It is
unclear what the reference to agreements based on reciprocity adds to the Cyprus BIT. The 
taxation exception applies to taxes, fees, charges and fiscal deductions and exemptions based 
on an agreement related to matters of taxation. If the agreement on the basis of reciprocity
related to tax matters, it is already covered even without the reference to agreements on the
basis of reciprocity. If it does not relate to taxation, then presumably it will not have any
provisions on taxes, fees, charges or fiscal deductions and thus will not fall within this clause
in any event. Perhaps the reciprocity language is meant to apply to an agreement that deals 
principally with non-tax matters and thus arguably was not an agreement related to matters of 
taxation, although it contains a few tax clauses. This should be clarified in negotations. 

The Cyprus BIT does not exempt from the MFN obligation tax preferences
based on domestic legislation. Lithuania should add such language during negotiations. 

D. Absolute Standards 

The Cyprus BIT, at article 3, guarantees to investment fair and cquitable 
treatment and full security and protection. It prohibits the parties from impairing by
unreasonable or discriminatory measures the operation, management, maintenance, use or 
disposal of investment. 

E. Expropriation 

Article 4 of the Cyprus BIT requires that expropriation be for a public purpose
related to the internal needs of the host state (as in the U.K. BIT), nondiscriminatory, and 
accompanied by prompt, adequate and effective compensation. It goes on to state more 
specifically that compensation must equal the market value of the investment immediately
before the expropriation measure became public knowledge, must be paid without delay
including interest at LIBOR until the date of payment, and must be paid in a convertible 
currency that is freely transferable. The exchange r,-e will be the rate set by the central bank 
of the host state applicable on the date of transier. This seems to imply that tet central bank 
must apply a rate used for other transfers and canmot adopt a special rate for transfers covered 
by this article. This should be clarified during negotiations. 
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The Cyprus BIT also provides for a prompt review of the legality of the
 

expropriation in local courts.
 

F. Currency Transfers 

Article 5 of the Cyprus BIT guarantees that transfers of investment and incomewill be effected without delay in a freely convertible currency at the rate of exchange set bythe central bank of the host state applicable on the date of transfer. As noted above, this 
seems to imply that the central bank must apply a rate used for other transfers. Lithuania 
may wish to clarify this point during negotiations. 

The Cyprus BIT contains a proposed note that would delay implementation ofthe transfers provisions of the BIT pending introduction of a convertible currency in
Lithuania. This apparently is no longer necessary in light of the introduction of the litas. 

G. Investor-to-State Disputes 

The Cyprus BIT investor-to-state disputes provision, at article 9, applies to adispute "in connection with an investment." If the dispute is not settled within six months,
the investor may submit it for arbitration under the auspices of one of three institutions: (1)
the Arbitration Institute of the Chamber of Commerce in Stockholm; (2) the Court of
Arbitration of the International Chamber of Commerce in Paris; or (3) ICSID. 

The Cyprus BIT goes on to state, creating some confusion, that if Cyprus andLithuania are not parties to the above conventions, then the investor may choose arbitration
before a sole arbitrator or an arbitral tribunal established under the UNCITRAL Rules. Theproblem is that only ICSID arbitration involves an international convention. Thus, the
language seems to have no application to the Stockholm Chamber of Commerce of the
International Chamber of Commerce. Arguably, what this clause means is that, if both states are not parties to the ICSID Convention, then the investor may select arbitration in accordance
with the UNCITRAL Rules. In any event, the meaning of the clause should be clarified. 

H. Preservation of Rights 

Article 7 of the Cyprus BIT provides that more favorable treatment under any
host state law or international agreement shall prevail. 

I. Applicability to Existing Investment 

The Cyprus BIT applies to investment made prior to its entry into force. 
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provided that the investment was made in accordance with the host state's laws and 
regulations. The Cyprus BIT further provides that such investment, to be covered, must 
continue to be owned by the interested investors and continue to function as an ongoing 
concern on the date the agreement came into force. This language does not seem to serve any
real purpose. For example, an investor should be able to sell the investment to another 
investor of the same nationality without adversely affecting the treaty protection of the 
investment. Yet, this language would eliminate treaty protection following sale of the 
investment. 

J. Other Provisions 

1. Consultations 

The Cyprus BIT, at article 10, provides that when necessary the parties
shall hold meetings to review implementation of the agreement. They shall be held on the 
proposal of one party at a time and place agreed by the parties. 

2. Entry and Sojourn 

The Cyprus BIT, at article 11, requires each party to permit, in 
accordance with its laws, the entrance of investors and employees involved in activities 
connected with investment. This provision does not require that the investor's entry be 
connected with his own investment. In the end, however, the entire provision is subject to 
the host state's own laws and thus it cannot create any obligation contrary to host state law. 

3. Transport of goods and services 

The Cyprus BIT. at article 11, provides that neither party shall hinder 
the transport agencies of the other party and, in accordance with its laws, when necessary
shall issue permits for transportation of goods and persons in connection with investments. 
The prohibition on hindering the transport agencies of the other party may cause confusion. It 
is unclear, for example, whether this refers to agencies acting in a regulatory or a proprietary
capacity. If the former, then it is difficult to imagine how one state could interfere with the 
other state's internal regulations. If the latter, then there is no apparent reason why
government agencies engaged in transport should be free of hindrance while private
companies are not. This clause should be clarified in negotiations. The remainder of the 
provision is subject to local law in any event. 
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V.HUNGARY 

A. Definition of Investor 

The definition of investor at article 1(2) is a standard one, embracing naturalpersons having nationality under the law of the state and legal persons constituted inaccordance with the law of the state. 

B. Definition of Territory 

The Hungary BIT does not define the term "territory." 

C. MFN and National Treatment 

Article 3(2) of the Hungary BIT is similar to the Cyprus BIT in requring fullsecurity and protection which shall not be less than MFN treatment. Its exceptions forcustoms unions and taxation matters also are similar to those in the Cyprus BIT. Commentsmade above with respect to the Cyprus BIT are equally applicable here. 

D. Absolute Standards 

Article 3 of the Hungary BIT guarantees fair and equitable treatment and fullprotection and security, in no case less than that provided to the most favored nation. It alsoprohibits unreasonable or discriminatory measures that impair the management, operation,maintenance, use or disposal of investment. 

As in the China BIT, these absolute standards of treatment are subject to theexceptions relating to customs unions and taxation matters. 

E. Expropriation 

The Hungary BIT requires that any expropriation be in the public interest,under due process, nondiscriminatory, not contrary to any undertaking, and accompanied byjust compensation, paid and made transferable without delay. Although the language is 
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concise, all of the elements of prompt, adequate and effective compensation are present. The 
term "just compensation" generally is understood to be synonymous with adequate 
compensation. 

F. Currency Transfers 

Article 5 guarantees that payments related to an investment shall be transferred
in a freely convertible currency without undue restriction and delay. It fails to specify the 
exchange rate. 

G. Investor-to-State Disputes 

The Hungary investor-to-state disputes provision, at article 10, appears to
apply only to disputes concerning expropriation. Thus, for example, an investor would have 
no remedy under this clause for the imposition of exchange controls in violation of the 
currency transfers article or for denial of MFN treatment of its investment. An investor
obviously would prefer a provision that applies to all disputes concerning an investment. 

In the event that an expropriation dispute is not settled within six months. the
investor may choose arbitration before the Stockholm Chamber of Commerce, the
International Chamber of Commerce in Paris, or ICSID. ICSID arbitration is available only if 
both Hungary and Lithuania are parties to the ICSID Convention. 

H. Preservation of Rights 

Article 7 of the Hungary BIT provides that more favorable treatment under 
domestic law or international law shall prevail over the terms of the BIT. 

I. Application to Existing Investment 

Under article 2(0), the Hungary BIT applies to investment made in accordance 
with the host state's laws after Janauary 1, 1973. 

J. Other Provisions 
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The Hungary BIT, at article 8. obligates each party to afford sympathetic

consideration and adequate opportunities for consulations requested by the other party on any 
matter affecting the operation of the BIT. 

VI. ITALY 

A. Definition of Investor 

Under article 1, natural persons are investors if they possess the nationality of a 
state under its law. Companies must have their seat in the territory of a party and either be 
recognized by it or be registered in accordance with its laws. The location of the seat is a 
traditional basis for ascribing nationality to a company. The additional requirement of 
recognition or registration could create potential problems. It is unclear what "recognized" 
means. Before concluding this agreement, the parties should make certain that a process of"recognizing" or "registering" companies exists in both states. 

B Definition of Territory 

The definition of territory, at airicle 1(6), is a typical one which includes 
maritime and submarine zones over which the parties exercise sovereign rights or jurisdiction 
under international law. 

C. MFN and National Treatment 

Article 3 of the Italy BIT guarantees both MFN and national treatment to 
"investment and income." It also requires MFN and national treatment for "activities 
connected with the investment" but does not define these activities. Activities connected with 
investments is not unlike the associated activities protected by the U.S. BITs. The term 
should be defined. Paragraph I of the Protocol extends MFN and national treatment to 
certain additional activities. 

The customs union exception in the Italy BIT is quite broad. It covers customs 
unions, economic unions, common markets, and free trade agreements -- all of which 
commonly appear in such exceptions. It goes on to include, however, regional or subregional
agreements (apparently of any character wL tsover) as well as any international multilateral 
economic agreement or agreement to facilitate cross-border trade. 
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The tax exception on the other hand is narrow and applies only to agreements 
to prevent double taxation. Lithuania should broaden this to include other agreements relating 
to taxation as well as domestic legislation relating to taxation. 

D. Absolute Standards 

Article 2(2) of the Italy BIT guarantees just and fair treatment to investment 
and requires the parties to ensure that the management, maintenance, use. enjoyment or 
assignment of investment are not subject to unjustified or discriminatory measures. 

E. Expropriation 

Article 5 of the Italy BIT prohibits expropriation unless it is for a public 
purpose in the national interests of the state, nondiscriminatory, in conformity with statutory 
procedures, and accompanied by "immediate, adequate compensation." Adequate
compensation is defined as just compensation based on the real market value of the 
investment immediately prior to the public announcement of the expropriation. The value is 
to be derived using internationally recognized evaluation standards, a provision not in any
prior Lithuanian BIT. Interest is to be paid at LIBOR from the date of expropriation until the 
date of payment. Compensation is to be paid promptly and authorization for its repatriation 
issued. 

Transfer into a convertible currency at the prevailing exchange rate or, if one 
exists, the official exchange rate is guaranteed by article 8(1). It appears that a word is 
missing from this provision, however, leaving its meaning potentially unclear. 

The Italy BIT has a novel requirement that, if after expropriation the property
has not been used wholly or partially for the purpose for which it was taken, the owner is 
entitled to repurchase the property at the market price. 

F. Currency Transfers 

Article 6 of the Italy BIT guarantees transfer withour further delay in any 
convertible currency of certain listed types of payments. As in some of Lithuania's BITs, the 
list of payments covered by the tranfers article of the Italy BIT appears to be exclusive. 
Investors, or course, would be entitled to the benefit of broader transfers articles in other BITs 
under the MFN clause of the Italy BIT. 

Article 8(l) further explains that transfers shall be effected without undue delay 
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and, at all events, within one month after all fiscal obligations have been met. The phrase
"after all fiscal obligations have been met" is defined to mean that the investor has carried out 
all formal procedures. The term "fiscal obligations" generally refers to the payment of taxes. 
It is not clear in the Italy BIT whether the sentence defining fiscal obligations means to say
that meeting fiscal obligations refers to carrying out formal procedures and not the payment of 
taxes or whether it refers to carrying out formal procedures in addition to the payment of 
taxes. This should be clarified. As noted above, the exchange rate to be used is potentially 
unclear because of omitted words. 

Paragraph 2 of the protocol specifies that transfers shall be made in the 
curTency in which the investment was made or in any other freely convertible currency as 
agreed by the investor and the host state. This language, however, appears to apply only to 
Lithuania. 

G. Investor-to-State Disputes 

The investor-to-state disputes provision, article 9, applies to disputes "on 
investments." If a dispute is not settled within six months, the investor may submit it to the 
courts of the host state, an ad hoc tribunal using the UNCITRAL Rules, or ICSID, if both 
states are parties to the ICSID Convention. 

Paragraph 3 of the protocol contains additional provisions applicable to 
UNCITRAL arbitration. It designates the President of the Arbitration Institute of the 
Stockholm Chamber of Commerce as the appointing authority and requires that the arbitration
take place in Stockholm unless the parties agree otherwise. This is important because, as 
explained in Part One, tribunals scmetimes will look to the law of the arbitration site 
particuiarly on procedural matters and the location of the arbitration affects the award's 
enforceability under the New York Convention. The protocol also contains a choice of law
clause for arbitration under the UNCITRAL Rules. It specifies that the tribunal shall apply
the provisions of the BIT and the principles of international law recognized by the parties.
Thus, the Italy BIT choice of law provision refers exclusively to international law. 

The protocol also provides that the recognition and implementation (presumably
meaning "enforcement") shall be governed by the parties' national legislation in compliance
with the relevant international conventions to which they have adhered. Because it is 
subordinate to local law, this language does not actually require a party to enforce an award,
except to the extent already required by another international agreement. The language is not 
meaningless, however, because a failure to enforce an award in compliance with an 
international agreement would violate the BIT, allowing the investor's state to invoke the 
state-to-state disputes procedure. 

Article 9(3) provides that the parties shall refrain form negotiating through 
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diplomatic channels any matter relating to arbitral or judicial proceedings underway until the
proceeding has been terminated and the host state has failed to comply with the decision. A 
similar provision appears in the Germany and Switzerland BITs. 

H. Preservation of Rights 

Article !2 provides that more favorable treatment under domestic laws,

international law or specific contracts shall prevail.
 

I. Application to Existing Investment 

The Italy BIT does not state whether it applies to existing investment. In the

absence of any language excluding existing investment, the BIT presumably would be applied

to such investment, but this issue should be clarified during negotiations.
 

J. Other Provisions 

1. Consultations 

Under article 14. either party may propose consultations on any matteraffecting the application of the BIT. to be held at a time and place agreed by the parties. 

2. Entry and Sojourn 

Under paragraph 1 of the protocol, each party shall govern, as favorably
as possible according to its laws, problems connected with entry, work and movement in itsterritory by nationals of the other party related to investment. The provision does not make 
clear whether the investment must be investment covered by this treaty or whether the
provision applies to nationals of the other party entering the territory in connection with
investment of nationals of a third state. In any event, the provision is subject to local law. 

3. Diplomatic and Consular Relations 

Article 11 provides that the agreement applies irrespective of whether 
the parties have diplomatic or consular relations. 

4. Amendment 
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Under article 13, the BIT may be amended by agreement of the parties.The amendment will enter into force when the parties notify each ofther that any

constitutional requirements have been fulfilled. 

VII. KOREA 

A. Definition of Investor 

The definition of investor, at article 1(3), is very standard. Persons must benationals under the law of a party, while companies must be constituted in accordance with a 
party's law. 

B. Definition of Territory 

The definition of territory at article 1(4) arguably is slightly more limited than
has become common. Maritime 
areas are limited to those over which the state exercises inaccordance with international law sovereign rights for the purpose of exploration for orexploitation of natural resources. Most definitions include maritime zones over which the

state exercises any sovereign right, not merely that related to natural resources.
 

There are two possible interpretations of this definition. Under oneinterpretation, because the exclusive economic zone (EEZ). which extends 200 miles from the.coast, is an area over which states may exercise sovereign rights to explore and exploit natural 
resources, all investments in the EEZ would be considered investments it, ihe state's territory,
even if those investments are unrelated to natural resources. This would seem to be the more 
likely interpretation. 

A second interpretation might be that only investments in the EEZ related tonatural resources are considered investments in the host state's territory. The effect of thisinterpretation may be to exclude a few offshore investments, if any exist, that are unrelated to
natural resources, such as an artificial island in the EEZ used for radio broadcasting. This
interpretation seems strained and, even if it were adopted, as a practical matter there mightnever be any offshore investment unrelated to natural resources. Further, assuming that such
investment existed, the host state may not want it to be covered. If the broadest possible
definition of territory is desirable, however, then a definition that does not limit sovereign
rights to those involving natural resources would be preferable. 

C. MFN and National Treatment 



Article 3 of the Korea BIT guarantees MFN and national treatment toinvestment and returns. It also grants investors MFN and national treatment with respect to
the management, use, enjoyment and disposal of investments. 

The customs union exception, at article 7(a), is quite broad. It applies tocustoms unions, free trade areas. common external tariff areas, monetary unions, similar
international agreements including organizations for mutual economic assistance or other
 
forms of regional cooperation. 

The tax exception, at article 7(b), is the common provision which exempts
privileges deriving from agreements relating wholly or mainly to taxation or domestic
 
legislation relating wholly or mainly to taxation.
 

D. Absolute Standards 

The Korea BIT guarantees fair and equitable treatment in three differentprovisions. In article 2(2) it guarantees such treatment to investment. In article 3(1) it
guarantees such treatment to investments and returns. 
 Finally, in article 3(2) it guaranteessuch treatment to investors as regards the management. use. enjoyment and disposal ofinvestment. The Korea BIT also obligates the parties to provide investment with full
protection and security at article 2(2). 

E. Expropriation 

Under article 5. expropriation must be for a public purpose. nondiscriminatory.
in accordance with legal procedures and accompanied by compensation. Compensation must
be "effective. adequate and be paid without undue delay." More specifically, it must be the

market value of the investment immediately before the expropriation occurred or became
public knowledge and must be freely transferable. Thus. all of the elements of the prompt,

adequate and effective compensation are present.
 

The Korea BIT provides for prompt review by the host state's judicial
authorities of the expropriation and valuation. 

An additional provision, at article 5(4). states that these requirements withrespect to expropriation apply to assets of a company that is consituted under the host statelaws and in which investors of the other party own shares. Because investment is defined to
include interests in a company, share in a company of the host state owned by nationals orcompanies of the other state would be "investment" and the expropriation of this investmentwould be covered by the expropriation article in any event. Thus, although many BITs have a provision comparable to article 5(4). it is not strictly necessary and generally is included out 
of an abundance of caution. 
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F. Currency Transfers 

The currency transfers article of the Korea BIT, article 6, is not particularlystrong from the investor's perspective. It guarantees unrestricted transfer in a convertiblecurrency of proceeds connected with the investment, but subject to the right of the host stateto exercise equitably and in good faith powers conferred by its laws and consistent with itsobligations as an IMF member. That is, the right of free transferability exists only to the
extent provided for in local law and under the IMF articles of agreement. The only
significance to this provision thus is that a host state's failure to comply with its IMF
obligations would violate the BIT as well as the IMF Agreement and would permit the
investor's state to invoke the state-to-state arbitration provision of the BIT. 

G. Investor-to-State Disputes 

The Korea BIT investor-to-state disputes provision, article 9. applies to "anydispute" apparently without regard to whether it involves investment or the substantiveprovisions of the BIT. This language is perhaps not as broad as it may at first seem because.as discussed below, the Korea BIT provides solely for ICSID arbitration. The ICSIDConvention itself limits the types of disputes that ICSID may arbitrate and thus. as 
a practical
matter, the investor-to-state disputes provision will not be open to any type of dispute.Lithuania nevertheless should consider limiting this provision to apply only to disputes
involving investment or disputes involving the BIT. 

If not settled within six months, disputes may be submitted by either disputantto ICSID. As discussed in Part One, the language permitting the host state to submit thedispute to ICSID may not accomplish its intended effect. Because the investor is not a partyto the BIT, the BIT technically does not bind the investor. Thus, the investor is not legallyobligated to arbitrate a dispute submitted by the host state to ICSID. 

The final clause of the investor-to-state disputes provision is very confusing.After providing that either party may submit the dispute to ICSID, it states that "[u]ntil thatmoment the dispute shall be submitted to conciliation or arbitration procedure to be mutuallyagreed upon on the basis of the [ICSID] Convention." This seems to suggest that, prior toresort to ICSID, the parties should seek some other mutually agreed arbitration or conciliationproceeding somehow patterned after ICSID. Assuming that they accomplish this, therewould seem to be no reason to resort to ICSID. Thus. perhaps this clause is meant to suggestthat ICSID is to be used only in the event that the parties cannot agree on another method ofdispute resolution. The meaning of this clause should be clarifird. 

H. Preservation of Rights 
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The Korea BIT has no provision concerning more favorable treatment provided

by other laws or agreements. 

I. Application to Existing Investment 

The Korea BIT states that it applies to investment made after the treaty's entry

into force. Thus, itdoes not appear to apply to existing investment.
 

J. Other Provisions 

I. Judicial Access 

Under article 9(2). the Korea BIT guarantees MFN and national
 
treatment with respect to legal remedies available to covered invesv'rs in local courts.
 

2. Amendments 

Article 12 of the Korea BIT provides that it may be revised by mutual 
consent, but that any revision or termination shall be effected without prejudice to rights
accorded prior to the effective date. 

VIII. KUWAIT 

A. Definition of Investors 

The definition of investors has the same asymmetry as that in the China BIT. 
Lithuanian individuals are considered investors only if they intend to invest in Kuwait, but no 
similar requirement exists with respect to Chinese individuals. As discussed with respect to 
the China BIT, the asymmetry probably has no practical importance but it could cause 
confusion. 

Note that Kuwaiti investors include entities owned by the government of 
Kuwait. The agreement does not yet specify whether entities owned by the Lithuanian 
government shall be considered Lithuanian companies. Most BITs are silent concerning
whether government owned entities are investors, although their definitions of the term 
"investors" usually are broad enough to support the conclusion that government owned entities 
are included.. 
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B. Definition of Territory 

The definition of territory, at article 1(6), is similar to that in the Korea BIT.
although the Korea BIT expressly includes the territorial sea, which the Kuwait BIT does not 
mention explicitly. 

C. MFN and National Treatment 

Article 3(l) of the Kuwait BIT guarantees MFN treatment to investment and
activity connected with investment. The term "activity" is defined in article 1(7) and includes 
the acquisition of property of all kinds. Article 3(2) of the Kuwait BIT guarantees to 
investors MFN treatment with respect to the management, maintenance, use, enjoyment,

acquisition and disposal of their investment.
 

The customs union exception, at article 4, applies to preferences resulting from 
customs unions, economic unions, organizations for mutual economic assistance, free trade 
areas, common external tariff areas, monetary unions, similar international agreements or other 
forms of regional or sub-regional cooperation arrangements. 

The Kuwait BIT also exempts from MFN and national treatment preferences
resulting for international agreements relating wholly or mainly to taxation or movement of 
capital or any domestic legislation relating wholly or mainly to taxation. The reference to 
agreements relating to the movement of capital does not appear in other Lithuanian BITs. 

D. Absolute Standards 

The Kuwait BIT, at article 2(l), guarantees to investment fair and equitable
treatment, and full protection and security. The protocol adds, at paragraph 1(a), the 
statement that investment made in accordance with the host states laws and regulations shall 
enjoy full protection. The protocol provision is confusing because it seems simply to repeat
what was in the text at article 6(l). The protocol language, however, includes the additional 
proviso that the investment must have been established in accordance with the host state's 
laws and regulations, but no such express condition limits the provision in article 6(l). The 
relationship between these two provisions should be clarified. 

Article 2(2) of the Kuwait BIT prohibits the parties from impairing by arbitrary 
or discriminatory measures the management, maintenance, use or enjoyment of investment or
other activities connected with investment. Because such activity is defined to include 
establishing investment, this provision would seem to prohibit discrimination with respect to 
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the right to establish investment, which would be contradictory to Lithuanian laws prohibiting 
foreign investment in certain sectors of the economy. 

The protocol, at paragraph l(e), excludes from arbitrary or discriminatory 
measures those taken for public security, order, health or morality. It also lists specific 
measures that are to be considered arbitrary or discriminatory. 

Finally, article 12(2) adds the further requirement that each party shall observe 
any obligation it has entered into with regard to investments. 

E. Expropriation 

The Kuwait BIT has very extensive provisions on expropriation. Article 6(2)
prohibits sequestration, confiscation or similar measures unless in accordance with due 
process. This presumably includes all expropriations. 

A separate provision, article 7, requires that expropriations be for a public 
purpose in the national interest, nondiscriminatory, in accordance with domestic laws, not 
contrary to any undertaking given to the investor, and accompanied by prompt, adequate and 
just compensation. Paragraph 2 of the protocol contains a list of measures that shall be 
considered to constitute an expropriation. 

The Kuwait BIT specifies that compensation shall be the fair market value of 
the investment at. or immediately prior to, the date the expropriation became known. Fair 
market value shall be determined in accordance with recognized principles of valuation, a 
requirement that also appears in the Italy BIT. The Kuwait BIT goes on to list various factors 
that shall be taken into account in determining the value of the investment when market value 
cannot be readily ascertained using recognized principles. 

The Kuwait BIT departs from the norm in specifying that inte st ." be paid
beginning two months from the date of expropriation, the assumption being tOat interest is due 
only in the event of a delay and payment in less than two months does not constitute a delay.
Indeed, paragraph 3(a) of the protocol explicitly provides that the requirement imposed by the 
phrase "without delay" is fulfilled if transfer is made within such period as is normallly
required for the completion of formalities, not to exceed two months. Interest is to be paid at 
the "LIBOR rate normal commercial rate," which appears to be an error. It should specify
either LIBOR or a normal commercial rate. 

Compensation is to be paid promptly in a freely convertible currency and 
allowed to be freely transferable without delay. Thus. all elements of prompt, adequate and 
effective compensation are present. 

The Kuwait BIT has a provision at article 7(l)(c), similar to that in the Korea 
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BIT, which states that an expropriation of a company established under the laws of the host 
state but in which investors of the other state own shares or interests must be accompanied by
compensation in accordance with this article. As noted with respect to the Korea BIT, this 
provision probably is unnecessary, although it appears in many BITs.. 

Finally, the Kuwait BIT, at article 7(3). guarantees to investors MFN treatment
 
with respect to the matters covered in the expropriation article.
 

F. Currency Transfers 

Article 8 guarantees transfer without delay in any freely convertible currency of 
certain enumerated transfers. Thus, die list of transfers is exclusive rather than merely 
illustrative. The transfers article contains a specific requirement of MFN treatment with 
respect to transfers, in addition to the general MFN treatment obligation of this BIT. The rate 
of exchange shall be the official rate of exchange on the date of transer unless otherwise 
agreed by the investor. 

Paragraph 3(a) of the protocol defines the phrase "without delay" to mean such 
period as is normally required for completion of formalities, not to exceed two months. 

Paragraph 4 of the protocol requires the host state to maintain sufficient foreign 
exchange for certain listed transfers, such as tranfers of liquidation proceeds or expropriation 
compensation. The list in many respects is similar to that in article 8, but they are not 
identical. This approach illustrates one of the undesirable features of the Kuwait BIT. 
Specifically, the Kuwait BIT has an extensive protocol that frequently deals with matters 
covered in the principal text. As a general matter, it is preferable not to treat the same 
matters extensively in two different portions of the treaty because of the potential for 
confusion. 

G. Investor-to-State Disputes Provision 

The Kuwait BIT investor-to-state disputes provision, at article 10, appears
initially to apply to all disputes concerning investments and, indeed, does state that all such 
disputes shall be settled amicably. The remainder of the provision, however, applies more 
narrowly. Specifically, the only disputes which are subject to binding arbitration under this 
provision are those involving expropriation or losses attributable to war or civil disturbance. 
Arguably, disputes involving currency transfers also are subject to binding arbitration. but the 
language is unclear on this issue. 

Investment disputes not involving expropriation or losses caused by war or civil 
disturbance are to be submitted to previously-agreed disputes procedures. This clause adds 
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only limited protection, however. If such disputes procedures already have been agreed upon,
then the obligation to use them exists apart from the BIT. If dispute settlement procedures
have not been agreed upon, then, except in the case of expropriation or losses attributable to 
war or civil disturbance, the BIT provides the investor with no remedy. The clause does have 
one consequence. If the host state refused to adhere to previously-agreed procedures, that
refusal would violate the BIT, permitting the investor's own state to seek a remedy against the 
host state under the state-to-state disputes provision. 

The Kuwait BIT specifies that, if Kuwait and Lithuania are parties to the ICSID
 
Convention, then the dispute shall be submitted to ICSID. 
 If they are not parties, then it shall 
be submitted to an ad hoc tribunal. 

The Kuwait BIT has detailed language concerning the functioning of the ad hoc
 
tribunal. Among the provisions applicable to ad hoc arbitration, but not arbitration before
 
ICSID, are the following:
 

-- The selection of arbitrators is to be carried out in the usual manner, with

the Chairman of the Arbitration Institute of the Stockholm Chamber of Commerce as 
the 
appointing authority. 

-- The tribunal is to sit in Sweden. This is of some significance for reasons 
discussed in connection with the Italy BIT. 

-- The Kuwait BIT has typical language specifying that the tribunal shall decide
by majority vote and its award shall be final and binding. It also contains language stating
that the award shall be enforced by both parties to the dispute. This is confusing, inasmuch 
as it is unclear how the investor can enforce the award. Perhaps this language means that 
both parties shall comply with the award or that the state that is a party to the dispute shall 
ensure the enforceability of the award in its territory. The language simply is unclear. 

-- The tribunal is to decide based on the domestic laws, including the choice of 
law principles, of the host state as well as the provisions of the BIT and the principles of 
international law generally recognized. As noted in connection with the China BIT, this type
of clause leaves unclear which body of law will be applied in the event that national and 
international law conflict. 

-- The Kuwait BIT does not specify the procedural rules to be followed by the 
ad hoc tribunal. Under customary international law. however. arbitral tribunals have inherent 
authority to adopt rules of procedure. 

The Kuwait BIT has a novel provision stating that "in any proceeding" concerning an 
investment dispute, Kuwait and Lithuania waive their right of sovereign immunity. The 
language of this clause is sufficiently broad that it would appear to waive Lithuania's 
sovereign immunity with respect to litigation before any court anywhere in the world, as long 
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as the dispute concerned investment. No BIT signed by Lithuania thus far has contained such 
a broad waiver. Indeed, most BITs contain no express waiver of sovereign immunity,
although an agreement to arbitrate generally is regarded as an implied waiver of sovereign
immunity with respect to the arbitral proceeding. Lithuania should consider carefully whether 
it wishes to give a waiver as broad as this one. 

In this connection, note that a sovereign generally is immune to a court's jurisdiction,

and its property is immune to seizure in execution of a judgment. The waiver in the Kuwait
 
BIT may be construed only as a waiver of immunity to jurisdiction. Even with the waiver.
 
Lithuania's property 
 may still be immune to seizure because there is no express waiver of
 
that immunity. in many states, of course, even 
without a waiver certain types of property will 
be considered not to have immunity from seizure in satisfaction of a judgment. 

Article 10(5) of the Kuwait BIT provides, as does the Switzerland BIT with Lithuania
 
and the U.S. BITs, that an investor's receipt of an indemnity shall not constitute a defense to
 
the host state's responsibility. It goes on to state, however, that the investor shall not be

entitled to compensation for more than the value of affected assets 
"taking into account all
 
sources of compensation within the territory" of the host state.
 

Such a clause can have either of two purposes. One purpose is to ensure that the 
investor does not obtain a double recovery, one from an insurer and one from the host state. 
The Kuwait BIT seems not to be concerned about that problem. because the statement that 
indemnity from a third party shall not constitute a defense seems to contemplate that a double 
recovery could occur. If this is the intent of the clause, the language quoted above should be 
replaced with language stating: "provided that the investor shall not be entitled to 
compensation for more than the value of affected assets, taking into account all sou.. -s 
whatsoever." 

The second purpose is narrower -- it is to prevent a double recovery from sources 
within the host state without limiting recovery from sources outside the host state. Thus, if 
the investor has insurance from a company within the territory of the host state, any recovery
from that company would reduce the responsibility of the host state government. Because the 
Kuwait provision explicitly states that the limit on compensation is calculated taking into 
account all sources within the territory of the host state, it would appear that the Kuwait 
provision is intended to accomplish this second purpose -- to permit only a single recovery
from sources within the territory of the host state, while not limiting recovery from 
extraterritorial sources. This is not entirely clear, however. If such is the purpose, the quoted
language might better read "provided that the investor shall not be entitled to compensation,
from sources within the territory of the state liable for compensation, for more than the value 
of the affected assets." As it is currently worded, the clause is ambiguous. Lithuania should 
clarify the intent and then adopt one of the suggested formulations to eliminate the ambiguity. 

Finally, the Kuwait BIT contains language, at article 10(6), prohibiting the investor's 
state from taking to arbitration under the state-to-state disputes provision a dispute already 
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submitted to arbitration by the investor, unless the proceedings have terminated and the host 
state has failed to abide by the award. A similar provision appears in Switzerland's BIT with 
Lithuania and in the U.S. BITs. 

H. Preservation of Rights 

Article 12(1) of the Kuwait BIT provides that more favorable treatment under
 
domestic law or international agreements shall prevail over the BIT.
 

I. Application to Existing Investment 

The Kuwait BIT language at article 13(2) is garbled and impossible to
 
understand.
 

J. Other Provisions 

1. Relationship Between Investment and Investors 

The Kuwait BIT, like the U.S. BITs, provides at article 1(1) that
investment in the territory of one party is that owned or controlled directly or indirectly by an
investor of the other party. Further, article 1(4) states that "own or control" means ownership
 
or control exercised through subsidiaries or affiliates wherever located.
 

2. Right of Establishment 

Article 2(0) of the Kuwait BIT seems to create an absolute right to
establish investment. It provides that either party "shall, in applying its laws, regulations.
administrative practices and procedures. permit... investment to be established and acquired
in its territory. In other words, each party must apply its laws so as to guarantee the right to 
establish investment apparently without exception. Lithuania has not granted to any country
an absolute right of establishment. This goes beyond even the U.S. BIT, which provides for
national treatment with respect to the right of establishment subject to the annex. Given its
laws regarding foreign investment, Lithuania should not agree to this provision. 

Another provision in the Kuwait BIT related to the establishment of 
investment appears at article 2(7). It requires the parties to facilitate the formation of 
appropriate joint legal entites between investors of the parties to establish investment in 
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accordance with the laws and regulations of the host state. 

3. Consultations 

Under article 2(6), the parties shall arrange periodic consultations 
regarding investment opportunities in their respective territories to determine where 
investments from the other party may be most beneficial. 

4. Entry and Sojourn 

Under article 2(8) of the Kuwait BIT, each party shall made avallable 
all necessary facilities including the issuance of visas to top managerial personnel and 
technical personnel. This obligation, however, is subject to the host state's laws and 
regulations. 

Under paragraph 1(c) of the Protocol, each party shall give sympathetic 
consideration to applications for entry or sojourn as temporary resilents in connection with 
investments. This provision, however, is subject to local law. 

5. Employment 

Under article 2(8). investors are permitted to engage the top managerial 
and technical personnel of their choice, regardless of nationality, but only to the extent 
permitted by the laws of the host state. This provision is modelled after a provison in the 
U.S. BIT, although the U.S. provision is subject only to immigration laws, not all local laws. 
Because the Kuwait provision is subject to all local laws, it adds very little to the treaty. 

6. Performance Requirements 

The Kuwait BIT, at article 2(9), provides that investment, once 
established, shall not be subject to performance requirements which hinder their expansion or 
maintenance. U.S. BITs also have a prohibition on performance requirements. In the U.S. 
treaties, however, the prohibition on performance requirements precludes their use as a 
condition of establishment or maintenance of an investment. In the Kuwait BIT, the 
prohibition applies only after the investment is established. Arguably the provision of the 
Kuwait BIT granting investors an absolute right to establish investment would preclude 
performance requirements as a condition of estab:ishmenL To date, Lithuania has not 
concluded an agreement with a performance requitment prohibition. 

7. Competitive Equality 
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Under article 2( 1). the Kuwait BIT states that each party should 

maintain conditions of competitive equality when an investment owned or controlled by itself 
or its agencies or instrumentalities is in competition in its territory with privately owned 
investment by investors by the other party. In effect, this provision calls upon the host state 
not to discriminate in favor of state-owned enterprises when they are in competition with 
privately owned covered investment. Note that the Kuwait provision says competitive 
equality "should" be maintained and avoids the mandatory "shall." The Kuwait BIT provision 
is closely patterned after a similar provision in the U.S. BITs, although the U.S. provision is 
mandatory. To date, Lithuania has not concluded an agreement with a competitive equality 
provision. 

8. Judicial Access 

The Kuwait BIT, at article 2(10), requires each party to provide 
effective means of asserting claims and enforcing rights with respect to investment 
agreements, investment authorizations, and properties. Each party also shall grant to investors 
the right of access to its courts and all other bodies exercising adjudicatory authority. Finally, 
investors shall have the right to employ persons of their choice, who are qualified under 
applicable laws and regulations. for purpose of asserting claims and enforcing rights with 
respect to investment. That is,investors may employ persons such as attorneys and 
accountants to assist in litigation, provided that such persons are qualified under local law to 
perform the service to be rendered. 

This provision is modelled after language that is standard in U.S. BITs. 
The more recent U.S. BITs. however, no longer continue to refer to the employment of 
persons to assist with claims. To date. Lithuania has not concluded a BIT with this provision. 

9. Diplomatic and Consular Relations 

Article 13(l) provides that the BIT shall apply irrespective of the 
existence of diplomatic and consular relations. Article 14(l) is identical. Obviously, there is 
no need to include the same provision twice. 

10. Transportation 

Under paragraph l(d) of the protocol, neither party shall hinder or 
forbid transportation of goods or passengers related to an investment. It is unclear whether 
this provision is subject to the host state's customs and immigration laws. This should be 
clarified. Presumably. Lithuania does not mean to waive its customs and immigration 
regulations. 
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IX.MOROCCO 

A. Definition of Investor 

The definition of investor, at article l(c), is standard in substance. Individuals 
must be nationals under the law of their states. A Lithuanian company is one constituted 
under Lithuanian law, while a Moroccan company is one "deriving its status" from Moroccan
law. The quoted phrase perhaps should be clarified, although it presumably means much the 
same thing as "constituted under." 

B. Definition of Territory 

The definition of territory at article I(d) is more limited than in some BITs. Itincludes martimes areas over which a state under its law may exercise rights with regard to 
the seabed and subsoil. As explained with respect to the Korea BIT, a reference to any
sovereign rights or jurisdiction would be clearer and perhaps technically broader, although,
like the Korea BIT definition, this definition is likely to be interpreted to include the entire 
EEZ and thus is probably sufficient. 

The definition also includes areas to which the treaty is extended under article 
12. This is language that appears in the U.K. BITs because the United Kingdom reserves the 
prerogative to decide later whether to apply the treaty to some of its overseas possessions,
such as the Isle of Man. The draft given by Morocco to Lithuania obviously is based on the
U.K. BIT. This language does not apply to Lithuania's situation and should be deleted. 

C. MFN and National Treatment 

Article 3 of the Morocco BIT guarantees MFN and national treatment to
investment and returns. Investors also are guaranteed MFN and national treatment with 
respect to the management, maintenance, use, enjoyment or .isposal of investment. At
article 4, the treaty contains an exception to these requirements for government aid reserved 
for the state's own nationals in the context of national development programs and activities. 

The customs union exception, at article 4, applies to preferences for customs 
unions or similar international agreements. Because the word "similar" is vague. Lithuania 
may wish to include explicitly any specific types of agreements to which it might adhere. 
such as an agreement for a free trade area oi an agreement establishing an arrangement that 
includes a customs union or free trade area. 

The taxation exception, at article 4. is the standard exception that applies to 
preferences by virtue of international agreements relating wholly or mainly to taxation or 
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domestic legislation reladng wholly or mainly to taxation. 

D. Absolute Standards 

The Morocco BIT is comprehensive and straightforward. Article 2(2) requires
each party to provide investment with fair and equitable treatment and full protection and 
security and to observe any obligation with regard to investment. It prohibits impairment by
arbitrary or discriminatory measures of the management, maintenance, use, enjoyment. or 
disposal of investment. 

E. Expropriation 

Under article 6(l) of the Morocco BIT, expropriations must be for a public
 
purpose, nondiscriminatory and accompanied by "fair and equitable compensation." 
 Initially,
it might appear that fair and equitable meant something less than market value. The Morocco 
BIT, however, goes on to state that compensation shall represent the real value of the
investment immediately before measures were taken or became public. The only relevance of 
public knowledge of a planned expropriation is that such knowledge affects the market value 
of an investment. Public knowledge has no impact on nonmarket value measures, such as 
book value or tie replacement cost of the tangible assets. Thus, the Morocco BIT appears
implicitly to accept market value, even if not explicitly. 

The Morocco BIT also specifies that compensation shall be effectively

realizable, transferable and paid promptly 
 -- within three months, at the latest. Thus, all 
elements of the prompt, adequate and effective compensation requirement are at least 
implicitly present. 

The Morocco BIT, at article 6(l), grants investors the right to prompt review 
of the expropriation and of any compensation by local courts. 

Under article 6(2), the expropriation of shares owned by investors of the other 
state in a company of the host state is governed by article 6(2). This provision is similar to 
language in the Korea and Kuwait BITs which, as noted above, is not strictly necessary. 

F. Currency Transfers 

Article 7 guarantees transfers of investments and returns promptly in a 
convertible currency at the rate of exchange applicable on the date of transfer pursuant to
exchange regulations in force. This seems to imply that the rate must be that generally used 
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for other transfers and that the host state cannot adopt requlations creating a special rate for 
covered transfers. This perhaps should be clarified in negotations. 

The Morocco BIT contains an escape clause that appears in some U.S. BITs,
but that has not yet appeared in any of Lithuania's BITs. It provides that in exceptional
financial or economic circumstances, including exceptional balance of payment difficulties, the 
host state may for a limited period exercise equitably and in good faith powers conferred by
its laws. That is, the host state may delay transfers. Two conditions limit this escape clause. 
First, it does not apply to sale or liquidation proceeds. Second, in any event the host state 
must allow transfer of 20% of the requested amount each year. It appears that these are two 
separate limitations, although their inclusion in the same sentence is confusing. 

G. Investor-to-State Disputes 

The investor-to-state disputes provision, at article 10, applies to any dispute
concerning investment. Once the investor consents to arbitration, either party may submit the 
dispute to ICSID for arbitration or conciliation. If the parties cannot agree on whether to 
pursue arbitration or conciliation, the investor shall decide. 

The Morocco BIT has three other clauses that appear in some of Lithuania's 
BITs and that were discussed in Part One. The first is a clause on company nationality under 
article 25(2)(b) of the ICSID Convention. The second provides that the receipt of an 
indemnity from a third party shall not constitute a defense to the host state's responsibility.
The third precludes the investor's state from submitting to arbitration a dispute previously
submitted by the investor to ICSID unless there has been an award and the host state failed to 
comply. This last provision is not strictly necessary since the same prohibition is contained in 
the ICSID Convention. 

H. Preservation of Rights 

Article 2(3) of the Morocco BIT provides that more favorable treatment under 
a "particular undertaking" shall prevail. It is not entirely clearly whether this includes treaties 
as well as agreements between the investor and the host state. This should be clarified. 

I. Application to Existing Investment 

Under article 13, the Morocco BIT applies to investment made in accordance 
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with the host state's laws before the treaty enters into force, with one exception. The article 
on free transfers applies to previously existing investment only insofar as the investment was 
made in a convertible currency. The Morocco BIT further states that investments not made in 
a convertible currency "shall benefit from the provisions of the exchange regulations related to 
investment." This last provision is very unclear. Presumably, the term "exchange 
regulations" refers to the host state's law on currency exchange. If so. then all this provision 
really says is that investments not made in a convertible currency may be transferred subject 
to the host state's laws and regulations. This should be clarified. 

3. Other Provisions 

The Morocco BIT provides, at article 8, that each party may continue to grant 
guarantees of foreign investment against such risks as it thinks fit. This would seem obvious. 
It is not clear what concern prompts Morocco to insert this provision or why the provision is 
necessary.
 

X. NETHERLANDS 

A. Definition of Investors 

The definition of Lithuanian investors, at article l(b). is unusual. It includes 
natural persons having Lithuanian citizenship under its laws and "personal entities acting as 
natural persons." This last phrase does not appear in any other Lithuanian treaty aid is not 
entirely clear in its meaning. Perhaps it is a reference to sole proprietorships, that is, 
businesses owned by a single individual and not possessing separate legal personality. Sole 
proprietorships normally would be treated as nationals under these treaties because they do 
not have legal existence separate from their owners. If this is not a reference to sole 
proprietorships, then it is not at all clear what the phrase does include. The phrase probably 
should be made clearer. Further, if this phrase refers to a category of Lithuanian entities not 
otherwise protected by the BIT, then perhaps the definition in other BITs should be changed 
to include this group as well. More likely, it refers to entities that would be protected even if 
the phrase were deleted. 

The nationality of entities is based on the place of incorporation or the 
nationality of those who own or control the investment. 

B. Definition of Territory 

This definition, at article 1(c), is a relatively standard broad definition, 
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including all maritime areas over which the state exercises sovereign rights or jurisdiction. 

Article 14(1) states that, for the Netherlands, the treaty also applies to theNetherlands Antilles and Aruba, unless the notice in article 14(l) is given. This obviously is 
an error. Perhaps the treaty is supposed to refer at this point to article 15(4). 

C. MFN and National Treatment 

Like the Cyprus and Hungary BITs, the Netherlands BIT, at article 3(2),provides for full physical security and protection which in no case shall be less than MFN or
national treatment. It is perhaps narrower than those agreements because the word security is 
qualified by the word "physical." 

The customs union exception. at article 3(3), applies to customs unions.

economic unions, monetary unions, or "similar" institutions.
 

The Netherlands BIT is unique in that it specifically provides, at article 4, thatinvestment shall receive MFN and national treatment regarding taxation, except for special
advantages under agreements for double taxation or on the basis of reciprocity with a third 
state. Lithuania should amend this language to include all agreements relating wholly or
mainly to taxation and domestic legislation relating wholly or mainly to taxation. 

D. Absolute Standards 

Article 3 of the Netherlands BIT guarantees to investment fair and equitable
treatment and full physical security and protection. in no case less than MFN or national 
treatment. As discussed above, the qualifier "physical" is unusual but not unique in BIT
practice. Its presence may narrow the protection to some extent. The Netherlands BIT also
requires each party to obsere any obligation it may have entered into with regard to 
investment and prohibits the parties from impairing by unreasonable or discriminatory 
measures the management, maintenance, operation. use, enjoyment or disposal of investment. 

E. Expropriation 

The Netherlands BIT, at article 6, requires that expropriation be in the public
interest and, under due process. It also appears to prohibit expropriations which are 
discriminatory or contrary to any undertaking given by the host state, but the language is 
garbled and needs to be corrected during negotiations. 

The Netherlands BIT requires just compensation, which represents the "genuine
value" of the investment. Interest is to be paid at a normal commercial rate. Compensation 
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shall be paid and made transferable without undue delay in the currency of the investor or any
freely convertible currency accepted by the investor. Thus, all of the requirements of the 
prompt, adequate and effective standard are present. 

F. Currency Transfers 

Article 5 gurantees that payments related to an investment may be transferred 
in a freely convertible currency without undue restriction or delay. This provision fails to 
specify the exchange rate. 

G. Investor-to-State Disputes 

The Netherlands investor-to-state disputes provision applies to disputes
concerning an investment. If such a dispute is not settled within three months, the investor 
may submit it to ICSID arbitration, provided that both Lithuania and the Netherlands are 
parties to the ICSID Convention. If they are not, then the investor may invoke arbitration 
before the ICSID Additional Facility or under the UNCITRAL Rules. 

The Netherlands BIT contains an express consent to arbitration under the 
investor-to-state disputes provision, a consent that is often implied in other BITs. It contains 
a clause on company nationality under article 25(2)(b) of the ICSID Convention. discussed in 
Part One, and standard language stating that any award shall be final and binding. 

It also contains language stating that the award shall be enforced in accordance 
with domestic law. This seems to require enforcement only if there is domestic law making 
the award enforceable. A stronger provision from the investor's perspective would state that 
each party shall provide for the enforcement of the award in its territory. 

H. Preservation of Rights 

Article 3(5) of the Netherlands BIT provides that more favorable treatment 
under domestic law or international legal obligations shall prevail. 

I. Application to Existing Investment 

Under article 10. the Netherlands BIT applies to investments made after 
December 29. 1990. Investments made before that date are covered if subsequently 
reregistered. 
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J. Other Provisions 

I. Consultations 

The Netherlands BIT provides, at article 11. that either party maypropose consultations concerning the interpretation or application of the treaty and that the
other party shall afford sympathetic consideration to such a request. Because of a
typographical error. the word "consideration" was omitted and should be inserted durilng

negotiations.
 

2. Amendments 

Article 12 provides that the BIT may be amended by written consent.The amendment shall become effective when the parties have notified each other that
constitutional requirements have been complied with.
 

XI. TUNISIA 

A.Definition of Investor 

The definition of investor under article I(2)-(4) is a standard one. It uses placeof incorporation to ascribe nationality to companies, although the 'wording is not symmetricalwith respect to the two parties. Note also that the proposed treaty refers to Indonesia rather
 
than Lithuania.
 

B. Definition of Territory 

The definition of territory at article 1(6) applies only to Tunisia. It explicitlymentions the continental shelf, which some treaties do not. It also includes the "adjacentseas" over which Tunisia has sovereignty. sovereight rights or other rights in accordance withinternational law," which makes this one of the broadest of all territorial definitions. Again.the treaty refers to Indonesia rather than Lithuania. 

C. MFN and National Treatment 
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The Tunisia BIT has no provisions guaranteeing MFN or national treatment to 

investment or investors. 

D. Absolute Standards 

Article II of the Tunisia BIT guarantees to investment fair and equitable

treatment and "adequate" protection and security. The use of the term "adequate" rather than
 
"full" or "most constant" seems to weaken the clause somewhat.
 

E. Expropriation 

Under article V of the Tunisia BIT, expropriation must be for a public purpose

related to the internal needs of the state and must be accompanied by full, prompt and
 
effective compensation. Full compensation shall amount to the "effective value" of the

investment prior to the moment in which the decision to expropriate is announced or made 
public. As in the case of the Morocco BIT. the use of a date prior to public announcement 
of the expropriation seems implicitly to acknowledge that compensation shall be based on
market value. Compensation is to be paid without delay and be effectively realizable and 
frtoiy transferable. All elements of the prompt, adequate and effective standard thus ao at 
least implicitly present. 

The Tunisia BIT provides for judicial review of the expropriation and amount 
of payment. It also has the provision requiring compensation for the expropriation of foreign
owned shares of a local company previously discussed in connection with the Italy BIT. 

F. Currency Transfers 

The Tunisia BIT currency transfers provision, at article VI, is weak from an 
investor's perspective. The obligation to grant transfers without unreasonable delay is "within 
the scope of [the host state's] laws and regulations." That is, the transfers article is subject to 
local law. In addition, the transfers article applies only to certain listed transfers. not to all 
payments related to an investment. Transfers are to be made only after the investor has 
complied with all tax obligations. 

Unless otherwise agreed by the investor and the host state. transfers shall be in the 
original currency or any other freely convertible currency at the prevailing exchange rate on 
the transfer date in accordance with exchange regulations. 

G. Investor-to-State Disputes 
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The investor-to-state disputes provision in the Tunisia BIT, like that in the
Korea BIT, applies to "any dispute." Again, as 
with the Korea BIT. the provision authorizes

only ICSID arbitration or conciliation and thus the scope of the disputes provision is limitedby the ICSID Convention. In the event of a disagreement over whether to use arbitration or 
conciliation, the investor shall decide. 

The provision specifies that. if the disputes has not been resolved amicably
within six months, 
 the investor may consent to arbitration or conciliation. Thereafter. either 
party may institute proceedings provided that the investor has not submitted the dispute either 
to previously-agreed procedures or to the courts of the host state. This condition mirrors
 
language contained in the U.S. BITs.
 

H. Preservation of Rights 

The Tunisia BIT provides that more favorable treatment under "any otherAgreement" shall prevail. The reference to other agreements probably refers to other treaties.

but it could also refer to agreements between the investor and the host state. 
 This should be
 
clarified.
 

I. Application to Existing Investment 

Under article III, the Tunisia Brr applies to existing investment established inaccordance with the host state's laws. Note that the treaty refers to Indonesian law rather than 
Lithuanian law. 

XII. TURKEY 

A. Definition of Investor 

The definition of investor, at article l(1), is not unusual. Companies must beconstituted under the laws of a party and have their headquarters in the territory of that party,
which means the definition is more restrictive than in many treaties. The nationality of
individuals is based on each state's own law, as in virtually all BITs. 

B. Definition of Territory 

The Turkey BIT definition of territory, at article 1(4), is confusing. It refers to 



maritime areas and the continental shelf "delimited by mutual agreement between the parties
concerned..." It is unclear who the "parties concerned" are. Because Lithuania and Turkey 
share no common borders, there is no reason for them to agree on the delimitation of any 
maritime areas. It also suggests that. if for any reason, the "parties concerned" have not 
mutually agreed on a boundary, then the definition cannot be applied. This definition should 
be clarified or replaced by another one. 

C. MFN and National Treatment 

Article 11(2) guarantees MFN and national treatmen to investment. 

Under article 11(4). there is an exception for treatment under customs unions. 
regional economic organizations or similar international agreements. A second exception 
exists under that article for agreements relating wholly or mainly to taxation. Lithuania may 
wish to add an exception for domestic laws relating to taxation. 

D. Absolute Standards 

The Turkey BIT has no provisions of the type discussed under this heading in 
Part One. 

E. Expropriation 

Expropriation under article III must be for a public purpose, nondiscriminatory. 
accompanied by prompt, adequate and effective compensation, and in accordance with due 
process and the general principles of treatment under article I. The reference to article II 
appears to require. in substance, MFN and national treatment. 

F. Currency Transfers 

Article IVrequires the parties to permit in good faith all transfers related to an 
investment to be made freely and without unreasonable delay in the convertible currency in 
which it was made or in any convertible currency at the rate of exchange on the date of 
transfer, unless otherwise agreed by the investor and the host state. 

G. Investor-to-State Disputes 

The Turkey BIT investor-to-state disputes provision applies to disputes in 
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connection with investment. If the disputes is not settled by good faith negotiations withinsix months, the investor may select ("I arbitration before ICSID, if Lithuania and Turkey areboth parties to the ICSID Convention; (2) ad hoc arbitration under the UNCITRAL rules, ifLithuania and Turkey are both members of the United Nations, an unusual and seeminglyunnecessary condition; or (3) arbitration before the Court of Arbitration of the International 
Chamber of Commerce in Paris.
 

The Turkey BIT imposes 
a condition on the investor's right to arbitration thatseems to say that arbitration is not available if the investor submitted the dispute to localcourts and the suit was decided within one year. The language, however, is badly garbled and 
should be clarified. 

The Turkey BIT also has standard provisions to the effect that the award shallbe final and bind-ng and that the host state will execute the award according to its laws.From the investor's perspective, this is less than desirablc because it suggests that the
obligation to enforce is subject to local law. 

Note that the Turkey BIT provision is set forth at article VII. paragraphs 1. 2and 4. Paragraph 3 seems to have been mistakenly omitted. 

H. Preservation of Rights 

Article VI of the Turkey BIT providcs that more favorable treatmentguaranteed to investment or associated activities under domestic laws, international legalobligations, and obligations assumed by either party shall prevail. The term "associated 
activities" is not defined. 

I. Application to Existing Investment 

The Turkey BIT applies to existing investment. 

J. Other Provisions 

1. Entry and Sojourn 

The Turkey BIT provides, at article H(3), that investors of one partyshall be permitted to enter and remain in the territory of the other party for the purpose of 
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establishing and operating investments to which they or their employer have committed a
substantial amount of capital. This right, however, is subject to each party's employment and
immigration laws. The provision is modelled very closely after a standard provision in the 
U.S. BITs. 

2. Employment 

Under article 11(3), companies incorporated under host state laws and
that are considered investment shall be permitted to engage managerial and technical 
personnel of their choice, regardless of nationality. This right. however, is subject to each 
party's laws concerning the entry, sojourn and employment of aliens. This provision is 
patterned after a standard provision in the U.S. BITs. 

3. Amendment 

Article IX(3) provides that the Turkey BIT may be amended by written
agreement. The amendment shall enter into force when the parties have notified each other 
that all internal requirements have been completed. 

XIII. VIETNAM 

A. Definition of Investor 

Article l(l)(c) provides that natural persons are investors of a party if they are
citizens under its law or permanently reside in its territory. The use of permanent residence 
as a basis for treaty protection is unusual, but there is precedent for it in Lithuania's treaty
with the United Kingdom. It does not appear in any other Lithuanian treaty. The nationality 
of companies is based on the place of incorporation. 

B. Definition of Territory 

The definition of territory in article l(l)(d) of the Vietnam BIT applies only to 
Vietnam and thus a definition for Lithuania must be added. 

The definition for Vietnam is interesting in two respects. First, it does not 
appear to include any maritime area beyond the territorial sea, which is limited by
international law to twelve miles. Thus, investments in the EEZ would not be covered.
Second, it includes the airspace above Vietnam. It is unclear what kind of investment would 
be located in the airspace. 
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C. MFN and National Treatment 

Article 3(1) guarantees MFN treatment for investment. 

Under article 4. the MFN obligation does not require extension of treatmentafforded by virtue of a customs union, free trade area, common external tariff area, monetaryunion, similar international agreement, or other forms of regional cooperation. 

The MFN obligation also does not apply to an international agreement orarrangement relating wholly or mainly to taxation or domestic legislation relating wholly or 
mainly to taxation. 

D. Absolute Standards 

The Vietnam BIT guarantees investment fair and equitable treatment in twodifferent places, article 2(2) and article 3(l). There does not appear to be anything added bythe second reference. Article 2(2) also guarantees full protection and security to investment. 

E. Expropriation 

Under article 5. expropriation must be for a public purpose. in accordance withdue process, nondiscriminatory, and accompanied by prompt, adequate and effectivecompensation. In further elaboration of the requirements of prompt. adequate and effectivecompensation, the Vietnam BIT specifies that compensation shall represent the market valueof the investment immediately before the expropriation became public knowledge and shall befreely transerable in a freely usable currency. The term "freely usable currency" is defined in

article l(l)(e).
 

There is also a requirement of interest, although from an investor's perspectivethe language could be improved. Specifically, the Vietnam BIT states that any unreasonabledelay in payment shall carry an appropriate interest at a commercially reasonable rate asagreed upon by the parties or at such rate as prescribed by law. Obviously, the possibilitymay arise that the parties will not be able to agree on an interest rate. That means the rate isthat prescribed by law. This assumes that local law will prescribe an interest rate. If not,then there may be no basis to derive the interest rate. 

F. Currency Transfers 

The Vietnam BIT currency transfers provision, at article 6. is weak from an 
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investor's perspective because its guarantee that transfers shall be made in any freely usable 
currency without unreasonable delay is made subject to the host state's laws, regulations and 
administrative practices. In addition, it applies only to certain listed transfers, not all transfers 
related to an investment. The exchange rate is that prevailing at the time of remittance. 
Article l(l)(e) defines freely usable currency. 

The Vietnam BIT explicitly provides that investors shall receive MFN treatment 
with respect to the listed transfers. Even without this provision, the Vietnam BITs general 
MFN provision may well have provided this protection. 

G. Investor-to-State Disputes Provision 

The Vietnam investor-to-state disputes provision, at article 7, applies to 
disputes involving an obligation by the host state to an investor regarding an investment or an 
alleged breach of any right conferred or created by the BIT with respect to investment. If the 
dispute is not resolved by negotiations within six months, the investor and the host state may
refer it to conciliation or arbitration under the UNCITRAL conciliation or arbitration rules. 

The Vietnam BIT is unique among Lithuania's concluded or proposed 
agreements in that it nakes no provision for ICSID arbitration. It is also unusual in providing 
that both the investor and the host state shall submit the dispute to arbitration or conciliation 
and makes no provision for what is to be done if they cannot agree on which form of dispute 
settlement to use. Presumably. the host state could insist upon nonbinding conciliation 
without violating the BIT. Yet, this would prevent the investor from obtaining binding 
arbitration since the BIT does not appear to authorize either form of dispute settlement 
without the further agreement of both parties. From the investor's perspective, this is a very 
weak disputes provision. 

In the copy of the Vietname BIT used for this analysis. article 7(2)(a) was not 
legible, but it appears to address the manner in which a conciliation commission is to be 
formed in the event that the parties choose conciliation. In the event that the parties choose 
arbitration. the tribunal is to be formed in the usual way. Arbitration is to be in accordance 
with the provisions of the BIT, the relevant domestic laws of the host state, and generally 
recognized principles of international law. As previously discussed, this is an undesirable 
choice of law clause from the investor's perspective because it leaves unclear which law will 
govern if international and national law conflict. 

H. Preservation of Rights 

The proposed Vietnam BIT has no provision relating to other laws or 
agreements that provide more favorable treatment to investment than the BIT. 
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I. Application to Existing Investment
 

Under article 10, the Vietnam BIT applies to investments made after January 1,
1988, in accordance with the host state's laws. 

J. Other Provisions 

In the copy of the Vietnam BIT used for this analysis, the definition ofinvestments was partially illegible and thus could not be reviewed. 


